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DMS 2012 Foreword
Welcome to DMS 2012, the 18th International Conference on Distributed Multimedia Systems.

With today’s proliferation of multimedia data (e.g., images, animations, video, and sound), 
comes the challenge of using such information to facilitate data analysis, modeling, presen-
tation, interaction, and programming. Th is is particularly important for the ever increasing 
number of end-users who are domain experts, but not IT professionals, allowing productive 
activities to cope with economic recession. 

Th e conference is organized into eleven sessions on a variety of specialized themes, including: 
Slow Intelligence Systems, Mobile Intelligent Application, Human-Computer Interaction, Vi-
sual Languages and Computing, Distance Education Technology, Semantic Computing, Cul-
tural and Social Multimedia, and Soft ware Engineering and Soft ware Security. Th e selection 
of papers to be presented at the conference was based upon a rigorous review process, with an 
acceptance rate of  42% of the submissions received in the category of full research papers. Th e 
conference program also includes short papers that report on ongoing research activities and 
applications. 

In addition, we are very pleased to have Dr Borko Furht (Florida Atlantic University, USA), a 
distinguished researcher in the area of multimedia, delivering an  invited keynote speech on 
industry multimedia projects.

Th e DMS Conference continues to be an internationally diverse research gathering. Th is year 
we are expecting authors and guests from 17 countries: Brazil, Canada, China, Egypt, France, 
Germany, India, Italy, Japan, Pakistan, Portugal, Saudi Arabia, Taiwan, Th ailand, Korea, UK, 
and the United States. 

As program co-chairs, we sincerely express our gratitude to the dedicated program committee 
members and conference support staff  who have contributed to making DMS 2012 a success. 
We hope that you fi nd this year’s conference to be an invigorating exchange of research ideas, 
and that you include some time to enjoy the beautiful sights, sounds, and tastes of Miami.

Giorgio Valle, Shi-Hong Huang and Haiping Xu
DMS 2012 Program Co-Chairs
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Keynote
Industry Multimedia Projects

Borko Furht 
Florida Atlantic University, Florida

 
Abstract

In this talk we will f rst introduce the NSF-sponsored Industry/University Cooperative Center for 
Advanced Knowledge Enablement at F AU, which presently has 16 industry members with about 
$1.5 million memberships. The Center is successfully building a bridge linking academia, industry , 
and government in a coordinated research initiative. We describe several applied multimedia projects 
conducted within the Center including video and image mining for coastline security , 3D image 
reconstruction and segmentation of brain cells, augmented reality methods for hearing augmentation, 
automatic asset tracking in datacenter , and a few others. All these projects are initiated by industry 
partners who are the members of the Center and who are interested to use the obtained research results 
and create successful commercial products. The talk will complete with our prediction where the 
multimedia computing is heading to the next several years.

About the Speaker
Borko Furht is a professor and chairman of the Department of Computer & Electrical Engineering and 
Computer Science at Florida Atlantic University (FAU) in Boca Raton, Florida. He is also Director 
of the NSF-sponsored Industry/University Cooperative Research Center (I/UCRC) on Advanced 
Knowledge Enablement. Before joining FAU, he was a vice president of research and a senior director 
of development at Modcomp (Ft. Lauderdale), a computer company of Daimler Benz, Germany; a 
professor at University of Miami in Coral Gables, Florida; and a senior researcher in the Institute 
Boris Kidric-Vinca, Yugoslavia. Professor Furht received a Ph.D. degree in electrical and computer 
engineering from the University of Belgrade. 

His current research is in multimedia systems, video coding and compression, 3D video and image 
systems, wireless multimedia, and Internet and cloud computing. He is presently Principal Investigator 
and Co-PI of several multiyear , multimillion-dollar projects, including NSF PIRE project and NSF 
High-Performance Computing Center. He is the author of numerous books and articles in the areas of 
multimedia, computer architecture, real-time computing, and operating systems. He is also editor of 
two encyclopedias – Encyclopedia of Wireless and Mobile Communications, CRC Press, 2007, 2012 
(2nd edition), and Encyclopedia of Multimedia (Springer, 2009).

He is a founder and editor-in-chief of the Journal of Multimedia Tools and Applications (Springer). He 
has received several technical and publishing awards, and has consulted for many high-tech companies 
including IBM, Hewlett-Packard, Xerox, General Electric, JPL, NASA, Honeywell, and RCA. He 
has also served as a consultant to various colleges and universities. He has given many invited talks, 
keynote lectures, seminars, and tutorials. He served on the Board of Directors of several high-tech 
companies.
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Relating Slow Intelligence Research to Bilingualism

Tiansi Dong and Ingo Glöckner
Department of Mathematics and Informatics

FernUniversiät in Hagen

Universitätstr. 1, 58084 Hagen, Germany

Email: {tiansi.dong|ingo.gloeckner}@fernuni-hagen.de

Abstract—Late-learned-L2 Bilinguals are people who learn
the second language (L2) after the acquisition of the mother
language (L1). We relate Slow Intelligent Systems (SIS) research
to bilingualism, in particular late-learned-L2 bilinguals. The
separation of and the relation between the quick and the slow
decision cycles are supported by the linguistic models of the
late-learned-L2 bilinguals and by the human memory structure.
The competition relation is proposed as a new relation between
quick/slow decision cycle based on the research on bilingualism.
The cognitive mechanism of bilinguals extends the application
area of slow intelligent systems into machine translation. Within
the SIS framework, translation starts with a slow decision cycle
whose critical process is cross-linguistic cue switching. We argue
that an efficient way to evaluate this new translation method
is to carry out German into Chinese translation in education
and in computational simulation. We review three main machine
translation technologies in AI, and show the advantages of the
slow intelligent translation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Almost all of the intelligence systems in nature, even

roses, have slow intelligence [11]. Following the “minimalist”

strategy in cognitive science that cognitive processes needed
by other areas of cognitive functioning can also be involved
in language processing [38], we explore slow intelligence in

the domain of second language acquisition. This is a slow

process for adults to acquire a second language – They will

start with memorizing basic words and expressions, and apply

grammar rules. The performance of using the second language

is slowly improved through practicing, and can reach to the

level of the mother tongue. It is a slow intelligence system

whose performance improves gradually over time, whose slow

decision cycle supports the acquisition of a new language,

and whose quick decision cycle supports mother-tongue-level

language processing.

The aim of this paper is to show that the second lan-

guage acquisition of adults is a joint topic for research in

slow intelligence, linguistics (bilingualism), and AI. Research

in psycholinguistics, neurolinguistics, and aphasia not only

supports the general framework of slow intelligent systems,

but also provides data to identify new features. Research on

slow intelligent systems propose novel approaches to machine

translation in AI.

The rest of the paper is structured as follow: Section

2 relates SIS in bilingualism research by associating the

SIS framework with the hierarchical model of late-learned-

L2 bilinguals, and with memory structures of mind. The

separation of two different decision cycles in slow intelligence

Fig. 1. The Revised Hierarchical Model by Kroll and Stewart [35] (1994).
‘C’ is the conceptual representation; ‘L1’ is the lexical representation of the
mother language; ‘L2’ is the lexical representation of the second language

systems is consistent with the two branches in the revised

hierarchical model of late-learned-L2 bilinguals [35], and also

consistent with declarative/procedural memory structure of

mind, e.g. [53], [54], [55]. Section 3 reviews some brain-

impaired bilinguals and proposes a new general feature of

SIS that make the quick/slow decision cycles competitive.

Section 4 proposes that the critical process of translation is

cross-linguistic cue switching, which is a cognitive processing

independent of understanding and production within a single

language. Section 5 shows the envisioned German into Chinese

translation is an efficient way to evaluate this novel translation

method. Section 6 critically reviews three main approaches to

machine translation in AI and demonstrates the advantage of

the slow intelligence approach.

II. ANCHOR SIS RESEARCH IN BILINGUALISM

Slow Intelligent Systems (SIS), as a general framework for

intelligent systems, shall be applicable for the second language

acquisition of adults who fluently speak their mother tongue

and whose performance of the second language improves

gradually. Do they have two separate language systems in

mind, each supports one language, or one system for both

languages? How shall we use the SIS framework to simulate

bilingualism?

A. The Aggregated Language Model

Sufficient research in psycholinguistics supports an aggre-

gated language model, that is, later learned languages are

superimposed on the earlier learned language. This idea dates

back to Freud [20] (1891). For example, researchers found
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non-selective access to lexemes in both languages, e.g., [3],

[16], [15]. That is, lexemes in different language are simul-

taneously activated. This explains why many bilinguals often

mix lexemes in different languages. The aggregation can reach

to such a degree that some Spanish-English bilinguals may

pronounce neither in Spanish nor in English, as observed by

Walters [61] (2005).

A general agreement in psycholinguistics is on the sepa-

ration between meanings and forms in language processing.

Meanings (concepts) are shared by both languages, e.g., [10],

[31], [13], while forms are specific to each language, e.g., [31],

[51], [21]. A hierarchical model of meanings and forms for

lexeme acquisition is illustrated in Figure 1. For non-proficient

late-learned L2 speakers, there will be no direct link between

L2 and C, and for bilinguals who learned two languages from

birth, there will be no direct link between L1 and L2, i.e., [45],

[35]. From this, we can infer how proficient bilinguals carry

out translation: firstly, meaning-acquisition from the source

language, secondly, language-production from the acquired

meaning into the target language.

B. Linguistic Mental Storage of late-learned-L2 Bilinguals

With regards to the mental storage of linguistic knowledge,

neurolinguists conducted a serial of experiments and found

that lexemes of both languages of late-learned-L2 bilinguals

are macroscopically represented in the same cerebral area e.g.,

[32], [12], [19]. This area is associated with the declarative

memory system, whose main function is for knowledge rep-

resentation and processing of facts and events, e.g. [55].

Native speakers use their mother tongues with high profi-

ciency, but may fail to explain the grammar rules. The reason

lies in the fact that mother tongues are acquired as skills

through practice, instead of as knowledge in the form of facts

and rules. Cognitive skills are managed by the procedural

memory system, e.g., [1], [52], [63], which can also support

the syntactical knowledge of the mother tongue, e.g. [53], [54].

The declarative memory system has a rapid learning ability

and can acquire new knowledge fast. Knowledge acquisition

of the procedure memory system is carried out gradually, e.g.,

[42], [44]. Late-learned-L2 bilinguals may have more difficulty

than early-learned-L2 bilinguals to reach the same level of

proficiency in using L2. The reason lies in the fact that late-

learned-L2 bilinguals learn grammars of the second language

as rules and relations, which are stored in their declarative

memory systems, e.g., [55]. They can master their second

language at a high-level of proficiency, and result in a neuro-

cognitive pattern similar to that of mother tongue speakers, i.e.,

[55, p.153], for the performance of a skill can be gradually

improved through practicing.

C. Slow Intelligent Framework of Late-Learned-L2 Bilinguals

From the neurolinguistic research on bilingualism, we see

two different ways in language acquisition: one is to view lan-

guage as a cognitive skill, and learn languages purely through

practicing; the other is to view language as a knowledge sys-

tem, and learn languages through remembering grammatical

rules and lexemes. The first way associates with the activities

of the procedural memory system. Language acquisition in

this way is slow, but can reach to a high efficiency in using

languages. The second way associates with the activities of the

declarative memory system. Language acquisition in this way

is much faster, but results in inefficient usage of languages.

To model the second language acquisition of late-learned-

L2 bilinguals, the slow cycle models the activities of the

declarative memory system: learning lexical knowledge and

grammatical rules. This cycle is quick to learn language

knowledge, but may not use language in high-level of profi-

ciency. Continuous practice gradually nurtures the quick cycle,

which models activities of the procedural memory system.

The slow cycle for language acquisition of late-learned L2

speakers consists of two layers: the meaning layer, including

basic concepts and relations among basic concepts; the form

layer, including lexemes and syntactical rules. Language com-

prehension is modeled by the process of acquiring meaning

representation from forms; language production is modeled by

the process of developing forms from meaning representations.

Translation is modeled by the sequence of comprehension of

the source language, and production in the target language.

One advantage of relating SIS research to bilingualism

research is that the former will be benefited from the fruitful

research results from bilingualism, as shown below.

III. COMPETITIVE RELATION BETWEEN QUICK/SLOW

DECISION CYCLES

The patient, E.M., in [2] spoke Venetan as the mother

language (L1), and learned Italian as her second language (L2)

for three years in an elementary school with poor performance.

After a stroke, she was not able to speak her mother language,

but could proficiently speak her second language. Translation

from L1 into L2 was more accurate and quick than vice versa;

sentence translation from L2 into L1 was hardly possible.

The patient, A.D, in [43] spoke French as L1, and learned

Arabic (L2) at a French school at the age of 10. Her both

languages were very fluent. After a traffic accident, she lost

consciousness for 15 minutes. Four days later, she could only

speak Arabic. Her French was slowly recovered. On the 19th

day after the accident, translation from L2 into L1 was good;

and translation from L1 into L2 was a total failure. On the

next day, translation from L1 into L2 was excellent, while

translation from L2 into L1 was poor. On the 28th day after

the accident, translation from L1 into L2 was very poor, while

translation from L2 into L1 was very good. On the 41st day

after the accident, translation in each direction was poor. On

the next day, translation from L1 into L2 was poor, while

translation from L2 into L1 was good.

Both E.M. and A.D. are later-learned L2 bilinguals. Pro-

cessing of L1 is supported by quick decision cycle, while

processing of L2 is supported by slow intelligence cycle. Their

recovery pattern suggested a new feature to the slow intelli-

gent framework: the competitive relation between quick/slow

decision cycles. That is, the dysfunction of cycle results in

enhanced performance of the other cycle.
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This new feature is supported by studies on the memory

system of animal and human, e.g., [41], [44], [54]. For

example, women are better than men in verbal memory tasks

[34], because verbal memory tasks depend on the declarative

memory system (slow decision cycle) [59] and estrogen betters

the performances of the declarative memory system [54]. Men

show better performance in skills, e.g. aimed throwing, mental

rotation [30], which depend on the procedural memory system

(quick decision cycle) [56]. Performances in these tasks are

bettered with the decreased estrogen, and worse with the

increased estrogen [23], [30].

IV. TRANSLATION AS CROSS-LINGUISTIC CUE SWITCHING

Research on bilingualism enhances the understanding of the

nature of second language acquisition, and provides a new

application area for SIS engineering: machine translation.

A. Linguistic Cues

A cue is a piece of information that a speaker or listener

can use to determine the relationship between meanings and

forms [37, pp. 169]. Cross-linguistic study showed that each

language uses a particular set of cues: Italian extremely relies

on agreement cues, German relies on both agreement cues and

animacy cues, English relies overwhelmingly on word order

[39], Chinese relies on cues of passive marker�/by, animacy,

word order, object marker �/hold, indefinite marker �/one

[37].

B. Translation as the Cross-linguistic Cue Switching

Translation can be understood as a cognitive functioning

of an aggregated language model, whose central task is the

cross-linguistic cue switching. When a sentence in language

A is received by the model, cues of language A are used to

acquire the meaning of the sentence; then the model generates

cues of language B from the acquired meaning to produce

sentence in language B.

Some researchers view this cross-linguistic cue switching

as a pragmatic control [46], [27], or as inhibitory control [22].

Such cue-switching may not be easy for late-learned second

language bilinguals. They may use the cues of their mother

tongue to process L2 sentences [28]. Even proficient second

language speakers might be insensitive to cues which do not

exist in their mother language [29].

Bilinguals with brain lesion may understand both languages,

and fail to translate from one into the other language [2],

[43]. Cross-linguistic cue switching is an linguistic function

independent of functions of a single language model and is

the central activity of translation.

Cross-linguistic cue switching may not be trivial. The Dani

people, living in the central highlands of western New Guinea,

only have two terms, “mili” (roughly means “dark”) and

“mola” (roughly means “light”), for colors [47]. Translation

between Dani color terms and English color terms would

not be easy. The Dani color terms are only determined by

the brightness of a color; while English color terms are

determined by hues, brightness, and saturation. Translating

color terms requires switching of granularity (zoom-in or

zoom-out) and perspective (e.g. shrink, broaden). The Guugu

Yimithirr people, living in North Queensland, Australia, only

use absolute orientations, e.g., “I left it on the southern edge of

the western table in your house” [36]. English speakers would

use relative orientations in terms of “left”, “right”, “front”, and

“back”. Translation of spatial descriptions in the two languages

demands a total perspective switching in orientation reference

frameworks. The problem is that preferred perspective and the

granularity differs, as noted in Rosch et al.[48, p. 430](1976),

and sometimes even incompatible without extra information.

The precondition for cross-linguistic cue switching is that their

semantic representations must be made compatible.

V. EFFICIENT EVALUATION THROUGH GERMAN INTO

CHINESE TRANSLATION

The SIS translation method shall be applicable to any two

languages. To evaluate this method efficiently, we need to

choose two languages with different cues. The more different,

the better.

Chinese is notorious for its lack of inflection informations.

In this aspect, Chinese is different from almost all other

western languages. Among all western languages, which one

shall we choose? We can choose German, for the reason that

it has a very systematical case based inflection system. Some

western languages, however, even have more systematical

inflection systems than German. For example, the Turkish

inflection system is much more regular than German, and

“is perhaps the most regular, semantically transparent, and

unambiguous system in the world” [5, pp. 173].

Due to some technical and social considerations, we prefer

German to Turkey. Technically, we shall focus on the central

topic, i.e. cross-linguistic cue switching. Ideally, the meaning

representation of L1 has been intensively researched and

there are computational tools for automatic acquisition. This

happens to the German language, i.e., [25], [26]. Socially, the

more L1 people interested in L2 learning, the better. There are

much more German people interested in learning Chinese and

traveling in China, than Turkey people.

Why not choose English, instead of German, for there

are definitely more English people interested in Chinese than

German people? The answer is: Because the English language

has the poorest inflection system among all of Indo-European

and Ural-Altaic languages, including Dutch, English, Italian,

German, Hebrew, Hungarian, Italian, Japanese, Turkish. In

English, the word-order plays the dominant role in conveying

meanings, though it has some inflectional devices, such as

number, person, and gender of nouns, and agreement relations

between nouns and verbs. This isolates English from all other

Indo-European and Ural-Altaic languages and demonstrates

some similarity to Chinese, [6], [37].

The cue-difference between German and Chinese results in

tremendous difficulties for native German speakers to construct

Chinese sentences. For the phrase im Alter von 82 Jahren, a
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Fig. 2. The meaning representation of the phrase ‘im Alter von 82 Jahren’

German student translated it into �82�1, which is mean-

ingless in Chinese. Though she knew Chinese translations

of single German words, she did not know the order to

construct them into a meaningful Chinese phrase. What has

not been fully researched in second language education is

a systematic cue-switching rules from German into Chinese,

which can be represented in the three types of schemas as

follows: the meaning schema, the single translation schema,

and the Chinese production schema. The meaning schema is

the semantic representation of the input. The meaning schema

for the above example is illustrated in Figure 2. The semantic

representation of German has been intensively researched [25],

and can be automatically acquired by the WOCADI parser

[26], [24]. The single translation schema lists possible Chinese

translations of all leaf nodes of the meaning schema. The

single translation schema of the German student can be listed

as follows.

(1) jahr.1.1 →�
(2) alter.1.1 →�

The Chinese production schema lists rules, which transform

relations in the meaning schema into meaningful Chinese

phrases, based on cues of the Chinese language. The produc-

tion schema of the above example can be listed as follows.

(3) ∗QUANT(X,Y) → [X] � [Y]
(4) c[SUB(alter.1.1),VAL(X)] → [X] � [alter.1.1]
(5) [X] � [Y], [Y] � [Z] → [X] � [Z]

‘[X]’ is the single Chinese translation of ‘X’. Rule (3) tells

the word order in Chinese and the logical relation: [X] is

restricted to domain [Y]: Following Russell [49] (1919), we

can say that ‘82’ refers to any domain which has 82 elements.

Rule (4) is understood similarly. Rule (5) tells that � is

transitive. These rules fullfill the cue-switching from German

into Chinese. The German student could translate im Alter
von 82 Jahren into 82 ����, and into 82�� with Rule (5).

The Chinese translation 82� will be obtained by suppressing

(removing) all logical relations, here only one �.

VI. CONTRIBUTION TO MACHINE TRANSLATION IN AI

The computational simulation of human translation is nor-

mally called “Machine translation (MT)” in AI. Rule-based

1The meaning in English is: at the age of 82. This example is taken from a
semester examination of the Chinese Department, Bonn University, Germany

Machine Translation, Example-based Machine Translation,

and Statistical Machine Translation are the three main tech-

nologies. Is there anything new of SIS translation to machine

translation in AI?

A. Statistical Machine Translation

The Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) is the most

popular and the most widely-studied method. The idea dates

back to Weaver[62](1949), and was re-introduced in early 90s

[9]. The central idea can be stated as follows: Given a sentence

f in language A, we look for the sentence e in language B

which maximizes P(e | f ), written as argmaxe P(e | f ). That

is, the sentence e in language A is most likely the translation

of the sentence f in language B. The term ‘most likely’

can be approached by the Bayes rule: argmaxe P(e | f ) =
argmaxe P(e) ∗ P(f | e). P(e) is the probability that e occurs

in language A. P(f | e) is the probability that f occurs as a

sentence in language B, if e is a sentence in language A. P(e)
is called the ‘Language Model’ (LM). P(f | e) is called the

‘Translation Model’. The basic idea is that firstly all possible

alignments between e and f are enumerated, and assigned to

an equal probability; then the Estimation-Maximization (EM)

bootstrapping algorithm, i.e., [7] is applied to update these

probabilities for all possible alignments (including multiple (1

to many) or zero (1 to 0) alignments) again and again, till

one alignment with a significantly higher probability appears.

The statistical translation approach is therefore based on such a

mind model that each language is a separate system, e.g. P(e),
and there is a transition system between the language models,

i.e. P(f | e). With this model, it would be hard to simulate

the fact that bilinguals often produce utterances containing

lexemes in different languages.

B. Example-based Machine Translation

The example-based approach, e.g. [40], [8], decomposes the

input into several phrases with the assumption that each phrase

can be directly translated into phrases in the target language

by analogy. The output in the target language is composed

using these translated fragments, which, as admitted by Nagao

[40], is by no means trivial. Analogy is implemented as a

case-based reasoning. This approach was targeted to translate

languages with different structures, i.e., English and Japanese.

This approach requires a huge sample bilingual corpus as

examples, which is not always available. Another difficulty is

the problem of ambiguity. As the main tenet of the approach is

not to do deep linguistic analysis (i.e. meaning representation),

ambiguity becomes a foreign concept to this approach.

The Example-based approach was inspired from a naive ob-

servation of the second language acquisition of human adults,

and views translation as a process of analogy, as described in

[40, pp.173]: “Let us reflect about the mechanism of human

translation of elementary sentences at the beginning of for-

eign language learning. A student memorizes the elementary

English sentences with the corresponding Japanese sentences.

The first stage is completely a drill of memorizing lots of

similar sentences and words in English, and the corresponding
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Japanese. Here we have no translation theory at all to give to

the student. He has to get the translation mechanism through

his own instinct. He has to compare several different English

sentences with the corresponding Japanese. He has to guess,

make inferences about the structure of sentences from a lot

of examples”. By saying “memorizes the elementary English

sentences with the corresponding Japanese sentences”, we

know that it is carried out in the declarative memory; by saying

“a drill of memorizing lots of similar sentences and words”,

we know that it is carried out in the procedural memory.

Therefore, this approach could be extended, taking benefit of

concrete research findings in second language acquisition of

human adults.

C. Rule-based Machine Translation

The classical approach to MT is the Rule-Based Machine

Translation (RBMT). ‘Rule’ is a general term, including

linguistic information acquired from dictionaries and gram-

mars. The main principle of the RBMT approach is to find

a structural link between the input in the source language

and the output in the target language, while preserving the

meaning. Normally we distinguish two kinds of RBMT sys-

tems: Transfer RBMT and Interlingual RBMT. The Transfer
RBMT approach works better for two languages with a similar

structure. The Inter-lingual RBMT has an intermediate repre-

sentation independent of the source and the target languages,

which somehow serves as the meaning of the source sentence.

Is such intermediate meaning representation really adequate

for all natural languages? One reason against such canonical

meaning representation is that there is no canonical meaning

representation for formal languages, i.e., [64]. Another reason

is from neurolinguistics and psycholinguists: instead of one-

for-all model, they advocate an aggregated model.

D. Comments

From the perspective of pragmatism, it is not so important

whether a machine translation system simulates the cogni-

tive activity of human translation, as long as the system

can be reliably used in real applications. To improve the

translation reliability, researchers have attempted to combine

different approaches. For example, example-based translation

approach with rule-based translation approach, e.g., [57],

[50], rule-based translation approach with statistical translation

approach, e.g., [14], adding formal domain knowledge into

translation system, e.g., [18]. In one of the largest research

project, Verbmobil, [60] researchers tried almost all possi-

ble hybrid method and also developed new methods within

techniques. For example, using templates within example-

based machine translation, i.e., [4], using stattrans module

within statistical translation, i.e., [58]. However, Uszkoreit,

Xu, and Liu observed that “although the successful project

[Verbmobil] resulted in a strong push to face-to-face speech

translation, the base technologies could not be lifted up to the

level of coverage and robustness required for a product in the

demanding tourist market, . . . machine translation is still far

from being reliable”, [57, pp. 135-137].

Something might be still being neglected in the machine

translation theories, as Knight [33, p.82] said, “If we pour in

lots of theories from computer science, linguistics, statistics

and AI–and still get wrong translations–then we know we

need better theories”. One lesson learned from neurolinguistics

is that there is a specific neuro-functional system supporting

translation, as remarked by Fabbro [19, pp. 219]. Based on re-

search of bilingualism, we propose that this specific system is

the process of cross-linguistic cue production, which is clearly

not needed for single language comprehension and production.

The second lesson learned from neuro- and psycho-linguistics

is the aggregated, hierarchical, two-branched language model

of bilinguals. This model is consistent with the separation

of the slow/quick decision cycles of the slow intelligence

framework. The third lesson learned from human memory

structure is that late-learned-L2 bilinguals start learning L2

with declarative knowledge. This is consistent with properties

of the slow/quick decision cycles. These three points are not

taken into consideration in the three main machine translation

technologies in AI, and can be well modeled in the proposed

slow intelligence translation approach. A sample translation

system within the SIS framework was described in [17].
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Abstract— In order to improve the a ccuracy and adapta tion 
ability of im age analysis methods in accordance  with 
surroundings, an image analysis system with different 
combinations of various para meterized algorithms  is presented. 
This system is designed a nd implemented by  a gen eral 
framework of Component-based Slow Intelligence System. A  
face recognition experiment is conducted on this system. We split 
each face database to several part s, depending on some quality 
characteristics of the facial image s (light variation, expression 
variation, angle variation, and  normal) and apply  different face  
recognition algorithms in each database part. The ov erall 
recognition performance is improved, and  the experimental 
results show t hat our metho d is superior to individual image 
analysis methods. 

Keywords-Component-based software system; slow intelligence 
system; image analysis; super component 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
In order to fac ilitate a deeper  understanding of im age and 

interpretation, image analysis employs mathematical m odels 
with image processing techniques to analyze the underlying 
characteristics and the uppe r structure, and to extract various 
parameters which represe nting the im age characteristics and 
demonstrating certain intelligent be haviors. The research of 
image analysis has been widely conducted into multiple 
applications  of face recognition, em otion recognition, 
handwriting recognition, OCR-Optical character recognition, 
biomedical image analys is, CBIR-Content based i mage 
retrieval, and video object extraction, etc [1]. There are many 
kinds of im ages analysis methods to solve diversifor m 
problems, such as Bayesian decision making, linear 
classification, nearest neighbor classification, clustering 
algorithms, neural networks  and support vector machines, etc 
[1]. Although image analysis has ac hieved a lot of research 
fruits, and has applied in specific applications in many areas, 
there are still many problems to be solved, e.g. establishing a 
common theoretical basis. In f act there a re many kinds of  
image analysis algorithms on hand, but one might face the 
difficulty of choosing the  appropr iate algorithm in practice, as 
each of them has its own advantage in different case.  

Recently, Chang [2] proposed a general intelligent 
framework called slow intelligence system  (SIS). Chang et. al 
also presented the design of component based SIS and the user 
interface design to produce and manage the generic SIS system 

[3-6]. In this paper, we use the idea of SIS  and apply it to the 
image analysis task. We propose a new image analysis system, 
which uses different image analysis algorithms as the candidate 
methods. Our system extracts im age features using diffe rent 
methods, searches for the bes t method according to the status 
quo and propagates the learned knowledge  over iterations. As 
we show, it gives the superi or performance and can com bine 
different image analysis methods into one system. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present 
a  method of dual visual repres entations and a tool for ge neral 
component-based system. In Sec tion III, the principle of SIS 
and the design tool for the s pecific component-based SIS are 
introduced. In Section I V, our image analysis system based 
specific component-based SIS is presented and its virtual 
development tool is utilized. In  Section V, we demonstrate the 
superiority of our system in human learning by solving the face 
recognition problems. In Section VI, we give the conclusion of 
our work and point out some possible future works. 

II. A GENERAL COMPONENT-BASED SYSTEM 

 

Figure 1.  Dual visual representations. 

A component-base system is characterized by splitting all 
processes into separate components so that all of the data and 
functions inside each co mponent are semantically related. We 
have designed and im plemented a general component-based 
system which can create com ponent-based system framework 
rapidly by des igning the sys tem’s control-card (C-card) and 
information-card (I-card) [4]. A ge neric example is illustrated 
in figure 1.  The m ain idea is to em ploy two visual 
representations, the I-card and the C-card together to speci fy a 
component-based software system. The I-card specifies the 
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logical relationships among the co mponents, and the C-card 
specifies the control and t iming relationships am ong the 
components as Petri net or sequence diagra m in UML. Their  
inter-relationships are re presented by bi-directional arcs (the 
dotted lines) connecting components, or other entities, in the I-
card and the C-card. With regard to system-wide co-ordination, 
components communicate w ith each other via XML format 
messages which should be authorized ahead of sendi ng or 
receiving by any component. 

We have provided a visual developm ent tool 
(SISProjectCreator) for spec ifying and creating a tem plate 

project of ge neral component-based system or/and specific 
component-based SIS with a specific application as show n in 
figure 2. This tool can achie ves  three tasks while creating a 
general component-based system: (1) specifying C-Card, which 
can define functional depe ndency repertoire by s pecifying 
messages transferred among components; (2) specifying I-Card, 
which can define components; (3) If a c omponent is  a SIS 
application, it can be  replaced by such the specific SIS system 
at run-time via specifying it as  a specific SIS component at 
design time.  

 

Figure 2.  Visual development tool, SISProjectCreator, for general component-based system. 
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Figure 3.  System architecture of component-based Slow Intelligence System. 

III. A SPECIFIC COMPONENT-BASED SIS 
A specific component-based SIS is characterized by being 

able to im prove performance over time through a  process 
involving  enum eration, propagation, adaptation, elimination 
and concentration. Figure 3 i llustrates the system architecture 
containing the key co mponents of the specific SIS system. A  
SIS continuously learns, searches for ne w solutions and 
propagates and shares its experience with other peers. It has 
multiple decision cycles such that  actions of slow deci sion 
cycle(s) may override actions of quick decision cycle(s), 
resulting in poorer performance in the short run but better 
performance in the long-run. [2] 

We have implemented a specific co mponent-base SIS in 
Java language [3]. First a  SIS server is implemented. It deals 
with all the messages transferring among components. 
Messages are the only way that com ponents could 
communicate with each othe r and all the messages within the 
SIS system are routed through the SIS se rver. Components 
could be classified into tw o classes: system components and 
candidate components. System components include 
Enumerator, Eliminator, Propagator, Adaptator, Concentrator . 
They are responsible for initia lizing and managing the SIS 
system. Candidate co mponents wrap vari ous algorithms to 
provide multiple performance  for different circum stances. 
Upon receiving the data message from the SIS server, they will 
work on the dataset and send back  the results to SIS server. 
The SIS serve r could forward the res ults to corres ponding 
components like Eliminator. Unless Eliminator close a certain 
candidate component, candidate components are al ways 
running and servicing. 

Like general component-base system, the visual 
development tool (SIS ProjectCreator) can also be applied to 
specify and cr eate a tem plate project of specific co mponent-
based SIS while developing a new SIS application. The GUI of 
the tool is shown in figure 4. This tool can accom plish three 
specific tasks: (1) specifying a more sophisticated C-Card, 

which can define functional dependency repertoire in Tim e 
Controller, by specifying multiple cycles and their executive  
rules; environmental variable can also be introduced to a ffect 
the route. However, the messages transferred a mong 
components can not be specified as they are hard-coded in SIS; 
(2) specifying I-Card, which can define candidate functions 
repertories in each cycle where the functiona l dependency can 
be parallel or sequential; (3) specifying testing data, which is 
stored in test data repertoire. 

 

Figure 4.  Visual development tool, SISProjectCreator, for specific 
component-based SIS. 

A specific component-based SIS can run i ndependently. It 
can also be wrapped into a general component-based system as 
a SIS component , as shown in figure 2.  An important feature 
of components is that they are substitutable, so that a  
component can replace another (at design tim e or run-time), if 
the successor component meets the requirements of the initial 
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component. Consequently, com ponents can be  replaced with 
either an updated version or an alternative without affecting the 
general system. In this case, the faceRecgSIS com ponent 
defined in figure 2 can be replaced by the s pecific component-
based SIS in figure 4 while the general component-base system 
is running. 

IV. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF IMAGE ANALYSIS 
SYSTEM  

Firstly, we design the C-card and I-card for the image 
analysis system with dual visual representations approach. The 
partial visual representations for SIA are shown in figure 5. 
The images being analyzed are sent to Im age Extractor 
fromImage Sender, so that the m ain part of image is extracted. 
Next the Enumerator invokes the only one functional block 
(super component) containing different candidate components 
for image analysis. All the candidate com ponents in this super 
component are the different specified algorithms or the generic 
algorithm with different para meters doing t he same job f or 
analyzing images. We have implemented three parameterized 
algorithms: principal co mponent analysis (PCA) [7-8], 
independent component analysis (ICA) [ 9] and 3-neighbor 
classification (TNC) [10] respectively. In each model, there are 
different parameters to cont rol its performance. Then the 
Tester collects and prese nts the test r esults. The Time 
Controller restarts the image analysis c ycle with a different 
super component. The Eliminator eliminates the inferior 
parameterized algorithms, and finally the Concentrator selects  
the best parameterized algorithm based on relative increase in 
correctness. 

Then we use the virtual tool SISProjectCreator to 
implement our previous design of I-Car d, C-Card and testing 
data respectively. Initially, we specify testing data as shown in  
figure 6 for testing each ca ndidate component. All testing data 

are images and are stored under a folder. Then I-card for each 
component (super component and/or simple component) is 
required to define as shown in figure  7. For the super 
component containing a num ber of candidate algorith ms, we 
need to use I-Card to add ea ch candidate component from the 
template algorithm with different param eters to this super 
component. We have implemented three algorithms for image 
analysis super component, namely, TIN, PCA and ICA.  For a 
simple component in Petri-net,  although it  includes only one  
component, we still need to  add it from  database or specific 
algorithm. In the end, we  create a template component-based 
SIS project by the virtual tool  SISProjectCreator. All required 
components are created and com municate with each ot her 
based on C-Card. We use Petri Net to de fine the dependencies 
among different functional components as shown in Figure 8.  
In the system, there is only one supper component “Image 
Analysis” which depends on I mage Extractor component and 
sends its result to Verifier com ponent. Places in Petri Net 
represent the messages sending from one transition to another, 
since SIS uses messages to com municate among all 
components. 

In addition, Cycle switch rules and environment variables 
can be defined in SIS Time Controller.  There are two methods 
to specify cycle switch rules, mapping table and matrix, which 
can control the sequence of decision cycles. W e define a rule 
by mapping table that controls Cycle 2 running after Cycle 1 
shown as figure 9. We can also define environment variables to 
specify whether a rule is effective or not. As we know the 
image quality is very im portant to any imag e analysis system, 
here we define an environmen t variable, im ageQuality, to 
control whether the defined rule is applicable. Only when the 
processed images meet the given condition (imageQuality>0.5), 
then rule1 can be effective, which means cycle1 can proceed to 
cycle2. 

C-card 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I-card 

 

Image Sender 

Image analysis 
super component

Tester 

Enumerator Image 
Extractor 

Image 
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Tester Time 
Controller

Eliminator Concentrator
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Figure 5.  Dual visual representations for image analysis system. 
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Figure 6.  Specification of testing data with SISProjectCreator. Figure 7.  Specification of I-card with SISProjectCreator. 

 

Figure 8.  Design of C-card for dependencies among different functional components 

 

Figure 9.  screenshot for time controller specification. 
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V. EXPERIMENT OF FACE RECOGNITION 
Face recognition is a hot research topic in pattern 

recognition area. It analyzes images of human faces and 
extracts the effective features  to identify status. It has a wide 
range of applications in iden tity verification, criminal 
identification, scene monitoring, human-computer interaction, 
visual communication, etc. In the practice of human-computer 
interaction, although there ar e a lot of im age recognition 
algorithms available, the end user does not know which 
method is the best one for t he particular illu mination, facial 
expressions and gestures. Thus, we conduct a face recognition 
experiment by o ur image analysis system to help human 
learning. In this section, we describe the experimental data and 
the experiment steps, a nd then analyze the  face recognition 
results . 

A. Experimental Data Description 
Four human face databases named FERET, Yale, ORL and 

Grimace are used in this experim ent [11], as shown in figure  
10-13 respectively. Firstly, we use the FERET face data base 
[12]. Harry Wechsler et a l.  build the FERET face database. 
The facial images were  collected independently from  the 
FERET program’s developers. There was some minor 
variation in im ages collected on different dates. The FERET  
database contains 1564 sets of images for a total of 14,126 
images that includes 1199 individuals and 365 duplicate sets of 
images. For som e individuals, over tw o years had elapsed 
between their first and last sittings, with some subjects be ing 
photographed multiple times. This tim e lapse was im portant 
because it enabled researche rs to study, for the first time, 
changes in a subject's appearance that occur over a year. 

Next database we use  is the Yale face dat abase [8]. T he 
Yale Face Da tabase contains 165 graysca le images in GIF 
format of 15 individuals. There ar e 11 images per subject, one 
per different facial expression or c onfiguration: center-light, 
w/glasses, happy, left-light, w/no glasses, normal, right-light, 
sad, sleepy, surprised, and wink.  

Then we use the ORL face database [7] [10], whic h 
contains a set of face images taken between April 1992 and 
April 1994 at AT&T Laboratories Cambridge. There are ten 
different images of each of 40 distinct subjects. For s ome 
subjects, the images were taken at differe nt times, varying the 
lighting, facial expressions (open / closed eyes, smiling / not 
smiling) and facial details (glasses / no glasses). All the images 
were taken against a dark hom ogeneous background with the 
subjects in an upright, frontal position (with tolerance for some 
side movement).  

At last we use the Grimace face database [13]. A seque nce 
of 20 images per s ubject was taken, using a  fixed cam era. 
During the sequence the subject moves his/her head and makes 
grimaces which get more extreme towards the end of the 
sequence. There is about 0.5 seconds between successive 
frames in the sequence.  

 

Figure 10.  FERET face database. 

 

Figure 11.  Yale face database. 

 

Figure 12.  ORL face database. 

 

Figure 13.  Grimace face database. 

B. Experimental Protocol 
We have three face recogni tion algorithms to deal with 

those face database, named PCA, ICA and TNC. The users 
would be confused as they don’t know which algorithm is the 
best or most appropriate in recognizing a given subject.  We set 
up this experi ment to help user s improve their skill in  the 
application of face recognition.  

Users may reorganize those face database s according to 
their experience. As we know the im ages effects are very  
important to any face recognition method, users can reorganize 
those four fac e databases into another four face databases in  
accordance with the variation degree of light, facial expression 
and face angle. The defa ult database is Normal if there is  no 
obvious variation of facial images. The groups of reorganized 
face database from  original databases are shown in Table I. 

TABLE I.  SUBJECT NUMBER IN REORGANIZED FACE DATABASES 

Reorganized Face Databases Original 
Face 

Databases
Light 

Variation 
Expression 
Variation 

Angle Variation Normal 

FERET 40 15 10 17 
Yale 3 7 3 2 
ORL 8 6 23 3 
Grimace 3 10 3 2 
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Then the image analysis system runs all three algorithms in 
super component for those re organized face databases to find 
out which parameterized algorithm is most efficient to  
particular kind of face images. For each subject, the first half 
images are used as train samples and the rem ains are testing 
samples. A feature matrix is obtained by each face recogni tion 
algorithm for each subject and then is used to verify the testing 
samples. The accurate rate in each group of testing samples is  
shown in table II. The algorithm  with highest accurate rate  in 
each group of reorganized face database is chosen to match a 
circumstance.  For example, if the a ccurate rate of a 
parameterized algorithm is Max {L1, L2, L3}, this algorithm  is 
chosen as the  most efficient algorith m in processing face 
images of light variation. It is helpful for the users as they learn 
which method (including its param eter value) is most 
appropriate to select in a specified circumstance. The users will 
become more and more proficient in utilizing im age analysis 
methods by reorganizing face databases in different ways, 
which can improve the human-machine interaction learning. 

In the end we  compare the accurate rate of the learned 
method with that of indi vidual face recognition method in 
original four face databases. 

C. Experimental Results Analysis 
We have implemented  SIS appr oach successfully with 

TNC, PCA a nd ICA. In our system, the Tim e Controller 
component is responsible for starting instances of all three face 

recognition algorithms with various para meters. While the 
system is running, we can observe the messages 
communication among all co mponents through an 
administrator tool of SIS system as shown in figure 14 which is 
helpful to understand the designed I-card and C-card [3]. The 
experimental results are displayed in ResultDis player 
component as shown in figure 15.  

 

Figure 14.  messages captured from the admistrator tool of SIS system. 

 

 
Figure 15.  screenshot for experimental results in resultDisplaer componet 
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After running 50 cycles of all three algorithms by trying 50 
appropriate combination groups of parameter values in our 
experiment, the accurate rate s of algorithms for all groups of 
reorganized face databases are reported in Table II. The highest 
accurate rate algorithm  for t he variation of light, e xpression 
and angle is ICA, PCA and TNC respectively. If the variation  
is normal, the best algorithm is TNC. Thes e best  a lgorithms 
with image characteristics are shown in Table III and users are 
supposed to memorize them. But users don’t need to remember 
the algorithm’s  best parameter sets as they can be  
automatically retrieved once in need. In fact, the more 
classification ways for original face database the users try, the 
more proficient they will be. 

Then, we compare that train ed human user with the three 
individual face recognition algorithms in our super component 
for all four original face databases. As we can see from  Table 
IV, the trained human user greatly outperforms individual face 
recognition algorithm. For indi vidual face database, Grimace 
achieves better accurate recognition rate as compared to ORL, 
Yale and FERET. It is because the face variation of each group 
in Grimace is very minor. Howeve r, it is hard to say whi ch 
algorithm is best for all databases. The training hum an user 
utilizing all these three methods in SIS is superior to any 
individual one. 

TABLE II.  THE ACCURATE RATE OF ALGORITHMS IN REORGANIZED 
FACE DATABASES 

Reorganized Face Databases Algorithms 
Light 

Variation 
Expression 
Variation 

Angle 
Variation 

Normal 

TNC L1=86.2% E1=87.3% A1=89.2% N1=95.6% 
PCA L2=86.7% E2=91.6% A2=92.3% N2=92.4% 
ICA L3=89.4% E3=88.5% A3=87.7% N3=93.3% 

TABLE III.  THE MATCHES OF ALGORITHMS WITH IMAGES 
CHARACTERISTICS 

Reorganized Face Databases  
Light 

Variation 
Expression 
Variation 

Angle 
Variation 

Normal

Best Algorithm ICA PCA PCA TNC 

TABLE IV.  PERFORMANCE OF THE ORIGINAL FACE 
DATABASES: THE ACCURATE RATE 

Original Face Databases Face 
Recognition 
Algorithms 

FERET Yale ORL Grimace 

TNC 62.5% 83.3% 88% 96.7% 
PCA 73.6% 88.9% 89.5% 98% 
ICA 83.3% 82.2% 84% 96.7% 

Trained human 87.4% 90.1% 92.3% 99.3% 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 
We design and implement a new im age analysis system 

using the general component-based SIS. It iteratively selects 
the best individual image analysis algorithm and propagates the 

learned knowledge over iterations. It leads a superior accura cy 
of image analysis to individual image analysis method. We test 
our system in face recognition. The  experimental results show 
that our m ethod is helpful to im prove human’s skill in face 
recognition. For the future work, we will apply our system i n 
medical image analysis to he lp training m edical novice and 
improving their diagnosis ability. 
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Abstract – Computer network security is a 
fashionable and fast-moving field. In the last decade 
many methodologies and tools have been develo ped 
for improving the security of networks and their 
hosts, but the  resources used to deal with the 
problem often do not yield results co mmensurate 
with costs. In the last period the adoption of 
Network Intrusion Prevention Systems promises to 
represent an effective lin e of d efense against a 
variety of attacks that c ould compromise the 
security and proper functioning of an  enterprise 
information system. This paper introduce s a 
Network Intrusion Prevention System based on 
Ontological and Slow Intelligence approach. By the 
use of Onto logy the proposed Network Intrusion 
Prevention System will analyze the input 
semantically while will improve over the ti me 
sharing knowledge among other similar systems or 
experts according to the Slow Intelligence approach. 
A first prototype o f the environment has been  
developed and first experi mental results have been 
showed.  
 
 
Keywords: Network Security, Network 
Management, Ontology, Slow Intelligence 
Approach 
 
I. Introduction 
 
Network security is one of the hottest and challenging 
topics both in real operative contexts and in scientific 
literature. With the huge development and diffusion of 
web based services, the Network has become the most 
critical resource for organizations and co mpanies. 
Social Networks, Search Engines, Web Applications, 
e-business, e-learning, information sharing 
communities and the huge variety of n etwork based 
services have increased the online traffic and t he 
number of network attacks. So th e security of web 
applications has become increasingly important and a 
secure web environment has become a high priority the 
various communities. In literature there are several 
security assessments on this t opic and in  general they 
assess that at leas t the 90% of web application are 
vulnerable to some form of attack [1]. In this scenario 
an effective role is played by the Intrusion Detection 

and Prevention Systems (IDPS). IDPS are network 
security appliances that monitor network and/or system 
activities for malicious activity. The main functions of 
intrusion prevention systems are to identify malicious 
activity, log information about said activity, attempt to 
block/stop activity, and report activity [2]. Detecting or 
preventing intrusions are n ot trivial tasks in current 
networked environments since the open nature of a 
network allows the exploitation of its resources even 
by unauthorized users or in unauthorized ways. 
Although many IDPS systems have been proposed, 
their appropriate configuration and control for effective 
detection or prevent ion and efficient resources 
consumption have always been challenging [3]. A real 
problem in the use of IDPS is its production of a large 
number of f alse positives and more in general its 
capacity to manage only already known attacks. In fact 
this kind of systems cannot fruitfully use the past 
experience in the detection (or not) of misuses. The 
main limitation of these solutions is in  their lack of  
diversity and correlation [4]. From the point of view of 
the diversity a real  improvement is the introduction of 
heterogeneous sensors able to m anage and process 
various data streams. The correlation can be improved 
by the use of se mantic web techniques and methods 
[5]. In particular many researchers are investigating the 
use of ontology as support for IDPS: Undercoffer et al 
[6], for example, experimented the use of  ontology as 
mean for the characterization and cla ssification of 
attack or intrusion. Ontologies can escalate from attack 
symptoms to in trusion diagnosis and infer new 
knowledge. The previous considerations are th e 
starting point for this paper that proposes a novel 
approach for designing an IDPS. In particular the main 
idea is th e use of the Slow Intelligence Approach in 
order to develop a distri buted and collaborative 
environment. Thanks to the Slow Intelligence 
Approach the proposed IDPS can improve 
continuously its knowledge base, expressed through the 
ontological formalism, thanks to t he sharing of 
information with other similar peers that work in other 
contexts or with experts that can introduce new 
concepts. In this way the IDPS continuously learn and 
adapt its behavior along the time. The remainder of this 
paper is organized as follows: the next section presents 
related work in the area of I DPS and in the domain of 
using semantic web methodology in the IDPS. Section 
three and four present the proposed approach giving 
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more details on the Slow Intelligence Approach and 
Ontology. Section five presents the first results 
obtained using a f irst system prototype in a real  
scenario. Finally conclusion is in the end section. 
 
II. Related Work 
 
There are m any scientific and commercial tools for 
intrusion detection and prevention. Usually these tools 
work according to well defined strategies or ru lesets. 
One of the most famous is SNORT [7], an open source 
network intrusion prevention and detection s ystem 
developed by Sourcefire. Combining the benefits of 
signature, protocol, and a nomaly-based inspection 
Snort can detect intrusions. This system works 
according to a well-defined rule set that has to be 
updated in order t o have the latest detection 
capabilities. Each Snort user may opt to manually 
download and updates rules files, however most Snort 
users automate the process using PulledPork, an open 
source Perl script. The effectiveness of t his kind of 
approach is strictly related to the capacity of the system 
to be co ntinuously updated. Snort adopts static rules 
and so lacks of  semantic approaching the resolution of 
an intrusion: it adopts a s yntactical approach. Using 
semantic web methodology in intrusion prevention and 
detection system is q uite new. The first researches o n 
the introduction of ontology as support for the 
computer network security tools has been developed in 
[5] and [8]. I n [6] an d [9] authors introduced an 
ontology specifying a model of computer attack. Their 
ontology is based upon an analysis of over 4.000 
classes of computer intrusions and their corresponding 
attack strategies and it is categ orized according to 
system component targeted, means of attack, 
consequence of attack and location of attacker. The 
main idea of these papers is in the statement that there 
are benefits of transitioning from taxonomies, that can 
be considered as a  syntactical approach, to on tologies 
and ontology specification languages, which are able to 
simultaneously serve as recognition, reporting and 
correlation languages. Ontologies, unlike taxonomies, 
provide powerful constructs that include machine 
interpretable definitions of th e concepts within a 
domain and the relations between them. Ontologies 
provide software systems with the ability to s hare a 
common understanding of the information at issue, in 
turn empowering software systems with a greater 
ability to reason over and analyze this information. In 
the last period many approaches based on ontology has 
been introduced. In [10] ontology has been used to 
extract semantic relations between computer attacks 
and intrusions. Every time the system detects an attack 
or anomalous condition, it tries to extract th e semantic 
relationship among computer attacks and suspected 
situations in the network with proposed ontology. In 
this way ontology can be c onsidered as a sort o f a 
bridge between the attacks and their effects in the 
network. In this way the system can infer dynamically, 
thanks to th e ontology formalism, how to react to an 
attack. Another approach is in [11] where ontology 

allows a se mantic analysis of input, refining and 
extending the ontology over time. By the use of 
ontology, representing the various components of a 
malicious intrusion (kind of communication, number of 
the ports involved, …) the system can focus on specific 
portion of network packet where attack is possible: in 
this way the research space can be re fined avoiding 
sequential search. Another interesting approach is in 
[4] where ontology has been used in order to drive the 
correlation process. The proposed approach relies on  
the use of ontologies to escalate from attack symptoms 
to intrusion diagnosis. In particular thanks to a decision 
engine can correlate the potential attack that can bring 
to such a symptom. The engine correlates the detected 
symptom with other incoming ones, combining the 
confidence of the sensors, which is formalized in the 
ontology, with the level of intensity of the symptoms, 
so producing more accurate alerts. As matter of fact, 
alerts are n ot generated as r esults of all detected  
symptoms, but only when the correlation between such 
symptoms indicates a reall y potential attach. This 
approach could be considered as the starting point for 
the IDPS proposed in this paper. The main idea is to  
use ontology as a se matic middleware for inferring 
actions to apply against the intrusion starting from the 
data streams that are i n the network. In particular th e 
system will improve its ability to recognize and solve 
problems sharing knowledge, represented by the use of 
ontology, and communicating with other peer that are 
working in different operative scen arios. In the next 
sections the system will be described in more detail.   
 
III. Slow Intelligence Approach and 
Ontology  
 
As previously said the main aim of this paper is th e 
introduction of an Intrusion Prevention and Detection 
System based on t he adoption of Slow Intelligence 
approach as inf erence engine and on tology for the 
representation of system knowledge base. First of all 
the concept of Slow Intelligence and the general 
framework for designing and specifying Slow 
Intelligence Systems (SIS) will be introduced. A Slow 
Intelligence System can be considered as a g eneral-
purpose system characterized by being able to improve 
performance over time through a process involving 
enumeration, propagation, adaptation, elimination and 
concentration [12].  A Slow Intelligence System 
continuously learns, searches for new solutions and 
propagates and sh ares its experience with other peers 
which work in diff erent operative scenarios. A Slow 
Intelligence System differs from expert systems in that 
the learning is implicit and not always obvious. A Slow 
Intelligence System seems to be a slow learner because 
it analyzes the environmental changes and carefully 
and gradually absorbs that into its knowledge base 
while maintaining synergy with the environment. A 
slow intelligence system: 
 

 solves problems by trying different solutions 
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 is context-aware to ad apt to diff erent 
situations and to propagate knowledge 

 may not perform well in the short run but 
continuously learns to improve its 
performance over time  

 
Slow Intelligence Systems typically exhibit the 
following operative characteristics: 
 

 Enumeration: In problem solving, different 
solutions are enumerated until the appropriate 
solution or solutions can be found.   

 Propagation: The system is aware of its 
environment and constantly exchanges 
information with the environment.  T hrough 
this constant information exchange, one SIS 
may propagate information to other (logically 
or physically adjacent) SISs.  

 Adaptation: Solutions are enumerated and 
adapted to th e environment.  So metimes 
adapted solutions are mutations that transcend 
enumerated solutions of the past. 

 Elimination: Unsuitable solutions are 
eliminated, so that only suitable solutions are 
further considered. 

 Concentration: Among the suitable solutions 
left, resources are further concentrated to only 
one (or at  most a f ew) of the suitable 
solutions. 

 
There is on e interesting and maybe unique 
characteristic for SIS: 
 

 Slow decision cycle(s) to complement quick 
decision cycle(s):  SIS possesses at least two 
decision cycles. The first one, defined as th e 
quick decision cycle, provides an 
instantaneous response to th e environment. 
The second one, defined as the slow decision 
cycle, tries to follow the gradual changes in 
the environment and analyze the information 
acquired by experts and past experiences. The 
two decision cycles enable the SIS to both 
cope with the environment and meet long-
term goals. Sophisticated SIS may possess 
multiple slow decision c ycles and multiple 
quick decision cycles. Most importantly, 
actions of slow decision cycle(s) may override 
actions of quick decision cycle(s), resulting in 
poorer performance in the short run but better 
performance in the long run.  

 
The structure of SIS can be by the introduction of the 
basic building block and advanced building block. 
Figure 1 illustrates the Basic Building Block (BBB).  
 

 
Figure 1 The basic building block BBB 

 
Problem and solution are both  functions of time, thus 
we can represent the time function for problem as 
x(t)problem, and t he time function for solution as 
y(t)solution.  T he timing controller is also a ti me 
function timing-control(t).  For th e two-decision-cycle 
SIS, the basic building block BBB can be expressed as 
follows: 
 
if timing-control(t) == 'slow' 
then /* timing-control(t) is ‘slow’ */ 
       y(t)solution =  gconcentrate (geliminate (gadapt 
(genumerate(x(t)problem)))) 
else  /* timing-control(t) is not ‘slow’ */ 
       y(t)solution =  fconcentrate (feliminate (fadapt 
(fenumerate(x(t)problem)))) 
 
where genumerate, gadapt, geliminate, and gconcentrate are t he 
transform functions for enumeration, adaptation, 
elimination and concentration respectively during slow 
decision cycles, and fenumerate, fadapt, feliminate, and 
fconcentrate are th e transform functions for enumeration, 
adaptation, elimination and c oncentration respectively 
during quick decision cycles. An Advanced Building 
Block can be a stand-alone system as shown in Figure 
2. The major difference between an ABB and a BBB is 
the inclusion of a knowledge base, further improving 
the SIS’s problem solving abilities. 

 
Figure 2 The advanced building block ABB 

 
Just the introduction of the knowledge base justifies the 
introduction of ontologies. In fact by the use of 
ontology each SIS can share knowledge with the other 
peer or experts. 
In the domain of Computer Science, in fact, ontology is 
a powerful tool for representing a knowledge base and 
establishing formal relationships among the concepts 
belonging it. Thanks to the ontological formalism it is  
easy to i ntroduce some processes of automated 
reasoning or establish explicit formal vocabulary to be 
shared among applications. The term ‘ontology’ was 
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first used in the computer science field by Gruber who 
used the term to refer to an explicit specificatio n of a 
conceptualization [13]. Also this kind of definition is 
still satisfactory for each f ield where ontology can be 
applied and so perhaps a good practical definition 
would be this: “an ontology is a method of representing 
items of knowledge (ideas, facts, things) in a way that 
defines the relationships and classification of concepts 
within a specified domain of knowledge” [14]. 
Following this point of view, ontologies are “content 
theories”, since their principal contribution lies in 
identifying specific classes of objects and the relations 
that exist in some knowledge domains [15].  
Commonly ontology is defined as O = {C, A, H, R T} 
where: 
 
 C is the concept set. Cc expresses one concept 

and in each ontology there is ever a root co ncept 
marked as “Thing”. In particular for each Cc  
there exist a descendant nodes set (CDN) containing 
all its under layer concepts and an ances try nodes 
set (CAN) containing all upper layer concepts 

 A is the concept attributes set. For Cc its 
attributes set i s expressed as A C = {a1, …, an} 
where n expresses the number of attributes related 
to c 

 H expresses the concept hierarchy set. The 
formalism (ci,cj) means that ci is the sub-concept of 
cj. In other words this set contains the is_a 
relations among the classes.  

 RT is the set o f semantic relations type. RT = RTD

RTU. RTD means the set of predefined relation 
(same_as, disjoint_with, equivalent) while RTU 
means the set of user defined relation type. The 
formalism (ci,cj, r) with TRr  means that 
between ci and c j there is t he r relatio n. The set 
RelRT(ci,cj) contains the relation r between ci and 
cj 
 

In general ontologies can be classified into lightweight 
and heavyweight ontologies [16]. Lightweight 
ontologies include concepts, simple relationships 
between concepts (such as specialization “is_a”) and 
properties that describes co ncepts. Heavyweight 
ontologies add axioms and c onstraints to ligh tweight 
ontologies. Axioms and constraints clarify the intended 
meaning of the terms gathered in the ontology. In the 
case of a Lightweight Ontology there are not RT set and 
is defined as: O L = { C, A, H}. T he lightweight 
ontology is a very simple and basic representation of a 
knowledge domain and contains a general statement of 
a problem. Obviously, it co uld be co mplicated by the 
insertion of new non-hierarchical relationships that 
enrich its semantic expressivity. In this case, a more 
mathematically rigorous representation is needed to 
provide greater confidence that the real meaning 
behind terms coming from different systems is t he 

same. Heavyweight ontologies are extensively 
axiomatized and thus represent ontological 
commitment explicitly. Axioms help to exclude 
terminological and conceptual ambiguities due to 
unintended interpretations: the heavyweight ontologies 
add axioms, well-formed formulas in a formal 
language, and co nstraints to ligh tweight ontologies in 
order to clar ify the intended meaning of the terms 
gathered on the ontology.  Therefore, a h eavyweight 
ontology is defined by OH = {C, A , H, R T, R, AX} 
where AX indicates the axioms that are in the ontology. 
Lightweight and heavyweight ontologies do not 
represent the good solution for a S low Intelligent 
System. Lightweight ontologies, in fact, propose a 
simple view of the domain and do not allow a detailed 
description of the interactions among all t he 
components in the domain. Using a lightweight 
ontology, users or systems can only share a very small 
and simple description of a domain that might not be 
useful for the full resolution of a problem. On the other 
hand, using a h eavyweight ontology, users ca n create 
and share very complex domains, but it is very easy to 
have problems defining axioms as well as managing 
the ontology.  T o address these problems, a solution 
could be th e introduction of a li ghtweight plus 
ontology defined as O L+ = { C, A, H, RT, R}.   By 
introducing non-hierarchical relations, a l ightweight 
plus ontology is more complex and semantically richer 
than the lightweight ontology, but it is not complex as 
heavyweight ontology because there are no axioms to 
consider. The starting point of this approach is t he 
ide1a that it is reason able to th ink that between the 
lightweight and t he heavyweight ontology there are a 
series of ontologies that can be defined as lightweight-
plus ontologies. Some user requests can be s upported 
by the use of one of these lightweight plus ontologies. 
Each of these ontologies enriches its semantic level by 
the introduction of new classes, relations, functions, 
formal axioms and instances. These enrichments allow 
a better configuration of the system and the satisfaction 
of user requests. The lightweight plus ontology will be 
the starting point for the definition of a Slow Intelligent 
Intrusion Prevention and Detection System. 

IV A Slow  Intelligence Intrusion 
Prevention and Detection System 

As previously said the aim of this paper is  the 
introduction of an Intelligent Intrusion Prevention and 
Detection System based on the Slow Intelligence 
approach.  
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First of all t he operative scenario has to be set. T he 
Slow Intelligence Intrusion Prevention and Detection 
System analyses all traffic incoming and out coming 
from a local area n etwork. In particular it can signal 
anomalous events to network administrator by a web 
based application and react, acco rding to well defined 
strategies, to th e intrusions. In order to co llect 
information about the traffic the SNORT framework 
has been adopted. In particular it is i mportant to 
underline that SNORT simply collects the traffic and 
send it, by the use o f our developed module, to the 
Slow Intelligence System Server that infers the action 
to adopt. In each h ost of the network there is a S low 
Intelligence Agent able to execute the action inferred 
by the Local Server. Each Local Server can interact 
with other local servers that control other Local Area 
Networks. In this scenario a fundamental role is played 
by ontologies. Each local ser ver works on own set of  
ontologies that can differ. In particular it is n ecessary 
to introduce and define the following ontologies: 

 OAttacks = { CAttacks, AAttacks, HSAttacks, RTAttack, 
RAttack}. This ontology aims to define the attacks 
that the system can manage 
 

 
Figure 3 An example of the ontology of attacks in 

the case of the x-mas scan intrusion 
 

 OEffects = {C Effects, AEffects, HEffects, RTEffects, 
Reffects}. This ontology describes the effects 
caused by the intrusions 
 

 
Figure 4 An example of the ontology of effects in the 

case of the x-mas scan intrusion 
 

 OActions = {C Actions, AActions, HActions, RTActions, 
RActions}. This ontology aims to identify t he 
actions to be taken in order to recover from fault 
situations 

 

 
Figure 5 An example of the ontology of actions in 

the case of the x-mas scan intrusion 
 

 OEnvironment = {C Environment, AEnvironment, HEnvironment, 
RTEnvironment, REnvironment}. This ontology describes 
the LAN and t he operative scenario where it 
works 
 

 
Figure 6 An example of the ontology of the 

environment in the case of the x-mas scan intrusion 
 

In order to allow the communication among the various 
hosts and servers that are i n the various LAN the 
following messages have to be introduced: 

 MSlCH({Action}) = th is message, sent by local 
server to the host agent, contains the actions that 
the host have to implement for the resolution of 
the highlighted fault.  

 MSlcSlc({Effects}) = th is message, sent b y local 
server to t he other local servers, contains the 
symptoms that have been retrieved in the 
network data stream  

 
The local serv er has to i mplement the following 
functions: 

O’Attacks  = f(Effects, OEffects, OAttacks) = this function 
aims to build the ontology of probable attacks from the 
analysis of the effects retrieved in the network.  

O’’Attacks  = g(k(MSlcSlc(Effects), O’Attacks) = th is 
function aims to obtain the ontology of the actions that 
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could be adopted  in order to detect and prevent the 
intrusion related to th e anomalies detected in O’Attacks. 
The function k(MSlcSlc(Effects) gives the ontology of 
attacks retrieved by the other local servers. As 
previously said each local server works on a dif ferent 
set of ontologies that can evolve over the time, and so 
can retrieve different actions for solving the intrusion  

O’Action  = h(O’’Attack, OAction, OEnvironment) = this 
function calculates the ontology of possible actions that 
the local server can apply or suggest to host in order to 
solve the intrusion problem   

 

Figure 7 An example of the O’Action  
These functions can be considered as the enumeration, 
propagation and ad aptation phases of the Slow 
Intelligent Approach. At the end of these three phases 
the actions has to be deter mined in the elimination 
phase:  

{Action} = t(O’Action) = this is the set of actions that the 
local server, or th e host involved in the fault, must 
adopt in order to solv e the intrusion. This set is 
obtained by the use of Bayesian network. In particular 
the methodology developed in [17] has been adopted. 
The ontology O’Action is mapped in a B ayesian 
Network, which is trained by a dataset previously built, 
and the action with the maximum probability will be 
selected. If there two or more actions have the same 
probability one of them will be selected  in a 
randomatic way by the use of Montecarlo method. This 
phase is the Elimination while the Concentration phase 
is the implementation by the host and/or t he local 
server of the retrieved action. So the operational 
workflow can be so summarized:  

 Step 1: an anomalous data stream is retrieved 
in the network by the local server 

 Step 2: T he local ser ver tries to ide ntify the 
problem through analysis of various 
ontologies.  

 Step 3 If th e local server can identify the 
problem it generates the solutions and the 
actions that have to be adopted. 

 Step 3.1 The hosts and/or the local server get 
the actions and put them into practice  

 Step 4 If the local server does not identify the 
problem sends the report to th e other local 
servers.  

 Step 5 The other local servers after receiving 
the message attempt to determine the possible 
actions and then send them, together to t he 
part of ontologies needed, to the local server.  

 Step 6 th e local serv er selects the most 
effective actions and sends them to the various 
hosts involved in the attempt of intrusion.  

 Step 6.1 The local server and the hosts get the 
actions and put them into practice 

 Step 6.2 The local server’s ontologies have to 
be updated with the information retrieved by 
the other local servers 

 Step 6.3 If no action has been retrieved an 
alarm has to be sent to the LAN administrator 

 

It is important to underline that local server ontologies 
are continuously updated: in fact if a local server is not 
able to manage an intrusion will ask to the other local 
servers that are working in other contexts. So it collects 
not only the actions to ap ply in order to manage the 
intrusion but also the parts o f ontologies that need for 
recognize the intrusion. So in this way the next time the 
local server will be able to manage, without helps, this 
kind of intrusion. In the same way when in an ontology 
new concepts will be in troduced, for example by an 
expert in order to manage new intrusions, they will be 
shared with the other local servers.   

V Experiment setup and results 

This section describes a first prototype of the IDPS. 
The proposed prototype has to satisfy and off er the 
services previously described according to a SIS 
approach. Figure 8 depicts the experimental scenario. 

 

Figure 8 Experimental Scenario 
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There are tw o local ser vers that intercept the traffic 
related to t wo local area networks that are used as 
students’ laboratories. Each local network is composed 
by 40 h osts that can surf on the net. In order t o 
monitoring the packets that flow in the two networks 
for each of th em two span ports has been created. The 
Slow Intelligence IDPS works on one them while an 
installation of Snort works on the second one. In this 
way a comparison between the two approaches can be 
conducted. The first step was the mapping of SNORT 
ruleset in t he various ontologies. This task has been 
accomplished by the support of some experts and at the 
end of this phase OEffects, OAttacks, OActions, OEnvironment 
have been achieved. At the same time a g round truth 
has been created in order to train the Bayesian Network 
representative of the ontologies. In particular data from 
one month observation period have been collected by 
the use of SNORT on the two networks. At the end of 
this period data on symptoms of the attacks and relative 
resolution actions  have been collected and used in 
order to train the various Bayesian networks. At the 
end of this phase the real e xperimentation started. At 
the beginning of the experimentation each local server 
had the 50% of  the concepts and relatio nships of the 
various ontologies. The comparison between SNORT e 
and the Slow Intelligence IDPS has been conducted in 
terms of precision and recall. The  tw o networks has 
been tested from the point of view of intrusion by the 
use of the BackTrack tool [18]. BackTrack is a Linux-
based penetration testi ng arsenal that aids security 
professionals in the ability to perform assessments in a 
purely native environment dedicated to h acking. In 
particular for the first network 1500 intrusions has been 
attempted while for the second one the intrusions were 
2500. The hosts of the two networks can surf on 
internet but their traffic has been co ntinuously 
monitored by a firewall in order to v erify that no 
external intrusions have been attempted. The obtained 
results are depicted in table 1. 

 True 
Positive 

False 
Positive 

False 
Negative Precision Recall 

SIIDPS#1 1378 78 122 0,946 0,918 
SNORT#1 1289 201 211 0,865 0,859 
SIIDPS#2 2298 143 202 0,941 0,919 
SNORT#2 2167 278 333 0,886 0,866 

Table 1 Obtained results 
The obtained results are good: in particular the number 
of false positive and false negative is very low 
compared with the results showed by SNORT.  
Another parameter to monitor is t he number of 
concepts that ontologies of the two systems have at end 
of the experimentation. As previously said each 
ontologies related to t he various local servers at the 
beginning had only the 50% of the concepts and 

relationships of the full ontologies. In table 2 the final 
status of the ontologies has been depicted. 

 Concepts Relationship 
OAttacks 134 445 

SIIDPS#1 128 401 
SIIDPS#2 118 393 

OEffects 198 541 
SIIDPS#1 176 428 
SIIDPS#2 158 465 

OActions 128 297 
SIIDPS#1 107 238 
SIIDPS#2 116 245 

Table 2 SIIDPS Ontologies Final Status 
Also in this case the results are good: the two systems 
share knowledge and at the end of the experimentation 
phase show the same knowledge base. 

Conclusions 
 
In this paper a novel approach for Intrusion Detection 
and Prevention System has been introduced. This 
approach is based on the use of the ontology formalism 
and of  Slow Intelligence approach. It has been tested 
in an operative scenario and the first experimental 
results seems to be g ood. The future work aims to 
improve the system by the use of new approaches in 
the elimination phase, the introduction of more 
sophisticated artificial i ntelligence approach in the 
inference phase and in a more detailed experimentation 
also on standard datasets.  
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Abstract— Cloud services could be an effective solution for future 
medical image processing for computer-aided diagnosis (CAD). 
This research applies the concept of service science and Slow 
Intelligence System to enhance the value of medical image 
processing. A team from Germany, Taiwan and the US will 
cooperate to construct and improve the techniques and quality of 
cloud services for medical image processing for CAD. The goals 
are to design a system of cloud services for medical image 
processing, which could enhance the effectiveness of d iagnosis 
and provide people with better medical care as well as to explore 
a concept of the Service Intelligence from this research. 

Keywords- cloud services; m edical image processing; slow 
intelligence systems; service science; service intelligence  

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Any image processing technique that can speed u p the 
reading process tends to be viewed more positively than a 
method that does not change, or lengthens, interpretation time. 
Image processing techniques that can automate routine but 
manual and time consuming tasks, would benefit [1]. Cloud 
services could be a solu tion for future medical image 
processing (MIP) for CAD. As cloud computing grows to span 
more and more globally distributed data-centers, information 
service providers are involved actively in the development of 
“cloud services.” However, cloud services for medical 
imaging processing are limited but essential to medical 
industries. Through the development of cloud concepts and 
techniques, this research is going to uncover essentials of 
cloud services for medical image processing. According to the 
concepts of Slow Intelligence Systems (SIS), this resear ch 
proposes to integrate existed services and systems to plug -in 
of the medical imaging system ImageJ into the SIS. ImageJ is 
open source system developed by the National Institutes of 
Health (NIH), USA and has multiple image processing and 

analytic functions primarily used for medical and biology-
related imaging. It is the most used software in medical image 
processing and is still being expanded by developers around 
the world. This research proposes applyiing the SIS as a  
primary structure in cloud services for medical image 
processing to actively support the application of CAD for 
improved medical services.  

The purpose of this research is t o allow instantaneous 
access to imaging data, advanced reformatting and viewing 
tools from any location across the globe, as well as powerful 
computer processing in a cloud environment. It eliminates 
costly dedicated storage servers and workstations, while 
providing interactive image viewing and advanced 
visualizations anytime, anywhere. The challenge to systematic 
service innovation in medical image processing is t he 
interdisciplinary nature of the service, integrating technology, 
business, social, and cli ent (demand) innovations [2]. 
Principles of service science, cloud computing and the SIS will 
help providing cloud services for medical image processing in 
medical routine and health care (Fig. 1). 

Cloud Services
for Medical Image Processing
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SOAP

REST

XML

Existed System Applications

Figure 1. Cloud Services for Medical Image Processing 
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II. CLOUD SERVICES FOR MEDICAL IMAGE PROCESSING 

A. Services Gap on Medical Image Processing 
Traditional health care IT stores and manages image 

archives onsite using the internal hospital network that is 
protected by a firewall from the outside. However, the growing 
long-term cost of managing an onsite medical image repository 
has been a subject, which the health care industry struggles 
with [3]. In addition, services demanded by doctors for CAD 
systems require high scalability, accessibility, availability and 
disaster recoverability as well. What have been done through 
the development of medical image processing are the standard 
of the Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine 
(DICOM), the Picture Archiving and Communication System 
(PACS), and the internet platform of open source ImageJ. 
Some techniques of medical image processing through the 
DICOM, the PACS and the NIH system have been improved 
for CAD. However, service gaps from the perspectives of cloud 
services for medical image processing have to be discussed 
because of emerging information technology and exis ted 
systems. How could we integrate old and new systems working 
on cloud services for medical image processing? This research 
aims to design an integrated cloud services system by 
combining techniques of medical image processing for CAD 
via the SIS. It is also expected that patients could use cloud 
services to understand, learn and care their own health through 
access to the results of medical image processing. Principles of 
service science, management, engineering and design 
(SSMED), techniques of cloud computing and application of 
the SIS are discussed based on actor network theory so as to 
closing the service gap (Fig.2).  
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Figure 2. Research Framework  

B. Actor Network Theory 
Actor network theory tries to explain how material–

semiotic networks come together to act as a whole; the clusters 
of actors involved in creating meaning are both human and 
nonhuman[4]. As a part of this it may look at explicit strategies 
for relating different entities together into a network so that 
they form an app arently coherent whole. These networks are 
potentially transient, existing in a constant making and re-
making. This means that relations need to be repeatedly 
“performed” or the network will dissolve. Networks of 
relations are not intrinsically coherent, and may indeed contain 
conflicts. Social relations, in other words, are only ever in 
process, and must be performed continuously.  

C. Service Science  
Service science is the study of service systems, which aims 

to create a basis for systematic service innovation [5]. Service 
science is an abbreviation of service science, management, 
engineering and design (SSMED), which integrates diverse 
fields with an interdisciplinary approach aiming to study the 

service phenomena occurring in human society, and develop 
service systems toward a better society. Such an approach 
requires the collaboration of different disciplines, as well as of 
the government, academia, and enterprises for the purpose of 
service innovation. At the heart of service science is the 
transfer and sharing of resources within and among service 
systems. Four categories of resources have been noted and 
examined: (1) resources with rights, (2) resources as property, 
(3) physical entities, and (4) socially constructed entities [5].  
While researchers and policy makers are still actively studying 
the security, privacy, and liability issues involving sensitive 
medical information in the cloud [3], this research aims at 
applying service science to cloud services for medical image 
processing.  

D. Cloud Computing and Cloud Services 
A cloud is a type of parallel and distributed system 

connected and virtualized computers that are dynamically 
provisioned and presented as one or more unified computing 
resources based on service level agreements established 
through negotiation between the service provider and 
consumer[6]. Cloud computing is a l arge-scale distributed 
computing paradigm that is d riven by economies of scale, in 
which a p ool of abstracted, virtualized, dynamically-scalable, 
managed computing power, storage, platforms, and services are 
delivered on demand to external customers over the internet [7] 
and hand held devices. Cloud computing is a popular topic on 
software and distributed computing based on Internet, which 
means users can access storages and applications from remote 
servers by web browsers or other fixed or mobile terminals. 
Because the constrained resources of fixed or mobile terminals, 
cloud computing will provide terminals with powerful 
complementation resources to acquire complicated services. 
For medical image processing systems, the cloud computing 
platform has to provide a long term offsite medical image 
archive solution [8]. New computational technologies allow 
users to "see" into and understand human‘s bodies with 
unprecedented depth and detail. As a result of these advances, 
biomedical computing and visualization help to produce 
exciting new biomedical scientific discoveries and clinical 
treatments [9]. 

From the beginning of the cloud concept till now, cloud 
services have been connected to concepts such as Software as a 
Service (Saas), Platform as a Service (Paas), Infrastructure as a 
Service (Iaas), Xen, Virtual machine (VM), Virtual Data 
Center (VDC), Virtual Cluster (VC), Microsoft Azure, Acadia-
virtual computing environment coalition, etc. This research 
aims to explore these concepts apply to the SIS on the principle 
of SSMED for medical image processing so as to offer a better 
solution for CAD. Cloud services have advantages as a service 
platform such as  flexibility in dynamic provisioning through 
virtualization. For clinicians who usually query and view 
images, an online portal provides a simple way to create and 
manage services [3]. The normative function of service systems 
is to connect people, technology and information through value 
propositions with the aim of co-creating value for the service 
systems participating in the exchange of resources within and 
across medical imaging systems [12]. 

E. Slow Intelligence Systems 
The SIS technology is a novel technology for the design 

and improvement of complex information systems. Contrary to 
popular belief, not all intelligent systems have Quick 
Intelligence. There are a surprisingly large number of 
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intelligent systems, quasi-intelligent systems and sem i-
intelligent systems that have Slow Intelligence. Such Slow 
Intelligence Systems are often neglected in mainstream 
research on intelligent systems, but they are really worthy of 
our attention and emulation. There are a large number of 
intelligent systems, quasi-intelligent systems and sem i-
intelligent systems that are "slow". Distributed intelligence 
systems, multiple agents systems and emergency management 
systems are m ostly slow intelligence systems that exhibit the 
characteristics of multiple decision cycles. The SIS are general 
purpose systems characterized by being able to improve 
performance over time through a process involving 
enumeration, propagation, adaptation, elimination and 
concentration as Fig.3  [10].  

Emumerator Adaptor Eliminator Concentration

Propagator

Processor &
Controller

ProblemProblem SolutionSolution

EnvironmentEnvironment

KnK owledge BaseKnowledge Base

Figure 3. Slow Intelligence Systems 

The concept underlying is akin to the Chinese philosophy 
of I-Ching (book of changes), which centered on the ideas of 
the dynamic balance of opposites, the evolution of events as a 
process, and acceptance of the inevitability of change. It is to 
say that complex changes can be systematic in simplified 
changes. Unification of changes can be done when all 
simplified changes merge together. Based on this concept, SIS 
emerge slow and quick intelligence systems together which 
lead to improvements in complex information systems and thus 
meet the dynamic reality of IT development with a m ore 
balanced approach. Hybrid Intelligence offers great 
opportunities we have to harness this data availability to build 
systems of immense potential[11]. (Fig. 4) 
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Figure 4. Levels of Change 

III. METHODOLOGY 

A. System Design 
Health organizations seek to increase operational efficiency 

and improve care and services, cloud computing provides a 
way to sim plify information and communications technology 
(ICT) management, control costs, and better meet user ne eds. 
A trusted, comprehensive set of cloud services is essential to 
meet organizational unique needs now and in the future. Health 
organizations need flexible options that allow service providers 

to move what they want to the cloud, how and when they need 
to.This research examines the SIS of existing systems of cloud 
computing for medical image processing within the principle of 
SSMED. The approach taken is a thematic one, focusing on the 
mapping between the effectiveness of CAD and the 
interdisciplinary SSMED, in which an in tegrated platform of 
the SIS for medical image processing could be built. A cloud 
services system such as Microsoft Azure could be chosen to 
facilitate the concept of the research topic. Microsoft Azure's 
elastic, interoperable infrastructure and familiar tools can be 
used in the cloud (public and private), on-premises, or as 
a combination of both. At the same time, service providers can 
have the power of the cloud without compromise to security, 
privacy, and reliability. 

B. Cases Application 
We propose a collaboration between NCTU and NTU 

hospital Hsinchu branch to implement this project. In addition, 
in Taiwan, small and medium dental clinics provide dental care 
services for people. One  problem is that not every dental clinic 
can afford expensive medical imaging equipment 
forapplications care, such as dental implant. In many cases, 
dentists need to send patients to radiology centers for the  
dental imaging. After dental clinics get the patients‘ dental 
images from the radiology center, patients return for dental 
care. This is all  very time consuming for both dentists and 
patients to do the dental care in such  cases. Our project could 
build a cloud services system for dental image processing for 
both dental clinics and rediology centers, and thus provide a 
solution for the problem mentioned above. 

IV. EXPECTED RESULTS OF CLOUD SYSTEMS 
The goal of service science is to increase the productivity of 

the service industry, promote innovation, and create greater 
validity and transparency when assessing the value of 
investments in services [12]. This project aims to apply the 
principle of service science, the techniques of cloud computing 
and the application of SIS to enhance the value of cloud 
services for medical image processing. With medical images 
stored, cached and serviced remotely in a cl oud, the system 
should ensure safe, long-term archiving, higher availability of 
image data and patient information, as well as serve as an 
image data clearing house for communication with offsite 
radiologists, clinicians, surgeons and others who need 
processed images or raw data for independent manipulation. 
The application also provides an image communication engine 
for patient electronic health record The cloud services 
architecture is designed to be simple and includes three main 
results:  

A. The cloud up-loader- 
 It is a thin downloadable software module which could 

receive DICOM data from the local DICOM network and 
transfer it quickly and securely to the cloud services.  

 Secure and efficient (compression/streaming) data transfer.  
 No need for VPN ( Upload using HTTPS protocol )  

B.  The cloud client 
 It is a thin downloadable software suite which can manage 

DICOM data locally or connect to remote sources to 
receive/send DICOM image data. By using ordinary PC, the 
cloud client should enable viewing and analysis with an 
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advanced multi-modality viewer and dedicated state of the 
clinical applications.  

 Easy-to-use study list with relevant filters and DICOM 
functions.  

 Intuitive image printing tool and 2D multi-monitor image 
pre-viewer.  

 Advanced general medical image viewer for diagnostic 
quality review and analysis of CT, MRI, PET,    ultrasound, 
and multi-modal resources of medical imaging.  

 Advanced tools for medical image processing.  
 Available also as stand-alone applications with easy PACS 

integration.  

C.  The cloud services 
 It is an online unlimited pool of managed repositories and 

processing engines for medical images. The cloud receives 
images from multiple sources (up-loaders), processes them if 
needed and archives them based on configurable rules. The 
cloud provides fast and secure image access to radiologists, 
referring physicians, and patients from any location across the 
globe.  

 Provides service quality with a high level of image data and 
operational redundancy.  

 Rule-based image data access for viewing and/or retrieving 
images.  

 Auto batching and image pre-processing tasks.  
 Unlimited storage capacity and computing power.  
 Be installed on an enterprise server or a private data-center. 

V. EXTECTED RESULTS OF SERVICE INTELLIGENCE  
SIS continuously learns, searches for new solutions as well 

as propagates and shares its experience with other peers[10]. 
Service science is akin to SIS looking for new solutions for 
services on demand from the knowledge base of Management, 
Engineering, and Design, thus service intelligence can 
accumulate rapidly in an interdisciplinary knowledge, which 
we called it Service Intelligence.  

Service intelligence can be service science term used to 
describe applications and technologies which are used to gather, 
provide access to as well as analyze data and information about 
services, to help design better service model and facilitate 
service innovation. In this research we apply SIS to cloud 
services for medical image processing that makes possible a 
seamless integration of SSMED into coherent service 
intelligence, thus enabling simplified service delivery and high 
service quality. 

We will adapt SIS to an upcoming cloud services project, 
which is c onducted at the southern Industrial Technology 
Research Institute in Taiwan, to promote the value co-creation 
capability of service intelligence for a better life. 
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Abstract—This study presents a slow intelligence framework (SIF) 
for automatically detecting and recognizing human behaviors 
from the image sequences captured by a wearable camera. The 
proposed framework comprises a typical process in a slow 
intelligence system (SIS), including propagation, enumeration, 
adaptation, elimination, and concentration. The quick decision 
cycle in the proposed SIF acts as a reflex agent to instantaneously 
respond on the basis of the current percept, while the slow 
decision cycle has its ability to update the beliefs by continuously 
learning from past experience. A potential application of the 
proposed framework is the development of an early detection 
system for people with dementia based on long-term observations 
of their daily activities.   Other applications include pet homecare 
and senior person homecare. 

Keywords- Slow intelligence system, behavior recognition; 
Software agent. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
In video surveillance systems, recognition of human 

behaviors from image sequences has many important 
applications, including eldercare, security monitoring, and 
anomaly detection, etc. As a result, various algorithms for 
human behavior recognition have been proposed in the past. 
Most of the approaches to behavior recognition have relied on 
stochastic models because of its nature in high-level 
interpretation. For example, Oliver et al. presented a real-time 
computer vision approach for recognizing human behaviors in 
a surveillance system [1]. Liu  et al. proposed a framework 
using an interaction embedded hidden Markov model for 
human behavior understanding in a nursing environment [2]. In 
[3], the authors utilized a model of stochastic context-free 
grammar combined with domain-specific information for 
recognizing multi-task activities involving multiple people 
from video. Vaswani et al. presented a model for abnormal 
activity detection using a continuous-state hidden Markov 
model [4]. A more complete survey of human activities 
recognition from video can be found in [5]. 

Most of the algorithms developed for human behavior 
recognition are based on the image sequences captured by a 
fixed  camera installed at a specific location. However, a  fixed 
camera has its blind spots so it is not flexib le in practical 
applications. In order to complement this drawback, PTZ 
(pan/tilt/zoom) or wide view cameras are used to increase the 
field of view [6]-[7]. The limitation in using a PTZ camera 

exists for its slow motion mechanism, restricted rotation and tilt 
angles. As to the wide view camera such as omni-d irectional 
cameras, a correction is required to reconstruct the captured 
images to a normal perspective view for further analysis. 

A wearable camera can be used as visual lifelogging 
devices. The application of wearable cameras in research has 
become popular in recent years [8]-[10]. The main features of 
using wearable cameras include the ease of data collection and 
being able to perceive informat ion from the wearer’s 
perspective. Due to constant movement, the quality of image 
sequences gathered from a wearab le camera is poor as it can 
contain cluttered background, too much or less light, and 
motion blurs, which makes recognition tasks become difficult. 
How to handle the poor image quality is the main technical 
challenge of using wearable cameras.  

In this study, an intelligence system for behavior 
recognition is proposed to analyze the content of the image data 
captured by a wearable camera in a long period of time based 
on a slow intelligence framework. A slow intelligence system 
is a new paradigm for building an intelligence system through a 
process involving enumeration, propagation, adaptation, 
elimination, and concentration [11]. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 
Section II describes the technical challenges of behavior 
recognition for elderly  with dementia using wearable cameras. 
Section III provides a brief rev iew of a slow intelligence 
system and its application to behavior recognition.  Sect ion IV 
describes application to pet homecare and senior person 
homecare.  Conclusions and future work are finally drawn in 
section V. 

 

II. BEHAVIOR RECOGNITION FOR ELDERLY WITH 
DEMENTIA 

Recognizing human behaviors from wearable cameras has 
important applications in eldercare. When a senior at the age 
over sixty-five shows signs of common dementia symptoms 
such as changes in behaviors, it is recommended to seek a 
clinical diagnosis and assessment to determine if he or she 
develops dementia. Early detection of dementia is important as 
it can help slow down the progress of dementia and provide 
patients with timely treatment. However, for the elderly who 
live alone or their family members are all busy working, the 
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early-stage signs of symptoms are easily ignored or mistaken 
for signs of aging, missing the best time to receive treatment.  

Therefore, the detection of behavior changes via machine 
recognition is beneficial for the diagnosis of early-stage 
dementia. This requires long-term observation of individual’s 
daily activit ies. As a lifelogging device, a wearable camera can 
reach the goal of recording individual’s daily activities in a 
noninvasive manner. A systematic approach to human behavior 
recognition is required for analyzing the recorded video to 
provide the elderly patients with better health care and timely 
treatment.  

Although the recording video contains sufficient 
information for the detection of anomaly behaviors, the process 
of performing semantic analysis from the low-level features is 
complicated as the video can contain poor quality images due 
to constant movement of the recording device. The major 
technical challenges include the processing of cluttered 
background, motion blurs, too much or less light in images , to 
name a few. Fig. 1 illustrates the problems exist in handling 
images captured from wearable cameras.  

         
 (a) Cluttered background (b) Too much light 

    
 (c) Too little light (d) Motion blurs 

Fig. 1. Poor quality images captured from wearable cameras. (a) Cluttered 
background (b) Too much light (c) Too litt le light (d) Motion blurs  

In order to overcome the aforementioned problems, an 
intelligent system with image processing and advance machine 
learning techniques is required. The goal of this study is  to 
provide a slow intelligence framework, which will be describe 
in the following session for the design of an intelligent system 
that can automatically classify human behaviors from recorded 
video data. 

III. SLOW INTELLIGENCE SYSTEMS FOR BEHAVIOR 
RECOGNITION 

A slow intelligence system (SIS) is a new paradigm for 
building an intelligent system through a process involving 
enumeration, propagation, adaptation, elimination, and 
concentration [11]. Fig. 2 shows a typical building block of a 
slow intelligence system. 

As shown in Fig. 2, an SIS is characterized by some 
fundamental blocks. In addition, it possesses slow decision 

cycles to complement quick decision cycles  in the inference 
process to find a solution. The quick decision cycle provides an 
instantaneous response, while the slow decision cycle tries to 
follow the gradual changes in the environment and analyze the 
information acquired by experts and past experiences. The two 
decision cycles enable the SIS to cope with the changes of the 
environment and achieve the long-term goal. 
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Fig. 2. A typical building block of a slow intelligence system 

The proposed SIS framework for human behavior 
recognition is depicted in Fig. 3. Captured by a wearable 
camera, the video data is stored in an archive and processed via 
data processing unit to extract image features for dimensional 
reduction and further analysis. The proposed structure presents 
a hierarchical model for recognition. The data processing unit 
is a module for the operation of low-level features. The action-
recognition modules, in a higher level, are implemented in the 
process of enumeration, propagation, adaptation, elimination, 
and concentration. 
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Fig. 3. The proposed slow intelligence framework for behavior recognition 
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As a slow decision cycle, the training or labeled data 
derived through manual annotation in the train ing process is 
used to adjust the model parameters of a classifier. The task of 
behavior recognition is performed through the trained classifier 
as the quick decision cycle. 

The proposed SIS observes through input data and acts as 
an autonomous entity to issue a warning to caregivers or family 
members for providing timely support service to the elderly 
when the system detects the change of observed behaviors in 
the quick decision cycle. The controller in Fig. 3 is responsible 
for controlling the timing and data path to manual annotation, 
data processing, and data archive. 

The recognition of human behaviors can be considered as 
the design of multi-class classifiers. There are two classifiers, 
location classifier and behavior classifier, described in  the 
knowledge base for identifying both the location the individual 
situated and the behavior the individual performed. Location 
information provides useful prior knowledge for behavior 
recognition. For example, if we know that the elder is in the 
liv ing room, the behavior of watching TV is more probable 
than that of preparing food.  

Object descriptors, such as television, sofa, door handle, 
computer, etc., defined in the knowledge base are employed to 
help locate the possible space where the individual situated. In 
addition, the distance between two different areas are also 
taken into consideration for localization. In this study, the 
location classes were defined according to the layout of a 
residential house, including the living room, bedroom, dining 
room, kitchen, bathroom, and hallway.  

The information of frequency, duration, and interactions 
with objects are three important indices used to infer human 
behaviors, which can be reached through the following 
processes.  

1) Enumeration 
All possible behaviors defined in the database are 

enumerated for evaluation. When dealing with behavior 
recognition tasks, we need to decide how many behaviors are 
considered, and define them in the knowledge base. Five daily 
activities (reading, watching TV, preparing food, washing 
hands, eating) and one abnormal behavior (wandering) were 
defined as behavior classes in this study.  

2) Adaptation 
Activities are enumerated in the enumeration stage and 

adapted in the process of changing to suit the observed inputs. 
The hidden Markov model (HMM) is well suitable for 
modeling time series data, and is one of the widely used 
approaches to behavior recognition. In this study, the HMM is 
adopted to design a behavior classifier. Six HMMs are 
constructed for evaluating the most probable activity coincides 
with the observed inputs. All possible activities will be ranked 
and adapted to the environment according to HMM inference 
results. 

3) Elimination 
As each activity is represented by feature sequences, the 

recognition of human behaviors from captured video can be 
considered as a pattern recognition problem. In this stage, 

unsuitable activities are eliminated to narrow down the search 
scope of the solution space so that more resources can be kept 
for the next stage.  

4) Concentration 
After ruling out unsuitable activities, resources for 

computations are more concentrated to the suitable solution. 
Hence, the inference result can be derived through evaluating 
the activities left. When the individual shows wandering 
behavior or makes repetitive movements at some point, this 
anomalous behavior will be detected. 

5) Propagation 
Acting upon the environment, the propagator in Fig. 3 plays 

an important role to communicate with other slow intelligence 
systems working towards achieving their goal.  

IV. APPLICATION TO PET HOMECARE 
A related application is pet homecare. An experimental 

system is shown in Fig. 4, where a house pet is monitored by a 
stationary camera.  The pet owner who is away from home at 
work, can specify the image capture rate (such as one image 
per minute) and observe the pet’s behavior on the web, for 
example, how frequent does the pet walk to the adjacent room 
on the left to drink water (or to pee).   

With only a stationary camera, the adjacent room is 
occluded by the wall and therefore the pet’s actual behavior 
must be guessed.  If a wearable camera is added to the 
experimental system, the pet’s behavior can be recognized with 
greater certainty.  Using the slow intelligence approach, the 
experimental system can learn the pet’s typical behavior 
patterns and detect behavioral anomaly when the pet’s behavior 
deviates from the behavior patterns, for example, a sic k pet 
may drink water more often (or less often).   

The scenario is as follows. First, the generic behavior 
patterns are described by a visual grammar.  Then the slow 
intelligence technique is applied to enumerate valid visual 
sentences and eliminate the unlikely ones. Behavioral anomaly 
is detected when a visual sentence not in the visual language is 
encountered.  Needless to say, similar techniques may be 
applicable to senior person homecare.   

  
Fig. 4. A house pet  can be monitored by stationary and wearable cameras  

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper, we described a framework of classifying 

behavior patterns from image sequences, captured from a 
wearable camera, based on a slow intelligence system. As an 
extension work of this study, more daily life activ ities and the 
behaviors associated with dementia symptoms should be 
included and tested. The recognition accuracy can be improved 
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by the fusion of audio data and other body worn sensors.  A 
related application is pet homecare, where house pets are 
monitored by both stationary and wearable cameras.  Pets’ 
behavior patterns can be learned using slow intelligence 
approach. Similar techniques may be applicable to senior 
person homecare. 
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Abstract—This paper introduces a real-time air pollution alert 
system by utilizing location awareness capability of smart phones 
and systems. Two popular platforms, Android and Apple’s iOS, 
are chosen to develop applications which can inform the public in 
a timely manner in the case of worsened air quality conditions 
and these Apps can be easily extended to be used for other 
natural environmental disasters such as hurricanes, and chemical 
spills. 

Keywords-Air Quality; Real-time Alert System; Location aware 
systems; Smart Phones; Andorid, Ipad; Iphone. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Current studies have shown that close to half of the 
population in United States is exposed to unhealthful levels of 
air pollution [1, 2]. This is either in the form of ozone or short-
term level of particles. Increased level of air pollution pose a 
high risk to the human health so it is very important to develop 
smart and reliable systems to inform and update the public in a 
timely manner. There are so me existing alert systems for air 
quality alert systems such as th rough broadcasting or 
customized emails and th ese approaches may not be v ery 
effective if the users do not have the access to internet, TV, or 
radio. Especially, it is important to determine the people in the 
region of the contamination and co nvey the alert to these 
group of people in real-time. There is need to incorporate the 
location of each person and track it i f they are i n the 
proximity. 

 
In this paper, the advantage of the location-aware 

capabilities of s mart-phones is taken to develo p a warning 
system. Current smart phone systems are capable of providing 
the exact location of users i n real time through the Global 
Positioning System (GPS) chips bu ilt in or u tilizing the 
multiple cellular base-stations to deter mine the geographical 
locations [3]. Time delays of the signals from at lea st three 
base stations to t he cell phones are measured to determine it. 
However, in this study, we have used the data prov ided by 
built in GPS chips which has an acc uracy and resolution on 

the order of 30 cm which is quite suitable for developing alert 
system. 

 
Smart phone technologies are enjoying their blooming years 

and so far close to 300 million smart phones were sold 
globally. Smart-phones find their applications in many fields 
such as co ntext-based advertising, traffic planning, route 
predictions, early warning systems, and pollution alert systems 
[4-6].  

Proposed air pollution alert system readily identifies locations 
of smart-phone users and deliv ers timely and effective air 
pollution alerts to peo ple in th e forecasted pollution areas 
through smart-phones so th at the public will be ab le to take 
more timely and effective actions to protect th eir health from 
air pollution.  

Regional air quality models are used for air quality forecasting 
and they include the predicted meteorology and air pollu tant 
emissions. In this study, US EPA’s regional air quality 
modeling system, Models-3, was used for simulating air 
quality in the U.S. Air quality information should be easy  to 
understand for the general public so US E nvironmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) has standardized the this 
information. Air Quality Index (AQI) describes how polluted 
the air and their specific location as well as associated health 
effects on the human health and en vironment. The Table I 
below shows the two of the major pollutants and their levels. 

TABLE I. AQI values, categories, and pollutant concentration thresholds [7]. 
 

 250404Hazardous

150 – 250125 – 404Very unhealthy

65 -150105 – 124Unhealthy

40 – 6585 – 104
Unhealthy for sensitive 

groups

15 – 4065 – 84Moderate

0 – 150 – 64Good

PM2.5Ozone

250404Hazardous

150 – 250125 – 404Very unhealthy

65 -150105 – 124Unhealthy

40 – 6585 – 104
Unhealthy for sensitive 

groups

15 – 4065 – 84Moderate

0 – 150 – 64Good

PM2.5Ozone
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II. APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT 
A smart phone is a mobile phone equipped with computing 
capabilities and ap plications and in recent years, the demand 
and the popularity of smart phones are i ncreasing 
tremendously. Apple’s iOS and Google’s Android were used 
as main platforms in this study, as they have gained the major 
market share of smart-phones. Objective C programming 
language has been used to develop the Apps and development 
tools are easily accessible to the developers. Additionally, the 
Android applications are developed using Java and tools 
available under an open source license. 
 
The overall operation of the real-time air quality alert system 
is depicted in Figure 1 belo w. The data obtain ed from Air 
Quality Forecasting model is received by the Servers to 
process further. This model helps us to determine the air 
quality and based on the modeling results, levels of pollution. 
If the pollution level is high er than the normal acceptable 
values the warning messages as well as a regional map 
showing the affected region is distributed via th ese smart 
phone apps to the public in the region of pollution. 
 
 

 

Figure 1. Integrated alert system using smart phones and air quality 
forecasting models 

 
The jobs tasks implemented by the air quality alert system are; 
 

 Web server: 
o store/receive temperature/air pollution data 

from Air Pollution Information Center. 
o responsible receiving smart phone users’ 

location information 
o continuously checks to see i f smart phone 

users are in  air po llution areas, w here 
concentrations or te mperature are ab ove 
certain values. 

o If the values exceed the normal values, then 
the alerts are sent to users in the form of text 
messages as well as regional map 

 Smart Phone 
o to send smart phone user information 

o to receive air quality alert messages and map 
and display them 
 

The air quality forecasting has been  implemented on a h igh-
performance computing cluster. The computing cluster has 40 
nodes, each having 4 processors running at 3GHz and 8 GBs 
of DDR2 DRAM.  
 
In this study, Forecasted air pollution data obtained from U.S. 
EPA’s AirNOW air pollution system has been used to test the 
effectiveness of the apps [7]. This air qu ality alert system 
approach can readily  be ex tended and modified for other 
environmental disaster alerts such as severe weather 
conditions and chemical spills. 
 
The Apps send ou t the notifications to th e users in  the 
contaminated region. The Apps’ settings can be easil y 
customized by users such as the distance filter which allows 
users to adjust the range of the notification distance as well as 
sound or visual notification. It can be customized based on the 
preference of the users. T he user in the contaminated area 
receives a map showing the contamination level and alert 
message includes the geographical location of the user, and the 
time/date the alert was sent. Different color coding has been 
used to denote air p ollutant levels on an area m ap ranging 
from blue to red where the red color represents the high air 
pollutant levels. Additionally, Apps allow the users to store 
the location information and notification log sheet. 

 
Both iOS and Android Apps has been successfully developed 
and tested with the actual data available. The Apps has been 
downloaded by users for one week of testing.  
 
The snapshots taken from iOS are seen in Figure 2 and 3. As it 
can be seen, a warning message appears at the screen as well 
as the map indicating the level of the contamination. 

 

  
 

Figure 2. The iOS air pollution alert app developed 

Air Pollution 
Alert

Internet

Smartphone Users

Air Quality 
Forecasting

Pollution 
concentration (x,y,t)
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Figure 3. A snapshot of an air quality map on the smart phone screen 
 
 

As it can be seen in Figure 3, the user can check the Ozone 
and PM2.5 levels on the map. 
 

 
Figure 4. iOS flowchart 

 
The programming flowchart and Class diagram of the iOS 
App can be seen in Figures 4 and 5 correspondingly.  

 

Figure 5. Class Diagram for iOS App 
 
 
 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have successfully shown that mobile devices with location 
awareness capability can be utilized to develo p a real-time air 
quality alert system. The alert system can deliver timely and 
effective air qu ality information to users who are in  the 
contaminated region. Two popular platforms are cho sen to 
develop the Apps; Apples’ iOS and Google’s Anroid. As a 
future work, we plan to extend this system for other disastrous 
scenarios such as flooding. 
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Abstract— This paper presents SyncSurface, a system frame-
work for distributed collaboration, which shares digital contents
and physical contents on and above distributed surfaces. In such
sharing, one important technique is to segment each frame,
in a video stream from a camera placed above a surface,
into its foreground (e.g., objects and users’ bodies) and its
background (i.e., displays). This paper describes a simple and
low-cost segmentation technique called “active infrared keying”
that uses a display that emits infrared light from its surface. We
have implemented two systems using the framework to examine
the feasibility of the technique. The results of our pilot studies
indicate that the technique enables users to communicate with
each other using physical miniatures on the surfaces, gestures
for pointing out physical objects, and facial expressions.

Keywords—tabletop, large display, whiteboard, CSCW, group-
ware, gestures, shared spaces, chroma keying, image processing,
user interface.

I. INTRODUCTION

During traditional co-located collaboration using surfaces

(e.g., tables and whiteboards), physical contents, other than

writing (e.g., documents and sketches), can also be shared and

play important roles in collaboration. For example, miniatures

of furniture are useful for discussing building plan; they are

placed and moved by users on room maps on horizontal

surfaces. Moreover, physical objects above (“in front of” in

the case where vertical surfaces are used) surfaces are also

important. For example, users hold miniatures in the air during

discussions. Furthermore, users’ hands, bodies, and faces are

also physical objects above surfaces that play important roles

in collaboration. That is, they use their hands and bodies

to give gestures (e.g., deictic gestures such as pointing and

tapping to point out some physical object on a surface), and

their faces to express their emotion.

This also occurs in co-located collaboration using com-

puter displays (e.g., co-writing technical documents and pair-

programming). While users share digital contents on one

or more computer displays, they also share physical objects

including miniatures they hold in their hands, memoranda

pasted on large displays, and themselves, providing gestures

and expressing themselves.

In contrast, traditional CSCW systems support collaboration

by sharing only digital contents such as still images, ani-

mations, GUI windows of applications, and cursors between

distributed sites. Some CSCW systems and researchers have

tried to improve distributed collaboration by sharing physical

contents, including users’ hands, bodies, and faces, as well as

digital contents to provide rich expressiveness in communica-

tion. However, there is sill plenty to be explored, especially

in the way to implement such sharing.

In this paper, we present an alternative framework, called

SyncSurface (Fig. 1), for sharing digital and physical con-

tents on and above distributed surfaces to support distributed

collaboration. For such sharing, one important technique is

to segment each frame, in a video stream from a camera

placed above a surface, into its foreground (e.g., objects and

users’ bodies) and its background (i.e., displays). To this

segmentation, we present a simple and low-cost technique

called active infrared keying. The technique uses a display that

emits infrared light from its surface for robust segmentation.

We also describe two systems we implemented using the

technique to examine its feasibility.

II. RELATED WORK

Much research has investigated distributed collaboration

by sharing physical contents on and above surfaces using

cameras, aimed at the surfaces, to capture images of the

contents, which are then sent to remote sites. An example

Figure 1. Communication using SyncSurface Table.
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of such pioneering research is VideoDraw [1], [2]. It uses

video cameras, each of which is aimed at a television set,

to send physical contents including marks, which users draw

with whiteboard markers directly on the surface, as well as

the accompanying hand gestures on and above the surface.

VideoWhiteboard [3] places cameras behind screens to capture

an image of the marks that users draw on the front surface

of the screens using whiteboard markers, and the shadow of

the users. Then the system sends these data to the other site

and projects them on the screen using a video projector. This

enables the users to share physical contents: both real and

remote marks, as well as shadows that contain the remote

users’ gestures and actions. ClearBoard-1 [4] uses a camera

mounted above a surface (i.e., a half mirror with polarizing

film) to obtain physical contents on and above the surface,

including users facing the surface, and drawings made with

whiteboard markers. The system sends the images from the

camera to a remote surface and projects them onto the surface

from its rear after mirror-reversing them. This allows eye

contact with the remote user and makes visible each other’s

gestures, actions, and facial expressions as well as the drawing.

Agora [5] and AgoraG [6] are tabletops that use multiple

cameras at each site. The systems use cameras mounted above

the surfaces to capture physical contents on and above the

surfaces, and two cameras to capture users. The former images

are sent to a remote site and projected onto the surface with

a projector mounted above the surface. The latter images

are projected onto vertical screens around the surfaces at the

remote site, enabling users to use eye contact, actions, and

gestures in their collaboration.

Although sharing a computer’s desktop or GUI windows of

applications (i.e., a kind of digital contents) among distributed

sites using remote desktop software such as VNC, Apple

Remote Desktop, and Microsoft Remote Desktop Connec-

tion, is the simplest and most common way for distributed

collaboration, much research has been trying to share not

only digital contents but also additional contents derived from

physical contents by using cameras to give users awareness

of other users. One such example is LIDS [7]. In LIDS, users

can directly write on a horizontal display using a stylus, the

position of which is tracked on the surface and is used to

draw strokes in digital ink on the surface. At the same time,

a camera placed behind the users captures images around the

surface, including the users. The system converts the images

into shadows (i.e., physical contents) and transmits them to

other sites along with digital contents including the strokes.

A projector placed behind the surface projects them from its

rear. Thus, sharing the shadows allows the users to perform

gestures, and provides the users with awareness of other users

at remote sites. Distributed Tabletops [8] also shows shadows

of users. The system uses cameras placed above the horizontal

surfaces to capture the users’ hands and other objects on and

above the surfaces. A projector above each remote tabletop

projects the users’ shadows (i.e., physical contents) onto the

the surface. VideoArms [9] extracts the users’ hands and arms

(i.e., physical contents) by detecting skin-colored pixels among

synchronized

Surface A Surface B

synchronized with others

Figure 2. An implementation style of SyncSurface: table style.

images from cameras above the surfaces and sends them to

remote surfaces, which are then combined with digital contents

and presented to the remote users.

Some researchers have explored sharing both digital and

physical contents between distributed sites, in which cam-

eras are also used to capture physical contents. DoubleDig-

italDesk [10] uses two sets of DigitalDesk, which projects

digital contents onto the desk and uses cameras above the

desk to capture physical objects including paper documents

on the desk, and recognizes the content, enabling the user to

interact with them. By placing one set of DigitalDesk on each

site, the system makes it possible to share physical contents on

and above both desks as well as digital contents. ClearBoard-

2 [11], [12] can also share both digital and physical contents

on and above surfaces. It uses a camera mounted above a

transparent digitizer with a half mirror with polarizing film to

obtain physical contents on and above the surface, including

users. The system uses the digitizer to capture strokes drawn

on the surface. Then it sends the images from the camera and

the strokes as well as a computer’s desktop to a remote surface

and projects them onto the surface from its rear.

Our proposed framework, SyncSurface, enables users to

share both digital and physical contents on and above dis-

tributed surfaces to support distributed collaboration. In this

sense, SyncSurface shares the same goals as DigitalDesk and

ClearBoard-2. However, in contrast, our focus is on developing

and examining a technique to achieve the sharing of both

digital and all physical contents (e.g., books, miniatures, users’

bodies and hands) on and above the surfaces in a low-cost and

robust manner. To this end, we developed a technique to extract

foreground objects from the background. We implemented two

systems using this technique, and discuss its feasibility based

on the results.

III. SYNCSURFACE

SyncSurface is a system framework for distributed collabo-

ration, which shares digital contents and physical contents on

and above distributed surfaces. Fig. 2 illustrates distributed

collaboration using SyncSurface. The system displays the

same digital contents on all the surfaces located at multiple

distributed sites. At the same time, it shares physical con-

tents. Specifically, it captures physical objects on and above

Surface A using cameras, then displays them on Surface B

and other surfaces (if any). At the same time, the system also

captures physical objects on and above Surface B, and displays
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Surface A Surface B 

synchronized

synchronized with others

Figure 3. Another implementation style of SyncSurface: board style.

them on Surface A and others. Because all of the physical

objects on and above all of the surfaces are displayed on all

of the surfaces, distributed users can collaborate using these

objects and hand gestures almost in the same manner in which

they can engage in co-located collaboration using one physical

surface.

There are two possible implementation styles in SyncSur-

face: table style (Fig. 2) and board style (Fig. 3). Each has its

own suitable applications. In table style, the users can place

and move physical objects on the surface readily. Thus, this

style suits designing, planning, and prototyping. For example,

remote users can collaboratively examine the arrangement of

the furniture in their new office by displaying a floor map of

the office (i.e., digital contents) and then arranging various

furniture models (i.e., physical contents) on the floor map.

In contrast to table style, the users can use gestures that they

use in face-to-face communication in board style, because this

style presents the hands, bodies, and faces of the users in

front of the surfaces. Thus, this style is suitable for distant

presentation and remote lectures.

IV. ACTIVE INFRARED KEYING

To share physical contents on and above distributed sur-

faces, it is necessary to segment each frame, in a video

stream from the camera placed above the surface, into its

foreground (e.g., objects and users’ hands, bodies, and faces)

and its background. To this end, we developed active infrared
keying (AIR keying). This segmentation technique uses a

display emitting infrared light from its surface, achieving

robust segmentation with a simple setup.

A. Focus

Techniques to segment regions of foreground objects within

images from a camera have been heavily investigated and are

widely used.

Many techniques use special backgrounds or utilize visual

features of the foreground objects. For example, some tech-

niques use a blue screen as the background, some extract

regions where brightness is higher than a threshold, some

use skin color-based detection, some extract regions where the

shapes are the same as the target objects, some compare them

with images captured beforehand, and others use polarizing

films.

There are also keying techniques that use sensing tech-

nologies in addition to a camera. For example, [13] uses a

Color Image

IR Image Alpha Map

Extracted Image

IR camera

color camera

Figure 4. Image processing steps of active infrared keying.

thermographic camera to detect human regions. This technique

is suited to segmentation of human regions while other kinds

of objects are recognized as background. A depth-sensing

camera can be used to recognize the regions of foreground

objects. This method is attractive because it does not impose

any visual precondition on the foreground or background

objects. However, it is difficult to detect regions of thin objects

(e.g., paper) placed on surfaces, because the depths of the

regions are almost the same as those of the surfaces.

In contrast, our AIR keying takes a more active approach.

The technique uses a display emitting infrared light from its

surface as the background. Within the images from an infrared

camera placed above the surface, it identifies regions where no

infrared appears as a foreground region. Thus, it can extract

regions of objects that no infrared light penetrates, and does

not impose any visual precondition on foreground objects.

While this technique does not detect transparent objects that

infrared light penetrates, this is not a serious problem because

most physical contents used in collaborations, such as paper,

stationery, and miniatures, are opaque.

The approach of our technique is similar to that of IR

Matte [14], which uses a retroreflector sheet as the back-

ground. Infrared light is provided from a ring of bright LEDs

attached around the camera lens. In contrast to IR Matte,

our contribution is to provide an alternative system, which

is simple and low-cost; consequently it is easy to implement.

B. Process of AIR keying

AIR keying uses two cameras: a color camera and a camera

with an IR pass filter (IR camera). The two cameras are placed

in front of the surface, and a half mirror is situated between

them so that the two cameras share the same optical axis (see

Fig. 5, left).

The image processing steps of AIR keying proceeds as

follows (Fig. 4):

1) The IR camera produces an IR Image, with a display

emitting infrared light from its surface as the background.

In this image, regions corresponding to foreground ob-

jects, including persons, are dark.

2) AIR keying uses alpha keying (as in [13]) to make edges

of the foreground regions appear natural in the resulting

image. To this end, AIR keying constructs an Alpha Map
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mirror

projector

semi-transparent

screen

IR-emitting board

IR camera
color camera

IR & color ray
half mirror

Figure 5. Left: a color camera, a camera with an IR pass filter, and a half
mirror that is used so that the two cameras share the same optical axis. Right:
our prototype of SyncSurface Table.

by applying a function with two thresholds to the IR

Image.

3) AIR keying uses the IR Map to subtract the background

from the Color Image. The result is the foreground image

with alpha values (Extracted Image).

The system executes this process at each site, and sends

the Extracted Image to other sites. Then, each surface obtains

a synthesized image by collecting the Extracted Images from

other sites and superimposing them on the digital contents.

Finally, the surface displays the synthesized image.

C. Display that emits infrared light from its surface

An important component of AIR keying is a display that

emits infrared light from its surface. There are two low-cost

approaches to realize this:

• The first approach is to place an infrared projector behind

a screen, in addition to a video projector. The video

projector projects digital contents onto the screen from its

front surface. In contrast, the infrared projector projects

infrared light onto the screen from its rear. As a result, it

is possible to obtain such a display. The merit of the first

approach is that robust segmentation is achieved simply

by using a powerful infrared projector.

• The second approach is to use an LCD display with

back lighting that emits infrared light. The advantage of

this approach is that the setup of the implementation is

relatively smaller than the first approach.

V. STUDY PROTOTYPES

We implemented two prototypes of SyncSurface to examine

AIR keying and the communication using SyncSurface: a

prototype of SyncSurface Table using the first approach and a

prototype of SyncSurface Board using the second approach.

Fig. 5 shows our prototype of SyncSurface Table. The

prototype has a video projector (and a mirror to reflect the

video from the projector) mounted in the ceiling for projecting

digital contents downward onto the semi-transparent screen

(80 cm × 60 cm, roughly 40-inch). Below the screen, the

prototype also has a IR-emitting board (same size as the

Figure 6. IR-emitting board (before being coated with aluminum foil) that
we developed for our prototype of SyncSurface Table.

IR camera and

color camera

52-inch LCD display

Figure 7. Prototype of SyncSurface Board.

screen) as an infrared projector. The IR-emitter board has an

array of 3×6 infrared LEDs on the surface (Fig. 6). We coated

the surface of the board with aluminum foil to prevent the

board from absorbing the infrared light from the LEDs. The

infrared light is captured with an IR camera above the surface,

mounted in the ceiling. A color camera is also mounted to

capture physical contents on and above the surface. The video

projector can be scaled arbitrarily in terms of the size of the

surface simply by using a larger board with more LEDs on its

surface.

Fig. 7 shows our prototype of the SyncSurface Board. We

used a 52-inch LCD display in this prototype. The same

cameras with a half mirror described in Fig. 5 were used to

build this prototype.

In both implementations, before executing the process de-

scribed in Section IV-B, a homography is applied to each

frame in the video streams from the color camera and the

IR camera. To this end, a calibration is necessary for each

camera when the surface is set up.

VI. PILOT STUDIES

We conducted two pilot studies to examine AIR keying and

the communication using SyncSurface.

A. Examining SyncSurface Table in remote communication

The goal of this pilot study was to examine whether users

can communicate naturally with each other using SyncSurface

Table. More specifically, we were interested in examining

whether users can see both digital and physical contents on and

above the remote surface naturally, use gestures (especially

deictic gestures such as pointing and tapping) to physical

contents on the remote surface, and use gestures to digital
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Figure 8. Digital contents and physical contents are projected onto the users’
hands (center) and onto the notebook (upper-left) that a user holds in his hand.

contents (i.e., observe the intention of gestures by remote

users).

Setup
We built two separate sets of SyncSurface Table. We dis-

played a map of our university as the digital content and placed

a miniature car on each SyncSurface Table. Two participants

were involved. We asked one participant (host) to explain

a route to our university to another participant (guest) (see

Figs. 1 and 8). After the task, we interviewed both participants.

Results
Both participants said that they could see the place, color,

and shape of the car of its counterpart. The host said that he

could readily use the car to explain the route by moving it

along the route on the map and to suggest a parking lot by

placing the car on the map. At the same time, the guest said

that he could understand the route and the parking lot.

Moreover, we observed that both participants frequently use

deictic pointing gestures to indicate places on the map. The

host used them for explanation. The guest used them for con-

firmation. This result suggests that users could effectively and

naturally use gestures to digital contents on the SyncSurface.

However, we identified three problems in this study. First,

when a participant picked up the car with his hand, the other

participant could not see the car because the hand largely

covered it. Second, as shown in Fig. 8, the system projected

the digital contents and the physical contents of the remote site

onto the participant ’s hands and onto the notebook that one

participant held in his hand, because we used a front projection

technique in this study. Third, the participants said that they

sometimes felt frustration during communication, because one

could not touch and move the physical contents of the remote

site directly while he could see them.

B. Examining SyncSurface Board in remote presentation

There were two goals in this pilot study: to assess the

second approach of AIR keying (i.e., using an LCD display

as the display that emits infrared light from its surface) and to

evaluate the efficacy of communication with physical objects

visible only in front of a board.

Figure 9. Pilot study of SyncSurface Board.

Figure 10. Left: a color image whose background is subtracted using AIR
keying (Extracted Image). Right: the result shown on SyncSurface Board,
which is the color image synthesized with the digital content.

Setup
We built one SyncSurface Board (due to a lack of our

hardware resources) and placed it in a remote room (Fig. 7).

Then one author of this paper (presenter), standing before

a prototype of SyncSurface Board, conducted a remote pre-

sentation, using slides as well as body gestures. We asked

a participant to observe the remote presentation in another

room, where we showed the synthesized images on a 50-inch

plasma display (Fig. 9), almost the same size as the prototype

of SyncSurface Board. After the presentation, we interviewed

the participant.

Results
The participant said that he could see the gestures of the

presenter during the presentation. Moreover, as shown in

Fig. 10, the display clearly showed the actions and facial

expressions of the presenter.

One problem revealed by this pilot study was the presence

of noise in the images of physical contents.

VII. DISCUSSION

In the first pilot study described in Section VI-A, SyncSur-

face Table successfully provided the users with shared digital

and physical contents for communication. However, because

the two sets of SyncSurface Table were connected to the same

local network in this pilot study, it is necessary to further

examine its effectiveness in various cases, especially in a case

where there is severe network latency.

The first and third problems observed in the first pilot study

(described above) are inherent to distributed communication

and are still open for discussion. However, these problems are

not serious, because users would quickly get used to avoiding

such problems by communicating with each other.
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We plan to address the second problem simply by using

an Alpha Map (Fig. 4) as a mask to make the regions in the

digital contents where physical contents exist black, before

synthesizing the digital and physical contents. Such a system

would still allow users to see and to indicate both local and

remote physical content using pointing gestures.

The noise observed in the second pilot study was due to

the half mirror we used. The half mirror was an acrylic panel,

the reflection rate of which was low to capture the physical

content using a color camera (in contrast, the infrared light

penetrating the half mirror was powerful enough for keying).

Thus, we will solve this problem by replacing the acrylic half

mirror with one made of material that reflects infrared light

well but allows visible light to penetrate.

Our pilot studies were conducted under controlled illumi-

nation, avoiding effects from external infrared light (e.g., a

fluorescent light and ambient light, which also emit infrared

light). In actual usage, however, such effects would need to be

addressed. While the second approach requires an environment

with little infrared light, the first approach can eliminate the

effect, synchronizing the infrared projector with the IR camera.

That is, the system turns the projector on and off repeatedly.

Bright areas in IR images captured when the projector is turned

off are infrared light from the environment. Thus, using bright

areas found only in images captured when the projector is

turned on produces the Alpha Map, where the effect of infrared

light from the environment is eliminated.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents SyncSurface, a system framework for

sharing digital and physical contents on and above distributed

surfaces to support distributed collaboration. The framework

utilizes active infrared keying, a simple and low-cost technique

for extracting physical objects from camera images, by using

a display that emits infrared light from its surface. The system

proved useful in two different pilot studies with two different

implementations (SyncSurface Table and SyncSurface Board).

In the future, we will expand our system in a way that

addresses these problems found in two pilot studies and use

the refined system in further user studies.
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Abstract

In this paper we propose a solution for the identification
of the dominant colors in pictures taking into account the
way people perceive them. To that end we developed an
algorithm based on a reduced palette of 12 colors and on
a non-uniform segmentation of the HSV color space using
fuzzy membership functions. Experimental results from an
evaluation with users, showed that our algorithm based on
the fuzzy histogram is able to identify the same three dom-
inant colors as users in 50% of the cases, while the classic
histogram is only able to identify 43%.

1. Introduction

In the last years, due to the massive volume of images

collected everyday, efficient, effective and easy to use sys-

tems for exploration, organization and retrieval of images

are needed. In general, color is one of the most visually dis-

tinguishable characteristics, causing that the majority of the

existing solutions take advantage of that and use the domi-

nant colors (DCs) to describe the image content.

However, most solutions for dominant color identifica-

tion use an algorithm-centered approach, rather than look-

ing at how people perceive the DCs. In general, these solu-

tions are only concerned with some system-centered mea-

sures, and do not consider the DCs that the users see on the

images. Additionally, most of the existing works consider

too many colors as possible DCs, making the enumeration

and specification of colors by the users an almost impossi-

ble task, when they want to explore or retrieve images.

In this paper we present a new method for the identifi-

cation of the dominant colors in images, which was built

around the following three principles: i) a palette of only 12

colors, that all cultures are able to enumerate; ii) a non-

uniform segmentation of the HSV (Hue, Saturation and

Value) color space to better reflect the “size” of each color;

iii) the use of fuzzy membership functions [3] to convey the

ambiguity that is present in some regions of the color space.

With this approach we want to foster the creation of re-

trieval and exploration systems able to identify the real DCs

that people see when looking at a picture, and where users

could easily enumerate the DCs that they want to find in the

images, using for instance textual queries, natural language

or sketches of color blobs.

We performed an experimental evaluation with users,

where we compared the DCs identified by users with the

DCs identified by our algorithm and by the classic his-

togram, using two sets of pictures. Results showed that our

algorithm was able to identify the same three DCs as the

users in 50% of the times.

In the remainder of this paper we analyze some solutions

for the identification of the DCs, present our fuzzy segmen-

tation of the HSV color space and describe our algorithm for

the DCs identification. To conclude the paper, we present

the main results from the evaluation with users and provide

some conclusions.

2. Related Work

Along the years several solutions for the identification of

the DCs in images have been developed. Here we describe

some of them, ranging from histogram, segmentation, cor-

relogram and statistical based approaches.

One of the first segmentation based methods for the iden-

tification of DCs was developed by Smith et al. [16]. The

authors used the HSV color space and a palette of 18 differ-

ent hues, to identify a maximum of five dominant colors per

region. Their method was based on the uniform segmen-

tation of the color space and in the application of a color

median filter.

The MPEG-7 standard [14] also has a descriptor for the

dominant colors, called Dominant Color Descriptor (DCD),

which extracts the distribution of dominant colors in im-

ages, using clustering and color quantization. The descrip-

tor contains the dominant colors, their percentages, vari-

ances and their spatial coherency.

Yang et al. developed a new algorithm [18] based on

MPEG-7, which uses the modified Generalized Lloyd Algo-
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rithm (GLA) to obtain a small number of representative col-

ors and their percentages. Authors divided the RGB color

space in eight equal regions, and selected the centroid of

each block as its quantized color by averaging the color dis-

tribution. Their algorithm identifies four to five dominant

colors.

Liu et al. [13] developed a region-based image retrieval

system with high-level concepts obtained from colored re-

gion features. The authors, first segmented each image into

homogeneous regions and then defined a DC for each region

and assigned a semantic name.

In [8] Huang et al. introduced an algorithm for extract-

ing DCs in the CIELab color space, using an Ant Colony

Clustering algorithm. The authors tried to address the two

known issues of the classic GLA quantization schemes:

avoid the clustering to get into local optimality and the sen-

sibility to initial clustering centers.

Younes et al. proposed a fuzzy approach to segment

the HLS color space, using a palette of nine colors [19].

Their main goal was to create a solution where users could

retrieve images according to their DCs, expressed through

fuzzy linguistic expressions.

In [5] Chamorro-Martı́nez et al. presented an approach

where the HSI color space is divided in three zones: chro-

matic, semi-chromatic (gray) and achromatic (black). The

chromatic zones is then divided using fuzzy membership

functions for the Hue, Saturation and Intensity. In combi-

nation with the fuzzy logic, authors used also a clustering

algorithm to identify the DCs.

Kiranyaz et al. addressed the DC extraction as a dynamic

clustering problem [10]. The authors used techniques based

on Particle Swarm Optimization to find the optimal number

of DCs in the HSV color space. Their algorithm looked

for the best solution between a range of dimensions related

with the number of dominant colors. The algorithm is very

computationally demanding and there is no guarantee that

the solution will not converge to a local minimum, due to

over- or under-clustering.

In [11] Lézoray et al. introduced an unsupervised mor-

phological clustering on 2D histograms. These 2D his-

tograms are pair-wise associations of the RGB color space,

namely Red-Green, Red-Blue and Green-Blue. After the

independent clustering on each of these three pair-wise his-

tograms, a region merging is performed with the help of a

Minimum Spanning Tree based algorithm. The DCs corre-

spond to the maximums (centroids) in the 2D histograms.

Bhoyar et al. proposed another system for color his-

togram computation, based on fuzzy logic [4]. Authors used

a palette of 11 colors and fuzzy if-then rules to decide the

color of a pixel from its RGB components. A color his-

togram with 11 bins is then computed for each image, and

used as the color descriptor.

In [9] Kiranyaz et al. presented a color descriptor which

represents DCs both in spatial and color domains. The DCs

are extracted using a quad-tree decomposition to partition

the image, and recursively subdivide each cluster into four

quadrants. The authors used a clustering method that iter-

ates until reaching a maximum number of clusters, which

correspond to the DCs.

Almost all of the previously described works, do not con-

sider the perception that users have of the DCs in pictures.

None of them performed tests with users to verify which

DCs and how many DCs people see in common pictures.

Moreover, the segmentation of the color space is often made

with empirical rules and using the RGB color space, which

is not the best to separate the chromatic, from the concen-

tration or the brightness. Finally, in general the methods for

DCs identification only take into account the Precision and

Recall measures or the Averaged Normalized Modified Re-

trieval Rate (ANMRR), putting all the evaluation focus on

the system and forgetting the users.

In our algorithm, we took a different approach by putting

the users in the center of the development cycle, to create a

solution that will identify the DCs perceived by humans.

3. Fuzzy Segmentation of the Color Space

It is relatively unanimous among various authors, like for

instance [19, 5, 12, 1, 4, 20, 10], that the use of fuzzy logic

applies well to the segmentation of the HSV color space,

because the Hue circle has a subtle continuous variation of

colors. For the case of far apart pure hues, such as red (HSV:

0,1,1) or cyan (HSV: 180,1,1), we almost never have doubts,

but for any two pure consecutive hues, like for instance yel-

low and green, it is difficult for a person to see the bound-

aries. With the fuzzy approach we can have a variable grade

from two adjacent hues and gently combine these hues with

a proportional weight. For example, we are able to say that

a pixel is 0.6 green and 0.4 yellow.

In this section we describe our proposal for the segmen-

tation of the HSV color space using fuzzy logic and a palette

of 12 colors. Contrary to other authors [5, 13, 15, 18] that

first divide the color space and then assign names to the re-

sulting “slices” of color, we first selected the color palette,

and only after we divided the color space.

3.1. The 12 Colors Palette

As we have seen in the related work section, there is no

consensus in the number of colors to use in the quantization

process or in the segmentation of the color space. Some

authors use few colors to get a short processing time, but

with the disadvantage of diverging from the original colors,

while others use more colors, resembling the original colors

found in the pictures, but achieving more colors than the

human eye can distinguish.
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In the last decade various authors [6, 1, 4] adopted the

set of 11 colors identified by Berlin et al. [2] in 1969 (red,

brown, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple, pink, black,

gray and white). This set, which contains the colors that can

be named by all cultures, was coined by Chang et al. [6] in

2000 as the “Just Not the Same” colors (JNS), because any

two colors from this set are perceived as JNS.

In our work we decided to use an extended version of

this set, introduced by Ware in the scope of an application

for nominal information coding [17]. This palette has 12

colors, and is composed by the JNS colors plus the cyan.

We opted for this palette because it is reacher than the JNS,

but still does not contain too many colors, and especially,

because it contains colors whose names people can easily

enumerate, enabling them to specify colors using various

modalities, such as speech, writing or sketches. This same

set of 12 colors is also used by Google Images.

3.2. The Achromatic Colors

Our approach performs the segmentation of the HSV

color space in two steps. First, we consider the achromatic

colors and only after we isolate the chromatic ones.

Taking into consideration that the HSV color space has

two particularities: i) the Hues of colors with small Values

or small Saturations are not representative; ii) the Satura-

tion of colors with low levels of Value is not representative;

we identified three zones in the color space for the achro-

matic colors (black, gray and white), based on the bright-

ness degree of each point. While Chamorro-Martı́nez et al.

[5] opted only for two zones (black and gray), we decided

to include a third zone for white, because when we have a

Figure 1. The three achromatic colors (black,
gray and white) of the HSV color space.

high Value (for certain Saturation) from the user point of

view it is white. We confirmed this by doing some informal

tests with users.

Figure 1, represents the HSV color space with the three

achromatic zones. In summary, a color in HSV is black

if its Value component is less than T value inf . A

color is gray if its Value component is delimited between

T value inf and T value sup, and at the same time its

Saturation component is less than T saturation. A color

is white if its Value is greater than T value sup and its Sat-

uration is less than T saturation. The values for these

thresholds were defined based on the intervals defined by

Chamorro-Martı́nez et al. [5], namely for T value inf =
0.19 we considered the intervals Dark and Very Low
Illuminated; for T value sup = 0.81 we considered

the intervals Very High Illuminated and Bright;

and finally for T saturation = 0.14 we considered the in-

terval Very Low Saturated.

3.3. The Chromatic Fuzzy Membership Functions

While most authors [5, 15] segmented the Hue dimen-

sion in equal intervals and then assigned a name to each, in

our approach we first identified the colors and only after we

defined the size of the intervals for each color.
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Figure 2. Definition of a fuzzy set with a
trapezoidal-shaped membership function.

We use trapezoidal-shaped membership functions (see

Figure 2), because according to Benavente et al. [1] there

are no worth gain comparatively to Gaussian-shaped func-

tions. To define the four values for the Hue of the 9 chro-

matic colors (see Figure 3), we applied the following rules:

1. The central hue of each trapezoidal membership

function is the one defined by the Color Mod-

ule of the last CSS3 specification, published by

W3C (http://www.w3.org/TR/2011/REC-css3-color-

20110607).

2. The kernel1 size of each membership function is 10◦

for brown and orange, 20◦ for red, yellow, purple and

pink, and 40◦ for green, cyan and blue;

3. Two membership functions always cross at the 0.5 de-

gree of membership (dom);

1The kernel of a fuzzy membership function is where its degree of

membership is equal to 1.
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Figure 3. Membership functions for the Hue of the 9 chromatic colors.

4. The right slope of one trapezoidal-shaped membership

function is equal to the left slope of the adjacent mem-

bership function (and vice versa);

5. Three different membership functions never overlap;

We also defined membership functions for the Saturation

and Value components of the HSV color space. Similarly to

Younes et al. [19] we defined three membership functions

for Saturation and three for Value: low (< 0.25), mid (>
0.25 & < 0.75 ) and high (> 0.75).

These membership functions are used only to separate

brown and pink from their neighbors in the color space,

because they are non pure-hue colors (the Hue component

alone is not enough to completely define them). Brown, for

instance has a Hue of 24◦, a Saturation of 0.86 and a Value

of 0.54. Based on this, to completely define brown, orange,

pink and purple, we considered not only their Hues but also

their Saturation and/or Value components.

A orange Hue with mid or low value (dark orange) is

considered brown, and a low saturated bright orange (beige)

is also considered brown. On the other hand, a brown

Hue with high Saturation and high Value (saturated bright

brown) is considered orange.

When a color has red or brown Hue and has mid or low

Saturation and high Value (skin color), then it is considered

pink. It is also considered pink when we have purple Hue

with high Value (bright purple). Finally, a dark pink (pink

Hue with mid or low Value) is considered purple.

4. Fuzzy Histogram for DC Identification

A ’normal’ histogram is created by dividing the color

space into a set of bins and then by counting the num-

ber of pixels of the image that belong to each bin. For a

space of N colors, the histogram is an N-dimensional vector

(h1, ..., hN ), where each element hi represents the portion

of pixels of color i in the image.

In our solution, for each pixel of the image we evaluated

the degree of membership for its Hue and assign it to the

correspondent bin of the fuzzy histogram, according to the

following rules:

1. If the pixel color has a hue with a single dom we add

one to the correspondent bin;

2. When a color has a hue with two degrees of member-

ship, then we evaluate the dom for each hue, and add

it to the respective bin.

For example, a pixel with a Hue of 75 will have a dom

of 0.83 for yellow and a dom of 0.17 for green. It means

that we will add 0.83 to the yellow bin of the histogram

and 0.17 to the green bin. The achromatic colors (black,

gray and white) are always processed before the chromatic

ones. A pixel classified as achromatic does not enter into

the chromatic tests.

After processing the complete image, each of the 12 bins

of the fuzzy histogram will have the sum of the doms for

their Hues. Finally, we normalize the values (0-1) of the

bins to make the comparison easier.

To identify the dominant colors, we order the bins ac-

cording to its value and select the biggest ones as the domi-

nant colors. All bins with values below 0.1 are not consider

for being a dominant color.

5. Experimental Evaluation

To address the problem of identifying the dominant col-

ors in images from the human point of view, we performed

a study with users to identify the name of the colors that

users know, how many dominant colors do users perceive

on typical images, like for instance photos, and what dom-

inant colors do they identify on each image.

The collected results were used to validate the 12 colors

palette and to evaluate and compare our fuzzy histogram

with the classic histogram.

5.1. Procedure of the Study

The study was done using an on-line survey composed

of four parts. The first part was used to collect information

about the users, such as the age, sex and if they wear glasses

or contact lenses. The second part was used to test the color
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blindness of the subjects. To that end we used three pictures

from the Ishihara test [7].

In the third part we presented five images to the users

(one at a time) and asked them to write freely the name of

the dominant colors that they perceive in the pictures, using

their mother language. Finally, in the fourth part we showed

20 images to the users (one at a time) complemented with

a palette of 12 colors and a five levels Likert scale (with 1

meaning Completely Disagree and 5 meaning Completely
Agree that this color is dominant), for users to express their

level of agreement with each of the 12 colors, relatively to

the corresponding picture.

Intentionally we did not provide a definition of “domi-

nant color” nor mentioned the “correct” number of domi-

nant colors to identify, to avoid affecting the choices of the

inquired subjects.

The 25 pictures were chosen from the Stock.xchng

(www.sxc.hu) website, taking into account that they should

be representative of what a normal user will have in his/her

personal photo collection and that they should be filter-free.

Pictures main topics go from close portraits, to wide na-

ture landscapes, sport scenes, Venice gondolas or even a

crowded street of New York. The 25 images were randomly

assigned to the third and fourth part of the survey.

5.2. Results from the Study

We collected 39 valid surveys, 14 from females and 25

from males, with half of them belonging to the 18–29 age

group. Half of the participants (19) wear glasses or contact

lenses and none of them had color blindness problems. We

did not encounter any relation between age, sex or the use

of glasses/contact lenses and the given answers.

For the first set of five pictures, participants enumerated

on average 1.94 (SD = 0.36) dominant colors per image,

and the most frequent number of DCs written per image (the

mode) was one. In the second set of 20 pictures the average

number of DCs identified per image was 3.39 (SD = 0.49),

and the most frequent number of DCs selected per image

(the mode) was three.

From the obtained results and also from some informal

conversations with users, after they answered the survey, we

can conclude that when users have the color palette avail-

able or know the name and number of colors that they can

use, they enumerate more DCs per image.

We also counted the names of the colors written by the

users, for the group of five pictures, that belonged to the

12 colors palette, and we observed that 94.6% of the names

written by the users belonged to it. From this, we can con-

clude that the color palette that we adopted is appropriated

for the identification of dominant colors, when users have

to write or mention the name of a color.

5.3. Comparative Evaluation

To evaluate our algorithm for DCs identification based

on the fuzzy segmentation of the color space, we decided

to compare it with the classic histogram, which is a mere

count of pixels, collected on each respective bin. Although

the majority of the algorithms that compute the classic his-

togram to identify the DCs, do a uniform segmentation of

the color space, we used the same palette of 12 colors and

our non-uniform segmentation of the HSV color space, to

make the comparison fair. However, in this case we used

a strict non-fuzzy segmentation of the color space, with the

limits for each Hue in the values where it has a dom of 0.5.

The DCs identified by our algorithm using fuzzy his-

tograms and the classic histogram were compared with the

DCs enumerated by the users in the study. To perform the

comparison, we considered the three most dominant colors

from each image, and we analyzed the set of five images

and the set of 20 images separately.

Figure 4. Percentage of three DCs identified
by the algorithms equal to those enumerated
by the users.

From Figure 4 we can see that in both cases, the fuzzy

histogram identifies more colors similar to those enumer-

ated by users than the classic histogram.

In the case of the set of five images, we have for the fuzzy

histogram an average of 40.0% (SD = 14.9) of the DCs

equal to those identified by the users, while for the classic

histogram we have only 20% (SD = 18.3). The pairwise

t-test shows that the average percentage of equal DCs for

each image is significantly bigger on our algorithm than on

the classic histogram, with a value of p < 0.07.

In the case of the set of 20 images, we have for the fuzzy

histogram an average of 50.0% (SD = 22.9) of the DCs

equal to those identified by the users, while for the classic

histogram we have 43.3% (SD = 21.9). The pairwise t-test

shows that the average percentage of equal DCs for each

image is significantly bigger on our algorithm than on the

classic histogram, with a value of p < 0.04.

Although the classic histogram had inherited a great ad-

vantage from our approach - the non-uniform segmentation
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of the color space - from the experimental results we can

state, with at least 97% certainty, that our approach is better

than the classic histogram, in identifying the three DCs that

users perceive from images.

6. Conclusions

We presented in this paper a new algorithm for the iden-

tification of the DCs in images, based on fuzzy logic and on

a non-uniform segmentation of the HSV color space. More-

over, and contrary to other approaches, we first defined the

color palette and only after we segmented the color space.

We selected a palette of 12 colors, which includes only col-

ors that can be enumerated by all cultures.

To identify the DCs in an image, we first create a fuzzy

histogram by adding the degrees of membership associated

to the color of each pixel in the image. The colors with the

highest values are considered the DCs.

To evaluate our solution we followed a different path

from other researchers, by performing tests with users. With

these, we wanted to know how many and what DCs users

saw on the images, and verify if our algorithm was identi-

fying the same DCs as users.

Experimental results revealed that the 12 colors palette

was a correct choice, since almost 95% of the colors enu-

merated by the users belonged to it. We also found that the

majority of the users identified only three DCs on each pic-

ture, contrary to some authors who claimed that common

users can distinguish up to 256 or 512 different DCs.

Finally, the comparison of our fuzzy histogram with the

classic histogram, showed that our algorithm for the identi-

fication of the dominant colors presents results more similar

to those produced by users.
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Abstract—Developing visual tools that support data analysis in a 
specific application dom ain requires a careful investigation in 
order to understand needs and expectations of people w ho will 
use such tools. The dom ain experts addressed in this paper are 
chemists specialized in environm ental data analysis. Their m ain 
activity is to detect and monitor chemical compounds in the air 
through many devices in order to detect anom alies or prevent 
risks. One of the main problems that chemists face is the analysis 
of the huge amount of data produced by devices. They perform 
explorative data analysis and are w illing to use softw are tools 
that can help them  to get insight s from data. This paper reports 
the experience in working with chemists to identify interactive 
visual tools that can be useful for their purposes.  It provides 
insights on the difficulty of creating systems that users find really 
useful for their work, even when users participate in the design 
team. Because of the com plexity of the considered problem  and 
the fact that people are unable to m ake explicit all their needs 
and requirements, the identification of proper tools resulted very 
challenging. 

Keywords—Environmental data; data analysis; user-centred 
design; participatory design. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Today, one of the problem s in data analysis is the quantity 

of data that have to be analyzed in different application 
domains and for many purposes. Tools and techniques have 
been studied and developed in order to assist people in this 
heavy task. Visual analytics is  an em erging interdisciplinary 
research field that includes,  among others, Data M ining and 
Information Visualization techniques. The purpose is to make 
sense of very large and complex datasets by combining 
“automated data analysis w ith interactive visualizations for an 
effective understanding, reasoning and decision making on the 
basis of very large and complex datasets” [14]. This research 
field aims at utilizing the strengths of autom atic methods as 
well as the innate hum an ability to visually perceive patterns 
and trends to help people analyzing large complex data. 

Many visual analytics tools ha ve already been developed, 
e.g. Tableau [22], Spotfire [21], Jigsaw [11]. They all claim  to 

be general purposes, i.e. they support users in the analysis 
process in several context. The experience reported in this 
paper shows the difficulty to adap t such tools in order to fulfill 
the requirements of the experts of the application dom ains in 
which these tools m ight be applied , who usually are not IT 
professionals. Indeed, domain experts are used to their working 
and reasoning strategies and they are often reluctant to change 
their habits, and they do not want to be constrained by the 
technology. The experience reported in this paper shows that, 
when they are using a technologi cal tool that does not reflect 
their working habits, after a certain tim e they do not use it 
anymore. 

We adopted user-centered design and participatory design 
paradigms in order to design t ools that chemists could find 
adequate to their needs and pleasant to use. User-centered 
design requires that end users’ needs, profiles, tasks, context of 
use are deeply analyzed and that system  is designed and 
developed by iterating a design -implementation-evaluation 
cycle, which includes end users in prototype evaluation [10]. 
Participatory design goes even further in user involvement, 
since it requires the partici pation of end users in the design 
process [23]. The rationale is that users are experts of the work 
domain thus a system can be effective if these experts are 
allowed to participate to its de sign, giving indications o n their 
needs and expectations. However, even by adopting those 
paradigms, another problem emer ged, determined by the fact 
that end users are unable to make explicit all their needs and 
expectations during the requireme nt analysis, even when they 
are involved in the design team, as suggested by participatory 
design. As shown in the paper, users really understand how the 
system works and are able to provide useful feedbacks only 
when they use the system , or a prototype, in their working 
practices. 

The domain experts addressed in this paper are chemists 
specialized in environm ental data analysis . Everyday, they 
analyze huge amount of data produced by different devices 
located on a territory, in order to monitor air pollution. By 
involving the chem ists in a m ultidisciplinary team, we have 
analyzed several visual analytics tools that may support the 
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chemists’ work. In this paper w e report the difficulties 
encountered in designing tools th at satisfy chemists needs and 
expectations so that they can successfully use them in their 
working practices. 

Next section illustrates the data analysis problem  faced by 
chemists. Section III discusses the attempts made to adapt 
existing and renowned tools to the chemists’ problem, and the 
reasons they resulted not su itable for them . Section IV 
illustrates the adopted platform  to support the analysis process 
and the plugins developed to adapt it to the chemists’ needs. 
Section V concludes the paper providing some lesson learned 
from this experience. 

II. THE ANALYSIS OF POLLUTION DATA 
Today the air quality is one of the m ajor problems 

considered by governments. Th ere are different types of 
pollution that experts analyze. This paper refers to the work of 
chemists who detect the concen tration in the air of specific 
chemical compounds by analyzing the smell perceived through 
electronic nose instrumentation s, i.e. machines designed to 
detect and discriminate among complex odors using a sensor 
array [17]. This array consists of sensors that are treated with a 
variety of odor-sensitive biological  or chem ical materials. An 
odor stimulus generates a characte ristic pattern (or smellprint) 
from the sensor array. Smellp rints from known odors are used 
to construct a database and train a pattern recognition system so 
that unknown odors can subsequently be classified and 
identified. Thus, an electronic nose includes hardware 
components (different devices co llecting odors) to collect and 
transport odors to the sensor arra y, and electronic circuitry to 
digitize and store the sensor respo nses for signal processing. 
Early prototypes of electronic noses date back to 70’s, but only 
today, thanks to advances in microfabrication techniques, there 
are detector arrays w ith enhanced sensitivity and selectivity 
with characteristics comparable to those of humans. 

The chemists addressed in this paper are researchers that 
are investigating about the cause s of unpleasant smells in the 
air in order to prevent air pollution . They are not people that 
routinely check pollution data in order to communicate t o 
government about critical situations for hum an safety, so that 
proper actions can be decided. Instead, they are searching for 
reasons of pollution and possible solutions to improve air 
quality. Their work is not restrict ed to odor detection, because 
multiple factors can generate unpleasant smells. In particular, it 
is important to correlate sm ell data w ith some weather 
parameters coming from weather stations. Weather information 
is very important to better understand  behaviors of the 
observed chemical compounds because they are detected in the 
air. The most relevant weathe r parameters are wind speed and 
direction. 

Although different companies are now producing electronic 
noses these systems are not yet totally reliable. Researchers 
want to check the responses of the electronic system with those 
provided by human beings. To this  aim, they have selected 

sixteen housewives, resident in different locations of the 
territory, who are asked to note in a form every time they feel a 
bad smell in the air, annotati ng the time, the duration and the 
intensity of the smell. The ladi es transmit such data via phone 
to a toll free number. Figure 1 shows the different ways of 
collecting data about air polluti on, due, for example, to the 
emissions of a landfill . Besides the already mentioned data 
collected by the electronic nose,  the housewives and detectors 
of weather parameters, data are also collected by PID 
(PhotoIonization Detector) and OPC (Optical Particle Counter), 
two more devices to collect information about pollution. 

Different devices of the electronic nose, located in different 
stations on the territory, monitor chemical compounds in the air 
with different techniques, tim e granularity, and unit m easures. 
Data are stored in logs files, w hich can be transferred via 
Internet. Chemists collect such log files, integrate and/or 
compare them with data coming from other sources (weather, 
housewives), apply transform ations and analyze the resulting 
data. Before the beginning of this  work, for their analysis, they 
used tools, such as M ATLAB and Microsoft Excel, in order to 
make computations, and/or produce visualizations that may 
help them to understand and to explain what is going on, and to 
perform predictions. 

III. PROBLEMS IN USING VISUALIZATION TOOLS 
There are m any visualization tools in literature  with 

different purposes. Several authors have also provided some 
classifications. For example, Shneiderman has classified 
visualizations tools according to tasks that users have to 
accomplish and according to data types [20]. From  the 
description provided in the previous section, it is evident that 
the data considered in this paper are tim e dependent. A ll 
considered data (coming from  the electronic nose devices, 
weather parameters, data reported by the selected housewives) 
are associated to the time when they have been collected. Thus, 
they fall in the category of time series. In fact, a time series is a 
sequence of data points, measured  typically at successive time 
instants spaced at uniform time intervals. Som etimes the 
constraint of uniformity in co llecting time series data is 

Figure 1. Sources of analyzed data 
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relaxed, but not in the dom ain presented in this work, so this is 
not addressed in this paper. 

There is a w ide literature in tim e series and in tim e 
dependent analysis. A survey is  provided by Aigner et al. [1], 
who analyze a wide spectrum of key techniques in visualizing 
time oriented data, classifying each of the about one hundred 
identified techniques according to  different dimensions; one 
refers to the m ain tasks users want to perform  for analyzing 
time series data, nam ely: select, explore, reconfigure, encode, 
abstract/elaborate, filter, connect, undo/redo, and configuration  
change. These tasks match very close ly the needs observed 
during the chemists’ requirements analysis. 

We setup a m ultidisciplinary team, which included the 
domain experts, in order to anal yze different tools, looking for 
those that m ight better fit the experts’ needs. T he team 
considered various tools. One that was deeply discussed is 
LiveRAC [15]. One of it’s main characteristics is that it 
displays on the screen many time series using a focus + context 
technique combined with semantic zoom [18]. Both are useful 
techniques that allow focusing on specific time series, keeping 
the context in which they are visualized, which is represented 
with much less details. H owever, chemists were not enthusiast 
about this kind of interface, since they found the screen too 
cluttered and, in their opinion, too many details were hidden by 
the visualization. M oreover, they found the side-by-side 
comparison of time series not useful for them  because they are 
used to compare overlapping graphs.  

Based on their com ments, TimeSearcher was analyzed [5], 
[6]. TimeSearcher provides users w ith interactive visualization 
of multivariate time series in a single screen. For exam ple, the 
screen in Figure 2 shows 8 pane ls, each displaying time series 
of a variable (e.g. temperature) whose values are collected at 
different locations. Panels are vertically juxtaposed for an easy 
comparison among variables. Data are aligned according to the 
time, and a vertical blue line (on the left in each panel of Figure 
2) indicates this alignment. Ti meSearcher supports explorative 
analysis of time series, to this aim  it allows user to search for 
interesting patterns in the series  and to filter according to som e 
specific data values and time intervals. A detailed dem o was 
shown to the domain experts, during which the features of 
TimeSearcher were discussed. The experts appreciated the tool 
and, in particular, the possibility to com pare different tim e 
series in the same panel in or der to easily identify correlations. 
For example, as shown in Figure 2, the interface of 
TimeSearcher has 8 panels; each panel visualizes several time 
series of the same variable, e. g. temperature, recorded at 
several monitoring stations. 

The chemists decided to adopt this tool, since they were 
convinced that it was much better than spreadsheets in 
permitting visual interaction w ith data, thus supporting a m ore 
effective analysis. In order to manage the different formats of 
the data collected from the heterogeneous source s, a software 
module has been developed to convert the data in the format 

required by TimeSearcher. This module requires a human’s 
intervention to solve some ambiguities in the data. This process 
required time, but this was not c onsidered a problem since data 
conversion did not occur so frequently.  

Chemists used T imeSearcher, appreciating m ost of its 
features. However, pretty soon some of them complained about 
TimeSearcher, because they prim arily considered a different 
type of analysis, i.e. they concentr ated on data of a single 
monitoring station with more than 12 devices, each producing 
data about a specific variable. Such chemists wanted to plot 
values of these variables in the same panel. TimeSearcher does 
not permit this. It is worth noticing that this requirement never 
became explicit during the discussi ons with chemists and their 
trials with demos of T imeSearcher usage. It actually emerged 
only once they worked with th e system during their daily 
activities. This finding has been already highlighted in [24] and 
experienced also in [3]: “end users provide the most valuable 
feedback about the possible problem s once they get to work 
with the new system in real settings”. 

Another drawback emerged,  this tim e due to a new  
requirement generated from the evolution of the chemists’  
activities. In fact, these chem ists are experts w ho carry out 
research work related to the air quality. The data they w ork 
with are not collected routinely,  as done in centers devoted to 
the air pollution control. H owever, at a certain point they 
started to collect data m uch more frequently than before , and 
this implied to perform much more often the data conversion 
process to adapt data to TimeSearcher. As we said, this process 
needs the involvement of a res earcher. Thus, chemists very 
soon got annoyed of repeating the data conversion of new data 
so many times. As a consequence, they stopped using 
TimeSearcher and went back to their original work with M S 
Excel and M ATLAB that, they also said, allow ed them to 

Figure 2. A screenshot of TimeSearcher with 8 panels, each 
displaying time series of a variable, whose values are collected at 

different locations. 
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perform many other computations  required from their recent 
research directions. 

These new requirements shifted the interest of the 
participatory team to the da ta pre-processing phase, also 
because they started collecting data from other devices, namely 
PID and OPC (see Figure 1), wh ich were not considered 
before. As it w ill be show n in the next session, data 
preprocessing is one of the main phases of the overall data 
analysis process because, especially when data come from  
different sources and are in different form ats, as in our case, 
data have to be manipulated to get them in a form usable by the 
visualization tools, and check their quality. 

IV. THE ANALYSIS PROCESS WITH KNIME 
Our activity focused on the preprocessing phase due to the 

new requirements of the chemists, who often had to analyze 
new data. Preprocessing includes all the necessary steps to 
prepare data for the analysis. So me authors now refer to these 
steps as data wrangling, which is considered one of the big 
issues for a meaningful data analysis. Data wrangling is defined 
as “a process of iterative data exploration and transformation 
that enables analysis” [12]. In fact, an analyst has to first 
diagnose the data to make sure that they are usable for the 
analysis questions, to see the e fforts required to put them into 
an appropriate format for the an alysis tools, to check their 
quality, i.e. if there are m issing data, inconsistent values, 
unresolved duplicates, etc. In other words the data have to be 
transformed and cleaned into a us able state. Data wrangling is 
actually the process to make data useful.  

Numerous techniques for cleaning and integrating data have 
been proposed within the database community (for example see 
[9],[13],[19]). However, m any of them focus on specific data 
quality problems, are not interac tive, or are not accessible to a 
general audience. One of the current challenges in this field is 
to enrich data processing tec hnologies with innovative visual 
interfaces that support data diagnostics and transformations 
[12]. Going back to the pollution data analysis, we realized that 
we needed tools for a m ore accurate data preprocessing and 
that we had to shift our attention to the overall analysis process.  

A. The Knime platform 
We looked at platform s that support this analysis process, 

since several are now available. However, most of them 
concentrate on some phases of the process. W e found that 
Knime (Konstanz Information Miner) provides a working 
environment that supports users in their activities by providing 
several tools useful for the phases of data preprocessing, 
analysis, and exploration [7]. De veloped at the University of 
Konstanz, it is open-source and based on Eclipse. 

In Knime, the user creates th e workflow for his/her overall 
data analysis process. Figure 3 shows an example. The user has 
composed the workflow by selecting, from a menu showing all 
available tools, those necessary for his/her analysis. Each node 
represents a step of the process; in other words, a node is a 

plugin that performs a specific activity. As shown in Figure 3, 
the node File Reader, on the left of the figure, loads data in the 
environment. Then data are transferred to the K -Means node, 
which creates clusters of data. Note that the little blue square 
on the right of a node means that the node is able to display 
data. The white arrows represent communication ports; if the 
arrow points toward the node it is an input port, otherwise it is 
an output port. K-Means node is connected to a Color M anager 
node, which associate colors to the clusters created by the 
previous node. The Color M anager node is connected to two  
other nodes that visualize data  using different techniques, 
according to colors set in C olor Manager. In Figure 3 the user 
is visualizing the menu associated to the Scatter Plot node and 
is about to press the “View: Scatterplot” menu item.  In the 
example of Figure 3 all nodes are marked with a green light (at 
the bottom of the node icon) because the analysis is finished  
without errors. Each node can be in one of the following three 
states: to be configured (red light ), ready to run (yellow light), 
node processed (green light).  

Working with Knime, our par ticipatory team soon realized 
that, even if K nime includes m any tools, it w as necessary to 
develop other plugins that could process the specific data of the 
chemists’ problem. In order to create as soon as possible a 
running prototype with which chemists could work,  we 
developed three plugins. These are:  

1) Multifile reader, which loads many files containing data 
produced by a single data source (like those represented in 
Figure 1) and merges them according to the time of sampling;  

2) Nose-wind converter, which merges electronic nose data 
with weather parameters;  

3) PID/OPC converter, which merges PID and OPC data 
with weather parameters. 

Figure 3. A Knime workflow with five nodes. File reader loads a 
data file and sends data to the K-Means clustering algorithm. 
The Color Manager node associates colors to clusters and the 

output is visualized through both a scatter plot and an interactive 
table.  
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B. Preliminary formative test 
A user test was performed as part of our formative 

evaluation. This refers to evaluation activities that are carried 
out during the design and development cycle of a software 
product in order to get feedback that it is very useful in 
“forming” the product, so that it can really fit users’ needs a nd 
requirements. Sometimes only in spection methods are used in 
formative evaluation, since tests with users are m ore resource 
demanding. However, our experience is a further indicator that 
formative evaluation requires that  users test the prototypes, 
especially in cases, like ours, in w hich the system is complex 
and its target users are professional people , who are very 
demanding in term s of functionality the system  provides and 
expect a good mapping of the interaction strategies available in 
the system wit h their habits and ways of solving their 
problems. 

The user test was conducted using the thinking aloud 
method, which is well known a nd appreciated for providing 
very useful results without requiring many resources [16]. Four 
domain experts participated. They had experience in the use of 
their traditional analysis tools, i.e. M S Excel and M ATLAB. 
They were asked to perform some preprocessing activities with 
Knime so that they had to use the developed plugins. 
Specifically, the tasks covered activities ranging from  the data 
acquisition to the data visualization.  

The test took place in the participants’ office. The four 
participants were first together in a session during which one of 
the computer scientists did a s hort presentation of the platform 
(see Figure 4). Then each participant perform ed the test in 
her/his office, sitting at a desk w ith two evaluators: the 
facilitator and the observer.  A laptop w as used for the test, 
equipped with a screen recorder, which recorded the interaction 
performed by the user, and a webcam to observe the user’s 
reactions. In accordance with the thinking aloud method, the 
participant was asked to “think aloud”, in order to get the most 
information on the strategies employed by the participant to  
accomplish the tasks and better understand any possible 
difficulty.  

In Figure 5 a test session is shown. The role of the 
facilitator, sitting next to the partic ipant, is to assist her in the 
event of difficulties and encourage to m ove forward in testing, 
but without interfering with th e task execution, and without 
providing or requesting info rmation that can influence 
participant’s behavior. T he observer w as sitting next to the 
facilitator and his role w as to observe the test, also annotating 
in a table the tim e taken for each task.  After the test, each 
participant was interviewed in order to get qualitative feedback.  

To the purpose of this paper, it is useless to report the 
details of the test results. It is  enough to say that the chemists 
easily understood how to work with Knime and appreciated its 
utility for their w ork, especially because it allow ed them to 
better understand the overall process and to easily repeat the 
preprocessing activities. They also com plained about som e 
usability problems of K nime that, how ever, will not 
compromise the use of the platform because they can be solved 
by providing som e initial training. In this case, this is not so 
bad since the chem ists will use the system  very frequently and 
they will become soon expert users.  

V. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper presents our experience of working with 

chemists in a multidisciplinary team for developing visual tools 
that support the analysis of pollution data. The experience 
indicated some problems that have to be solved for creating 
visual analytics tools that ar e useful and usable for their 
intended users. A  first problem  is that it is very difficult to 
adapt visual tools that are claimed to be general in contexts that 
take into account very complex and very specific problems, 
like the one addressed in our case study. Another problem is 
that data preprocessing is extrem ely important in visualization 
systems and need special care [12]. The two problems refer to 
the development of any interactive system, and not only to 
visual analytics systems: 1) it is extremely hard for the users to 
communicate their requirements, even if a participatory design 
approach is adopted; 2) the only way to evaluate if a software 
system is useful and usable for its users is to let them  to put 
their hand on prototypes. 

Figure 4. Training phase of the test 

Figure 5. A participant performing a task 
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Our suggestion to overcom e these problem s is to perform  
evaluations with methods invol ving end users, observing them 
when they are working with r unning prototypes of the system , 
as the user test described in this paper. W e plan to go even 
further, by requiring longer sessions  of use of the prototype by 
testers while working in their da ily activities. This is in line 
with other findings already provided in literature [3],[24]. 

Future work could consider the design of user interfaces 
that support the analysis proce ss on mobile devices. Indeed, it 
could be useful to perform some analysis steps at the locations 
where the devices are installed. This poses a great challenge in 
data visualization due to the lim ited size of the screen, w hich 
requires the adoption of specific visualization techniques, such 
as overview + details and semantic zoom (see, for example, [2], 
[4], [8]). 
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Abstract 
 
The rapid growth of the internet has increased the 
number of online reviews, opinions and sentiments 
toward products, services or topics. People appreciate 
this opportunity so that e-Commerce websites provide 
services for users to publish their reviews. Social 
networks, blogs and websites enable, thanks to the 
reviews, a social structure that provides benefits for the 
users and the firms that hosts electronic markets. 
Therefore, this huge quantity of information can 
confuse users and does not produce useful knowledge. 
In such a context, in fact, who says what and how they 
say it, matters. In this scenario a valuable contribute 
can be given by the sentiment analysis that is one of the 
hottest current research area. This paper presents a 
novel approach to the sentiment analysis which is 
based on the ontological filtering approach. The 
proposed approach shows how to automatically mine, 
from a corpus of documents, positive and negative 
sentiments .Experimental evaluations, on real dataset, 
show that the proposed approach is effective and 
furnishes interesting results.       
 
1. Introduction 
 
During a decision making process people have to 
consider many things but there is a moment when 
usually think: “what other people think”. Before the 
wide diffusion of the internet and web2.0 services 
people share opinions and recommendation by the use 
of traditional approaches: asking to friends, talking 
with experts and reading documents. The internet and 
the web have made it possible to f ind out about the 
opinions and experiences of those in the vast pool of  
people that are neither our personal acquaintances nor 
well known professional critics. The interest that 
individual users s how in online opinions about 
products and services and the potential influence such 
opinions wield, is something that vendors of these 
items are pa ying more and more attention to. 
Companies are interested in  what users are saying 
about their products as politicians are interested in how 
different news media are portray ing them. Therefore 
there is a lot o f information on the web that have to be 
properly utilized in order to  provide vendors highly 

valuable network intelligence and social intelligence to 
facilitate the improvement of their business. In this 
scenario a v ery interesting approach is th e sentiment 
analysis. More in general sentiment analysis is the 
computational study of opinions, sentiments and 
emotions expressed in text [1]. Sentiment classification 
is part of  the opinion mining and refers to th e 
identification of opinions and arguments in a tex t. Its 
main aim is the identification of th e agreement or 
disagreement statements that deal w ith positive, 
negative or neutral in comments or reviews. There are 
many approaches to the sentiment analysis. A very 
broad overview of the existing work was presented in 
[2]. The authors describe i n a very detailed way the 
main techniques and ap proaches for an opin ion 
oriented information retrieval. Early work in this area 
was focused on determining the semantic orientation of 
documents. In particular some approaches attempt to 
learn a positiv e-negative classifier at th e document 
level. In [3] three machine learning approaches (Naïve 
Bayes, Maximum Entropy and Support Vector 
Machines) has been adopted to lab el the polarity of a 
movie reviews datasets. A promising approach has 
been developed in [4] w here a novel methodology has 
been obtained by the combination of rule based 
classification, supervised learning and machine 
learning. In literature some approaches are based on  a 
computational approach to inf erring the sentiment 
orientation of social media content and estimate 
sentiment orientations of a collection of documents as a 
text classification problem [5]. More in general 
according to th ese approaches sentiment related 
information can be encoded lexically within the actual 
words of the sentence syntactically and 
morphologically through changes in attitudinal shades 
of word meaning using suffixes [6]. This approach has 
been investigated in [7] where a lexicon for sentiment 
analysis has been obtained. Another interesting 
approach is in  [8] w here a pro babilistic approach to 
sentiment mining has been adopted. In particular this 
approach adopt a probabilistic model called Sentiment 
Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (S-PLSA) in 
which a review, and more in general a document, cab 
be considered as being generated under the influence of 
a number of hidden sentiment factors [9]. The S-PLSA 
is an extension of t he PLSA where it is assumed that 
there are a set of  hidden semantic factors or aspects in  
the documents that are related to documents and words 
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under a probab ilistic framework. In [10] an ap proach 
combining the ontological formalism and a machine 
learning technique has been proposed. In particular the 
proposed system starting from a sentence uses domain 
ontology to extract t he related concepts and attr ibutes 
and then by the use of the Support Vector Machine 
(SVM) classifier for labelling it positi ve, negative or 
neutral. The last two papers are the starting point for 
the approach proposed in this paper. We propose a 
methodology for the sentiment analysis based on t he 
combined use of probabilistic techniques (Latent 
Dirichlet Allocation and ontological formalism. In this 
way the document can be automatically filtered 
according their sentiment value.  
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
provides a brief  introduction to th e ontological 
filtering. The section 3 discu sses the Latent Dirichlet 
Allocation and its use in the ontology building process. 
The section 4 s hows the proposed sentiment analysis 
approach based on the use of th e ontological filtering 
and the section 5 disc usses the experimental results. 
The conclusions section concludes this paper. 
 
2. Ontological Filtering 
 
As previously said this section introduces the concept 
of ontological filtering. In order to in troduce this 
concept an exa mple can be showed. A user aims to 
make a search in a web repository that refers to a well-
defined domain. Usually the user expresses his query 
by the use of keywords. In this way the search is 
conducted using the keywords and counting their 
occurrences (mutual or not) in the documents. This is a 
simple syntactic search. The ontological filter, besides, 
works in the following way: the user still search for by 
the use of keywords, but this time the keywords can be 
considered attributes of co ncepts that are i n ontology. 
In fact, we can assume that each keyword can be 
associated to v arious concepts. For exa mple, in 
ontology related to the sport the keyword “ball” could 
be associated to various kinds of sports. In this way, by 
the use of keywords, we can navigate the domain 
through the topics that are in. In other words by the use 
of the keywords we can obtain a lightweight ontology 
which can be co nsidered a sort of  sieve for the 
searching of documents. In fact, in this way the system 
can give to the user only the documents that belong to 
certain concepts that are in  this new ontology. In this 
case also documents that do not contain keywords but 
are related to th e concepts that contain ones will be 
selected. This approach can be easily generalized to 
each kind of problem. For exa mple in the case of a 
video surveillance system, each component can be part 
of some topics a nd can be identified by some 
keywords. In this way the request of the user can be 
easily mapped as a set of topics belonging to ontology 
and an answer to a user request. The ontology filtering 
approach introduces a new layer the interaction 
between users and data rep resented by the ontology. A 
more formal definition of the Ontology Filtering can be 
developed in the following way. First of  all, ontology 

representing the domain of the knowledge involved in 
the problem has to be de fined. This ontology can be 
obtained both by the support of experts both by the use 
of automatic methodologies able to in fer the 
description of the domain by the analysis of related 
data, as we will show in the section 3 of this paper. In 
this way the O = {C, A , H, RT, R} (where C is t he set 
of concepts, A the set of the attributes, H the set of the 
hierarchical relationships, RT the set of non-
hierarchical relationships and R the set of  semantic 
relationships) can represent the domain of interest and 
in particular the A attributes set contains both the set of 
keywords and the “items”. The user introduces its 
query by the use of keywords KU={kui}. In this way the 
following strategy could be followed in order to bu ild 
the ontology: 
 
Step 1: Uui Kk  and CiA  add in the set C’ of 
the Ontology O’L+ = {C’, A’, H’, R’T, R’} the concept 
Ci belonging to a n ontology OL+ = { C, A, H, R T, R}. 
The set ACi  contains the attributes related to  the 
concept Ci and is a subset of A. 
 
Step 2: 'CCi add in the set C’ of the Ontology 

O’L+ = {C’, A’, H’, R’T, R’} all concepts Cj that share 
relations of kind H, RT and R with the nodes Ci. At the 
same time these relations have to be inserted in the sets 
H’, R’T and R’ and all the attributes of the various Cj  
 
At the end of these two steps the O’ = {C’, A’, H’, R’T, 
R’} is the ontology that expresses the domain 
according to th e requests of the user. In this way the 
ontological filter can be de veloped: in fact all the 
“objects” that are in a complete domain can be filtered 
by the use of the ontology O’L+ obtaining only the 
objects that user needs. This approach is able to answer 
the request of the user determining in an automatic way 
all the “items” that need for the resolution. Thanks to 
the relations, besides, th at are among the various 
concepts that are in th e ontology a use order can  be 
inferred. The problem is how to in fer in an auto matic 
way the ontology of a do main. In the next section an 
approach for the unsupervised ontology learning by the 
use of the Latent Dirichlet Allocation will be 
introduced.   
 
3. Ontology Extraction by the use of LDA 

 
In statistics, latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) is a 
generative model that allows sets of observations to be 
explained by unobserved groups that explain why some 
parts of the data are si milar. For exa mple, if 
observations are words collected into documents, it 
posits that each document is a mixture of a s mall 
number of topics and th at each word's creation is 
attributable to one of the document's topics. LDA is an 
example of a topic model and was first presented as a 
graphical model for topic discovery in [10]. In general 
this approach is based on  the concept of query 
expansion in a vector of features. The vector of features 
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needed to expand the query is obtained as a result of an 
interactive process bet ween the user and s ystem. The 
user initially performs retrieval by inputting a qu ery 
into the system and later identifying a small set  of 
relevant documents from the hit list of documents 
returned by the system, which is considered as th e 
training set (th e relevance feedback). Existing query 
expansion techniques principally use the relevance 
feedback of both relevant and irrelevant documents. 
Usually they obtain the term selection through a 
scoring function which assigns a weight to eac h term 
depending on its occurrence in both relevant and 
irrelevant documents. In contrast, in this pap er we do 
not consider irrelevant docu ments and t he vector of 
features extraction is perf ormed through a method 
based on a su pervised Term Clustering technique. 
Precisely, the vector of features, that we call mixed 
Graph of Terms, can be automatically extracted from a 
set of documents  using a method for term extraction 
based on a supervised Term Clustering technique [11] 
weighted by the Latent Dirichlet Allocation [10] 
implemented as th e Probabilistic Topic Model [12].  
The graph is composed of a directed and an undirected 
sub-graph (or level). We have the lowest level, namely 
the word level, that is obtained by grouping terms with 
a high degree of pairwise semantic relatedness; so there 
are several groups (clusters), each of them represented 
as a clo ud of words connected to th eir respective 
centroids (directed edges), alternatively called 
concepts. In addition, we have the second level, namely 
the conceptual level, obtained by inferring semantic 
relatedness between centroids, and so bet ween 
concepts (undirected edges). The final result is a mixed 
graph of terms (mGT) as depicted in fig. 1. The general 
idea of this tec hnique is supported by previous works 
[13] that have confirmed the poten tial of supervised 
clustering methods for term extraction, even in the case 
of query expansion [14], [15]. 
 

 
Figure 1 An Example of mGT 

 
3.1.  Extracting a mixed Graph of Terms 
 

A mixed Graph of Terms (mGT) is a h ierarchical 
structure composed of t wo levels of information 
represented through a directed  and an undirected sub-
graph: the conceptual and word levels. We consider 
extracting it from a co rpus of M 
documents (that we call t he training set), where each 
document is, following the Vector Space Model [16], a 
vector of feature weights , where 

 is the set of features that occur at least 
once in at leas t one document of , and 0 wkj 1 
represents how much the feature tk contributes to t he 
semantics of docum ent wj. We choose to identify 
features with words, that is the bags of words 
assumption, and in  this case tk=vk, where vk is one of 
the words of a vocabulary . The word level is 
composed of a set of  words vs that specify through a 
directed weighted edge the concept ci (see fig. 1(b), 
tab. 1 and fig. 2(a)), or better the centroid of such a set 
(group or clu ster), which is, therefore, still lexically 
denoted as a word. The weight iscan measure how far 
a word is related t o a concept, or how much we need 
such a word to specify  that concept, and it can  be 
considered as a  probability: is  P(ci | vs). The 
resulting structure is a s ub-graph rooted on ci. 
Alternatively, the conceptual level is composed of a set 
of interconnected, through undirected weighted edges, 
concepts ci (see fig. 1), so forming a sub-graph of pairs 
of centroids. The weight ij can be co nsidered as th e 
degree of semantic correlation between the two 
concepts and it ca n be co nsidered as a proba bility:

ij  P(ci ,cj ).  
 
3.1.1.  Graph drawing  

A mGT  is well determined through the learning of the 
weights, the Relation Learning, and through the 
learning of the three parameters, the Parameter 
Learning, that is  (H, , )  which specifies the 
shape of the graph. In more details, we have:  

1. H : the number of concepts (namely the number 
of clusters) of the corpus ;  

2. i : the threshold that establishes for each concept 
the number of edges of th e directed sub-graph, 
and so the number of con cept/word pairs of the 
corpus . An edge between the word s and th e 
concept i can be saved if is i . We consider, to 
simplify the formulation, i  , i ;  

3. : the threshold that establishes the number of 
edges of the undirected sub-graph, and so th e 
number of concept/concept pairs of the corpus . 
An edge between the concept i and co ncept j can 
be saved if ij .  

 

3.1.2.  Relations Learning  

Due to th e fact that each concept is le xically 
represented by a word of the vocabulary, then we have 
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that is  P(ci | vs) P(vi | vs),and ij  P(ci ,cj )  P(vi ,vj )
As a resu lt, we can obtain each possi ble relation by 
computing the joint probability P(vi ,vj ) , 
which can be considered as a word association problem 
and so can be solved through a smoothed version of the 
generative model introduced in [10] called L atent 
Dirichlet allocation, which makes use of  Gibbs 
sampling [12].  

 

3.1.3.  Parameters Learning  
Given a corpus , once each ij and is is known

i, j,s, letting the parameters assume a different set of 
values t , we can observ e a d ifferent graph mGTt , 
where t is representative of different parameter values.  
A way of proving that a mGT  is the best possible for 
that set of documents is to demonstrate that it produces 
the maximum score attainable for each of t he 
documents when the same graph is u sed as a 
knowledge base f or querying in a set co ntaining just 
those documents which have fed the mGT   builder. 

Each graph mGTt  can be represented, following again 
the Vector Space Model [16], as a v ector of feature 
weights, that we call qt  and is def ined as

, where  represents the total 

number of pairs. We have that each feature tk  (vi ,vj ) , 
which is not the simple bags of words assumption, and 
wkj  being the weight calculated thanks to t he tf-idf 
model applied to the pairs represented through tk, and 
with the addition of the boost bk  which is the semantic 
relatedness between the words of each pair, at both the 
conceptual and th e word level, namely  ij and is.  
You will recall that both ij and is are real v alues 
(probabilities) of the interval [0,1], and so t o 
distinguish the relevance between the three cases, t he 
traditional case ( bk 1), the concept/word pair and the 
concept/concept pair, we have distributed such values 
with a wider interval. Specifically:  
1. bk 1being the lowest level of relatedness;  
2. bk [ min, max] with min 1 and ( max min)1; 
3. bk [ min, max]with min  max and ( max min) 1

. 
In the experiments we have chosen min 1 and 

min  3 (see table 1).   

 
Conceptual Level 

Concept i Concept j Relation Factor ( ij ) 

tank roof 4,0 
tank water 3,37246 
tank liquid 3,13853 
... ... ... 

liquid type 3,43828 
liquid pressur 3,07028 

... ... ... 
Word Level 

Concept i Word s Relation Factor ( is) 
tank Larg 2,0 
tank construct 1,6 
... ... ... 

liquid type 1,21123 
liquid maker 1,11673 
liquid hose 1,06024 
liquid Fix 1 

... ... ... 
Table 1. An example of a mGT  for the topic Storage 
Tank. 
 
At this point, a docum ent w j  can be vie wed as a 
vector of weights in the space , and so the general 
formula of each weight is: 

                           (1) 

The score for each g raph at ti me t, namely St , can be 
computed following the cosine similarity model in the 
space , and so we have  

                           (2) 

Finally for the graph at time t we have a score for each 
document,  

As a res ult, to compute the optimum set of 
parameters t  we can maximize the Fitness ( ),  

 

where . Em  is 
the mean value of all elements of  St  and  m  is the 
standard deviation. Since the space o f possible 
solutions could grow exponentially, we have limited 
the space to , t . Furthermore, we have 
reduced the remaining space of possible sol utions by 
applying a clu stering method, that is th e K-means 
algorithm, to all ij and isvalues, so that the optimum 
solution can be exactl y obtained after the exploration 
of the entire space. T his reduction allows us to 
compute a mGT   from a repository composed of a few 
documents in a reasonable time (e.g. for 3 documents it 
takes about 3 se conds with a Mac OS X base d 
computer and a 2.66  GHz I ntel Core i7 CP U and a  
8GB RAM). It i s important to make clear t hat the 
mixed Graph of Terms cannot be co nsidered as a co -
occurrence matrix. In fact, the core of the graph is the 
probability P(vi ,vj ) , which we regard as a word 
association problem, which in the topic model is 
considered as a problem of prediction: given that a cue 
is presented, which new words might occur next in that 
context?  It means that the model does not take into 
account the fact that two words occur in the same 
document, but that they occur in the same document 
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when a specific topic (and so a co ntext) is assigned to 
that document [12]. Furthermore, in the field of 
statistical learning, a si milar structure has been 
introduced, with the name Hierarchical Mixture of 
Experts [17]. Such a structure is employed as a method 
for supervised learning and it is considered as a variant 
of the well-known tree-based methods. The similarity 
between such a structure and the proposed graph can be 
obtained by considering the "experts" as "concepts". 
Nevertheless, the mixed Graph of terms is not a tree 
structure, and more importantly is not rigid but is 
dynamically built depending on the optimization stage. 
Moreover, the Hierarchical Mixture of Experts does 
not consider relations between experts which are, on  
the other hand, largely employed in the mixed Graph of 
Terms. Notwithstanding this, we will explore further 
connections between these two structures in future 
works. 

 
4. A Senti ment Analysis Approach based  
on the use of the ontological filtering 
 
In this section the proposed approach will be 
introduced and described in details. As previously said 
the methodology aims to co mbine the LDA and the 
ontological filtering approaches in order to realize an  
automatic sentiment detector able to label the mood of 
a document or a collection of  them. The proposed 
approach is composed by the following steps: 
 
- the first step is composed by the building process of 
ontologies representing a set of documents labeled 
according their sentiment. In other words by the use of 
the LDA approach the ontologies representing the 
positive, negative and neutral sentiment documents. 
The process is dep icted in figure 2. T hese ontologies, 
that will name mood ontologies, contain the concepts, 
the words and their combination representing 
positive/negative and neutral sentiments. Thanks to the 
LDA approach it is possible to ach ieve representative 
ontologies by the use of few documents. 
 

 
Figure 2 The Ontology Mood Building tool 

 
- the second step is based on the introduction of a tool 
that uses the obtained ontologies as ontological filters. 
In particular this tool accepts as in put a set of 
documents (or a si ngle document) and labels it 
according the detected sentiment 
(positive/negative/neutral) by the use of the ontological 
filtering (figure 3).  
 

 
Figure 3 The Sentiment Analysis Tool 

 
In particular the sentiment is detected according to the 
following formula: 
 
Moodi= 1 if  f(Di, O+)> |f(Di, O-)| and f(Di, O+)> f(Di, 
ON) 
 
Moodi= -1 if |f(Di, O-)|> f(Di, O+) and |f(Di, O-)|> f(Di, 
ON) 
 
Moodi= 0 in the other cases 
 
where Moodi is the sentiment associated to th e 
document Di. The function f detects the sentiment of 
the document in this way:   
 
1. set f = 0 
2. for each word that is in the document that matches a 
concept in the ontology increase of 2 the value 
3. for each w ord that is in the document and in  the 
ontology increase of 1 the value 
4. for each word that is not in the ontology a research 
in a lex ical dictionary, as Wordnet [18] for English 
language or  IWN [19] for Italian language, has to be 
conducted. If there is a l ink between the word 
belonging to th e document and a word or a c oncept 
increase of 1 the value of the function f  
 
The overall mood is obtained in the following way. 
 
 
 
 
If Mood is >0 the overall mood of the documents’ set is 
positive else if it is <0 the mood is negative. If the 
mood is 0 the overall sentiment is neutral. In order to 
assess the degree of positivity and negativity the mood 
can be normalized on the overall number of documents. 
 

SD = |Mood|/#Documents  
 
SD can assume values in the range [0, 1]. Values close 
to 1 m ean high degree of  positive or n egative 
sentiments while values close to 0 m ean very low 
sentiment in the documents.    
 
5. Experimental Results 
 
To evaluate the proposed sentiment classification 
approach an e xperimental campaign on a real dataset  
has been conducted. The dataset has been organized 

Mood =  
k

i
iMood

1
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collecting post on the official blog of Samsung on the 
product Samsung Galaxy Tab. The dataset h as been 
composed by 2.000 posts in  Italian language and has 
been collected in t hree months (November 2011 – 
January 2012). The posts usually are a s eries of 
comments on the product and its  evolution. An 
example of post is the following (that is one of the 
longest): “Un regalo meraviglioso...uno stupendo 
GALAXY TAB :-D ed è una vera figata......lo consiglio 
a tutti: semplice nell'uso, ottimo nelle prestazioni e mi 
permette di fare tutto quello che voglio senza le 
assurde limitazioni che mette la concorrenza... ;-)”. In 
this case the user is delighted by his phone. First of all 
the full dataset h as been labeled by three experts 
splitting the posts in positive, negative and neutral. At 
this point a training test of 100 positive posts, a training 
set of 100 n egative posts and a train ing set of 100 
neutral posts have been obtained selecting casually 
posts from positive, negative and neutral datasets. In 
this way a test  set of 459 positive posts, a training set 
of 384 negative posts and a training set of 857 neutral 
posts have been obtained. In order to test the approach 
two experimental campaigns has been conducted. The 
first aimed to clas sify the documents according their 
sentiment. By the use of the three training set the mood 
ontologies has been built (figure 4).  
 

 
Figure 4 An example of positive sentiment ontology 
 
We used them in order to label the various documents. 
In particular the full test set (positive test set, negative 
test set and neutral test set) has been labeled by the use 
of the various ontological filters. Introducing the 
concept of Precision defined as: 
 
Precision = True Positive / (True Positive + False 
Positive) 
 
And Recall defined as  
 
Recall = True Positive / (True Positive + False 
Negative) 
 
the obtained results are depicted in table 2  

 
 Positive Negative Neutral Total 

Positive 
Test Set 397 19 43 459 

Negative 
Test Set 23 332 29 384 

Neutral 
Test Set 130 121 606 857 

Precision 0,77 
Recall 0,81 

Table 2 Obtained Results for the case of document 
sentiment classification 

 
The second experimental campaign has aimed to 
evaluate the skill of the system in the sentiment 
classification of a set of documents. This feature of the 
system can be very interesting for the evaluation of a 
stream of posts as f or example Twitter. So we created 
in a random way 8 datasets of 300 posts organized as 
described in table 3.  
 

 Positive 
Posts 

Negative 
Posts 

Neutral 
Posts Total 

DataSet_1 270 20 10 300 
DataSet_2 225 50 25 300 
DataSet_3 180 80 40 300 
DataSet_4 100 100 100 300 
DataSet_5 50 50 200 300 
DataSet_6 80 180 40 300 
DataSet_7 50 225 25 300 
DataSet_8 20 270 10 300 

Table 3 Configuration of the various datasets 
The various datasets has been evaluated by the 
sentiment classifier based on ontological filtering with 
the following results (table 3). 
 

 Sentiment 
Trend SD 

DataSet_1 Positive 0,83 
DataSet_2 Positive 0,65 
DataSet_3 Positive 0,57 
DataSet_4 Positive 0,52 
DataSet_5 Negative 0,54 
DataSet_6 Negative 0,61 
DataSet_7 Negative 0,69 
DataSet_8 Negative 0,78 

Table 4 Obtained Results for the datasets sentiment 
classification 

 
Also in this case the system offers good results 
 
6. Conclusions 
 
This paper proposes the combination of the LDA 
approach and ontological filtering for the enhancement 
of the sentiment classification. Thanks to the LDA 
approach an ontology representing a s et of docum ent 
with a well-defined sentiment can be obtain ed. These 
ontologies can be ad opted as on tological filtering and 
so detect th e sentiment in a document or in  a set o f 
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documents. The first res ults on real datasets are q uite 
interesting. Further development of this approach is 
still ongoing and a more detailed experimental 
campaign on standard datasets will be arranged. 
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Abstract

Computational geometry is a field that is relevant
to computer graphics rendering, computational physical
simulation, and countless other problem domains involv-
ing the use of image data. Efficiently determining the
intersection of the boundaries, interiors, and exteriors
of two objects can mean the difference between a real-
istic and relevant simulation, and a slow program that
produces results that do not keep pace with user manip-
ulation of the object. However, the speed of these calcu-
lations is not the only area of concern. Taking into con-
sideration the finite unit of resolution in a computer dis-
play (the pixel) and error in the floating-point represen-
tation of numbers, it may be the case that the perceived
correctness of these computations does not necessarily
correspond to the accuracy with which the calculations
are carried out. In this paper, we examine two of the
most well-known methods of determining such intersec-
tions, as well as various programming language libraries
available to perform these calculations. These existing
approaches are considered with respect to limitations in
human perception, display resolution, and floating point
error. We also propose a new method which lends it-
self to exploiting the inherently parallel nature of these
calculations.

1. Introduction

VRCC-3D+ [11, 12, 6, 5, 7] is a mathematical model
that describes relations between three dimensional ob-
jects in space in terms of the connectivity and obscura-
tion between each pair of objects in a scene. The system
facilitates knowledge discovery by determining possible
intermediate configurations of the objects from one state
to another. Implementing the VRCC-3D+ mathemati-
cal model resulted in computational inefficiency (unac-
ceptable delays between initial model loading and the
calculation of the spatial relations between all pairs of

objects). Our investigation of a more efficient method
to perform these computations focused on determina-
tion of the intersections between the interiors, exteriors,
and boundaries of the objects.

2. VRCC-3D+Intersections

The VRCC-3D+ system distinguishes eight types of
3D connectivity relations using eight intersections that
involve the boundary, interior, and/or exterior of one
object with those of another (see Table 1).

Connectivity in 3D is only one part of each (compos-
ite) VRCC-3D+ relation. The other part of each VRCC-
3D+ relation characterizes the obscuration between the
two objects of interest, which can be none, partial, or
complete (as well as converse relations for each). Ob-
scuration in VRCC-3D+ is determined by the overlap
of the projections into the image plane and the object
depth. The techniques (Triangle Triangle intersection,
AABB Bounding Boxes) and considerations (error tol-
erance and speed) discussed in this paper will apply to
the calculations of both the connectivity and obscura-
tion parts of the VRCC-3D+ relations.

Definition of the spatial relations using Table 1 re-
sults in an over-determined system [11]. A symmetry
argument also applies. The intersection of the interior
of object A and the boundary of object B is the same
as the intersection of the boundary of object B and the
interior of object A: IntBnd(A,B)=BndInt(B,A). Thus,
an efficient algorithm for IntBnd will provide an efficient
algorithm for BndInt, and vice versa. This also holds for
the intersections of boundaries and exteriors.

These four intersection predicates are insufficient to
uniquely distinguish all relationships. For example, DC
and EC are indistinguishable using these four predi-
cates, and require either the BndBnd or the IntInt pred-
icate. Computing the intersection of the boundaries al-
lows us to determine the 3D relationships of two objects
while avoiding unnecessary computation to determine
the interior or exterior. The remaining predicates that
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Table 1. Definition of 3D Spatial Relationships Using Intersection Predicates. Φ denotes empty inter-
section set, ¬Φ denotes non-empty intersection set.

IntInt IntBnd IntExt BndInt BndBnd BndExt ExtInt ExtBnd

DC Φ Φ ¬Φ Φ Φ ¬Φ ¬Φ ¬Φ
EC Φ Φ ¬Φ Φ ¬Φ ¬Φ ¬Φ ¬Φ
EQ ¬Φ Φ Φ Φ ¬Φ Φ Φ Φ

NTPP ¬Φ Φ Φ ¬Φ Φ Φ ¬Φ ¬Φ
NTPPc ¬Φ ¬Φ ¬Φ Φ Φ ¬Φ Φ Φ

PO ¬Φ ¬Φ ¬Φ ¬Φ ¬Φ ¬Φ ¬Φ ¬Φ
TPP ¬Φ Φ Φ ¬Φ ¬Φ Φ ¬Φ ¬Φ
TPPc ¬Φ ¬Φ ¬Φ Φ ¬Φ ¬Φ Φ Φ

do not involve the boundaries are unnecessary and inef-
ficient for our implementation.

3. Computation of Boundary Intersection

A naive method of computing the boundary intersec-
tion predicate is to use an algorithm such as that pre-
sented in [9] to determine pairwise intersection between
the triangular faces of objects A and B: an O(fafb) algo-
rithm with fa and fb as the number of faces in objects
A and B. A more sophisticated method, AABB trees,
uses nested axis-aligned bounding boxes to decrease the
number of faces that require the intersection calcula-
tion. The use of trees presents an opportunity to reduce
the complexity by reducing the number of calculations.
CGAL [2] is a computational geometry toolkit that uses
AABB trees to implement intersection and distance al-
gorithms. Table 2 shows the runtimes of the triangle
intersection and the CGAL methods on two spheres (see
Figure 1), each of which has approximately 2000 faces.
All timing was done on an AMD Bulldozer processor
running at 3.1Ghz. Results were obtained using a C
module and the CGAL bindings for Python and aver-
aged 100 runs.

Table 2. Intersection Test Runtimes
Implementation Average Runtime (s)

C Triangle Intersection 12.0349209094
CGAL AABB 0.186076021194

4. Human Perception and Floating Point
Error

There is no ambiguity in Figure 1 regarding the inter-
section of boundaries. However, in a more complicated
case such as that shown in Figure 2, more rigorous cal-
culations are required. Upon cursory examination of the
rendering of the airplane, it appears that all of the wings
are attached to the fuselage. However, according to the

Figure 1. Two disconnected objects (DC).

computational intersection of boundaries, the wings and
the fuselage do not intersect: they cannot be considered
externally connected.

While the calculations are being carried out accu-
rately, they do not reflect the cognitive perception of the
image. This could be attributed to several factors such
as errors in the representation of floating point numbers
in both the viewer display and model generation soft-
ware, or the minimum distance that can be represented
in rendering to a monitor with finite resolution.

To remedy this, we must allow some tolerance: the
shortest distance between the two planes must be less
than some small value, ε. Implementing this in the di-
rect triangle intersection test is trivial. However, using
the CGAL AABB implementation requires a significant
change in the algorithm itself: instead of determining
whether the triangles intersect, we need to find the min-
imum distance between the two closest faces. One way
to do this is to determine all of the segments that make
up the faces of the object and find the closest distance
to a face in the other object.

Table 3 shows the timings for these modified epsilon
tolerance tests. Both algorithms also were used to de-
termine the intersection of a high resolution depiction
of a nut and bolt (Figure 3).

5. ε Determination

Once a tolerance test was developed for the intersec-
tion, it was necessary to determine an appropriate value
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Table 3. Intersection Runtimes using ε Tolerance
Airplane Spheres Nut and Bolt

Obj1 Name / Face Count Wings 4 / 18 A / 1984 Helix01 / 43872
Obj2 Name / Face Count Prop 4 / 144 B / 1984 Helix02 / 27432

C Triangle Intersection Runtime(s) 0.015720 12.017024 388.967400
CGAL AABB Runtime (s) 0.0110691 0.23603410 86.336132

Figure 2. Model of an airplane.

Figure 3. Nut and Bolt model.

of epsilon. Trial and error yielded an ε of approximately
10−4. Appropriate values of epsilon will change based
on the precision with which the values are stored in the
model and the finite nature of the pixels that comprise
the image. Of these two factors, we can both calculate
and control the effect of the latter at the viewer level.
Knowing the distance in world units from the virtual
camera to the viewing plane (f in world units), the hor-
izontal width in pixels of the scene (h in world units, w
in pixel count), and the field of view angle (θ) allows the
calculation of the physical size of the pixel at the image
plane (see Figure 4). We can determine this value as
follows. Let ”px” be pixel units and ”units” be world
units:

h = f ∗ tan
(
θ

2

)

We calculate the size in world units per pixel as

h
w
2

units

px
=

2h

w

units

px

The size of one pixel on the image plane is then

εf =
2h

w

units

px
∗ 1px =

2h

w
units =

2f

w
tan

(
θ

2

)
units

The default visualizer parameters yield a value of ap-
proximately 1.4∗10−3, which is a greater tolerance than
the 1∗10−4 that was found through manual experimen-
tation. This value of ε gives the perceived results for

Figure 4. Camera and image plane.

Figure 2, and is only dependent upon the position of
the objects and the resolution of the viewer window.

The minimum visible distance is directly proportional
to the object distance from the camera. This calcula-
tion can be broken into two cases: the two objects have
equal depth from the image plane, and the two objects
have differing depths. The first case is trivial: given two
objects of depth d from the camera, we use similar tri-
angles (as depicted in Figure 4) to obtain the smallest
distinguishable distance, εw, at that depth:

εf
f

=
εd
d

Since

εf
f

=
2f
w tan( θ2 )

f

=
2

w
tan(

θ

2
)

we can calculate the epsilon value at a depth d from the
camera as

εd =
2d

w
tan(

θ

2
)

This result can be reinterpreted to generalize it to
all points regardless of distance to the camera. The
above states that due to the finite nature of the pixel,
we can define a sphere around any point with radius εw

2
in which we cannot determine the actual position of the
point (see Figure 5). This concept of a probability cloud
is frequently used in Quantum Physics to approximately
describe the locations of electrons in given states. We
say that two points P1 and P2 are indistinguishable if
their probability clouds overlap; that is, if |P1 − P2|
is less than or equal to the sum of the radii of their
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probability clouds. If ε1 and ε2 are the respective ep-
silon values computed for these points P1 and P2, the
resulting tolerance is:

ε =
ε1
2

+
ε2
2

=
ε1 + ε2

2

In Figure 5, the points C1 and C2 are considered to be
within the error tolerance because the probability clouds
overlap. The same holds for points C2 and C3. C1 and
C3 are not within the error tolerance even though C3 is
at the same depth as C2.

Figure 5. Using a probability cloud to dynami-
cally determine ε tolerance.

6. Future work

This problem space is inherently parallel: the inter-
section of any pair of faces is independent of the intersec-
tion of any other pair of faces. The large number of sim-
ilar calculations on a large, but static, set of data should
be enough to overcome the primary downfall of us-
ing general purpose GPU computing technologies (e.g.,
OpenCL [3], CUDA [4] by NVIDIA, or Stream [1]) by
AMD: the time it takes to transfer the data to the graph-
ics card [8]. For the intersection of triangles method to
be as fast as AABB trees, we require a speedup of 50X
(e.g. 12.02

0.236 for the spheres), which is well within the
plausible speedups reported in [10].

A heavily parallelized AABB algorithm may also
work, but would not necessarily be as cost efficient
due to the recursive nature of trees. Exploration of an
OpenCL implementation of these algorithms may even
allow these computations to be done efficiently on mo-
bile devices with sufficiently new integrated graphics.

7. Summary

Being able to efficiently calculate the intersections
between the boundaries, interiors, and exteriors of 3D

objects introduces new ways to program simulations,
collisions, and model transformations over time. Ex-
ploiting the ability of VRCC-3D+ to identify impossible
states and eliminating some calculations would lead to
more efficient collision detection in game and simulation
engines, and modeling software.

In this paper we have explored two methods of calcu-
lating these intersections and discussed methods of dy-
namically determining the error tolerance. These strate-
gies will help to make spatial reasoning applications such
as VRCC-3D+ more practical for knowledge validation
and discovery in real-time.
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ABSTRACT 
   3D models are used in many problem domains. Typically 
the spatial relations between objects are approximated as 
necessary for human recognition of an image. For some 
applications, this m ay be insufficient; a m ore precise 
analysis may be required, and a temporal sequence of 
configurations of the objects may need to be considered. 
VRCC-3D+ is the implementation of a Region Connection 
Calculus (RCC) t hat qualitatively determines the spatial 
relations between 3D objects, both in terms of connectivity 
and obscuration. Herein we discuss how this system can be 
used to validate hypotheses of spatial transformation over 
time, and generate possible in termediate configurations. 
Such analyses have been performed manually in research 
fields such as organism  evolution and developm ent. 
Automation of this process has the potential to im prove 
both the efficiency and precision of such investigations.  
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
   Increasingly, 3D models are being used in fields such as 
biology and engineering to vi sualize and analyse complex 
images. In particular, given a configuration of 3D objects at 
abstract time t 1, it may be of interest to know what 
configurations of those object s are possible at another time 
t2. That is, we may seek to determine if it is possible for the 
configuration of objects at one time to have transformed 
into the configuration at another time, or, even more 
interestingly, exactly w hat intermediate spatial 
transformations could have occurred between time t1 and t2.   
   The determination of answ ers to such questions can be 
computationally prohibitive. A dditionally, these problem s 
require a mathematical model sufficient to characterize the 
pertinent spatial relations between the 3D objects.  
   VRCC-3D+ [11] is th e implementation of a Region 
Connection Calculus (RCC) t hat quantitatively determines 
the spatial relations betw een 3D objects, both in term s of 
connectivity and obscuration. Herein we discuss how this 
system can be used to validate (or refute) hypotheses of 
spatial transformation over time, as well as generate 
possible intermediate configurations of the objects, 
effectively facilitating knowledge discovery. 
   For brevity, we have limited our discussion to 
consideration of a basic case: solid spheres that can only be 
related by disconnection or external connection. However, 
these results establish the groundwork for generalizing the 
solution to the full VRCC-3D+ model. 
2. RELATED WORK 

   There is a considerable amount of research in the area of 
qualitative spatial reasoning (QSR) [2, 3], particularly using 
RCC models. Unfortunately, the vast majority of t his 
research has been to propose new mathematical models of 
varying degrees of expressiv ity, without consideration of 
the computational complexities of im plementation [9]. 
Among the m ost well-known of these models are RCC -5 
[6], RCC-8 [6], RCC-23 [3], LOS-14 [4], ROC-20 [7], and 
RCC-3D [1]. 
   Every relation in VRCC-3D+ is expressed as a composite 
relation that characterizes connectivity and obscuration. For 
a more in-depth discussion of  the system, including how it 
compares to the aforementioned other models, see [11].  
   VRCC-3D+ uses a hierarchical structure of predicates (as 
shown in Figure 1) to distinguish the 3D connectivity part 
of the relation. A pair of obj ects, A and B, can be either 
disconnected (DC(A,B)) or connected (C(A, B)),. If 
connected they may be Externally Connected (EC(A,B)), 
Partially Overlapping (PO(A,B)), Equivalent (EQ(A,B)), or 
one of the objects may be a proper part (i.e., completely 
inside) of the other. Given tw o objects, A and B, we define 
the converse relation Proper Part Converse (PPc(A,B)) such 
that if B is a proper part of A (PP(B, A)), then PPc(A, B) is 
true. If PP(A, B) holds, the objects can either be tangential 
or non-tangential (TPP, NTPP). If PPc(A, B) holds, then we 
can use the TPPc or NTPPc relations. 

 

Figure 1.  VRCC-3D+ hierarchical structure for 
connectivity relations 

   The obscuration part of each relation is determ ined by the 
overlap of the projections into the image plane as well as 
the object depth, as illustrated by T able 1. In this table, ¬Φ 
denotes a non-empty intersection of the 2D projection into 
the image plane, and Φ denotes an empty intersection. It 
should be noted that only certain combinations of 
connectivity and obscuration are possible; see [11] for a 
more detailed discussion. 
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Table 1. Definition of 2D Obscurations Based on 
Interior and Exterior Intersections, and Depth 

 
3. APPLICATION OF VRCC-3D+ 
   We consider a state to be the set of V RCC-3D+ relations 
between each pair of objects in a scene at a particular 
abstract time. A state transition occurs when the objects 
morph from one state to another. A step occurs when two 
objects have gone from the current state to an adjoining 
state. An adjoining state can be reached from  the initial 
state without passing through an intermediate state. 
   In order to prove that an object can go from one state to 
another in one step, we need a means of describing the 
system both visually and m athematically. This can be 
accomplished with a combinatorial approach. Figure 2 is a 
combinatorial map that illustrates how  two solid spheres 
can be configured for the VRCC-3D+ DC and EC relations. 
   In Figure 2, C 1 is the centroid of Object 1, the dark gray 
circle at the center of the map, R1 is the radius of Object 1, 
and R2 is the radius of Object 2, which is not explicitly 
shown, but is defined as another sphere with radius R2 
located in one of the regions of the map. The different 
relation “regions” are determined by the the position of C2, 
the centroid of Object 2 (not shown). A is the angle 
between two rays cast from the observer, tangential to 
Object 1.  

   Some regions lie on an arc. If the centroid of Object 2 
does not lie on the EC  curve, then the objects are perceived 
as DC. The line that divides nObs (no obscuration) and 
pObs (partial obscuration) was created by translating angle 
A behind the viewpoint. Sim ilarly, the dividing line 
between pObs and cObs (com plete obscuration) is created 
by translating the angle in front of the viewer.  
   The EC curve was created by generating a circle about the 
point C1 that has radius R1 + R2, which is the closest that 
Object 2 can be to Object 1 without overlapping. The 
nObs_e (no obscuration) curve was created by generating 
the circle centered at the intersection of the lines that 
separate pObs from nObs, and passing through the points 
where those dividing lines tangentially intersect the EC 
curve. These rules form the basis of the mapping, and allow 
combinatorial methods to be applied to the map to create a 
graph that can be used by an automated spatial reasoner. 
   Since this is a m ap, by the Four C olor Theorem it is 4-
colorable as shown in Figure 2 [8]. This allows each region 
used to be depicted using a perspective projection. Two 
examples can be seen in perspective projections of state 
transitions, shown in Figures 3 and 4. 

 
Figure 3. Perspective projection of transition from 

DC_nObs to DC_nObs_e 
 

   In Figure 3, the centroid of Object A (CA) does not lie on 
the EC curve of Object B. They are perceived by the 
camera to be DC. CA also lie s outside of nObs. W hen the 
transition occurs, CA remains outside of the EC curve. The 
transition occurs when CA reaches the nObs_e arc. 
Referring to Figure 2, we can see that to go from  the nObs 
region of DC to the nObs_e arc of DC requires only one 
spatial transition.  Hence we can validate the hypothesis 
that the two configurations of Object A and Object B shown 
in Figure 3 are one transition apart. Figure 2. Combinatorial map of DC and EC relations 
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Figure 4. Perspective projection of transition from 

DC_nObs to EC_pObs 
 
   In Figure 4, we use a similar process to find the 
intermediate state(s) when we know the start and end states. 
Here the start state of Object A and Object B is DC_nObs 
(i.e., Object A is behind Object B). The end state is 
EC_pObs, where Object A is obscured by Object B, and 
they are edge connected. W e assume that we are only 

interested in the shortest transition path that w ill take us 
from the start state to the end state. This can be determined 
by using the combinatorial map. 
   The centroid of Object A (CA) does not lie on the EC 
curve of Object B, and is outside of the nObs line. Getting 
to EC_pObs requires two trans itions. CA must first cross 
the DC_nObs line into the DC_pObs region before it lies on 
the EC curve of Object B within that region. C A cannot 
reach to the EC curve from  DC_nObs without crossing 
through some other interm ediate transition. In this case, 
DC_pObs is the simplest choice as the (single) intermediate 
state. 
   An undirected graph can be constructed, using the 
adjacencies of each possible spatial region. Since 
EC_nobs_e is adjacent to many relations, it may be difficult 
to accurately represent it in a computer model due to round-
off error. Figure 5 shows the undirected graph generated 
from the map. This graph also is represented as an 
adjacency matrix in Table 2 (albeit with ‘T’ entries for each 
vertex to itself, despite the fact that there are no loop edges 
in the graph). 

 
Figure 5. Undirected graph of DC and EC transitions 

   A list of all the sim ple paths from  a given relation to a 
final relation can be created by recursively searching Table 
2. This is accomplished using a recursive depth-first search 
through all possible one-step relation changes starting at 

Table 2. Table of Relations to Determine Possible One-Step Transitions  
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relation R1 and ending at relation R2. The computational 
complexity for this approach is O (n2), where n is the 
number of relations reachable from a starting state. The 
algorithm is shown in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6. Search algorithm for determining possible 

transitions 

4. FUTURE WORK 
   Discussion in this paper is  limited to solid spheres w ith 
static size and shape . It would need to be generalized to 
include the comprehensive VRCC-3D+ model, which has 
no restriction on the shape of the objects, and allows for 
objects to change size. C onsequently, the scalability of the 
solution given here must be  further investigated (i.e. , to 
establish the validity of the argum ent for regions 
topologically equivalent to a sphere, and the correctness of 
results for regions not topologically equivalent to a sphere). 
   While the presented algorithm may not be practical for 
the full VRCC-3D+ model in terms of runtime efficiency, it 
will be a useful foundation for extending the solution.  

5. SUMMARY 
   Currently 3D models are used in m any problem domains. 
Typically the spatial relations betw een objects are 
approximated as necessary for human recognition of an 
image. This may be insuffici ent for som e applications; a 
more precise analysis may be  required, and a temporal 
sequence of configurations of  the objects  may need to be 
considered. 
   In this paper we have briefly discussed how one 
qualitative spatial reasoning system , VRCC-3D+, could be 
used to validate hypotheses of spatial transformation over 
time, and generate possible intermediate configurations. For 
years such analyses have been performed manually in 
research fields such as organism evolution and 
development. Automation of this process has the potential 
to improve both the efficiency and preci sion of such 
investigations. 
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Abstract— Often students and lay public are not able to watch an 
art exhibit displayed in a museum of fine arts as scholars could 
wish. It has to be considered that watching is a learned skill that 
is neither innate nor spontaneous. Consequently, onlookers would 
benefit from a method that may enhance their visual skills. This 
consideration and the willing to give a contribution in artworks 
understanding guide our work. The goal of this paper is to assess 
whether a model based on visual-perceptual priming, a kind of 
implicit memory, may improve the methodology of looking. To 
support our model also with some kind of measures, we analysed 
the subjects’ brain signals collected by an EEG-based Brain 
Computer Interface device during the verification phase of the 
performed experiments. In this work we also present some 
preliminary results obtained by this BCI-based promising 
approach. 

I. AIMS AND MOTIVATIONS

Museums are seeking to o ffer visitors a complete and 
participative experience, asking to contribute in the making 
of the museum experience. The main focus of this paper is 
on technology as a communication medium, but we wish to 
recall that technology also represents the tools we use to 
solve problems and develop the products that we need (e.g., 
many museums worldwide offer workshops and programs 
engaging children in learning technology, make tools, and 
express creativity). 

Progress in technology and the multiple kinds of 
applications, devices and Real or Virtual offer museums the 
opportunity to i nvolve visitors improving their experience. 
Thanks to technology, museums are also able to track 
visitors and understand what they are doing both in the 
museum and on-line. To receive a feedback and involve 
visitors in the process of experiencing Art, many museums 
have incorporated surveys or feedback mechanisms into 
their technology devices as well [1]. Another way adopted 
by museum educators in order to explore an exhibit with the 
lay public consists in the inquiry-based method.  As an 
example, we wish to recall the GRAM (Grand Rapids Art 
Museum) experience. GRAM  s taff has provided a 
methodology based on an inquiry-based tour of the museum. 

The GRAM’s1 approach mainly stresses the importance of 
encouraging the development of viewers oral and written 
communication skills in relation to Visual Arts. To this aim, 
GRAM docents are trained to exploit specific questioning 
techniques in the course of the tour encouraging students’ 
response.  

Angela Lawler and Susan Wood [2] identify five steps 
that allow learning to look at art. At first, students observe 
artworks on the ir own and in complete silence. 
Subsequently, they describe the artwork objectively. After 
these two steps, within the third step, students analyse 
contents, such as colour, balance, space, line, value, 
technique, etc. The fourth step tries to interpret the works of 
art exploiting what students know and have seen. Finally, 
students make a critical judgment of the artwork.  

As discussed, comparing and asking questions are 
currently the main methods used to analyse exhibits.  

Shall we use other methodologies of looking in order to 
achieve the same goal? The considerations and the results 
presented in this paper starts by tackling this topic from a 
different point of view. The next section introduces the 
psychological phenomenon called priming that can be used 
to foster visual skills. Then, we describe the approach 
adopted to improve the methodology of looking with visual-
perceptual repetition priming and the results obtained by 
experiments performed within a Museum of Fine Arts 
(Pinacoteca Ambrosiana, Milan – Italy). In the last section 
we present our conclusions and future works. 

II. THE VISUAL-PERCEPTION PRIMING

At first, consider the following example: A person reads 
a list of words, including the word cherry. Subsequently the 
person is asked to complete a word starting with ch. The 
probability that he/she will answer cherry is in creased 
because the word was previously primed. Therefore, if a 
stimulus is primed, later experiences of this stimulus will be 
processed more quickly and precisely by the brain. 

                                                           
1 2011. Learning to Look. Gathering Meaning Through Observation. 
Retrieved 11 April, 2011, from 
http://www.artmuseumgr.org/uploads/assets/LearningtoLookPacket.pdf. 
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Priming is a kind of implicit memory (a sort of memory 
unconsciously retrieved or observed). The peculiarity of this 
kind of memory consists in its permanence in a relatively 
stable level from age 3 to 80, while the performance of 
episodic memory based on explicit tasks initially improves 
with age and declines with advancing age.  

For our purpose we are interested in the visual-
perceptual priming. It is defined by enhanced processing of 
previously seen visual material, relative to the novel visual 
material. Wiggs and Martin [3] review the literature as to the 
main visual-perceptual priming experiments. They stress 
that perceptual priming is sensitive to changes in physical 
appearance only in some instances. In general, stimulus 
attribute alterations – such as colour, pattern, luminance, 
contrast, location, left-right reflection, and size – do not 
influence priming. At the same time, perceptual priming can 
be attenuated when stimuli are changed so as to affect the 
ability to identify stimulus form. Specifically, it is not 
affected by relatively small changes in orientation (e.g., 
rotations in depth up to 67°) but is eliminated by large 
changes in or ientation (e.g., rotations in depth > 80°). 
Furthermore, the phenomenon is diminished with changes in 
an object’s exemplar (e.g., a different picture of the same-
named object), and with changes in a  word’s typography 
from study to test. The above results suggest that physical 
attributes are essential to the representation of object form – 
such as line elements of the drawings, or written word form 
– and they influence visual-perceptual priming. The last 
consideration concerns «the degree of attention devoted to 
encoding» that, as stated in [3],  «typically does not affect 
the magnitude of priming. Thus, when attention is divided 
during encoding, priming is no different than when attention 
is focus». 

III. IMPROVING THE METHODOLOGY WITH VISUAL-
PERCEPTUAL REPETITION PRIMING

The purpose of our research consist in developing a 
priming-based tools taking into account the most relevant 
experimental and physiological findings and to apply them 
to the museum environment.  

The lay public and students are often unskilled visual 
onlookers because usually they lack a proper education. The 
ability to analyse the artwork formal qualities is intrinsic to 
complete understanding of the art-making process. 
Therefore people need to develop or improve visual skills. 
In order to achieve these aims we have chosen to analyse 
and apply priming to museum environment. This 
phenomenon possesses some interesting characteristics: 
perceptual priming effects are long-lasting in normal adults 
and amnesic patients, priming remains relatively stable from 
age 3 to 80 , the degree of attention devoted to encoding 
typically does not affect the magnitude of priming, and 
finally, but not less important, this phenomenon seems to be 
independent of cultural background. 

Our aim consists in improving visitors' visual skills 
showing visual primed stimuli related to the artworks 
(colours, lines, shapes, and so forth).  W e wish, so,  t o 

analyse the effect of the primed stimuli in observing 
artworks. 

The performed experiment consisted in three phases:

• Visitors of a Museum of Fine Arts have been 
submitted to primed stimuli (priming group). Others 
have been submitted to a neutral stimulus (neutral 
group).  

• Participants visited the Museum of Fine Arts. 
• At the end of the tour, people answered to several 

questions concerning the artworks. 

In the last phase of the experiment, during the test 
performed by participants to verify the effects of priming 
stimuli, we also asked for participants to wear a BCI device. 
BCI devices are a simplification of EEG medical equipment. 
The difference consists in th eir flexibility, low cost and 
comfort for users. BCI devices are widely used in ICT for 
human-computer interaction [5, 6] and seems particularly 
suited to our aims, because in the literature they have been 
largely used also to measure human reaction to specific 
stimuli [7]. In this latter case the results in the literature 
demonstrate that BCI is comparable with the EEG medical 
equipment in measuring reactions to computer-based 
stimuli. We acquired subjects’ EEG data while participants 
were asked to answer some questions about the experience. 
For its temporal resolution, EEG could give, in fact, 
important indications, confirming if and when, answering to 
the questions, participants present variation in EEG signals, 
due to stimuli recognition, frustration and/or change in 
attention levels. 

A. Experimental setup 
The final goal of our research is to model either 

technological devices and educational resources (wall and 
caption texts, booklet, etc.) based on priming process.  

The experimental setup is based on the concept of 
visual-perceptual repetition priming. It has been modelled 
for on a museum tour (Pinacoteca Ambrosiana – Milan, 
Italy) where participants singularly watch prime stimuli on a 
screen under the supervision of researchers. On the whole, 
the experiment requires three statistically sampled groups of 
subjects: priming group, neutral group, and control group 
(visitors who did not receive stimuli). The neutral stimuli are 
unrelated to the artistic features of the works of art selected 
(e.g., pictures in black and white of sunglasses). 

After a study of the documents related to the paintings 
and the direct observation of the artworks located in 
Pinacoteca Ambrosiana, we chose to work with colours (red, 
green, brown, white, and blue) selected for their: 

• saturation, value, and hue; 
• occurrence in the artworks; 
• symbolic meaning; 
• extent. 
In this experiment, the portions of colours have been 

selected from 5 a rtworks positioned in Pinacoteca 
Ambrosiana.  
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B. Procedure 
The priming group watched a session of 5 prime-stimuli 

(colours: red, green, blue, brown, and white) alternated with 
neutral-stimuli (objects in black and white not depicted in 
paintings: luggage, phone, baby’s bottle, vacuum cleaner, 
and headband) for a short period of time (1 minute circa). 

The participants chosen to receive neutral stimuli 
watched a trail composed by 10 stimuli completely 
unrelated to paintings (objects pictures in black and white 
such as sunglasses) for a short period of time (1 minute 
circa). 

As told, a control group visited the museum without any 
previous visual stimulus. These visitors constitute the 
experiment baseline to which compare the results collected 
in the other (priming and neutral) groups. At the end of their 
tour, participants are asked to answer some questions in 
order to check if the prime-stimuli (colours) helped them 
remembering the artworks main features (target). 

During the final test, we also registered subjects’ EEG 
signal [8], using a Brain Computer Interface (BCI) devices 
[7] to collect EEG signals. We chose BCI to avoid influence 
in anxiety of participants, compared to a medical EEG 
equipment. BCI devices are a s implification of the medical 
EEG equipment and currently several kinds of low-cost, 
non-invasive BCI could be chosen for our research 
objective. We choose to collect EEG data using a Neurosky 
MindwaveTM BCI device, used in several research 
applications and yet used by authors in previous works [9, 
10]. Before choosing this device, we compared it to other 
BCIs, such as, for example, Emotiv EpocTM. The 
comparison analysis showed that the MindwaveTM BCI 
results more comfortable for users, both for the easiness of 
positioning the device on the scalp, and because it uses a dry 
sensor instead of wet ones. The Neurosky MindwaveTM 
BCI device consists of a headset with an arm equipped with 
a single dry sensor acquiring brain signal from the forehead 
of the user at a sample rate of 512 Hz, transmitted via 
Bluetooth to a host computer. Moreover brain functions 
interesting our work are related to the premotor frontal 
cortex area, on which the MindwaveTM sensor is positioned. 
In fact, the signals from the frontal lobes are linked to higher 
states of consciousness. 

BCIs collect several cerebral frequency rhythms. In our 
work, we concentrate on alpha, beta, theta and gamma band. 
We recall that activity in the alpha band (7 Hz – 14 Hz) is 
related to relaxed awareness, meditation, contemplation, etc. 
Beta band (14 Hz – 30 Hz) is associated with active 
thinking, active attention, solving concrete problems. Theta 
band (4 Hz – 7 Hz) is usu ally related to emotional stress, 
such as frustration & disappointment, while activity in 
gamma band (30 Hz – 80 Hz) is generally related to 
cognitive processing of multi-sensory signals.

C. Results 
The goal of the present research is developing and 

training technological tools by means of priming. As 
previously mentioned, priming has interesting features, such 

as long-lasting effects, stability despite age, imperviousness 
to attention degree, and independence of cultural 
background, that can be exploited in a museum 
environment.  

The results from the designed experiment have been 
analysed from two points of view: the outcomes given by 
the questions answered by participants at the end of the 
museum tour; the EEG signals collected by the BCI devices. 

A first consideration is related to the observation of the 
participants' reaction during the question session. 
Participants demonstrated curiosity and interest in the 
experiment. During the test performed at the end of the 
experiment, some persons commented the questions, as they 
were remembering to have seen, in the artworks, the colour 
on which the question was based. 

Encouraging results came also from the EEG signal 
analysis. Data collected by EEG signals have been analysed 
using MATLABTM functions, to detect the presence of 
differences in brain activity during the final question 
session. To this aim, we calculated the average Power 
Spectral Distribution (PSD) [11] in alpha, beta, theta and 
gamma rhythms [8, 12] for all the groups of users. 

The value of PSD gives information about how th e 
power of a signal is distributed with frequency, and 
therefore the average values in each band indicate the 
overall behaviour of the brain activity eventually induced by 
the primed stimuli. For PSD we used the Welch’s method 
[13] with Hamming window function (overlap 50%, 
segment length 64) [14]. 

We computed for each participant data the ratio between 
the average power in each band and the average power in 
the frequency interval between 0 Hz  and 80 Hz.17, to 
compensate the different data ranges for each user, due to 
personal variability. We finally computed an average of 
these ratios in each band. 

From the analysis of the obtained plot, it results that in 
subjects who received the primed stimuli we can see an 
increase in the attention level. This is, of course, particularly 
evident in Beta and Gamma bands, related to active thinking 
and attention. At the same time, in subjects who received the 
primed stimuli, Theta brainwaves decrease, indicating that 
participants did not feel frustration or disappointment, if 
compared to individuals who did not receive any stimuli and 
to subjects who received a neutral stimulus. In these two 
latter cases, in fact, Beta and Gamma bands decrease, 
compared to the first group, while we registered an 
increasing of Theta band.  

For participants who received the primed stimuli, 
Gamma and Beta bands revealed an average band power 
significantly greater than individuals who did not receive a 
stimulus and to whom received a neutral one. The average 
band power for Alpha and Theta rhythms decrease for the 
first group, compared to the other two. 

As an example, in figure 1 we show the EEG signal related 
to the attention level and to the Beta rhythm of a participant 
in the experiment who received a visual-prime stimulus. 
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Figure 1: example of EEG signal (attention level – average power – Beta 
rhythm) of a participant who received a primed priming. 

The described new approach appears promising for this 
kind of application, to measure the effects of visual stimuli. 
Of course, the application of EEG signal analysis to this 
kind of experiment represents also a challenge and we are 
aware that the presented experimental setups are not based 
on a specific task. In fact, the activity in the analysed bands 
is often considered and studied in well-defined task-based 
experiments. We are currently considering other 
experimental setups, based also on ERPs, in order to 
investigate the actual information given by the beta/alpha 
ratio as an index of attention in EEG based experiments on 
visual priming and to identify other measures, more suited 
for our research purpose. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Developing and training visual skills using priming-
based tools is the goal of the present research. As previously 
mentioned, priming has interesting features, such as long-
lasting effects, stability despite age, imperviousness to 
attention degree, and independence of cultural background, 
that can be exploited in a museum environment. In this 
paper we presented encouraging results obtained submitting 
individuals to a museum tour where participants singularly 
watch prime-stimuli on a screen. 

Participants in the experiment have been divided into 
three groups: a priming group (receiving the colour stimuli 
related to the paintings located in Pinacoteca Ambrosiana), a 
neutral group (receiving stimuli unrelated to paintings 
showed at the Museum) and a control group (in this case the 
participants did not receive any stimulus).  

While participants were answering to the final questions, 
we registered their EEG signals using a non-invasive BCI 
device. The presented preliminary results shows that, 
compared to subjects who did not receive specific stimuli, in 
participants who received the primed stimuli, we registered 
an increasing of the attention level corresponding to 

questions related to the engagement of memory due to the 
visual stimuli. Also Beta and Gamma bands, related to 
active thinking and attention, presented a regular track on 
the same questions. Theta brainwaves did not show 
frustration symptoms and, correspondently, Alpha values, 
also related to meditation and contemplation, confirmed the 
relaxed attention state of subjects. 

On one hand this new approach promises future 
improvement in exploring priming mechanisms, while, on 
the other hand, results represent just a preliminary step in 
improving the EEG use for our research aims. 

Future works will have mainly the objective to 
individuate measures more significant for our aims. We also 
will have to perform more experiments to validate this 
innovative approach, representing, at the same time, a great 
opportunity and a challenge.  
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Abstract—Research on software product line evaluation has
resulted in a variety series of approaches and techniques. Such
approaches and techniques have evolved all over the years.
However, they are not clearly mapped, thus supporting the
search for respective information. This paper aims to present
the landscape of research on software product line evaluation
approaches and techniques, highlighting their categorization
and how they have evolved over the years. We conducted
a systematic literature review to identify and categorize the
most important software product line evaluation approaches
and techniques and their information sources. Although many
software product line evaluation approaches and techniques
are proposed in the literature, there is a lack of structural-
based SPL architecture evaluation approaches, such as, quality
attribute metric-based evaluations and quantitative analysis.

Keywords-Evaluation, Metrics, Quality Attribute, Software
Product Line, Systematic Literature Review.

I. INTRODUCTION

A Software Product Line (PL) represents a set of sys-

tems sharing common features that satisfy the needs of a

particular market or mission segment [18], [22]. This set

of systems is also called a product family. The family’s

members are specific products developed in a systematic

way from the SPL core assets. The core asset has a set of

common features as well as a set of variable parts, which

represent later design decisions [22]. The composition and

the configuration of such assets yield specific products.

SPL adoption has been increasing in recent years. Success

stories from several companies have been reported in the

literature, including: Philips, Bosch, Nokia, and Toshiba

[18]. The benefits obtained with the SPL approach include

[18]: better understanding of the domains, more artifact

reuse, and less time to market. The adoption of a SPL

approach requires long term management, since the benefits

are not immediately obtained. A wide variety of products

should be produced to consolidate the SPL adoption and,

therefore, provide a return on investment (ROI) [2]. In

order to produce SPL products and to take advantage of

SPL benefits, there must be an intensive SPL architecture

design and evaluation, as well as an efficient variability

management.

Evaluation of SPLs is important from both academic and

industrial view points due to its potential to increase the

productivity and the quality of products, decrease the time

to market, improve the SPL production capability [18], and

to be used as a parameter for evaluating the SPL quality [11].

A SPL encompasses variabilities, which increase the effort

to evaluate its quality [10], [11]. A SPL evaluation can reveal

several issues including: (i) which quality attribute must be

prioritized for the development and the evolution of SPL

architectures by means of a trade-off analysis; (ii) which

assets represent the main variabilities of a SPL and how

they impact the overall SPL during maintenance activities;

and (iii) whether the SPL business goals are satisfied for an

organization.
Research on SPL evaluation comprises either: (i) an

extension of an existing approach/technique, such as the

ATAM (Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method) [6] which

is based on quality attributes and scenarios; (ii) the proposal

of new approaches/techniques to conform to existing SPL

development activities.
Although there are several approaches and techniques for

SPL evaluation in the literature, to date there is not a clear

categorization of their evolution. Therefore, feedback on

how SPL evaluation approaches/techniques are categorized

might stimulate and guide researchers on proposing or

extending such approaches/techniques by taking into consid-

eration their extents. Therefore, this paper draws a landscape

of research on SPL evaluation, tackling the following issues:

• How SPL evaluation approaches and techniques can be

categorized?

• How SPL evaluation approaches and techniques have

evolved through the years?

In order to support answering such questions, a systematic

literature review (SLR) was planned and conducted. Its

results show that there is a lack of evaluation approaches

and techniques based on the structure of a SPL, such as,

SPL architecture metrics for quantitative analysis.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:

Section II presents the data collection by means of the plan-

ning and conducting of the SLR; Section III analyzes and

discusses the obtained results tackling the SPL evaluation
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issues of this SLR; Section IV lists related work; and Section

V presents conclusion and directions for future work.

II. DATA COLLECTION

This section aims at summarizing the collected data

during our SLR. Our research goals (Section II-A) to identify

our research of interest are presented, as well as the achieved

results (Section II-B).

A. Planning and Conducting the Review

The systematic literature review is a process that rigor-

ously drives one for identifying, evaluating and interpreting

the research available for a certain topic of interest [3], [17].

A primary study1 represents the smallest piece of work that

provides evidence of a specific subject.

Two main goals are defined for our SPL evaluation SLR:

(i) identify how existing studies are related to one another;

and (ii) analyze the existing studies evolution over the

years. Therefore, the primary question (PQ) and secondary

questions (SQ) are defined as follows:

• PQ#1: Which approaches and techniques have been
applied to evaluate and assess software product
lines?

– SQ#1: Which approaches and techniques have
been applied to evaluate and assess SPL and how
they can be categorized?

– SQ#2: How the SPL evaluation approaches and
techniques have evolved over the years?

In order to succeed on a SLR, an adequate search string

must be defined. Such a string totally depends on the

expertise of the researches involved on a SLR. It should

be as comprehensive as possible to reach the maximum

number of studies. Thus, the following string was defined

for our SLR:

software AND (product-line OR product line OR
product-family OR product family OR family of
products) AND (assessment OR architecture assessment
OR architectural assessment OR evaluation OR
architecture evaluation OR architectural evaluation OR
architectural analysis)

The search string is applied to predefined study sources,

such as, IEEE Xplore, ACM, SpringerLink, and Elsevier.

The review procedures - preliminary selection, final se-

lection, data extraction, and review documentation - follow

the Biolchini et al.’s template [3]. For performing the pre-

liminary selection, one goes through important parts of a

study, such as, title and abstract to check whether such a

study should be selected for full reading. In final selection

step, one reads fully the studies and decides whether they

are selected or should be discarded, according to predefined

inclusion and exclusion criteria. In the data extraction step,

data of interest is extracted and stored in proper forms. The

1In this paper we use the shortest term study to refer to a primary study.

SLR documentation is performed during the review process

to allow replication of a SLR [3], [17].

B. Results

The application of the search string (Section II-A)

returned a total of 431 studies, from which 57 (13%) were

selected (Figure 1a). Figure 1b presents the selected studies

percentage by source as, for instance, IEEE Xplore which

returned 27 studies, representing 47% of the total.

Non-Selected Studies:
374 (87%)

Selected Studies:
57 (13%)

(a)

IEEE Xplore:
27 (47%)

ACM - Digital Library:
5 (9%)

ACM - The Guide:
2 (3%)

SpringerLink:
12 (21%)

Scirus:
2 (4%)

Google Scholar:
2 (4%)

Experts:
7 (12%)

(b)

Figure 1: Selected and Non-Selected Studies and Respective

Sources.

Table I lists all selected studies sorted by the year of

publication.

Table I: Selected Studies (Sorted by Year of Publication).

Ref Title Author(s) Category Year 
1 Designing System on a Chip Products using Systems Engineering Tools Hellestrand, G. R. Other 1999
2 Stakeholder-Centric Assessment of Product Family Architecture Dolan, T.; Weterings, R.; Wortmann, J. C. Quality attribute-based 2000 
3 An Approach to Architectural Analysis of Product Lines Gannod, G. C.; Lutz, R. R. Quality attribute-based 2000
4 Software Product Lines: Practices and Patterns Clements, P.; Northrop, L. Quality attribute-based 2001 
5 Product Line Software Engineering of Embedded Systems Niemelä, E.; Ihme, T. Context-based 2001
6 An Assessment Approach to Analyzing Benefits and Risks of Product Lines Schmid, K. Context-based 2001 
7 MAP: Mining Architectures for Product Line Evaluations Stoermer, C.; O'Brien, L. Context-based 2001
8 Measuring Product Line Architectures Dincel, E.; Medvidovic, N.; van der Hoek, A. Structural-based 2002 

9 Reviewing Product Line Architectures: Experience Report of ATAM in an 
Automotive Context Ferber, S.; Heidl, P.; Lutz, P. Quality attribute-based 2002

10 Experiences in Assessing Product Family Software Architecture for Evolution Maccari, A. Quality attribute-based 2002 

11 Developing, validating and Evolving an Approach to Product Line Benefit and 
Risk Assessment Schmid, K.; John, I. Context-based 2002

12 Using the Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method (ATAM) to Evaluate the 
Software Architecture for a Product Line of Avionics Systems: A Case Study 

Barbacci, M.; Clements, P.; Lattanze, A.; 
Northrop, L.; Wood, W. Quality attribute-based 2003 

13 Creating Product Line Architectures Bayer, J.; Flege, O.; Gacek, C. Other 2003
14 Tricks and Traps of Initiating a Product Line Concept in Existing Products Ebert, C.; Smouts, M. Other 2003 
15 Goal-Oriented Assessment of Product-Line Domains Geppert, B.; Weiss, D. M. Context-based 2003

16 Using Service Utilization Metrics to Assess the Structure of Product Line 
Architectures Hoek, A.; Dincel, E.; Medvidovic, N. Structural-based 2003 

17 Software Product Family Evaluation Linden, F.; Bosch, J.; Kamsties, E.; Känsälä, 
K.; Krzanik, L.; Obbink, J. H. Other 2003

18 Analysis of a Software Product Line Architecture: an Experience Report Lutz, R. R.; Gannod, G. C. Quality attribute-based 2003
19 Experiences with Software Product Family Evolution Riva, C.; Rosso, C. D. Quality attribute-based 2003
20 Quality Prediction and Assessment for Product Lines Zhang, H.; Jarzabek, S.; Yang, B. Quality attribute-based 2003 

21 An Evaluation of Aspect-Oriented Programming as a Product Line 
Implementation Technology Anastasopoulos, M.; Muthig, D. Other 2004

22 Scenarios, Quality Attributes, and Patterns: Capturing and using their 
Synergistic Relationships for Product Line Architectures Babar, M. A. Other 2004 

23 Calculating ROI for Software Product Lines Bockle, G.; Clements, P.; McGregor, J. D.; 
Muthig, D.; Schmid, K. Context-based 2004

24 Analysis and Prediction of Performance for Evolving Architectures Eskenazi, E. M.; Fioukov, A. V.; Hammer, D. 
K.; Obbink, H.; Pronk, B. Structural-based 2004 

25 Evaluating the Portability and Maintainability of Software Product Family 
Architecture: Terminal Software Case Study Matinlassi, M. Quality attribute-based 2004

26 Arcade Game Maker Product Line: Architecture Evaluation Report McGregor, J. D. Quality attribute-based 2004 
27 Practical Evaluation of Software Product Family Architectures Niemelä, E.; Matinlassi, M.; Taulavuori, A. Context-based 2004
28 Metrics for the Structural Assessment of Product Line Architecture Rahman, A. Structural-based 2004 

29 The Process of and the Lessons Learned from Performance Tuning of a 
Product Family Software Architecture for Mobile Phones Rosso, C. D. Quality attribute-based 2004

30 Introducing PLA at Bosch Gasoline Systems: Experiences and Practices Steger, M.; Tisch  er, C.; Boss, B.; M uller, A.; 
Pertler, O.; Stolz, W.; Ferber, S. Context-based 2004 

31 Product-Line Architecture: New Issues for Evaluation Etxeberria, L.; Sagardui, G. Other 2005
32 Design Verification for Product Line Development Kishi, T.; Noda, N.; Katayama, T. Other 2005 

33 Comparing Design Alternatives from Field-Tested Systems to Support 
Product Line Architecture Design Knodel, J.; Forster, T.; Girard, J.-F. Other 2005

34 Asset Recovery and their Incorporation into Product Lines Knodel, J.; John, I.; Ganesan, D.; Pinzger, 
M.; Usero, F.; Arciniegas, J. L.; Riva, C. Other 2005 

35 From Scenarios to Aspects: Exploring Product Lines Krüeger, I. H.; Mathew, R.; Meisinger, M. Other 2005

36 Cost Estimation for Product Line Engineering using COTS Components Lamine, S. B. A. B.; Jilani, L. L.; Gh_ezala, H. 
H. B. Context-based 2005 

37 Extending the ATAM Architecture Evaluation to Product Line Architectures Olumofin, F. G.; Misic, V. B. Quality attribute-based 2005

38 Experiences with Product Line Development of Embedded Systems at Testo 
AG

Kolb, R.; John, I.; Knodel, J.; Muthig, D.; 
Haury, U.; Meier, G. 

Quality attribute and 
Structural-based 2006

39 A Software Fault Tree Metric Needham, D.; Jones, S. Other 2006

40 A Quality-Based Cost Estimation Model for the Product Line Life Cycle Peter In, H.; Baik, J.; Kim, S.; Yang, Y.; 
Boehm, B. Context-based 2006 

41 Defining a Strategy to Introduce a Software Product Line using Existing 
Embedded Systems Yoshimura, K.; Ganesan, D.; Muthig, D. Context-based 2006

42 Fuzzy Inference System for Software Product Family Process Evaluation Ahmed, F.; Capretz, L.; Samarabandu, J. Context-based 2008
43 Evaluation of Quality Attribute Variability in Software Product Families Etxeberria, L.; Sagardui, G. Quality attribute-based 2008
44 Variability Driven Quality Evaluation in Software Product Lines Etxeberria, L.; Sagardui, G. Quality attribute-based 2008 
45 Specification-Based Testing for Software Product Lines Kahsai, T.; Roggenbach, M.; Schlinglo_, B. Context-based 2008

46 A Case Study on Architectural Maturity Evaluation: Experience in the 
Consumer Electronics Domain Kim, K. Structural-based 2008 

47 A Case Study on SW Product Line Architecture Evaluation: Experience in 
the Consumer Electronics Domain Kim, K.; Kim, H.; Kim, S.; Chang, G. Structural-based 2008

48 Extending ATAM to Assess Product Line Architecture Kim, T.; Ko, I. Y.; Kang, S. W.; Lee, D. H. Quality attribute-based 2008 
49 InCoME: Integrated Cost Model for Product Line Engineering Nobrega, J.; Almeida, E.; Meira, S. Context-based 2008

50 Software Performance Tuning of Software Product Family Architectures: 
Two Case Studies in the Real-Time Embedded Systems Domain Rosso, C. D. Quality attribute-based 2008 

51 Using GQM for Testing Design Patterns in Real-Time and Embedded 
Systems on a Software Production Line 

Bernardo, C.; Fernandes, D.; Dias, L.; 
Montini, D.; da Silva, D.; da Cunha, A. Context-based 2009

52 Variability Assessment in Software Product Families Deelstra, S.; Sinnema, M.; Bosch, J. Quality attribute-based 2009 

53 Gathering Current Knowledge About Quality Evaluation in Software Product 
Lines Montagud, S.; Abrahão, S. Other 2009

54 Analyzing Structure-based Techniques for Test Coverage on a J2ME 
Software Product Line Silva, L.; Soares, S. Context-based 2009 

55 An Organizational Maturity Model of Software Product Line Engineering Ahmed, F.; Capretz, L. Context-based 2010
56 A Business Maturity Model of Software Product Line Engineering Ahmed, F.; Capretz, L. Context-based 2010 

57 Automated Test Data Generation on the Analyses of Feature Models: A 
Metamorphic Testing Approach 

Segura, S.; Hierons, R. M.; Benavides, D.; 
Ruiz-Corté ands, A. Context-based 2010
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Category column in Table I was proposed based on similar

characteristics of the selected studies identified during the

data extraction step (see Section III-A). Thus, the following

categories of SPL evaluation were proposed:

• Quality Attribute-based Evaluation - research that fo-

cuses on the use of scenarios, such as the GQM (Goal-

Question-Metric) approach [1], the ATAM and SAAM

(Software Architecture Analysis Method) methods [6],

and Architecture Description Languages (ADL) [19] for

evaluating SPL architectures;

• Structural-based Evaluation - research that focuses

on the use of metrics to evaluate SPL architecture

components;

• Context-based Evaluation - research that focuses on

the use of cost and economical models, as well as SPL

testing; and

• Other - research with respect to the evaluation of a SPL

in general, not taking a specific approach or technique

into consideration.

Table II summarizes our SLR in terms of the number of

selected studies per category. Note that in Table I, study

Ref. #38 is categorized as Quality attribute- and Structural-

based evaluation. Therefore, in Table II, at column 2006, half

point is awarded to Quality attribute-based and half point

to Structural-based. We decided to split points to keep the

number of selected studies consistent with Table I.

Table II: Distribution of Selected Studies through the Years.

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 Total Average
Quality attribute-based 0 2 1 2 4 3 1 0.5 0 4 1 0 18.5 1.54
Structural-based 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 0.5 0 2 0 0 6.5 0.54
Context-based 0 0 3 1 1 3 1 2 0 3 2 3 19 1.58
Other 1 0 0 0 3 2 5 1 0 0 1 0 13 1.08

Total 1 2 4 4 9 10 7 4 0 9 4 3 57 4.75

Average 0.25 0.50 1.00 1.00 2.25 2.50 1.75 1.00 0.00 2.25 1.00 0.75 4.75

Figures 2 and 3 depict the distribution shown in Table

II. Figure 2 shows how the number of selected studies in

each category varies along the years. Figure 3 shows the

representativeness of the selected studies in each category

over the years. We can learn from this figure that quality

attribute-based evaluations are frequently performed as this

category usually takes into consideration qualitative analysis

which is based on widely known techniques as ATAM

e SAAM. Moreover, structural-based evaluations are less

applied as there is a small number of metrics for SPL. Note

that in both figures the year 2007 has no selected study, thus

it can be considered as an outlier.

III. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

In this section we present our analysis and discussion,

based on the results of our SLR, which are focused on the

main issues: (i) the categories of SPL evaluation; (ii) the

evolution of SPL evaluation over the years; and (iii) the

main sources of SPL evaluation research.
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Figure 2: Number of Selected Studies in each Category along

the Years.
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Figure 3: Representativeness of the Selected Studies in each

Category over the Years.

The following sections try to answer the two questions

presented in Section II-A.

A. Which approaches and techniques have been applied to
evaluate and assess SPL and how they can be categorized?

After the reading of all selected studies (Table I) and

the performing of data extraction, we classified the selected

studies in the proposed categories of SPL evaluation, as

follows:

• Quality attribute-based evaluation encompasses stud-

ies that take into consideration the SPL architecture and

the application of:

– scenarios (studies 3, 10, 18, 19, 25, 26, 29, 37, 50);

– Architectural Description Language (ADL) (stud-

ies 3, 18, 48);

– ATAM and SAAM methods (studies 2, 4, 9, 12,

26);

– Goal-Question-Metric (GQM) (studies 20, 38); and

– the quality attribute variability (studies 43, 44, 52).

• Structural-based evaluation encompasses studies with

regard to the definition and application of metrics
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to analyze SPL architecture components and quality

attributes. Studies related to this category are: 8, 16,

24, 28, 38, 46, and 47.

• Context-based evaluation studies take into account:

– SPL adoption (studies 6, 11, 30);

– cost models (studies 23, 36, 40, 41, 49);

– maturity models (studies 42, 55, 56);

– candidate domain analysis (studies 5, 7, 15);

– SPL testing (studies 45, 51, 54, 57); and

– SPL overall analysis (studies 17, 27).

• Other: evaluation studies which encompass overall

approaches and techniques: 1, 13, 14, 17, 21, 22, 31,

32, 33, 34, 35, 39, and 53.

We can observe in Table II that the Context-based eval-

uation category has the largest number of publications (19

out of 57 selected studies, i.e. 33.33% of the total) which

represents 1.58 studies published in average per year. Quality

attribute-based evaluation has the second largest number of

studies (18.5 out of 57 selected studies, i.e 32.45% of the

toal) which represents 1.54 studies published in average

per year. Structural-based evaluation represents 11.40% of

the total of selected studies and 0.54 study is published

in average per year, whereas studies classified as Other

represent 22.80% of the total and 1.08 studies published

in average per year.

The year of 2004 had 10 studies published, whereas 2003

and 2008 had 9. On the contrast, 2007 had none studies

published followed by 1999, 2000 and 2010, which had 1,

2 and 3 studies, respectively.

It can be observed, in this analysis, the lack of structural-

based evaluation studies, which take into account mainly

metrics for SPL measuring, compared to other categories.

Metrics are essential to support SPL quantitative and im-

prove qualitative analysis, as well as to estimate potential

SPL products [2], [10], [11], [13], [23]. In addition, metrics

can be applied to support both SPL quality attribute and

context-based analysis.

According to Figures 2 and 3, metric-based studies for

SPL only appeared in 2002 in Dincel et al.’s [7] study,

representing 25% of the studies in such a year. The same

occured in 2003 in Hoek et al.’s [13] study, when only

one study was published. In 2004 (Eskenazi et al. [9] and

Rahman [23]) and 2008 (Kim [15] and Kim et al. [16]) two

studies were published in each year. Therefore, collected

data provides evidence that might be difficult to analyze

the structure of a SPL by means of its components and

architectures. One of the reasons might be the fact that

metric-related evaluation involves theoretical and empirical

validations of metrics [4], [21], which are not trivial, but

make evaluations more reliable.

Category combination is clearly feasible as shown in study

#38 (Table I), in which metrics are used to measure SPL

quality attributes for embedded systems.
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Figure 4: Quality Attribute-based Evaluation Evolution.

B. How the SPL evaluation approaches and techniques have
evolved over the years?

Evolution of selected studies (Table I), in each proposed

category, over the years is discussed in the following para-

graphs.

Quality attribute-based: the first initiatives on quality

attribute-based evaluation of PL (Figure 4, 2002-2003) took

into consideration the ATAM/SAAM methods and scenarios.

In 2003, Lutz and Gannod’s and Zhang et al.’s researches

applied ADLs and GQM, respectively, to represent variabil-

ity and identify potential measures for PL. Etxeberria and

Sagardui’s and Deelstra et al.’s work investigated variability

as quality attribute by applying combined techniques, such

as scenarios and business drivers identification, to improve

PL evaluation.

Context-based: as shown in Figure 5, from 2001 to 2003,

context-based evaluation was characterized by research on

the analysis of candidate domains, and adoption of PL. From

2004 to 2006, Bockle et al.’s, Lamine et al.’s, Peter In et al.’s,

and Yoshimura et al.’s research aimed at define and apply

cost models to improve PL evaluations. In 2008, Ahmed et

al.’s and Kahsai et al.’s works were the first initiatives to

introduce the concept of maturity models and testing into

the PL domain.

Structural-based: Figure 6 depicts the evolution of

structural-based evaluation of PL. In 2002, Dincel et al.’s

research proposed a set of architectural metrics aimed

at making decisions during design and evolution of PLs.

Metrics to evaluate the PL architecture structure based on

component service utilization were introduced in 2003. In

2004, Eskenazi et al.’s work proposed the APPEAR method

to analyze and estimate PL architecture performance by

applying metrics, such as response time, latency, and CPU

average utilization. Kolb et al.’ research defined metrics

based on GQM for PL and products architectures confor-

mance evaluation. Kim’s and Kim et al.’s evaluation works

are based on the static implementation of a PL architecture.
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Figure 5: Context-based Evaluation Evolution.
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Figure 6: Structural-based Evaluation Evolution.

IV. RELATED WORK

Montagud and Abrahão [20] present a SLR, limited to the

IEEE Xplore, ACM and INSPEC digital libraries, about cur-

rent knowledge of SPL evaluation. A total of 39 studies were

reviewed. Such a SLR extracted important data, including:

(i) type of approach (method or technique); (ii) lifecycle

phase in which an evaluation takes place; (iii) artifacts

evaluated; (iv) most widely used mechanisms for capturing

quality attributes; (v) type of validation (survey, case study,

controlled experiment, none); (vi) impact analysis; and (vii)

actual application (academic or industrial). The Montagud

and Abrahão SLR revealed that most evaluation takes place

at the domain engineering activity, specifically at design

time. Most evaluations takes into consideration the base

architecture and the core assets. Qualitative evaluations are

the most performed type of evaluation, whereas case studies

are most carried out as validation procedures. Our SLR is

closely related to Montagud and Abrahão’s, as both try to

answer related research questions by extracting complemen-

tary data.

Existing literature also presents related studies that aim

at gathering knowledge related to SPL evaluation. Khurum

et al. [14] present a systematic review of SPL economics

solutions. It is essential as SPL evaluations can be used

as a parameter to draw conclusions on SPL economics.

Souza Filho et al. [12] performed a systematic review for

analyzing domain design approaches, which might be useful

to capture SPL architecture quality attributes to support

SPL architecture evaluations. Chen et al. [5] performed a

SLR about evaluation of variability management approaches

in SPL. SPL variabilities are essential to perform SPL

evaluations as they support the prediction and estimation of

the SPL behavior based on its potential products. In addition,

variability management has been widely investigated in

the literature as a successful approach to postpone design

decisions and produce a variety of products for a certain

domain. Edwin [8] performed a SLR with regard to SPL

testing. In such a SLR, research questions were addressed

related to the approaches that can be used to develop test

cases, and correlation between software reuse and reusability

of test cases. Testing is essential to SPL as it can ensure the

correctiveness of SPL artifacts to be taken into consideration

for SPL evaluations.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presented a SLR which was planned and

conducted to gathering essential knowledge about evaluation

of software product lines. Such a SLR was performed in

terms of which approaches and techniques have been applied

over the years and how they can be categorized.

As a direct result, we proposed categories for SPL

evaluation studies: Quality Attribute-based, Structural-based,

Context-based, and Other. The 57 selected studies were

classified taking into account the proposed categories, thus

giving researchers directions on how they are grouped and

can be rapidly related to similar studies. The Context-

based category had 33.33% of selected studies, whereas

Quality Attribute-based had 32.45% and Structural-based

had 11.40%.

Evolution of the 57 selected studies of our SLR was

presented, given researches a basis to understand which

techniques have been applied over the years towards im-

provement to current research.

The SLR’s overall results indicated that there are various

approaches and techniques for SPL evaluation. Some of

these approaches and techniques extend existing software

architecture evaluation method as ATAM and SAAM by

applying widely known techniques, such as, GQM, scenario-

based analysis, and quality attributes capturing based on

business drivers. Most of these techniques allows only

qualitative analysis of SPLs. Although metrics, such as for

structural soundness and service utilization, are proposed

and applied to evaluate SPL architecture, they do not take

into consideration the SPL variabilities. The lack of quanti-

tative analysis approaches for SPL variabilities is clearly a

research gap in the field. This kind of analysis gives SPL

manager and architects a means to predict the SPL behavior
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by collecting metrics from SPL models and analyzing the

SPL architecture quality attributes by performing trade-off

analysis.
Further SLRs must be planned and conducted to confirm

our obtained results. Directions for future work might be:

including other sources, such as, Science Direct, Scopus

databases, and the INSPEC digital library; adding secondary

questions to further map the existing literature of SPL evalu-

ation taking into consideration the related work presented in

this paper; and proposing a SPL evaluation approach based

on the gathered knowledge.
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Abstract—The software product line (PL) approach aims at
promoting the generation of specific products based on the
reusing of its core assets. Such core assets contain similar
elements as well as features which vary according to specific
products. The variability management has been an intensive
and essential activity for the PL development. Several ap-
proaches are mainly focused on managing UML-based PL
variabilities, more specifically in use cases and classes models.
Therefore, this paper presents a proposal for managing vari-
abilities in PL activity diagrams. Thus, the SMarty approach
has been extended allowing the evolution of its UML profile,
the SMartyProfile, and its variability management process, the
SMartyProcess. The SEI’s Arcade Game Maker (AGM) PL
was used to illustrate the variability management in its main
features activity diagrams.

Keywords-Activity Diagram, Software Product Line, Vari-
ability Management, UML.

I. INTRODUCTION

Software systems development is increasing every day

as well its complexity and granularity. Reusing techniques

can be seen as a realistic opportunity to decrease such

a complexity by taking advantage of existing and well

succeeded approaches, such as component-based develop-

ment and software product lines. The software product line

(PL) engineering approach has gained increasing attention

over the last years due to competitiveness in the software

development segment. The economic considerations of soft-

ware companies, such as cost and time to market, motivate

the transition from single-product development to the PL

approach, in which products are developed in a large-scale

reuse perspective [7].

A PL represents a set of systems sharing common features

that satisfy the needs of a particular market or mission

segment [7], [11]. This set of systems is also called a

product family. The family’s members are specific products

developed in a systematic way from the PL core assets. The

core asset has a set of common features as well as a set of

variable parts, which represent later design decisions [11].

The composition and the configuration of such assets yield

specific products.

The PL approach focuses mainly on a two-life-cycle

model [7]: domain engineering, where the PL core asset

is developed for reuse; and application engineering, where

the core asset is reused to generate specific products. The

success of the PL approach depends on several principles,

in particular variability management [4], [6], [7], [11], [17].

However, most of the existing solutions are only applied to

specific PL approaches. Thus, there is a lack of an overall

reasoning about variability management applied to more

general approaches [3] which take advantages of widely

consolidated standard notations as, for instance, UML and

its profiling extension mechanism [9] for specific domain

applications. Although several approaches use this mecha-

nism as a basis to represent variability [2], [4], [6], [18],

most of them are not supported by a systematic process that

provides guidelines to instruct the users on how to deal with

variability issues in PL UML-based artifacts.

SMarty [8] is an approach for variability management

in UML-based PL. This approach is supported both by a

UML profile, the SMartyProfile, and a systematic variability

management process, the SMartyProcess. SMarty makes it

easier to deal with variability issues in PL. However, such

an approach only supports use case, class and component

models. Therefore, this paper presents an extension of the

SMarty approach to encompass activity diagram models by

means of the SMartyProfile and new guidelines for the

SMartyProcess.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents

basic concepts of UML activity diagrams; Section III dis-

cusses the main concepts of variability and the SMarty

approach; Section IV proposes an extension of the SMarty

approach by encompassing UML activity diagram models;

Section V discusses related work; and Section VI presents

the conclusion and directions for future work.

II. UML AND ACTIVITY DIAGRAMS

UML is a language for modeling object-oriented systems

which is based in a wide vocabulary and concepts [9]. By

means of its diagrams it is possible to represent software

systems in such a way that stakeholders can communicate

one another the systems main requirements and features.

Amongst the several UML diagrams, the activity diagram

is one of the most important as it is responsible for commu-

nicating the actions via information/object flows. Moreover,

such a diagram can represent artifacts produced during the

execution of actions, as well as indicate partitions in which

one might establish group of actions. The flow amongst
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actions is usually based on decision nodes, as well as join

and merge nodes.

Table I present the main elements of a UML activity

diagram.

Table I
MAIN UML ACTIVITY DIAGRAM ELEMENTS [9].

UML Metamodel Notation Description 

InitialNode It indicates the beginning of a 
flow.

ActivityFinal Final node of a diagram. It 
represents the end of a flow. 

Action It represents a step of an activity. 

ControlFlow It indicates a flow between two 
actions. 

DecisionNode It represents a choice among exit 
flows.

MergeNode It merges various income flows 
to only one outcome flow. 

ForkNode It splits a flow in multiple 
concurrent flows. 

JoinNode It synchronizes multiple flows in 
only one exit flow. 

ActivityPartition It groups actions for a certain 
feature. 

Activity diagrams have been used for several reasons as:

(i) generating test cases [12]; (ii) Business Process Modeling

(BPM) [10]; and (iii) modeling PL variabilities [13]–[15].

III. VARIABILITY MANAGEMENT IN SOFTWARE

PRODUCT LINES

Variability is the general term used to refer to the variable

aspects of the products of a PL. It is described through

variation points and variants. A variation point is the spe-

cific place in a PL artifact to which a design decision

is connected. Each variation point is associated with a

set of variants that corresponds to design alternatives to

resolve the variability [7], [11]. According to [7], [11],

variability management is related to every activity of a

PL approach and must comprise the following activities:

variability identification, consists of identifying the differ-

ences between products and where they take place within

PL artifacts; variability delimitation, defines the binding

time and multiplicity of variabilities; variability imple-
mentation, is the selection of implementation mechanisms;

variant management, controls the variants and variation

points. These activities and the related concepts form the

basis of the SMarty approach.

SMarty [8] is an approach for UML Stereotype-based

Management of Variability in PL. It is composed of a UML

2 profile, the SMartyProfile, and a process, the SMartyPro-
cess. SMartyProfile contains a set of stereotypes and tagged

values to represent variability in PL models. Basically,

SMartyProfile uses a standard object-oriented notation and

its profiling mechanism [9] both to provide an extension

of UML and to allow graphical representation of variability

concepts. Thus, there is no need to change the system design

structure to comply with the PL approach. SMartyProcess
is a systematic process that guides the user through the

identification, delimitation, representation, and tracing of

variabilities in PL models. It is supported by a set of

application guidelines as well as by the SMartyProfile to

represent variabilities.

The SMartyProfile represents the relationship of major

PL concepts with respect to variability management. There

are four main concepts: variability [1], variation point [11],

variant [11], and variant constraints [1]. SMartyProfile is

composed of the following stereotypes and respective tagged

values:

�variability� represents the concept of PL variabil-

ity and is an extension of the metaclass Comment. This

stereotype has the following tagged values: name, the given

name by which a variability is referred to; minSelection,

represents the minimum number of variants to be selected to

resolve a variation point or a variability; maxSelection,

represents the maximum number of variants to be se-

lected in order to resolve a variation point or a variabil-

ity; bindingTime, the moment at which a variability

must be resolved, represented by the enumeration class

BindingTime; allowsAddingVar, indicates whether

it is possible or not to include new variants in the PL de-

velopment; variants, represents the collection of variant

instances associated with a variability; and realizes, a

collection of lower-level model variabilities that realize this

variability.

�variationPoint� represents the concept of PL varia-

tion point and is an extension of the metaclasses Actor,

UseCase, Interface, and Class. This stereotype has

the following tagged values: numberOfVariants, indi-

cates the number of associated variants that can be selected

to resolve this variation point; bindingTime, the moment

at which a variation point must be resolved, represented

by the enumeration class BindingTime; variants, rep-

resents the collection of variant instances associated with

this variation point; and variabilities, represents the

collection of associated variabilities.

�variant� represents the concept of PL variant and

is an abstract extension of the metaclasses Actor,

UseCase, Interface, and Class. This stereotype is

specialized in four other non-abstract stereotypes which

are: �mandatory�, �optional�, �alternative OR�, and

�alternative XOR�. The stereotype �variant� has the

following tagged values: rootVP, represents the vari-

ation point with which this variant is associated; and

variabilities, the collection of variabilities with which

this variant is associated.

�mandatory� represents a compulsory variant that is
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part of every PL product.

�optional� represents a variant that may be selected to

resolve a variation point or a variability;

�alternative OR� represents a variant that is part of

a group of alternative inclusive variants. Different combina-

tions of this kind of variants may resolve variation points or

variabilities in different ways.

�alternative XOR� represents a variant that is part of

a group of alternative exclusive variants. This means that

only one variant of the group can be selected to resolve a

variation point or variability;

�mutex� represents the concept of PL variant constraint

and is a mutually exclusive relationship between two vari-

ants. This means that when a variant is selected another

variant must not also be selected;

�requires� represents the concept of PL variant and is

a relationship between two variants in which the selected

variant requires the choice of another specific variant;

�variable� is an extension of the metaclass

Component. It indicates that a component has a set

of classes with explicit variabilities. This stereotype has the

tagged value classSet which is the collection of class

instances that form a component.

Variability identification is a domain-dependent activity

which requires abilities of the PL managers and analysts.

Therefore, SMartyProcess provides guidelines to support the

variability identification activity, which include:

G.1 elements of use case models related to the extend

and extension points mechanism1 [9] suggest variation

points with associated variants which might be inclusive

or exclusive alternative;

G.2 in class models, variation points and their variants are

identified in the following relationships [9]: general-
ization, the most general classifiers are the variation

points and the most specific ones are the variants;

interface realization, the suppliers (specifications) are

variation points and the implementations (clients) are

the variants; aggregation association, the typed in-

stances with hollow diamonds are the variation points

and the associated typed instances are the variants; and

composite aggregation, the typed instances with filled-

in diamonds are the variation points and the associated

typed instances are the variants;

G.3 elements of use case models related to the include

(dependency) or association from actors relationships

[9] suggest either mandatory or optional variants;

G.4 elements of class models related to the association re-

lationship in which the aggregationKind attribute

has value none [9], i.e., neither an aggregation nor

a composition suggest either mandatory or optional

variants;

1In SMarty, use case generalization is not used to represent variation
points and variants as it does not represent the adding of specific actions
from specialized use cases, as the extend relationship does [2].

G.5 variants that require the existence of other variants must

tag their relationships as �requires�;

G.6 mutually exclusive variants for a certain product must

tag their relationships as �mutex�; and

G.7 components, in component models, with variation point

or variant classes are stereotyped as �variable�.

IV. MANAGING VARIABILITY IN ACTIVITY DIAGRAMS

In order to gathering activity diagram variability manage-

ment state of the art, a Systematic Literature Review (SLR)

was performed. Such a SLR resulted in 223 primary studies,

from indexed repositories (IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Li-

brary, ScienceDirect and SpringerLink). From the total, 16

were selected for full reading. Thus, 5 studies were classified

as relevant, which are discussed in Section V.

Based on the set of relevant studies, it was proposed an

extension of the SMarty approach. Therefore, the following

sections present such an extension, as well as an example

of this extension applied to activity diagrams of the Arcade

Game Maker (AGM) PL [16] main features.

A. Extending SMarty to Support Activity Diagrams

The proposed extension for SMarty is twofold: (i) an

evolution of SMartyProfile by extending new metaclasses;

and (ii) the addition of new guidelines for identifying and

representing variability in activity diagrams.

The evolved version of the SMartyProfile (Figure 1)

encompasses the extension of three metaclasses as follows:

• DecisionNode which might be considered a varia-

tion point and can be tagged with �variationPoint�
as it allows the choice of different flows;

• Action which might be identified as a vari-

ant of any of the following types mandatory

(�mandatory�), optional (�optional�), alternative

inclusive (�alternative OR�) or alternative exclusive

(�alternative XOR�); and

• ActivityPartition which might be defined with

�variable� as it can encompass decision and action

nodes with variability.

New guidelines were proposed for complementing the

current SMartyProcess guidelines. Such new guidelines aim

at identifying and representing variability in activity dia-

grams based on the three metaclasses extended in Figure

1:

G.8 DecisionNode elements in activity diagrams suggest

variation points tagged with �variationPoint� as they

explicitly represent multiple paths for distinct actions

groups;

G.9 Action elements in activity diagrams might be defined

as mandatory or optional variants tagged, respectively,

with �mandatory� and �optional�;

G.10 Action elements in activity diagrams which rep-

resent alternative exit flows from a DecisionNode
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<<prof ile>>
SMartyProfile

+name : String
+minSelection : Integer [1] = 1
+maxSelection : Integer [1] = 1
+bindingTime : BindingTime [1] = DESIGN_TIME
+allow sAddingVar : Boolean [1] = true
+variants : Collection [1..*]

<<stereotype>>
variability
[Comment]

+numberOfVariants : Integer = 0
+bindingTime : BindingTime [1] = DESIGN_TIME
-variants : Collection [0..*]
+variabilities : Collection [0..*]

<<stereotype>>
variationPoint

[Actor, Class, DecisionNode, Interface, UseCase]

-rootVP : variationPoint [1] = null
+variabilities : Collection [0..*]

<<stereotype>>
variant

[Action, Actor, Class, Interface, UseCase]

<<stereotype>>
mandatory

[Actor, Class, Interface, UseCase]

<<stereotype>>
optional

[Actor, Class, Interface, UseCase]

<<stereotype>>
alternative_OR

[Actor, Class, Interface, UseCase]

<<stereotype>>
alternative_XOR

[Actor, Class, Interface, UseCase]

+classSet : Collection [1..*]

<<stereotype>>
variable

[ActivityPartition, Component]

COMPILE_TIME

DESIGN_TIME
LINK_TIME

RUNTIME

<<enumeration>>
BindingTime

<<stereotype>>
mutex

[Dependency]

<<stereotype>>
requires

[Dependency]

UML2 Metamodel

<<metaclass>>
ActivityPartition

<<metaclass>>
DecisionNode

<<metaclass>>
Comment

<<metaclass>>
Action

<<metaclass>>
Class

<<metaclass>>
Interface

<<metaclass>>
Actor

<<metaclass>>
Dependency

<<metaclass>>
Component

<<metaclass>>
UseCase

{required} {required}

{required}

{required} {required}

<<import>>

Figure 1. SMartyProfile Supporting Activity Diagram Elements.

suggest inclusive (�alternative OR�) or exclusive

(�alternative XOR�) variants; and

G.11 ActivityPartition elements in activity diagrams which

contain elements with associated variability, Deci-

sionNode as a variation point or Action as a variant,

must be tagged with �variable�.

B. Application Example of the Extended SMarty
The Arcade Game Maker (AGM) [16] is a pedagogical PL

for deriving games for mobile devices created by the SEI to

support learning and experimenting based on PL concepts.

Its main features are: play selected game, install game, save

game, and load game. The essential AGM UML models [8]

are the feature model, the use case model, the core asset

class model, and the component architecture.
Figure 2 presents the saveGame() method activity dia-

gram. Such a diagram was obtained by reverse engineering

the AGM source code. This feature can be triggered by the

GamePlayer actor represented by the ActivityPartition. A

variation point is identified in a DecisionNode right after

the action String byteString = null; according to

guideline G.8. Thus, it is possible to decide which actions

must be followed. The three possible actions are tagged

with �alternative OR� (according to guideline G.10) as

a possible derived product might save more than one game.

The DecisionNode path guard expressions decide which

flow(s) must be followed according to guideline G.10. A

variability named “record store” is associated with the

variation point DecisionNode. Such a variability requires the

selection of at least one (minSelection) and at most three

(maxSelection) variants and it must be done at design time

(bindingTime). In the case of the evolution of the AGM, this

variability allows adding new variants (allowAddingVar).

The ActivityPartition is tagged with �variable� according

to guideline G.11 as it contains the variability “record store”.

Figure 2. AGM saveGame() Method Activity Diagram.
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Figure 3 presents the loadGame() method

activity diagram. This feature can be triggered by

the GamePlayer and GameInstaller actors

represented by the ActivityPartition. A variation point

is identified right after the action byteString = new
String(rs.getRecord(i)); according to guideline

G.8. Thus, it is possible to decide which actions must

be executed. The three possible actions are tagged with

�alternative OR� (according to guideline G.10) as

a possible derived product might load more than one

game. The DecisionNode path guard expressions decide

which flow(s) must be followed according to guideline

G.10. A variability named “record load” is associated

with the DecisionNode. Such a variability requires the

selection of at least one (minSelection) and at most three

(maxSelection) variants and it must be done at design time

(bindingTime). In the case of the evolution of the AGM, this

variability allows adding new variants (allowAddingVar).

The ActivityPartition is tagged with �variable� according

to guideline G.11 as it contains the variability “record

load”.

Figure 3. AGM loadGame() Method Activity Diagram.

V. RELATED WORK

The existing literature provides a set of relevant related

works which allow us to perform an overall analysis.

Robak et al. [14] propose the identification of variability

in activity diagrams based on feature models with variability

represented. Features are bound to representative methods

or components of a PL. Each method/component is asso-

ciated with an activity diagram in which variable actions

are tagged with �variable�. Moreover, each action is

related to a corresponding feature. In the extended version

of SMartyProfile, each action can be a variant related to

one or more variation points. The variant’s granularity is

lower with relation to the strategy adopted by Robak et al.

Therefore, it is possible to represent variations with lower

granularity in an activity diagram, avoiding postponing them

to components and their classes.

Reuys et al. [12] present an approach for deriving test

scenarios from activity diagrams. Most of testing strategies

is based on concepts as multiple paths and using/definition.

Such paths can be seen as activity diagram inherent vari-

abilities, from which case tests are defined. Thus, Reuys et

al. propose the use of the stereotype �VP� to represent a

variation point in a DecisionNode. Actions that represent

each variation point decision node path are tagged with

�variant�. However, as discussed in previous works [3],

[8], it is necessary to explicitly represent the kind of a

variant (mandatory, optional, inclusive ou exclusive) in order

to support the identification of the kind of variant-variation

point relationship and guarantee the correct derivation of

PL products. Therefore, SMartyProfile by means of its

abstract stereotype �variant� and its concrete stereo-

types �mandatory�, �optional�, �alternative OR�,

and �alternative XOR� contribute to make such a rep-

resentation sharper.

Ripon et al. [13], as Reuys et al. [12], propose the use

of the stereotype �variant� in activity diagram actions.

However, such an approach aims at generating test cases,

thus, providing no details with regard to variability-related

concepts.

Shinieders [15] presents a variability mechanism-driven

process for representing PL architecture. In such a process,

macro-actions can be defined as variation points tagged with

�VarPoint�. Internally, each macro-action is composed of

various actions and the flow amongst action pins can be

variable �Variable�. Such a representation approach is

interesting. However, activity diagram with such a level of

details were not identified in our SLR, thus, not yet taken

into consideration by SMarty.

Heuer et. al. [5] present syntax and semantic formal

definitions for variabilities in activity diagrams based on

Petri nets. These definitions contributed to extend SMarty

by analyzing how DecisionNodes are seen whereas they

encompass possible executable paths. Such paths allow the

variability representation in a PL as multiple paths can

coexist in a same product. Moreover, Heuer et al.’s work

indicates the need of adding formal expressions to the

SMartyProfile variability models as, for instance, using the

Object Constraint Language (OCL).

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposed the extension of the SMarty ap-

proach for encompassing UML activity diagram models by
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providing both new extended metaclasses support to the

SMartyProfile and new guidelines to the SMartyProcess. An

example of the extended SMarty approach was applied to

two main features of the AGM PL: save game and load

game.

The existing literature points out interesting related works,

however none of them direct guided the SMarty extension

strategy. Each of such works contributed in a specific basis,

however several adjustments were done in order to make the

extension as general as possible.

The extended SMartyProfile allows the application of

its stereotypes to three metaclasses: DecisionNode, Action,

and ActivityPartition. Variation points can be identified

based on the proposed guideline G.8, which suggests the

application of the stereotype �variationPoint� to Deci-

sionNodes. Actions can be defined as variants according

to guidelines G.9 and G.10, based on the concrete stereo-

types �mandatory�, �optional�, �alternative OR�,

and �alternative XOR�. Guideline G.11 suggests the ap-

plication of the stereotype �variable� to ActivityPartitions

that contain any type of internal variation.

This paper is limited with relation to formal definitions

of variabilities in activity diagrams. Instructions of OCL or

another formal language must support the SMartyProfile in

order to guarantee the correct generation of PL products.

Moreover, PL activity diagrams with more details must be

used for validating the effectiveness of the extended SMarty.

Directions for future works are as follows: (i) apply

OCL to SMartyProfile elements bringing out formalism

to SMarty; (ii) analyze whether is possible to represent

variability in pins and low granularity activity diagram

elements; (iii) perform an experimental study for verifying

the effectiveness of the extended SMarty; and (iv) investigate

variability management in sequence diagrams as they are ex-

tremely rich in details and may contain essential variabilities

for a PL.
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Abstract—Software developers are interested in requirement tracea-
bility to e.g., verify if all requirements are covered by a system design 
specification. Based on the assumption that related artifacts contain 
related terms, researchers have developed, used, and extended algo-
rithms that identify related terms and subsequently infer which arti-
facts are relat ed (i.e., there is a traceability link between them).
Source code is not as verbose as a natural language description, 
which reduces the applicability of algorithms that precisely rely on 
such a commonality. This paper extends the Vector Space Model
using tf*idf term weights to improve the identification of traceability 
links between source code and requirements. To this extent, we modi-
fy the way how requirements are identified and to include user feed-
back. We show that the inclusion of user feedback significantly im-
proved the number of correctly identified requirements.

Keywords-requirement traceability; information-retrieval;
recommender systems

I. INTRODUCTION

Requirement traceability is the capacity of “describing and 
following the life of a requirement, in both a forwards and 
backwards direction, i.e., from its origins, through its develop-
ment and specification, to its subsequent deployment and use, 
and through periods of ongoing refinement and iteration in any 
of these phases” [1].

Software developers are interested in requirement traceabil-
ity to e.g., verify if all requirements are covered by a s ystem 
design specification, if and how software satisfies some given
requirements [2], to understand which parts of the source code 
have to be refactored because a requirement changed [3][4], if 
all requirements are tested, to document [5][6][7][8] and pre-
dict the effort [9][10] and so on.

Traceability links – relations between a certain artifact in 
one document, like a requirement, with another artifact in an-
other document, like a class – can be obtained using manual or 
automatic means. A manual assignment of code to a require-
ment is based on previously acquired knowledge or on the 
abilities to deduce the requirement behind a piece of code.

Automatic approaches – developed with the goal to reduce 
costs and to be able to tackle the complexity of identifying 
traceability links in large projects [11] – attempt to extract the 
links from the software development process itself, i.e., track-
ing its inputs, outputs, and activities and deducing from that 
why a given code was created.

Based on the assumption that related artifacts contain relat-
ed terms, researchers have developed, used, and extended algo-
rithms that identify related terms and subsequently infer which 
artifacts are related (e.g., 
[12][13][14][15][16][17][18][19][20][21][22][23][24][25]).

Information-retrieval (IR) techniques model the task of 
traceability link identification as an IR problem. The text con-
tained in an artifact is used to formulate a query that retrieves 
artifacts that match the query. The retrieved artifacts are candi-
date traceability links. The presence of terms in code that are 
also contained in a requirement is interpreted as the trace to the 
requirement.

The outcome of such algorithms depends on the use of sim-
ilar terms for similar things (i.e., a project glossary) and on 
complete and concise descriptions [12][26]. A complete de-
scription is exhaustive. If we describe every requirement ex-
haustively, we increase the probability that two related artifacts 
contain similar terms. A concise description contains only 
aspects that belong to it. This minimizes the probability that the 
same terms are present in two unrelated artifacts.

Algorithms that identify traceability links between natural 
language artifacts are less accurate when applied between for-
mal language (like source code) and natural language artifacts
[12][27]. Source code is not as verbose as a natural language 
description. For example, redundancies are avoided to improve 
maintainability, while in natural language redundancy can be 
used to ensure that something is understood correctly. Similar-
ly, ambiguities in natural language is a form to communicate 
e.g., irony. Formal or controlled natural languages have explicit 
constraints on grammar, lexicon, and style to reduce ambiguity 
and complexity [28]. These differences reduce the applicability 
of algorithms that precisely rely on such a commonality [12].

This paper proposes to extend an IR algorithm to retrieve
requirements based on source code and to i nclude user feed-
back to improve the identification of traceability links between 
source code and requirements. The modifications are inspired 
from recommender systems in which similarity is used to im-
prove recommendations and user feedback is used to personal-
ize the recommendation [29].

The paper is structured as follows: section II describes re-
lated works in the field of IR based automatic traceability, 
section III our approach, section IV the evaluation. Section V 
concludes with the discussion of the results.
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II. RELATED WORKS

We performed a systematic literature review [30] with the 
following research question: “which automatic ways, that make 
use of IR techniques, are described in literature to relate source 
code to requirements?”.

We searched the terms “automated”, “requirement”, “trace-
ability”, “information-retrieval” in the title, keywords, and 
abstract in the online literature databases ACM Digital Library, 
IEEE Xplore, ScienceDirect, and Springer.

We included studies that a) report formal and informal ap-
proaches to requirement traceability in source code, b) contain 
a case study, a survey, an experiment, or a literature review, 
and c) were published in the time frame of January 2000 to 
February 2012. We excluded all studies that a) did not explicit-
ly define what traceability means in the specific study, b) did 
not analyze traceability between source code and requirements, 
and c) did not describe the applied algorithm.

The result of the study selection process was a se t of 30 
primary studies, categorized by the technique used to identify 
traceability links: manually [31][32][33][34], automatic adopt-
ing IR algorithms [12][13][14][15][16], automatic extending IR
algorithms [17][18][19][20][21][22][23][24][25][35], and not 
IR based [36][37][38][39][40][41].

For the purpose of this paper, we focused on automatic ap-
proaches, based on IR algorithms. In the following we briefly 
discuss the most popular approaches identified in our review.

The Vector Space Model (VSM) [42] is an approach that 
represents documents and search queries as vectors. The simi-
larity between queries and documents is calculated by produc-
ing a s imilarity coefficient for each document's vector com-
pared with the query’s vector. Documents having a hi gher 
coefficient are considered the most pertinent.

The VSM uses basic term frequency, causing terms and de-
rivatives (i.e., work and worked) to be treated as separate enti-
ties. This produces poor similarity values even for those docu-
ments that contain derivatives and synonyms of terms con-
tained in the search query. This is one of the major challenges 
of IR methods [43].

The VSM indexes content terms in documents (indexing) 
and assign of an importance level to each term (weighting) 
[44]. Term frequency – Inverse document frequency (TF*IDF) 
[45] and Latent semantic indexing (LSI) [46] represent the 
most used and common term weighting methods. 

IDF (Inverse document frequency) is one of the most com-
mon term weighting methods, based on the assumption that the 
importance of a t erm associated to a document is inversely 
proportional to the frequency of occurrences of this term in all 
documents. IDF evolved into TF*IDF on the heuristic intuition 
that a term occurring in many documents is a less good indica-
tor and should be weighted less than a term occurring in few 
documents. In other words, TF*IDF calculates the relevance of 
a particular word in a specific document by taking into consid-
eration the frequency of this term in the global document col-
lection, meaning that words that can be located in a few num-
ber of documents will be weighted more because of their rarity.

IR approaches suffer from the fact that queries often con-
tain words that are not exactly those ones that are used for 
indexing and describing the resources they are searching for 
[43]. In fact, synonymy and polysemy of words in languages 
make it possible for users to create, produce and describe equal 
works using different terms, or different works containing 
equal terms. This implies that a query may contain terms that 
produce results that skip relevant documents, while keeping 
others that are not actually part of the search, just because of 
the term presence and not by the term’s contextual meaning.

LSI (Latent semantic indexing) analyzes connections and 
occurrences of words in documents. The mathematical tech-
nique behind LSI i s SVD (Singular Value Decomposition) 
which is used on a weighted term-document matrix to identify 
concepts contained in the analyzed documents. 

The idea behind LSI is the usage of additional knowledge 
provided by the consideration of the semantic structure of doc-
uments and their content, based on the principle that words 
appearing in the same context incline to have similar meanings. 
In this way, also conceptually similar terms to those contained 
in search queries will  be considered in the retrieval of results.

The challenge of applying LSI is the determination of the 
optimal number of dimensions for SVD. The selection of fewer 
dimensions allows a more expanded comparison of concepts in 
the documents, while a higher number enables a more detailed 
comparison.

TF*IDF and LSI assume that a term’s frequency and repre-
sentation inside a document reflects the possibility of that term
to be an “agent” of this document. In fact, the more specific a 
term is to a topic the more straightforward a topic can distin-
guish relevant documents [42].

The studies we identified show promising results compared 
to a manual traceability link identification [7], but unfortunate-
ly suffer from low precision and recall and must be integrated 
with additional methods [8] to improve the results. 

Two main strands of thought arise from the collected stud-
ies: a) one approach is to extend and adapt the base algorithms 
(as in [11], [12], and [13]) and b) by combining IR methods 
with other fields, like text mining, digital libraries [14], or 
clustering [9].

To our knowledge, the field of recommender systems re-
mains still unconsidered in the field of traceability link identifi-
cation. In this paper we combine IR concepts with a method 
used in collaborative filtering: user feedback [29]. In this work 
we understand feedback as a strategy for learning new search 
terms and improving the algorithm rather than evaluating the 
performance of the algorithm itself, as proposed by [47][ 48].

III. APPROACH

We divided the task of combining an IR algorithm with us-
er feedback to improve the identification of traceability links 
between source code and requirements in four steps: 1) identify 
the most suited IR algorithm that identifies traceability links 
between source code and requirements in our context, 2) im-
plement a basic version of the identified algorithm, 3) extend 
the algorithm to improve the precision for source code similari-
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ty, and 4) consider user feedback.

A. Selection of the IR algorithm 
From the systematic literature review we found out that the 

VSM in combination with TF*IDF or LSI is the most popular 
algorithm. In a f irst experiment, we determined which of the 
two term weighting methods are more suitable for us to identify
requirement to source code traceability links.

We used 20 source code fragments, applied both algorithms 
– VSM/TF*IDF and VSM/LSI – to identify the originating 
requirement and compared the result with the (manually identi-
fied) correct requirement. To evaluate if the average number of 
correctly recognized requirements differ between 
VSM/TF*IDF and VSM/LSI, we performed a Mann–Whitney–
Wilcoxon paired test [49]. We performed a one-tailed test with 
H0: VSM/TF*IDF and VSM/LSI identify the correct require-
ment equally well and H1: VSM/TF*IDF identifies more iden-
tify traceability links than LSI.

With a p-value of 0.03764 and Wilcoxon's test statistic W = 
62 we rejected H0 and confirmed that – in our context –
VSM/TF*IDF performs significantly better (i.e., identifies 
more requirements correctly) than VSM/LSI. This confirms 
that VSM/TF*IDF is reported to have a higher prediction accu-
racy than VSM/LSI in contexts that are not characterized by the 
use of synonyms [50], such as in our context: short require-
ments containing few characterizing keywords. This makes it 
necessary to value the presence of rare terms in documents as 
VSM/TF*IDF does, and not their relation with other terms 
done by VSM/LSI.

B. Basic implementation of VSM/TF*IDF 
We represent traceability links in a requirement traceability

matrix (RTM) [51]. Such matrix relates two sets of artifacts 
and contains the type of relationship in the intersecting cell.

We implemented the VSM/TF*IDF algorithm within an 
Eclipse plugin. The plugin downloads the requirements from an 
issue management system and the source code from an config-
uration management system. The terms are obtained tokenizing 
the text representing the requirements and the source code after 
removing stop-words, boundaries, abbreviations, and phrases
[52] and after reducing words to their stem form.

The plugin populates the RTM on startup, marking which 
requirement document r and which source code document d
contains a specific term t. Tab. 1 shows an example of a RTM
in which the term t1 is contained in the source code file d2 and 
the requirement r2. This is marked by a dot in the intersecting 
cells of the row for the term t1 and the column for the source 
code file d2 and in the column for the requirement r2.

When the programmer modifies source code, the terms con-
tained in the method surrounding the current cursor position are 
extracted and become the query vector used to identify similar
requirements.

As said in the introduction, source code is not as verbose as 
a natural language description. Consequently, methods – that 
are usually short units of source code – contain only few terms 
that can be used to search for related requirements, which ren-
ders this approach unfeasible in practice.

C. Extending the query vector to consider related source code 
for the similarity calculation
To reduce the problem of having too few terms to identify 

the related requirements, we extend the query vector to include 
more terms than only those of the modified method. This  al-
lows to predict requirements not only by their key identifying 
terms in the current modified method, but also by using those
terms to identify similar requirements linked to methods having 
similar content.

Assuming that the modified source code fragment f is part 
of a document dm and contains the terms tq, for every term t in 
the RTM that is not yet part of tq,, we verify if f has a similarity 
of sim(dx, f) to another source code document dx, x higher 
than a defined threshold simmin (we chose a threshold of 0.30 in 
our experiments. The optimal value of this threshold has to be 
evaluated in future investigations). If this is the case, we add 
the missing term t to f with a term weight of sim(dx, f)×tf*idf(t, 
dx) if and only if t is part of a requirement. sim(dx, f) is the 
VSM/TF*IDF similarity between dx and f, tf*idf(t, dx) is the 
tf*idf weight of the term t in the document dx.

This approach adds terms to the query vector that are con-
tained in similar source code artifacts but with a weight that 
models also the similarity of the source code fragment f to dx.

D. Adding user feedback
We use user feedback to improve the similarity calculation 

between source code and the requirements. The user can use 
the Eclipse plugin to a) see the predicted requirement and b) to 
change it. 

When the user chooses a requirement r f or source code 
fragment f, the plugin adds the terms contained in f to the terms 
contained in requirement r. When the similarity between the 
source code fragment and requirement r is calculated now, it is 
higher, since more similar words exist in both texts. This add-
ing of terms and the requirement enhancing process described 
here allows the system to adapt and evolve predictions for the 
currently observed project’s code and to specialize itself for the 
specific project’s content. 

While a user suggested requirement r for source code frag-
ment f improves the similarity of both, it also improves similar-
ity of r with other fragments containing terms contained in f. 
Repetitive and reserved terms in code (e.g. “Session”, “Re-
quest”, ”Response”, etc.) are treated by the system as additional 
stop words allowing rare terms to be considered as more de-
scriptive.

IV. EVALUATION

Table 1. Initial requirement traceability matrix
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The source code and the requirements used in our experi-
ments are taken from projects developed using an agile ap-
proach, in which requirements are formulated in a short, con-
cise way [53] and source code is (mainly) undocumented.

Source code without comments is criticized by practitioners 
and academics alike [54][55]. Nevertheless, promoters of agile 
software development [56] often develop code without or with 
only few comments if they think that it can be avoided [57] or 
compensated with “test-first” [58].

To develop “test-first” means to write the test case before 
the requirement is implemented. The test case (obviously) fails, 
but it is th at failing test case that permits the programmer to 
write the code necessary to fulfill the test case.

The test case represents an acceptance test, written in a pro-
gramming instead of natural language. It documents the intent 
of the tested code part. Since only code is written that is neces-
sary to fulfill a failing test case, this practice also results in high 
testing coverage [59][60].

This chapter evaluates the proposed algorithm using the 
template proposed by [61]. The template provides a guideline 
to define the experiment’s context, the observed hypothesis, the 
preparation, and execution of it. 

The objective of this experiment was the evaluation of our 
automated traceability algorithm to observe how well source 
code artifacts are traced back to their originating requirement. 

We tested our prototype with five different sets of source 
code and requirements. The first set (20 methods and 13 re-
quirements) is from an Android application developed during a 
bachelor thesis, the second set (30 methods and 18 require-
ments) is from a Java project developed during a research pro-
ject, the third set (30 methods and 13 requirements) is from 
Freemind1, the fourth set (30 methods and 12 requirements) is 
from JGraphT2, and the fifth set (30 methods and 13 require-
ments) is from JavaNCSS3. The last three projects are all Open 
Source Java software.

We performed the experiment using an automated test since 
it was possible to model the user behavior [62] and this allowed 
us to avoid errors caused by wrong artifact analysis or incorrect 
user feedback. The user’s cursor change in code can be emulat-
ed by providing the algorithm any time with a different artifact 
representing source code snippets.

To emulate correct user feedback, artifact files where 
named respectively with the correct requirement number, 
which was then used by the testing algorithm to simulate user 
feedback.

We were interested to understand how the inclusion of 
similar source code documents to modify the search query and 
correct user feedback influences the tracing of source code 
artifacts back to their originating requirement. We formulated
the null and alternative hypotheses as follows:

H0,1: The adaptation of the similarity calculation does 
not influence automated traceability of requirements in 

1 http://freemind.sourceforge.net
2 http://www.jgrapht.org
3 http://www.kclee.de/clemens/java/javancss

source code artifacts.
H0,2: The use of user feedback does not influence au-
tomated traceability of requirements in source code ar-
tifacts.
Ha,1: The adaptation of the similarity calculation influ-
ences automated traceability of requirements in source 
code artifacts.
Ha,2: The use of user feedback influences automated 
traceability of requirements in source code artifacts.

The preparation of the experiment involved uploading the 
requirements to the issue management system and adding the 
source code to the configuration management system. The 
source code files had to be named to contain the correct re-
quirement identification.

The evaluation consisted in the comparison of results 
achieved using a) the use of pure VSM/TF*IDF and b) the 
modified VSM/TF*IDF including the correct user feedback for 
each artifact. 

The null hypotheses has been tested using a paired, nonpar-
ametric test, the Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon paired test [49] as 
suggested by [63]. With a significance level of 95%, the null 
Hypothesis H0,1 was accepted, the null Hypothesis H0,2 reject-
ed. H0,2 was rejected in the first project with a Wilcoxon’s test 
statistic of W = 42, in the second project with W=63,5, in the 
third with W=76, in the forth with W=34 and in the fifth with 
W=62.5.

The results gathered for the projects show that user feed-
back has a si gnificantly higher average correct requirement 
prediction.

V. DISCUSSION

The experiment described in this paper showed that in our 
projects the adapted algorithm could not significantly improve 
the identification of traceability links. The consideration of user 
feedback on the other hand significantly increased the correctly 
identified the trace to the requirements, in the first, third fourth 
and fifth project the improvement is higher (see Figure 1 for 
project 1 as example) than in the second project (see Figure 2).

The reason for that difference is the one mentioned in the 
introduction: requirement traceability using IR based methods

Figure 1. Correctly identified requirements in project 1.
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relies on the premise that programmers use meaningful (i.e., 
related, abbreviated, synonyms) names for types, classes, vari-
ables, functions and methods [12].

In project one three four and five, the artifacts made use of 
words for variables and methods that can be also found in the 
requirements. This allows TF*IDF to identify requirements in 
code already in its basic version. In project two we notice that 
requirement related words appear very rarely and are often 
distributed over similar and in some cases cross referenced [64]
(i.e. one class makes use of methods of another class that are 
named using terms identifying requirements) coded artifacts.
This is why most of the artifacts are recognized initially by the 
TF*IDF algorithm as being part of the same requirement. 
Feedback specializes the code for each requirement and in this 
way helps to identify also very similar methods and code parts 
as distinct requirements.

In the introduction we discussed the importance of auto-
mated traceability link identification. In this work we show that 
feedback can significantly improve the prediction, but we in-
vestigated if we can decrease the amount of feedback we ask 
for. We repeated the experiment only asking every 2nd time for 
feedback. Then every 3rd, 4th, and 5th. The results are shown in 
table 2. The precision [65] decreases rapidly from giving feed-
back every time to every second time. From giving feedback 
every second, third, fourth, or fifth time, the differences – while 
still decreasing – are not so big anymore.  

As seen in the review of the state of the art, crosscutting re-
quirements and non-meaningful named code need special adap-
tions of algorithms to allow their traceability. Crosscutting 
requirements define concepts that reflected in code terms mean 
particular functions and methods that can spread over all com-
ponents. Common examples include transaction and error han-
dling, security and logging. For example, a requirement saying
“Every user interaction has to be logged” implies that every 
method capturing a user input to the system has to include one 
or more lines recording an entry in a log file.

This illustrates the difficulty of recognizing those kind of 
requirements majorly defined by only one line replicated all 
over the system. Future works will also address this issue.
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Abstract — One of the key success factors that contribute towards 
the creation and sustenance of online (2D and 3D) virtual worlds 
for learning might be to provide game-style educational activities.
However, there is no development platform available which can 
meet the inherent system requirements including usability of 
platform and scalability to modern massively multiplayer online 
games, yet focused on engaging learning for the individual user.
Work has been done with software agents in the context of multi-
agent systems (MAS), and i t makes sense to try to leverage that 
work when it comes to modeling functional modules, controlling 
realistic non-player characters (NPCs), and Personal Assistants 
for Learning (PALs) in a vi rtual learning world. There are 
challenges to integrating a multi-agent system into a vi rtual 
world including concerns with synchronization, communication, 
monitoring, efficiency, and control. This paper describes the 
design and implementation of an integrated architecture for 
performing and facilitating quiz games for adaptive testing with 
a multi-agent system JADE/Jason and a 3D virtual world engine
Open Wonderland.

Keywords: virtual learning environments; multiagent systems

I. INTRODUCTION

Educational theories classify learning activities as 
constructivist, constructionist, or situated [14]. The three types 
of learning are well served by virtual worlds due to its ability 
to mediate world exploration and construction, to map a user 
to any character of choice, and to prov ide shared virtual three 
dimensional space. Through its interactive environment, 
repetition, and one-to-one experimentation, virtual worlds can 
help improve knowledge retention and student motivation. By 
simulating chemistry or physics experiments, knowledge can 
be transferred without increased safety risks associated with 
real laboratories. Through the Internet, virtual worlds can 
facilitate distance learning in places where schools or 
specialized teachers are scarce, and so on. 
There have been relatively mature technologies for physical 
modeling for virtual objects, modeling virtual humans or non-
player characters (NPCs) in virtual worlds in their appearance, 
gestures, kinematics, and physical properties. Avatars are 
controlled by the user during interaction. Like objects, virtual 
humans or NPCs are controlled by a simple script. 
To build a s mart virtual world, personalized and adaptive 
virtual learning environment, it is desirable to incorporate 
intelligence to virtual worlds. Work has been done with 
software agents in the context of multi-agent systems, and it 
makes sense to try to leverage that work when it co mes to 
modeling functional modules for pedagogical purposes, 
controlling realistic non-player characters (NPCs), and 

maintaining Personal Assistants for Learning (PALs) in a 
virtual learning environment.

The research is interdisciplinary in n ature. The domains 
involved include human-computer interaction, psychology, 
and education. The problem is that there are no agent 
development tools that are intended to be easy to use by non-
programmers. To develop such tools we need to have a novel 
integrated system architecture that can incorporate Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) technologies such as machine learning, data 
mining, natural language processing, affective computing, and 
models and algorithms for building the agents.
A. MAS in Virtual Worlds
Multi-agent systems (MAS) have been adopted by researchers 
in virtual worlds. MAS is particularly well-suited to application 
domains where virtual entities (agents) are self-directed and 
can actively pursue their goals within an environment that they 
can interact with, including interactions with other entities that 
are also in pursuit of their own goals. It is easy to see how they 
are ideally suited for modeling people — they are active and 
social in a way similar to people.
There are two perspectives to consider when applying MAS 
into virtual worlds. One is from the artificial life (ALife) 
community while the other is from classical AI community. In 
the ALife community, the term complex dynamical systems is 
usually preferred, because it also includes physical inorganic 
systems, where the individual agents or components, such as 
molecules or sand grains, only have limited agent 
characteristics. ALife has strong roots in biology rather than 
psychology, and focuses on the emergence of behavior in large 
populations of agents [1].
In the AI community, an agent is assumed to have certain 
elementary sensory-motor abilities, so that it can perceive 
aspects of the environment and, depending on this information 
and its own state, perform certain behaviors. Rather than 
looking for emergence, as is common in the field of ALife,
MAS is usually employed to solve some particular problems or 
achieve particular tasks, such as path-finding, coordinated 
control [2]. The individual agents are endowed with centralized 
control similar to that employed in the classical approach.
B. QuizMASter
In classrooms, teachers usually use quiz games to create some 
interesting activities. The purposes of quiz games for the 
classes include:
(1) reviewing and reinforcing previously taught material,
(2) warming up or e nding lesson with a socially engaging 
activity,
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(3) encapsulating the basic unit of conversation.
We have been designing and developing engaging pedagogical 
agents to enhance the engagement of students in a game-based 
learning environment QuizMASter [4-6], using a multi-agent 
system (MAS) approach. It helps students undergo adaptive 
testing and collaborative learning through friendly competition. 
Conceptually, QuizMASter is designed to be similar to a TV 
game show, where a s mall group of contestants compete by 
answering questions presented by the game show host. A 
prototype of QuizMASter using a JADE MAS was 
successfully implemented on Open Wonderland [7]. The 
implementation enabled an opportunity to explore the affective 
dimension of gaming situation by controlling the affective 
channels of information between avatars. Specifically, the 
QuizMASter agents can be enhanced to operate within the 
dimensions of Transformed Social Interaction (TSI) [8] to 
maintain high levels of engagement. Bailenson et al. (2008) 
proposed the theory of Transformed Social Interaction to 
describe the transformation of interaction in virtual 
environments. According to the theory, real-time 
transformations can be classified into three categories or 
dimensions: self-representation, sensory-abilities and 
situational context [8]. These transformations empower avatars 
to complement human perceptual abilities [12]. For the 
autonomous agent and the avatar it represents, the ability to
process eye gaze or m otion data is advantageous in any 
implementation of virtual world applications. Situational 
context deals with transformations that alter the spatial or 
temporal structure of a c onversation. For example, the 
communication and positions between agents and students can 
be optimally configured in terms of the geographical setup of a 
classroom. A class of 20 students can sit directly in front of a 
virtual instructor, and perceive the rest of the students as sitting 
farther away. Furthermore, by altering the flow of rendered 
time in the communication session, users can implement 
strategic uses of rewind and fast forward during a real-time 
interaction to increase comprehension and efficiency.  

This paper focuses on the roles of agents in multi-agent 
virtual learning environments and some architectural designs
we have proposed and developed for multi-agent virtual 
learning environments. We investigate the effectiveness of the 
use of agents to facilitate virtual world based quiz games.

II. RELATED WORK

Two different applications towards multi-agent virtual learning 
environments are surfacing: virtual classrooms and fantasy 
worlds. Virtual classrooms have the look and feel of a regular 
classroom and are often made to look like a re plica of the 
sponsoring school. Second Life (SL) is often the choice for 
building the 3D virtual classrooms. The results are a mixed bag 
with some reporting that SL has too many difficulties and is 
not very game-like as such classrooms lack game scenarios. 
Fantasy worlds teleports the learner to a different place or time. 
For example, Virtual Singapura (VS) [15], an example of a 
fantasy world takes the learner to nineteen century Singapore in 
the throes of disease epidemic. The VS project is one of the 
first to integrate an intelligent agent architecture with a virtual 
world to explore ways in which adaptive synthetic characters 
might enhance the learner's experience in a vir tual world and 
perhaps to enhance learning as well [15].

There has been some work done over the last decade when it 
comes to creating agent control mechanisms for 3D virtual
environments, for example, Gamebots [9] and Pogamut [10]. 
Dingum et al. (2008) provide an excellent overview of the state 
of the art when it comes to incorporating MAS concepts with 
gaming systems or other 3D virtual environments [11].
According to the literature, it looks like most work to date has 
relied on the Unreal Tournament engine and Gamebots. There 
are a number of positives to this technology including the 
robustness of the environment. The downsides include the fact 
that it is not open source, and there are therefore limitations in 
what can be done in terms of ensuring agents have all the 
information they need and that synchronization works 
perfectly. There are also limitations in communications that 
means that agents aren’t able to take full advantage of the 
social actions in a MAS environment.

III. THE ROLES OF AGENTS

Agents are en capsulated computer systems that are des igned 
to behave flexibly and somewhat autonomously to achieve
some goal(s). Agents are s ituated in some environment and 
have some autonomy and capabilities to observe that 
environment. They can communicate those observations to 
other agents. This makes them particularly suited for
distributed virtual learning environments. Such environments 
are open in nature as either students or teachers can enter or 
leave the virtual world at will. 
They may be either visible or invisible. We classify the agents 
in a multi-agent virtual learning environment into the 
following types:
A. Game agents

First, the game agents are des igned to realize t he game 
functions. The game agents include game management agents, 
game control agents, user management agents, and domain 
knowledge management agents. Gaming frameworks are quite 
mature when it comes to opt imizing graphics and physics—
current games are v isually stunning. There is more to a  
gaming experience than what a player sees. How a g ame is 
structured and the kind of narrative it plays also lends itself to 
the credibility of the virtual world a player interacts with. This 
includes the behavior of NPCs in the environment. If an NPC 
does not act in a believable way it detracts from the realism of 
the player’s game experience. 

B. Pedagogical agents. 
Pedagogical agents are agents that could provide pedagogy 

to the games, including Instructor agents that work with the 
Host Agent to ensure the subject, difficulty, and content of the 
quiz are appropriate f or each game; Behavior agents that 
during each game collects information, such as response time 
and score needed for PAL to update the student model.

C. PALs
Personal agents or P ersonal Assistants for Learning 

(PALs) are designed for analyzing the user's profile, learning 
attributes, and competencies keeping track of individual 
interests, preferences, motivations, and goals of the human 
participants (i.e., learners) and building student models.
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D. NPCs
To make the game-based learning environment more 

realistic and immersive, a M AS is ideal for modeling virtual 
students and a virtual audience which are i mplemented as 
NPCs or bots. Many researchers in the virtual worlds
community have noted that city replicas, malls, bars, or 
educational places often look interesting but abandoned at the 
same time. This socially isolating aspect could be mitigated by 
deploying MAS controlled NPCs who could inhabit virtual 
worlds to create impressions of the societies we live in. Also, 
they could be u sed to substitute the work of real people by 
fulfilling different tasks such as demonstrating objects, 
explaining manuals or guiding the way to new locations. 

AI techniques have been used to drive NPCs, but this is 
usually done in a prescriptive manner that doesn’t give a lot of 
freedom to NPC actions. These NPCs require simple scripting 
as the tasks they are following are simple procedures and need 
almost no interaction with the environment. Nevertheless, 
NPCs enhance the immersive feeling in a v irtual world and 
provide answers to users that are s eldom possible by other 
means. Moreover, we can increase the intelligence of the 
NPCs through implementing MAS communication and 
coordination mechanisms and further sensory feedback to 
actually enable interaction between human avatars and bots 
that are representing people. 

Finally, the communication and coordination among these 
three types of agents would be ex tremely important to make 
the learning environment smart. To enable game-based 
learning, it is cru cial for the pedagogical agents to make the 
quizzes interactive, interesting, appropriate in  the degree of 
difficulty, and adaptive in topics given a group of students
with different student models. Based on the user models, the 
game agents will also be able to make decisions intelligently, 
e.g.  to optimize the grouping and seating/standing positions of 
participants according to their preferences. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

The primary goal of this research is to construct an integrated 
intelligent virtual world for performing and facilitating quiz 
game-style adaptive testing. For a 3D VW, Open Wonderland 
[7] is used. For a MAS, a combination of JADE and Jason is
used, leveraging the strengths of both where appropriate. As 
such, the framework needs to have interfaces to both. We have 
proposed an architecture, the WL-MAS interface, that is the 
foundation on which the educational game, QuizMASter, has 
been built. The WL-MAS interface are used by agents 
controlling NPCs as well as agents controlling other aspects of 
the game, such as score keeping and user modeling.

The following work has been completed to ascertain the 
technical feasibility and limitations creating agent-controlled 
NPCs in a 3D virtual world like Open Wonderland. 
A. JADE-OWL Integration

As an initial step, we integrated Open Wonderland and 
JADE by starting a JADE server separate from Open 
Wonderland [12]. JADE (http://jade.tilab.com/) is a 

middleware that facilitates the development of multiagent 
system. JADE agents can be s tarted inside the Open 
Wonderland world by simply using jade.core.Runtime and 
which enables the agent to send pertinent information back to 
OWL in the form of messages to a TCP port. The interface is a 
modified OWL module to which code has been added to start a 
JADE agent. The JADE agent is started via a runtime call. 
Therefore, the agent will be started on a local computer. 
However, the rest of the agents that make up the MAS can be 
on other computers. The agents started by the OWL module 
will communicate with the rest of the JADE agents using the 
FIPA specified protocol. One of the agents in the MAS 
communicates to a TCP port that has been activated on another 
or the same OWL module.

Figure 1:   JADE-OWL integration.
JADE followed the FIPA assumption that only the external 

behavior of system components should be specified, while 
leaving the implementation details and internal architectures to 
agent developers. It implements a very general agent model 
that can be eas ily specialized to realize both reactive and 
Belief, Desires, and Intentions (BDI) architectures. Moreover, 
the behavior abstraction of our agent model allows simple 
integration of external software into one of the agent tasks. 
B. Jason/JADE-OWL Integration
The results of our previous work showed the possibilities and 
challenges that arise when the systems aren’t coupled enough 
[12]. These challenges informed our decision to simplify and 
integrate everything right into Open Wonderland. Therefore,
our second model added a Jason module to t he Open 
Wonderland server that takes an NPC and controls its 
movement in the environment (see Figure 2). Jason 
(http://jason.sourceforge.net/Jason/Jason.html) is an 
interpreter for an exten ded version of AgentSpeak and a 
platform for the development of multiagent systems.

The NPC runs on the Open Wonderland server and pulls an 
AgentSpeak() asl file from the file system (in the Open 
Wonderland server cache), sets up its belief system and goals, 
and then runs. As yet it doesn’t get any perceptual information 
from the environment, but is able to guide the direction of the 
NPC. It will be easy to extend this to have the NPC make any 
available action that an avatar can do within Open Wonderland. 
The percept feedback to the Jason agent still needs to be 
completed. The MAS and the Open Wonderland will be more 
tightly coupled than what had originally been planned so that 
development, deployment, and management of QuizMASter 
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are easier when handled within a s ingle environment. The 
Open Wonderland module system makes it s imple to extend 
Open Wonderland to include the framework and any other 
functionality that is required [7]. Figure 3 shows the screen 
shot of Jason and Open Wonderland integration.

Figure 2:  Jason/JADE-OWL integration.

Figure 3: Jason and Open Wonderland integration.

C. Jason-CArtAgo-OWL Architecture
Our third model is CArtAgO (Common ARTifact 
infrastructure for AGents Open environments) [4]. CArtAgO is 
a general purpose framework that makes it possible to program 
and execute virtual environments for multi-agent systems.
CArtAgO is b ased on the Agents & Artifacts (A&A) meta-
model for modeling and designing MASs. Since these artifacts 
can be modeled in Java, some of the core components of the 
Open Wonderland. In the current implementation as a 
prototype, some agents are temporally implemented as 
artifacts. A MaryTTS server is added to the system to realize 
speech synthesis function with Open MARY TTS which is an 
open-source, multilingual Text-to-Speech Synthesis platform 
written in Java (http://mary.dfki.de/).

One of the main advantages of leveraging the capabilities 
of a Jason-CArtAgO MAS is that it enables customization of 
the rendering of visible artifacts for different clients. This 
advantage was crucial for implementing the three principles of 
TSI theory [8]. In particular, the principle of self-representation 
in NPC creation is described below.

Figure 4:  Jason-CArtAgo-OWL architecture.
1) NPC Creation and Facial Morphing

Evolver (http://evolver.com) was an online tool t hat enables 
one to model, texture, and rig one's own 3D character in 
minutes. It h as the capability to design the face of an NPC
using a 2D  photograph and further customize the body type, 
eyes, skin-complexion and wearable costumes of the avatar 
being developed. This capability of Evolver was used to create 
an NPC of one of the contestants, the host agent for player 
Oscar and player Steve as show in Figure 5 below. As shown 
by Bailenson et al. (2008), when facial images incorporate 
personal features, user satisfaction ratings increase.

Figure 5:  Creating the face of the host agent of players.
Using the evolver-multimesh module, all NPCs were imported 
into the Wonderland virtual environment. Furthermore, using 
the scripting-component module and the NPC module, these 
NPCs were given capability to produce animations such as 
clapping, cheering and public speaking. In CArtAgo model, 
NPCs have been wrapped as artifacts in order f or the Jason 
agents to manipulate, manage, and communicate with them. 
They can converse with contestants and agents that could react 
to external events such as contestant answers to qu estions, 
calculate and compute scores amongst other things. Figure 6
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shows the audience performing the cheering and clapping 
animation. 

Figure 6: The virtual audience performing the cheering and clapping 
animation.

Figure 7 s hows the Host agent performing public speaking 
animation. By synchronizing the cheering and clapping 
animation with appropriate sound effects, and also host public 
speaking animation of the host with synthesized speech 
delivered by MaryTTS, an attempt was made to make these 
gestures seem as real as possible to the contestant. 

Figure 7: the host agent performing public speaking animation.
2) Agent interactions

First the Game agent starts the Open Wonderland client. In 
order to achieve this goal, its first plan is to create an  artifact 
called WLStarterArtifact. Then, a f ocus is done on the 
WLStarterArtifact so that any signal generated by 
WLStarterArtifact is observable by all ag ents in the current 
default workspace. 
The next goal of the Game agent is to invoke the main entry 
point of the wonderland client which is JmeClientMain. Once 
the invocation of the wonderland client is successful, the 
WLStarterArtifact sends a readytostart signal which is 
perceivable by all a gents within the default workspace. As 
soon as the Host agent percepts readytostart signal, it starts 
executing the plan with QMIntroArtifact. It goes on to execute 
the plan of doIntroductionStage.
Once the Introduction stage is done, the Host agent sends a 
signal "introduce" which is perceivable by the Game agent.
After perceiving the "introduce" signal, the Game agent
executes the plan with ClockArtifact – which starts and stops 
the timer for every question, and communicates with the Host 

agent to carry out the entire question and answer session, 
including displaying the questions, making sure that the Host 
agent delivers the question verbally along with necessary 
comments to the contestant. The Host agent performs this by 
communicating with the Instructor agent and ClockArtifact.
Figure 9 shows the result of this stage in the form of a screen 
captured image.

Figure 9: A player is answering the question with a mouse.

At the beginning of the QuizMASter show during the 
initialization stage, contestants were given control of their 
avatars by enabling them to change the look direction using 
the left and the right arrow keys. When the show starts, during 
each question and answer sessions, the movements of the user 
are monitored by the Behavior agent using CellTransform
which holds the translation and rotation parameters of each 
cell in Open Wonderland environment. All contestant 
movements are recorded in  a log file i n the name of the 
contestant. If it is detected that the contestant  is looking away 
from the Host agent, the contestant cell is transformed using 
CellTransform so that he/she is f acing the direction of the 
Host agent and the Host agent requests the user to pa y 
attention to the quiz. This is how the 2nd dimension of TSI is 
implemented in QuizMASter. Figure 10 shows an example of 
the log files, which is generated for contestant named Steve.

Figure 10: Contestant Steve's log file of his look_around behavior
during Every Question Answer Session.

We successfully tested the prototype with an online course 
ENLI 255 of  Athabasca University and two real players 
located in different places in Canada. The OWL server is 
installed in Northern Alberta of Institute of Technology of 
Canada. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper introduces an architectural design and prototype 
implementation of adaptive testing games within a virtual 
world.

In order to retain the functionality of having a MAS within 
the QuizMASter framework that was previously developed 
[12], we enhanced the architecture by incorporating a more 
versatile BDI agent model with AgentSpeak using Jason into it.
Furthermore, there was an opportunity to implement the Agent 
and Artifact model proposed by CartAgO tool, that fully 
supports agents implemented using Jason and provides a bridge 
for agents developed using Jason. By leveraging the power of 
CartAgO and being able to drive and control the entire Open 
Wonderland client using Jason and CartAgO, QuizMASter 
could be developed primarily using artifacts whereby it can be 
driven entirely by intelligent agents. The seemingly endless 
possibilities of using QuizMASter as a test-bed for conducting 
current and future experiments using 3D virtual world along 
with sophisticated intelligent agents will provide a valuable 
research tool to investigate game based learning and adaptive 
assessment. 

The main advantage of Jason-CArtAgO MAS is that it 
bridges the gap between designing MAS and programming 
MAS. 

Thus far, we have identified the roles of agents and the 
three different architectures we developed to investigate MAS 
in a game environment. To make environments more effective 
for educational applications, we need to provide a personalized 
and customized environment where students feel encouraged. 
We are working on user modeling for such environments but
more work about the coordination mechanisms for dynamic 
game formation and adaptive quizzes sequencing, and 
incorporation of the intelligence of the agents with the
architecture proposed needs to be done.

To meet the needs of the next generation learners, educators  
must use innovative methodologies and approaches for solving 
problems in collaborative, disparate environments in a manner 
that improves learning outcomes. We will continue to explore 
the roles of agents and agent technologies in facilitating and 
supporting assessment-based learning wherein learners engage 
in self-directed learning and are able to test out of education or 
training by successfully completing validated assessments 
outside of structured and formal learning instances. 
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Abstract— Effective and flexible solutions for enabling reduced 
resource consumption and handling content and associated 
processing (indexing algorithms) diversity (in terms of location, 
technical characteristics, execution constraints, requested features) 
are essential in multimedia management systems. In this paper we 
present a distributed multimedia retrieval system that enables 
efficient and effective content processing and access. Though the 
system’s architecture is a generic one, in order to explain system’s 
functionalities we will present an instance of the architecture for a 
video surveillance use case. The proposed system addresses all 
important topic research concerning this type of systems 
(architecture, indexing, query) and proposes a novel two steps 
indexing approach (at acquisition time: implicit indexing and at 
query time: explicit indexing). We also present in this article how the 
user access management is done. 

Keywords-component; multimedia information system; implicit 
explicit indexing; reduced resource consumption; video 
surveillance 

I.  INTRODUCTION  
A huge q uantity and diversity of multimedia contents is 

generated in multiple domains (video surveillance, medical 
records, libraries), with different acquisition contexts. With the 
constant growth of the multimedia contents volume, the 
indexing process becomes very important in their efficient 
management and retrieval. This process is the most resource 
consuming, in terms of memory, CPU and transactions over the 
network. This overconsumption is due to the fact that the 
indexing is accomplished by executing a fixed set of indexing 
algorithms over the entire multimedia collection on indexing 
dedicated servers. 

From an operational point of view the problem of resource 
consumption is how to efficiently manage the huge volume of 
contents and the contents and contents processing techniques 
diversity in the context of a large scale information system in 
order to provide users with a h igh quality multimedia 
experience. The resource consumption reduction for indexing 
(the most consuming process) can be achieved in two ways: by 
limiting the multimedia content transfer over the network, and 
by using only the most appropriate algorithms, only over the 
relevant content. 

Our solution addresses these two points b y reducing as 
much as possible the resource consumption through (1) a 
distributed indexing technique that avoids multimedia transfer; 
(2) a dynamic indexing process t hat is accomplished in two 
steps: (a) at t he acquisition moment and (b) at th e query 
execution moment. Our proposal is based on generic 
description models associated to multimedia contents, 
indexing algorithms and servers. These models are explained 
in detail in [1, 2, 3].  

These solutions are implemented within a generic 
framework, developed in the context of the LINDO1 (Large 
scale distributed INDexation of multimedia Objects) ITEA2 
project, which is in tended to guide the formalization and the 
development of a distributed multimedia information system, 
while favoring a reduced resource consumption, in terms of 
data transfers over the network, storage and CPU utilization. 

The video surveillance systems become more complex 
(geographically spread) and the volume, diversity and 
heterogeneity of the contents and acquisition contexts generate 
new requirements for multimedia information systems. The 
purely manually approach (agents watching the videos and 
detecting events) becomes insufficient. Also, the video 
surveillance domain raises challenges like: real time constraints 
(in some situations the optimal compromise between precision 
and processing time needs to be found) and emergency 
situations management. Therefore, the automatically access to 
the semantic content of surveillance audiovisual content is a 
challenging research area. All these characteristics and 
constraints led us to choose to instantiate the architecture in the 
video surveillance domain. We present a system that manages a 
network of surveillance cameras placed in buses, around the 
bus stations and the bus ticket machines in Paris.  

In the remainder, the paper presents a synthesis of the 
existing works related to the addressed problems. The Section 
IIErreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable. provides an 
overview of the solutions adopted by some industrial projects 
that address the multimedia management problems. Then, the 
LINDO generic architecture is briefly presented in Section III. 
In the following the Implicit and Explicit Indexing Processes 

                                                           
1  http://www.lindo-itea.eu 
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are explained in Section III.A and the emergency and security 
management in Section III.B. A concrete implementation of a 
video surveillance system using the LINDO architecture is 
detailed in Section IV. Conclusions and further work directions 
are exposed in the end of the paper. 

II. RELATED WORKS  
In the following we present some distributed systems that 

manage multimedia contents by emphasizing the architectural 
choice and the adopted solution for multimedia indexing.  

Many distributed systems that were proposed for the 
management of distributed textual documents. [4, 5, 6, 7] adopt 
a peer-to-peer architecture where the contents are stored and 
indexed on distributed peers. The resulted index is distributed 
over the network using a hashing table. These systems benefit 
from the fact that the textual documents indexing is based on 
the identification of terms and the same model is employed for 
their descriptions. This is not the case of multimedia 
documents. The indexing algorithms used in this case are 
specific to each media type the generated outputs and metric 
spaces are heterogeneous. Thus, using peer-to-peer 
architectures for the management of multimedia contents is 
more difficult. The following projects addressed this problem 
in different manners. 

The SAPIR (Search on Audio-visual content using Peer-to-
peer Information Retrieval) project [8, 9] proposes a hybrid 
peer-to-peer architecture for the management of multimedia 
contents. It uses three specialized indexing servers (for images, 
texts and audio-visual contents) where each peer sends its 
ingested content in order to be indexed. The resulted metadata 
is sent back to the peer that ingested the multimedia content for 
storage. 

The DISCO (Distributed Indexing and Search by Content) 
project2 has chosen a structured peer-to-peer architecture for 
the management of multimedia contents [10]. The indexing is 
accomplished at each peer, at the moment when the content is 
stored. Each peer could run a different set of indexing 
algorithms, with an important constraint: the usage of the same 
descriptors and associated metrics. Each peer sends a summary 
of its index that is concatenated to a global index which is sent 
to all the other peers. The query is ex ecuted on this global 
index. 

The CANDELA project (Content Analysis and Network 
DELivery Architectures) 3  is focused on the video content 
analysis and retrieval, in a distributed architecture [11]. Within 
this architecture the content is st ored and indexed on 
distributed servers. The indexing is accomplished on all remote 
servers using a pre-defined and fixed set of indexing 
algorithms. The proposed solution was implemented for several 
use cases: personal mobile multimedia management [12], video 
surveillance [13, 14]. 

The WebLab project4 proposes an integrative infrastructure 
that enables the indexing algorithms management as web 
services in order to be used in the development of multimedia 
processing applications [15]. These indexing services are 

                                                           
2  http://www.lamsade.dauphine.fr/disco/index 
3  http://www.hitech-projects.com/euprojects/candela 
4  http://weblab-project.org/ 

handled manually through a gr aphical interface. For each 
specific application a fixed set of indexing tools is run.  

The VITALAS (Video & image Indexing and retrieval in 
the Large Scale) project5 capitalizes the WebLab infrastructure 
in a distributed multimedia environment [16]. The architecture 
enables the integration of partner's indexing modules as web 
services. The multimedia content is indexed off-line, at 
acquisition time, on different indexing servers.  

The KLIMT (Knowledge InterMediation Technologies) 
project [17] proposes a Service Oriented Architecture 
middleware for easy integration of heterogeneous content 
processing applications over a dist ributed network. The 
indexing algorithms are considered as web services. The user 
query is limited to pre-defined patterns that match a set of rules 
for the algorithms' execution sequence. After such a sequence 
selection, the content is analyzed and the metadata is stored in a 
centralized database.  

TABLE I.   COMPARATIVE STUDY OF MULTIMEDIA MANAGEMENT 
PROJECTS 

System Architecture Indexing 
 P2P SOA Central 

Control 
Uniform Fixed Content 

Transfer 
SAPIR x - - x x x 
CANDELA - - x x x - 
VITALAS - x - x - x 
KLIMT - x x x - x 
WebLab - x x x x x 
DISCO x - - x x - 

 
 The comparative study of these systems (see Table I) 

shows that usually no matter the architectural choice, the 
content indexing is usually done on dedicated servers (and the 
content associated resulting metadata are transferred over the 
network) using a pre-programmed set of  algorithms. These 
algorithms are executed on all ingested multimedia content 
(uniform indexing).  

The main goal of LINDO project is to define a distributed 
system for multimedia content management, while focusing on 
the efficient use of the resources in the indexing and query 
processes. Thus the adopted distributed architecture enables: 
(1) to centralize the management of indexing algorithms and 
their deployment on demand on different remote servers; (2) to 
execute different indexing algorithms, in parallel, on different 
remote servers; (3) to dispatch user queries only on some 
specific remote servers that might contain some needed 
information; (4) to integrate new algorithms at any time into 
the architecture; (5) to accomplish the indexing in two steps: an 
implicit indexing that is executed over the multimedia contents 
from each remote server at the content acquisition and an 
explicit indexing that could be executed, on demand, on a 
specific remote server. In the following section, we present the 
adopted architecture, the implicit and explicit indexing 
processes and how the emergency and security management is 
done. 

                                                           
5  http://vitalas.ercim.org 
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III. THE LINDO ARCHITECTURE  
The architecture adopted in LINDO is a distributed with 

central control one. Our architectural solution is divided into 
two main components: (1) remote servers which acquire, index 
and store multimedia contents, and (2) a central server which 
has a global view of the system and orchestrates the indexing 
and query processes. This architectural solution makes LINDO 
system scalable because it has the following advantages: (i) 
each remote server is independent and may have different 
characteristics (e.g., we can have a remote server in Paris 
where BBC video journals are stored and another in Toulouse 
where video surveillance contents are acquired); (ii) a remote 
server is composed of modules with different functionalities 
that communicate between them, with no given indication 
concerning the implementation; (iii) at each moment we can 
integrate a new remote server; (iv) the central server can send 
relevant indexing routines or queries to relevant remote servers, 
while the system is running.  

The originality of this solution is that: (a) the content is not 
moved to indexing servers, but indexing algorithms are 
deployed on the servers where the content is acquired; (b) 
implicit/ explicit indexing (see Section III.A). Therefore, the 
proposed architecture can guide the design of distributed 
multimedia information systems, while favoring a reduced 
resource consumption, in terms of data transfers over the 
network, storage and CPU consumption. Actually, the idea was 
not to define yet another information retrieval model or 
indexing engine, but rather to encapsulate any existing 
frameworks for indexing and retrieving multimedia contents, 
like those used and/or defined by the projects presented in 
Section II. 

A detailed presentation of the LINDO system architecture 
and each of its modules can be found in [3]. In this paper we 
will present a proposition of implementation for a video 
surveillance use case. This domain raises constraints like: real 
time queries, security, privacy and emergency issues etc. In the 
following we explain the implicit and exp licit processes and 
how we handle emergency and security problems. 

A. Implicit and Explicit Indexing Processes 
Within a system that adopts the architecture that we 

presented above, the content is ac quired and stored on the 
remote servers, and th e collection of indexing algorithms is 
stored and managed on the central server. This collection is 
variable, at any moment we can integrate new algorithms with 
different functionalities, execution constraints and 
performances. Executing all these algorithms on all multimedia 
content will: (1) overload the system and (2) produce metadata 
that might never be used. Therefore, in order to save server 
resources, multimedia content indexing is realized at ingest 
time implicit indexing and on demand explicit indexing.  

When a new multimedia content is ingested by a remote 
server, the Storage Manager (SM) (see Figure 2) module first 
stores it. Afterwards, the Feature Extractor Manager (FEMrs) 
module starts the implicit indexing process. This process 
consists in the execution of a set of indexing algorithms, i.e., 
implicit indexing algorithms (iIA), on the acquired multimedia 
content in order to extract some metadata that will be further 
queried. For that purpose, the FEMrs retrieves the multimedia 

content from the SM and executes these algorithms on the 
content. The obtained metadata is then stored by the Metadata 
Engine module (MDErs) in its metadata collection (in a format 
defined within the project that is not presented in this paper). 
Periodically, a Web Service sends to the central server a 
metadata summary that contains the essential information 
detected on each remote server.  

The query workflow begins with the user query 
specification by using the Terminal Interface module (TI) 
(Figure 3). Each user query is sent to the Request Processor 
(RP) module which analyses the query in order to translate it 
into the formal language used by the MDErs and MDEcs (the 
metadata engines from the remote servers and from the central 
server). After this transformation, the RP selects, based on the 
location and on the metadata summary, the remote servers that 
might have results to the query. The RP sends the query to the 
MDErs of the selected remote servers, where the query is 
executed. 

At this step of the query process it is possible that not all 
remote servers were selected for executing the query. This does 
not necessarily mean that they do not have results for the user’s 
query. It is possible that their multimedia contents were not 
indexed with the right indexing algorithms. Thus, the RP 
module selects the remote servers that should be re-indexed 
and the supplementary indexing algorithms, i.e., explicit 
indexing algorithms (eIA). These algorithms are deployed on 
the selected remote servers in order to produce additional 
metadata that could provide answers to the user’s query. The 
user is informed that supplementary indexing is performed in 
order to retrieve other results to his query. The selection 
algorithm of iIA and eIA based on user’s queries (e.g., in a car 
park video surveillance system it is n ot necessary to apply 
algorithms which detect persons to all video sequences, but at a 
certain time someone might need information about persons 
that crossed the parking area) and execution constraints (e.g., 
an algorithm conceived to run only on Linux machines will not 
be deployed on a remote server that uses a Windows operating 
system) is presented in detail in [2]. 

At this step, the RP decides, according to the user’s query 
(e.g., the time interval specified in the query), on what 
multimedia content these explicit indexing algorithms have to 
be executed. The FEMcs is in charge of the deployment of 
these explicit algorithms on the concerned remote servers, if 
necessary. From this point the FEMrs takes the control of the 
indexing, which is ac complished as for the implicit indexing. 
When the explicit indexing is finished, the MDEcs informs the 
RP that other results are available. At this moment, the RP 
module sends the user query to the MDErs of remote servers 
where the explicit indexing was accomplished. The results 
obtained on the two ways (Figure 1) are merged and displayed. 

B. Emergency and security management 
The two red points in Figure 1. Before selecting the 

algorithms for the explicit indexing, the RP checks if the user’s 
role allows him to run explicit algorithms as these algorithms 
analyze more in detail the multimedia content and usually they 
consume a lot of resources (see Section IV.B for concrete 
examples that illustrate this problem).  
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Before displaying the results the Results Aggregator 
module (RA in Figure 2. ) takes into consideration in one hand 
the user’s context and role (access rights) and the permitted use 
and distribution rights of the content on the other hand. After 
matching these two the RA decides if content is displayed as it 
is or if it has to be modified (e.g., resize, apply a blur region, 
display only some parts of the content). (see Section IV.B for 
examples). The control access mechanism is the one presented 
in [18] and uses XACML and RBAC technologies.   

 
Figure 1.  Explicit Indexing Process 

IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION IN A VIDEOSURVEILLANCE 
USE CASE  

This use case was proposed by one of the industrial 
partners. It concerns a public transportation company that 
placed surveillance cameras in their buses, around the bus 
stations and the bus ticket machines. Each video stream is 
recorded with a real time association to a common time stamp 
and GPS location. A typical query may be t o find all videos 
containing a specific event, such as a person with a red 
pullover, who took the bus in Montparnasse station, Paris, on 
Monday 3rd May, between 6pm and 8pm.  
A. Architecture instantiation  

The analysis of the use case highlighted two types of 
contents: those generated by video surveillance cameras 
situated in fixed locations (the bus stations) and those situated 
in the buses. This observation led us to use several remote 
servers, each one managing contents acquired in similar 
situation (e.g., in bus stations; in buses). These remote servers 
store and index the video contents acquired in real time. The 
central server stores information about the users and their 
access rights (the MDEcs module), the remote servers (the 
indexing algorithms that are installed and a metadata summary 
that are produced on each remote server) and enables content 
querying. Thus, the system architecture is composed of a 
central server and three remote servers (see Figure 2). The type 
of content stored on each remote server, the acquisition context 
and the physical characteristics of the server influenced the 
choice of the implicit indexing algorithms.  

In the following, we detail the particularities of each 
architecture module instantiation on each one of these servers, 
either remote or central. 

The generic architecture of a remote server was instantiated 
for each one of the three remote servers. The instantiations 
maintained the architecture’s modules, while adopting a 
different implementation of their functionalities, realized by 
different partners. For example, for the SM module two 
different proprietary versions were developed, one in C and the 
other one in Java language. For the FEM modules, two 
different implementations (in Java and C#) were adopted for 
the remote servers. The same MDE module was integrated in 
all three remote servers. This module was developed in Java 
and uses the XML native Oracle Berkley DB XML6 database 
for storing metadata.  

The metadata provided by the indexing algorithms used for 
this use case respect the XML data format presented in [1]. 
Each indexing algorithm available in the system has associated 
a description that respects the model described in [2]. All this 
information is stored by the MDErs. 

For the communication between the different modules of a 
remote server we used the JMS7 (Java Message Service) API. 
The communication between the remote servers and the central 
server is accomplished through Web Services. 

The first remote server (RS1) manages videos acquired in 
real time by two video surveillance cameras situated in the 
Trocadero Bus station, in Paris. The implicit indexing 
algorithms for video content are in charge of crowd detection 
and abandoned luggage detection [19].  

The second remote server (RS2) manages audio and video 
contents acquired in real time from video surveillance cameras 
situated at the entrance of the Montparnasse Station. It contains 
the following indexing algorithm: abandoned luggage 
detection, crowd detection and speech detection. 

The third remote server (RS3) manages video c ontents 
acquired in real time from video surveillance cameras installed 
on the busses that are used on the lines 1 to 18. The implicit 
indexing algorithms are: person counting and shout detection. 

All the modules of the Central Server were implemented 
for this use case. As mentioned, the FEMcs manages the global  
indexing algorithm collection where, alongside with all the 
implicit indexing algorithms installed on the remote servers, a 
supplementary set of explicit indexing algorithms are stored 
(shape detection, color detection, person detection, etc. [20]). 
The MDEcs has a gl obal view of the system, through the 
multiple data that it collects: descriptions of each remote 
server, metadata summaries from each remote server, 
descriptions of indexing algorithms, users access roles and 
rights and supplementary knowledge (e.g., bus time tables and 
GPS information).  

This video surveillance system is used by security agents 
that work in the stations and also by policemen. Each of them 
has different rights, for example a security agent is not allowed 
to execute explicit algorithms or t o see some audiovisual 
contents. A policeman is allowed to visualize all multimedia 
contents. An important constraint of the system is th at the 
explicit indexing can be accomplished only from the control 
room. 

                                                           
6  http://www.oracle.com/technology/products/berkeley-db/xml/index.html  
7  http://java.sun.com/products/jms/overview.html 
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Figure 2.  The LINDO testing system topology  

B. System utilization examples 
Let’s suppose the following queries:  
Query 1, entered by a security agent, on his PDA, in the 

station: show me all au diovisual content related to a bag 
forgotten in Montparnasse station, Paris, on Wednesday, 29 of 
February, between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.. 

 
Figure 3.  The query interface  

Based on the localization specified in the query the remote 
server corresponding to Montparnasse station is selected. Then 
the query is an alyzed and sent to this remote server for 
execution (all the features required in the query (forgotten bag) 
are extracted by implicit algorithms on this remote server). 
Responses are found and they are sent to the RA for ranking. 
At this moment the RA checks if the security agent has the 
right to access all multimedia results. In our case the agent is 
not allowed to hear the audio contents. Thus, the audio parts of 
the contents are blocked. 

Query 2, entered by a security agent, on his PDA, in a 
station: show me all v ideos with women in red, on 
Wednesday, 29 of February. 

Because there is no localization specified in the query, all 
RS are selected. After analyzing the query and matching its 
required features with those extracted by the implicit 

algorithms none of the remote servers is selected as might 
having results. Thus the explicit indexing is necessary. At this 
moment, the RP checks the rights of the agent in the current 
situation. He does not have the right to run explicit algorithms 
and his context does not describe an emergency situation. So, 
the explicit indexing is not accomplished and a message is 
displayed to the user in order to let him know that no results 
were found for his current context. 

Query 3, entered by a policeman, on his PDA, in a bus 
station: show me all audiovisual content with child dressed in 
red in Trocadero bus station, Paris, on Wednesday, 29 of 
February, between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. 

 
Figure 4.  Example of detection  

Based on the localization, the RS2 and RS3 are selected 
because RS2 is located in Trocadero station and RS3 stores the 
contents of bus line 2 which passes nearby Trocadero station. 
The query is analy zed in order to see if these servers might 
have results. In this case the explicit indexing is needed 
because on these servers the person and color detection 
algorithm is n ot executed. The RP checks the rights of the 
policeman in the current situation. Normally he does not have 
the right to run explicit algorithms, but his current context 
unlocks temporarily this restriction. (a policeman in a bus 
station might describe an emergency situation). Thus, the RP 
selects the explicit indexing algorithms based on the user’s 
query. More precisely the algorithm that detects persons and 
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colors is selected. This algorithm is ex ecuted on the video 
content that corresponds to the specified time period. After the 
execution of the algorithm the query is executed on the remote 
server selected before and the results are transmitted to the RA 
and displayed to the user. An example of result is presented in 
Figure 4. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 
In the context of the general process of distributed 

multimedia content management, this paper addressed the 
problem of resource consumption. The solutions proposed for 
this problem consist in: (1) adopting generic distributed 
architecture that avoids content transfer for indexing, (2) 
implementing a dynamic indexing process accomplished at 
acquisition time and at query execution time. These solutions 
were implemented and validated in the LINDO project. A 
concrete implementation for a video surveillance use case is 
presented in the paper. Some system utilization examples are 
described in order to illustrate the functioning of the system 
and how it manages the security and emergency situations. 

As future work, we will improve the indexing algorithm 
selection process by taking into account multiple characteristics 
(e.g., their complexity, execution time). In the case of complex 
indexing needs, it is often necessary to execute into a certain 
order a chain of algorithms (e.g., French words detection 
algorithm must be ex ecuted only after a positive detection 
accomplished by the speech detection algorithm). Therefore, 
we intend also to include some pre-conditions and post-
conditions specifications in the algorithms descriptions and to 
exploit them in order to automatically determine such chains 
specific to a complex indexing need. The set of indexing 
algorithms on each remote server might be v ariable (e.g., the 
performances of indexing algorithms depend on weather 
conditions). Therefore some tests were already been done in 
order to integrate remote site characteristics and context, as 
well as th e user queries history in the dynamic selection of 
indexing algorithms. 
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Abstract 
The concept of knowledge starts from the individual, 
from his critical analysis and on how one interacts with 
people and objects around. The goal of this paper is (i) 
to investigate the treatment of knowledge, (ii) highlight 
that Social Networks (SNs) and Best Practice Networks 
(BPNs) are the best Web technologies available on the 
market for its management, (iii) make a comparison 
among the most diffused Social Platforms with the Best 
Practice Networks, in terms of functionalities offered 
for the knowledge management, analyzing the 
knowledge flows in all their complexity and entirety, 
(iv) evaluate all the previous aspects, taking into 
account our BPN applied in a Social Portal. Our aim is 
to study a new model to make a comparison among the 
most diffused SNs and the BPNs, that we are 
developing. This model takes into account the 
functionalities available in the portal, and the 
treatment of the knowledge. 
Topics: collaborative and social multimedia systems 
and solutions, management and fruition, intelligent 
multimedia computing, user profiling. 
 

1. Introduction 
 
In recent years, organizational aspects related to 
knowledge management and to intellectual capital 
management have been largely studied; many  methods 
and models of interaction and communication among 
people have been developed, in order to study the 
organizational implications related to the creation, 
storage, movement and use of knowledge [1], [2], [3], 
[4], [5]. In many of them the knowledge is not seen as 
a static concept but as a continuous becoming: it is a 
set of ideas that are born, spread and grow up through 
the interactions among people. Moreover the activities 
of creation, acquisition, management, dissemination, 
use and application of knowledge involved in working 
flows, involving individuals, are heavily influenced by 
the dynamics of social and organizational type [6]. 
These models have been fundamentally applied on 
business contexts. However, the methodologies 
adopted are so general that can be easily extended and 
applied in a variety of contexts. One of the most 
relevant knowledge treatment models is the SECI, 
studied by Nonaka and Takeuchi. This model sees the 
knowledge as a collection of facts, information, skills 
that a person acquires in the course of his/her life. 
Basically, two types of knowledge are outlined: 
explicit and tacit. Explicit knowledge is a formal, 

systematic language, that can be expressed and shared 
in the form of data, in scientific formulas, 
specifications, manuals and so on; it can be processed, 
transmitted and stored relatively easily; tacit 
knowledge is in the human mind and it is highly 
personal and hard to formalize, externalize or mediate, 
represented by using the normal channels of 
communication. The SECI model talks about how the 
tacit knowledge is converted in explicit and vice versa. 
The SECI model defines four modes of knowledge 
conversion: Socialization (from tacit to tacit 
knowledge); Externalisation (from tacit to explicit 
knowledge); Combination (from explicit to explicit 
knowledge); and Internalization (from explicit to tacit 
knowledge) [2] (see Fig.1). 
 

 
Figure 1: The SECI spiral model, inspired by [1]. 

 
In Fig. 1 it is also possible to see the Nonaka’s spiral-
like process: the knowledge is transformed through 
exchanges among individuals and groups, within the 
organization, across the four modes of knowledge 
conversion described above. This process does not stop 
once it has closed the circle, but continues into a new 
knowledge-creating spiral [3] [4]. This result increases 
the intellectual capital in its various components: 
organizational and relational. An appropriate 
organizational structure and the correct technology 
solutions, adopted in support of such a cycle, may 
enhance the effects of knowledge management in the 
growth of intellectual capital [6]. The most advanced 
organizations, structure their intellectual capital 
through the ICTs, often using Social Networks; from 
this point of view, many studies have been developed 
to match ICTs and SECI Model, such as [7] [8]. Some 
Social Networks are mainly focused on contents (e.g., 
YouTube, Flickr, LastFm) [9], whereas others are more 
focused on establishing relationships among users 
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(Facebook, MySpace, Orkut, Friendster, etc.) [10]. SN 
Analysis is typically focused on analyzing relationships 
among users and group of users, in order to identify 
which are the most central users and groups and, on the 
other hand, which are those that are frozen out, namely 
being those running the risk of losing interest in the 
network activities, due to a serious lack of involvement 
[11] [12]. On the other hand, Best Practice Networks 
are thematic SNs, where smaller groups of users share 
content, contacts and information with a common goal. 
In this paper we analyze the differences among the SNs 
and the BPNs, in terms of functionalities and 
knowledge flows; the goal is to study a methodology 
that can be used to classify and establish the most 
efficient instrument, in terms of stimuli given to the 
users, to enhance their creativity and to develop new 
knowledge. After this, we apply this methodology and 
verify its validity, through the analysis of data related 
to users' activities on our BPN, applied in a real context 
(i.e., the ECLAP portal). The paper is organized as 
follows: section 2 describes the SECI knowledge 
model applied on SNs and BPNs; in section 3 a 
comparison among SNs and BPNs in terms of 
functionalities is presented; in section 4, the 
functionalities are described as flows of knowledge; 
section 5 an analysis related to our Best Practice 
Network is presented. 
 

2. SECI model, SNs and BPNs 
 

Through the SECI conversion process, tacit and 
explicit knowledge expands in both quality and 
quantity, both in the Epistemological Dimension and 
also in the Ontological plan, that takes into account the 
human types of interactions (see Fig. 2). 
 

 
Figure 2: The SECI spiral model. 

 
Given the wide spread of SNs and BPNs, the more 
relevant functionalities provided by these technologies 
will be analyzed and related to the SECI model. One of 
the aims is to determine which are the most capable 
platforms, to provide stimuli and incentives for the 
users, that are capable to assess the effectiveness of a 
platform, with respect to the others. Both the SNs and 
the BPNs provide for their users a set of functionalities, 
allowing them to make actions on the portal. Each user 
action has its flow of knowledge, basing on the SECI 
spiral model: it starts when people use the platform 
(Externalization), passes through the platform 

elaboration (Combination) and ends creating new 
knowledge or giving stimuli to the users 
(Internalization), to elaborate new ideas also involving 
the network of users (see Fig. 3). Talking or meeting 
other people both in the virtual spaces provided by the 
Platform (e.g. friends, forum, blog, thematic groups, 
suggestions, etc.) but also in the real world 
(Socialization), facilitates the users in exchanging their 
ideas, thus allowing the growth of the knowledge level, 
and stimulate the users to start again to put new 
knowledge in the platform (Externalization mode).  
 

 
Figure 3: SECI – BPNs, SNs: actions flow. 

 
The flows of knowledge, that are present in a Social 
Platform (SNs or BPNs), can be classified in four 
different types: 
 
• Direct flow (User to Users): includes actions 

carried out by users and addressed to other users of 
the platform, with a little work (in terms of 
knowledge-reprocessing transformation) made by 
the platform itself (e.g. make a comment on a 
content, add a new friend, etc.);  

• Mediate flow (User to Platform and Platform to 
Users): includes actions brokered by the platform, 
actions in which the users put their knowledge on 
the portal (uploading content, filling their user 
profile, ranking, etc.). The portal processes the 
information and produces stimuli for them or for 
other users; in this case the Portal itself generates 
new knowledge. This type of flow is composed of 
three main steps: i) actions done by the users on 
the Platform; ii) analysis and elaboration of data 
made by the platform; iii) production of stimuli for 
the end users (e.g. recommendations, suggestions, 
etc.). 

• Locked flow (User to Platform): it occurs when 
users put their knowledge in the platform or make 
actions on it, and the platform does not register the 
information given, with a consequent loss of 
information; 

• Platform flow (Platform to Users): it includes all 
the functionalities automatically provided by the 
platform that do not depend on the user's actions or 
on the knowledge that they have put in the 
platform (e.g. basic functionalities such as: give 
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the possibility to upload content, to make queries 
on content, to search new friends, etc.). 

 
All the flows that begin on Externalization are made by 
the users: they produce new knowledge because they 
put their ideas, interests and creativity on the Portal. 
All the flows that begin in Combination, involve the 
Platform processing capabilities that can be minimal 
(for example when the user writes a web page, or 
makes a query on the portal), or can be very complex 
and capable to create new information, useful to 
stimulate the users (this is the recommendation 
sample). Moreover the more are the functionalities 
offered to the users (in Fig. 3, they are represented by 
the arrows ending on Internalization), and the more are 
the stimuli given to them.  Following the SECI spiral 
model, users can do actions on the portal 
(Externalization) and, if they receive interesting stimuli 
from the Platform (Combination and Internalization), 
they can chat, share information or competencies, talk 
together (passing from the Socialization mode of 
knowledge conversion) and put new knowledge on the 
Portal (again starting their actions on Externalization, 
this time with a more high level of knowledge, see Fig. 
3).  
 
3. Comparison among the BPNs and the 

Social Networks on Functionalities  
 
Both the SNs and the BPNs provide for the users a set 
of functionalities, allowing them to make actions on the 
portal. In order to analyze what type of platform can be 
considered the most effective and efficient to stimulate 
the creativity of the users, enhancing them to develop 
new flows of knowledge, we have realized a 
comparison in terms of functionalities. We have chosen 
YouTube (SN oriented to content), Facebook (SN 
oriented to users) and our Best Practice Network. We 
have selected the following functionalities as the most 
effective to give stimuli to the users:  
 

• Content Download and View 
• User Friendship 
• Portal Registration 
• Suggestions 
• Searching 
• Content Ranking 

It is possible to see the result of this comparison in Fig. 
4. The functionalities can be offered both to Public 
Users (PU) and to Registered Users (RU), and can have 
a different level of importance (high, low or medium), 
depending on the Platform mission or structure. 

 
Figure 4: Functionalities on YouTube, Facebook and Our BPN. 

 
It is possible to observe that: 

• YouTube is focused on contents; user 
registration to the portal is not so relevant: the 
main services are provided for the Public 
Users and are obviously related to the 
contents;   

• Facebook practically provides functionalities  
only for registered users, and it is mainly 
centred on making new friends and 
relationships among users, even if it keeps 
attention also on contents;  

• BPN is equilibrated in terms of functionalities 
and on the type of users for which they are 
provided.  

 

4. Analyzing functionalities and flow of 
knowledge 

 
In this section it is detailed how the Portal’s 
functionalities can be matched with different types of 
flows of knowledge. Each flow is composed of actions 
made by the users or by the platform itself; each action 
(see Fig. 5) starts and ends in one of the four SECI 
model modes of knowledge conversion, and 
corresponds to one of the flows (or even only to a part 
of them, in the case of type 2 flow), identified in the 
preceding paragraph. Each mode of conversion 
involves a knowledge transformation: 
 

• Externalization: from tacit to explicit (T E) 
• Combination: from explicit to explicit (E E) 
• Internalization: from explicit to tacit (E T) 
• Socialization: from tacit to tacit (T T) 

 
Actions that transform the knowledge from tacit to tacit 
are almost never supported by virtual media. These 
actions usually take place in the real world, and are not 
supported in their entirety by SNs or BPNs platforms 
(conversations, meetings, reunions, etc.). In Fig. 5 is 
presented the model to compare the functionalities and 
the types of knowledge flows in a SN or in a BPN 
(detailed in section 2). 
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Fig. 5: Functionalities and flows of knowledge model. 
 
It is useful to make some examples and take into 
account the legend here after. 
 
Action: Write a public Web page. Knowledge flow 
type: Direct flow. 
 

• Start: the user starts from its own knowledge 
(tacit), uses editing tools and creates a web 
page on the platform (explicit). So the passage 
of knowledge is from tacit to explicit: T  

• Result: this is the result of the user action. The 
user has produced a Web page, visible to all 
the users of the platform (explicit); the users 
can read it and get information (tacit): E T. 

 
Action: Recommendations. Knowledge flow type: 
Mediate flow. 

• Start: the platform produces and offers to the 
user a list of recommendations (explicit) and 
the user sees them. In this case the knowledge 
flow is from explicit to explicit: E E; 

• Result: the user reads the recommendations 
(explicit), acquires and reworks the 
information provided by the platform (tacit): 
E T. 

 
Figure 6: BPN, sample on user functionalities. 

 
In Fig. 6 are described the top functionalities, 
previously used to compare the SNs and the BPNs and 
their relations among the different knowledge flow 
types analysed in section 2. It is possible to note that: 
 

• YouTube is focused on functionalities starting 
on the Combination mode of knowledge 
conversion;   

• Facebook provides functionalities that  
involve flows mainly starting on 
Externalization (new knowledge from the 
users); 

• The BPN is equilibrated: the functionalities 
involve all the knowledge mode of 
conversion. 

 

5. BPN functionalities analysis 
 
The analyzed BPN has been developed on the basis of 
an infrastructure called XLMS (Cross Media Learning 
Management System). Other BPNs has been deployed 
in various contexts by using XLMS infrastructure. The 
most relevant BPN from the point of view of the 
knowledge management analysis is ECLAP. ECLAP 
Portal is a BPN and content aggregator for the ECLAP 
European Project, [13]. The collected data are related 
to both content present in the platform and user 
behaviors. ECLAP Portal resources are divided in 
Cross Media and Drupal contents ([14]), accessible 
through Searching or Menus of the portal. Cross Media 
types include: archive, audio, braille music, collection, 
crossmedia, document, event, epub, excel, flash, html, 
image, pdf, playlist, slide, smil, tool and video. Drupal 
Content types include: blogs, forums, groups and 
pages. Cross Media contents may be annotated, 
recommended to other users, added to a playlist or to a 
personal collection, edited, downloaded, marked as 
favorite or featured, commented, tagged and voted. 
Drupal contents may be commented and voted. Also, 
each Cross Media or Drupal content may be linked and 
suggested to users in other Social Networks, with 1-
click icons (i.e., del.icio.us, digg.com, Facebook, 
Twitter, MySpace, Messenger, Orkut, Plaxo, LinkedIn, 
Google). The following analysis has been conducted in 
the period September 1st – November 30th 2011. The 
ECLAP community consisted in 606 registered users, 
with 23544 digital items. 
  
5.1 Cross Media Playback and Download 
 
When playing multimedia contents (videos, audios, 
documents, images, and cross media), a right panel 
shows related metadata in various languages, content 
taxonomical classification, IPR information, and 
geolocation data. Cross media content access is one of 
the most exploited functionalities on the ECLAP 
portal. Cross media contents collected 7084 views and 
1080 downloads. Top accessed contents include pages, 
pdfs, images and videos. These kinds of content can be 
accessed through searching, popular content lists or 
email notifications. A small fraction of the users 
accessing Cross Media content decided to download it. 
Images and videos are viewed by users, but generally 
not downloaded. Downloaded Cross Media contents 
include resources that are not usually intended for 
leisure or entertainment, so that the typical downloader 
is a technical/professional user. Playlists and 
Collections were the less exploited contents on the 
portal, with few creations and accesses from users.  
 
5.2 Drupal Resources View 
 
The main Drupal contents include pages and groups. 
Registered users can create, edit and translate these 
contents, with an online rich text editor (plain or html).  
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The ECLAP portal features two types of blogs: general 
and groups related. The general blog is the main 
project repository page, containing updated news about 
the project related tasks and activities. This single page 
collected nearly 100 clicks per day from the ECLAP 
menu. Groups related blog accesses are about 6.2% of 
all blog accesses. Pages are accessible through 
searching, groups, newsletters, or content lists; despite 
the relatively limited number of page items on the 
portal, this kind of content was fully exploited by users, 
with more than 100 accesses per day in the considered 
period. The most 3 accessed pages, collected about 
26.4% of total page accesses (respectively 9.6%, 8.5% 
and 8.4%). After groups, pages were the top accessed 
Drupal resources (44.17% of Drupal content accesses, 
33.09% of total views on the portal). The general 
ECLAP page collected 673 accesses (7.47 per day, 
about 1 access each 12 visits to the portal). During the 
sample period, the 28 groups created since the start of 
the project collected 9789 views, more than 100 per 
day. This was a very popular resource highly exploited 
by users, and the top most exploited resource, 
collecting about 46.27% of all Drupal views (34.66% 
of total views). Drupal resource had 74.91% of total 
views performed on the portal. 
 
5.3 User Friendship 
 
Each registered user can receive connections and 
friendship requests from other users in the ECLAP 
BPN; each request is notified in a right box, and can be 
accepted, ignored or denied. A list of potential 
colleagues is provided for the logged user. Users have 
a personal page that includes: specialization and job, 
general information, proximity details, list of 
colleagues, messages and subscriptions. Registered 
users have inbox and sent folders, and can send and 
receive private messages. Friendships and connections 
between users were established mostly by partners 
(92.26%); messages were exchanged mostly by 
partners too (66.67%). These numbers suggest that the 
registered social activities were about technical tasks 
between the project partners. 
 
5.3 Portal Registration 
 
Anonymous users can register on the ECLAP BPN 
with the Register button in the top right of the portal. 
After entering a captcha secure code and registering, 
the user receives an email with a confirmation link, for 
profile activation. In the considered period, there were 
396 user registrations, with an average of one 
registration each 20 visits on the portal. 
 
5.4 Suggestions 
 
Content suggestions are available at access level or 
menu level. Similar contents were accessed 2864 times. 
This means that on average 9% of users who accessed 
contents, decided to play a content proposed to be 
similar to the accessed one. Similar content views per 
visit was 0.35. Featured content was the most exploited 
content list, with 343 clicks (about 30% of total content 

list accesses), followed by Last Posted (23%) and 
Popular contents (20%). Content lists collected 1140 
clicks from users, about 0.14 clicks per visit and 12.67 
clicks per day. 
 
5.5 Searching 
 

Search is divided in simple and advanced. Simple 
search allows full text search of ECLAP resources, 
eventually filtered by type. Query services were one of 
the top exploited functionalities in the portal. Most of 
the queries were of simple type (about 99%), performed 
from the main page, and a limited fraction were 
advanced queries. 65% of queries were performed from 
public users. Users performed about 0.50 simple queries 
per visit on the portal. As for advanced queries, faceted 
queries were not significant in number; 76.56% of 
faceted search were performed by public users. Queries 
through keyword or query clouds were about 4.9% of 
total simple queries. 46.34% of advanced queries were 
performed by public users. 1764 items was viewed after 
performing a query, thus 39.33% of all queries 
performed resulted in a click by the user on some result. 
411 viewed contents after performing a query were of 
type Drupal (23.2%), and 1353 cross media (76.70%). 
This is in line with the data accounting for 74.91% of 
Drupal content views and 25.08% cross media views, so 
that user preferred more Drupal related contents to cross 
media, despite the limited amount of Drupal items, 
compared to Cross Media contents. Top search result 
clicks were on groups (12.14%). 

5.6 Content Ranking 
 

ECLAP contents can be ranked by registered users, 
using a 5-star based scale. Top ranked items are 
collected into a separate list, on the right menu of the 
portal. Contents report their average score. Votes 
assigned to contents can be changed at any time. 

Figure 7: BPN, sample on user functionalities. 

 
5.7 User Behavior 
 
Public users typically started their session by clicking 
on the ECLAP menu in the top home page (24.73%), 
viewing a content (cross media 21.83%, drupal 15.83%, 
group 14.77%), or performing a query (12.79%). Most 
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popular second and third clicks nearly exhibited the 
same behavior. Users finished their sessions by viewing 
a page, clicking on a menu or accessing a group page. 
Registered users started their sessions logging in the 
portal (50.83%), then clicking on the ECLAP menu, and 
viewing an event page or a generic page (8.97%). Most 
popular second clicks include menu access (28.32%), 
viewing event pages (14.33%), and pages (11.6%). 
Third clicks generally were menu access (31%), 
viewing event pages (20.93%), and viewing groups 
pages (11.24%). Top sessions last clicks were on event 
pages (23.25%), cross media content access (54%) and 
menus (17.6%). In Fig. 7, we classify the main 
functionalities, just described as oriented to manage 
content or to enhance social interactions. Taking into 
account the table it is possible to note that:    
 

• functionalities are mainly addressed both to 
Public Users and to Registered Users; 

• user actions (evaluated through their access on 
the portal) are equally: i) finalized to manage 
content (total access: 12.656) and to establish 
social connections on the portal (access: 
20.522) ii) distributed in terms of SECI modes 
of knowledge conversions (with the exception 
of the Socialization, that is mainly based on 
relations among people in the real world, and 
not through the use of web platforms); 

• social connections are mainly oriented to 
contact the ECLAP Partners, because of the 
Portal mission. In general, the functionalities 
provided are oriented to enable the Partners to 
do their work on the BPN, and not created to 
enhance leisure or for entertainment (aspects 
that could be more interesting for new users). 

 
6. Conclusions and Future work 
 
In this paper we have described a new modality to 
analyze the capabilities of the SNs and the BPNs, 
starting from the SECI model, analyzing the 
functionalities offered by the Social Platforms in terms 
of flows of knowledge. We have collected and 
evaluated data related to our Best Practice Network 
applied in a real context (i.e., the ECLAP portal). 
Future work includes: i) increase the user behavior 
analysis, especially taking into account the sequence of 
the actions made by the users during a session. This, in 
order to establish if a functionality provided by the 
platform has really stimulated the users (to produce 
new knowledge, to make new friends, to chat with 
colleagues, etc.); ii) establish metrics to evaluate what 
are the points of strength or weakness of the platform,  
to give new stimuli to the users: how to increase the 
data processing capabilities (Mediate and Platform 
flows) and decrease the loss of information (Locked 
flow); iii) make a comparison among our portal, 
eventually applied in other contexts, and the most 
diffused Social Portals at data level and not only basing 
on functionalities (through the data crawling, etc.). 
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Abstract — Quantitative methods have nowadays become very 
important tools in estimating the effort and cost in software 
development and support projects. Estimation accuracy is one of 
the most successful factors for a project’s success; hence, the 
research has not stopped in improving the estimation models. 
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are flexible computing 
frameworks that can be applied to a w ide range of forecasting 
problems with a high degree of accuracy. However, ANNs need a 
quality training data in order to yield accurate results, data 
filtering and choosing the right ANN is important for the ANN to 
gain good results.  In this paper, based on the basic concepts of 
ANNs and the use of Fuzzy regression as data filters a new 
hybrid method is pro posed which yields more accurate results 
with non-quality data,  

Keywords-component; neuro-fuzzy, neural networks, fuzzy 
regression, software cost estimation, Back-propagation, Radial 
basis functions 

I. INTRODUCTION  
There are several effort estimation methods which are used 

to estimate the required amount of effort to successfully deliver 
a software project such as: COnstructive COst MOdel 
(COCOMO) [10], Software LIfe-cycle Model (SLIM), 
Experts’ judgment, etc [1], [2], [3]. The mentioned methods are 
parametric methods, and the main conclusions were that these 
models perform poorly if they are not calibrated to project 
environment and technical characteristics [4], [5].  Parametric 
methods, often unable to capture the complex set of 
relationships between dependent and independent variables  

(e.g. the effect of each variable in a model to the overall 
prediction made using the model), they are not flexible enough 
to adapt to a different environments, and they can’t learn from 
their previous knowledge [13]. 

To evaluate relationship between dependent and independent 
variables, the  Regression Analysis  is one of the most widely 
used methods for this, and the  Fuzzy Regression (FR) is a 
fuzzy type of classical regression analysis in which some 
elements of the model are represented by fuzzy numbers 
[6],[7]. The importance of the Fuzzy Regression, because of the 
lack of perfect fit of numeric data to the assumed linear format 
of the relationship between input data. The Fuzzy regression 
uses what is called membership function, which if correctly 
selected helps to minimize the deviations of the estimated 
output. The issue with Linear  regression is due to its inability 
to model complex non linear relationships. To resolve the issue 
of complex non linear modeling the Artificial Neural Networks 
(ANNs) can be used.  The ANNs are inspired by the way the 

human nerve system process information. There are many 
types of ANNs, but in this research only the feed-forward [20] 
and the Radial basis function network are considered. The 
ANNs consist of processing elements joined together to form 
the appropriate network with adjustable weighting functions for 
each network. Typically, there are three or more layers: an 
input layer, where data is feed to the network, an output layer 
which is the response to the given input, and one or more 
intermediate or “hidden” Layers. The operations of an ANNs 
involve two processes, the learning and the recall. Learning is 
the process of adjusting the connection weights in response to 
the stimuli of the input data. Recall is the process of accepting 
an input and producing a response determined by the learning 
of the network.  There are a lot of learning techniques; The 
most popular algorithm for training feed-forward neural 
networks is the Back-propagation (BP) algorithm   [8]. As the 
name suggests, the error computed from the output layer is 
back-propagated through the network, and the weights are 
modified according to their contribution to the error function. 
The BP uses different training algorithms, like Levenberg-
Marquardt optimization, Bayesian regularization and others. In 
this research we have compared each of these algorithms, on 
the provided data. The BP works with local gradient search, 
and hence their implementation does not avoid reaching the 
global minimum, which affects negatively the learning process, 
in case of noisy data.  In our research we have proposed a new 
model that resolves the limitations of the parametric methods 
by including the environmental characteristics and the 
limitation of the linear regression methods by considering 
complex relation. In this model we have introduced a novel 
technique to filter noisy data using the fuzzy regression, to 
improve the learning process for the ANNs. In this research we 
have also compared different learning algorithms and ANNs 
methodologies, and selected the most suitable algorithm for the 
provided data.  

II. MODEL VALIDATION  
For this research the Mean Magnitude Relative Error 

(MMRE) is used for estimation accuracy. MMRE is defined as: 
for n projects 

n

i
iii ActualActualEstimated

n
MMRE

1
/||1

 
 
MMRE is the preferred error measure of the software 
measurement researches [9] 
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III. PROPOSED MODEL  

A. Problem formulation 
1. Categorical data and environmental characteristics 

are either not considered  in  Parametric methods, or 
are subject to subjective qualitative measures 

2. Filtering noisy data without affecting the data 
quality 

3. Select the right ANN model, which is suitable for 
the data provided. 

B. Model components 
As shown in figure 1, the proposed model is composed of 

four building components, the Data Preparation, Categorical 
transformation, Fuzzy Regression - Data filter, and ANN 
component. In this section, a complete description of the 
building components, with clear illustrations on how this model 
with its building component will be able to address the 
challenges mentioned in “Problem Formulation” points – 1 
through 3. 

 

 
 

Figure 1:  Block Diagram of Fuzzy regression ANN proposed model  

1. Data Preparation – Building Component   

In our research we have selected data with ISBSG-data [9] 
quality = “A”, and removed missing data, and outliers. Outliers 
are either visually detected or which has higher Project 
delivery rate (PDR) than the mean PDR. PDR is defined as:  

PDR =  

Where the Hours represent the development effort time and FP 
represent the function point [17], which is a software sizing 
measure as the Source Line of Code. 

The Mean PDR for Platform = PC is found to be = 3.92631 ~ 
4, and for Mainframe = 8.2, and for Midrange =11.04. The 
mean PDR for the Midrange is h igher than the ratio for the 
Mainframe, which is not in-line with the industry standards.  

The Mean PDR is also calculated for the rest of the attributes 
and the outliers are removed. 

In our research we have used the ISBSG project attributes, as 
listed in [12] 

2. Categorical Transformation – Building component  

Projects fuzzy and Categorical attributes such as 
Development Platform (PC, Mainframe, Midrange), 
Development Type (new development, enhancement or re-
development), cannot be ignored in the software estimation 
process, unless it is certain that there is no major impact on 
the effort estimation. It would be meaningless to use a 
variable in decimal numerical form as a regression predictor 
because the value of the numbers does not reflect its weight 
on the estimation process. As illustrated in [21] “Nonmetric 
variables can only be included in a regression analysis by 
creating dummy variables. A lot of statistical researches 
have presented several encoding and transformation 
techniques [23], [24], [25], in a way that the coding do not 
affect the regression process, thus the estimating process.  
In our research, we used binary encoding, and calculated the 
effect for each categorical attribute by solving the set linear 
regression equations. We name the attribute effect as 
categorical multiplier.  

2.1 Calculate Categorical Multipliers:  
Since the Development Effort Y, is function for both the 
categorical and numerical attributes, then Y can be 
presented as follows:  
 
Y = f(C, N)    (1) 
Where: 

C: = Categorical attributes 
N: = Numerical attributes 

 
Let’s consider Y linearly relative to Ci and Nk  then Y 
can be presented as follows: 

 
Y = Ci +    (2) 

 
For each categorical attribute Ci encode it a binary 
exclusive variables: 
Example: the ISBSG-Development Platform, can take the 
following encoding values PC: [1 0 0], MF: [0 1 0], MR = 
[0 0 1] 

 

 
Using least square method linear regression, then we can 
the set of equations (2), to calculate the multipliers, using 
the ISBSG data. The values of Wk are set to 1, and Nk is the 
value of the numerical project attribute. Bellow tables 
represent the Multiplier values for different Categorical 
Values: 
 

Development Platform 
Development Platform Multiplier 

MF 2028.83 

MR 3156.40 

PC 111.79 
 Table 1, Development Platform multipliers  
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From the table 1 above it is noticed, that effort to develop 
software Midrange projects are higher than the Mainframe 
and the PC, this is shown that through the high value of the 
multiplier for mainframe. In table 2, it shows that the new 
development projects take more time than development 
type projects  
 

Development Type 
Development Type Multiplier 

Enhancement 1423.33 
New Development 2829.84 

New Utility 611.50 
Purchased Package -10553.44 

Re-development 1812.74 
 Table 2, Development Type multipliers 
 

Language Type 
Language Type Multiplier 

3GL 2136.85 
4GL 1833.71 
ApG 1373.17 

Table 3, Development Type Platform multipliers 
 

3. Fuzzy Regression Data Filter Building Component       

If a variable y is linearly relative to other variables x1, 
x2…. xN, the regression model of these variables is 
represented as: [15]  

 
  Y = b0 + b1 x1 + b2 x2 … + bk xk   (1)  
 Where: 

S11 b1 + S12 b2 + …+ S1k bk = S1y (2) 
S21 b1 + S22 b2+ …+ S1k bk = S2y   

   

•        

•   
S11 + S12 + …+ S1k bk = S1y 
Sij =  ∑ u  cu xi xj    - ∑ u xi ∑u xj 

 
b0 =  
where: 

 
b0, b1, b2, … are  K +1  regression parameters, and 

“ui” is the membership function, and we will use the 
membership function as in [11]: 

 

ui =  (3)   
  

Where μ is average of sample points and σ is square root of 

variance math. The value of ui will be high if the data quality 
is low, and sample point is in line with the rest of the data 
points this mitigates challenge 1, described in problem 
formulation section. 
Using Matlab R 2010b, the Fuzzy regression equation was 
formulated as follows: 

 
Normalized work effort: -1298.1 + 0.354* [Application Type] 
+ 0.156 [Business area Type] + 0.25 *[Development Platform] 
+ 0.342 * [Development type] + 0.233 * [Organization Type] 
+ 0.156 * [Primary Programming Language] – 0.05 * [Project 
Scope] + 2.2311*[Function points]                          (4)   

 
From equation 4, it is found that the function point is 
multiplied by the highest number -“2.311”, which is indicative 
for its high impact, while the project scope is the least 
importance. It has also concluded that fuzzy regression 
equation is data specific. i.e. Any small change in the data, due 
to filtering affect the equation enormously. It is a common 
method in software engineering to apply regression to 
transform the data into a scale where the measurements fit 
more closely to the normal distribution [13]. Transforming the 
data to exponential equation as in equation 5.    

 
ln (effort)=ln (a) + b*ln (x1) + c*ln (x2) + d*ln (x3) +… for a 
multiple regression (5) 
 
Normalized work effort = -12.87+0.32917 * ln [Application 
Type] +0.15023 * ln[Business area Type] + 0.195* ln 
[Development Platform] + 0.094 ln [Development type]  +0.73 
* ln [Language type] + 0.0283 * ln[Organization Type] + 
0.135 *ln [Primary Programming Language] + 0.466 * 
ln[Project Scope] + 0.765* ln[Function points]  (6)  
   
In this research we have used fuzzy regression, to filter noisy 
data as follows:  

Since the fuzzy least squares method is re presented by the 
following expression [14]: 

     (7) 

By filtering (removing) high values of ui, the data quality will 
improve significantly as shown in the case studies section.   

 
4. ANNs Building Component 

Designing the appropriate ANN to achieve the desired 
mappings, and output is quit an art, since no sound 
procedure exists for determining either the network 
structure or the choice of the activation functions, but there 
are fit of purpose for each ANN design. For example the 
feed-forward has proven it efficiency in software estimation 
[18, 19], Radial basis function (RBF) has strong tolerance to 
input noise [15], while Probabilistic neural network (PNN) 
[16] has fast training speed as compared to BP. In our 
research we have examined the BP, using different training 
functions, and the RBF. 
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IV. CASES STUDY 
As shown in figure 1, the proposed model is a combination 

of known techniques and/or algorithms that has been used 
previously in the software estimation techniques\models. In this 
section, comparisons between each of these techniques are 
done individually, and also a comparison with the full 
integrated proposal model is performed. 

 

A. Fuzzy Regression  
To study the effect of each the building component, we 
measured the MMRE after each stage, and compare it with the 
next stage. We use the following abbreviation in our study of 
the Fuzzy Regression:   
 
FR: Fuzzy Regression module only 
FR – WO: Fuzzy Regression after removing the outliers  
 
Applying equation 4, on the ISBSG data, the MMRE is found 
to be equal MMRE = 1.3 for FR, and the MMRE = 0.83 for 
FR- WO, as shown in figure 4, which is the effect of the data 
preparation module- removing the outliers. Figure 2, plots the 
relation between Actual and the Predicated effort.

 
 Figure 2: Actual vs. Predicted from Fuzzy Regression module   

 
After applying equation 6, which is the logarithmic form of 
equation 4, the MMRE has improved to MMRE = 0.766, as 
shown in figure 4 – LN FR, but still that the fuzzy or the 
linear regression is not sufficient for the Software 
estimation process. 

   

B. Feed-forward   
In this section, different feed-forward learning techniques 
are applied, and compared with Fuzzy Regression 
Technique. Table 4, represents the feed-forward back 
propagation (BP) propagation. 
 

      Configuration: 
Item Value 
No. of hidden layers 50 
Training functions  Levenberg-Marquardt 

Back-Propagation, 
Bayesian Regulation 
BP 

No. of Records (input) 640  
No. of records after 
removing the outliers 

460 

epochs  
 

200 

            Table 4, feed-forward Back-Propagation Configuration 
   

Using Levenberg-Marquardt BP (LM BP), The MMRE has 
increased to MMRE = 1.4, without removing the outliers, and 
MMRE = 1.2 using Levenberg-Marquardt BP with removing 
the outliers (LM BP –WO). Applying the Bayesian 
Regulation BP (BR BP) which minimizes the combination of 
squared errors, the MMRE has improved to MMRE = 1.04 
and by removing the outliers (BR BP WO), the MMRE has 
improved to MMRE = 0.85. Applying the fuzzy regression 
filter on the Bayesian Regulation BP, with removed outliers, 
the MMRE has improved to MMRE = 0.78, which still a 
relatively high value as shown in figure 3.   
 

 
  

Figure 3: Comparison between different feed-forward BP training functions   

 
The Bayesian regulation BP shows the best results relative to 
other BP learning functions. The issue is due that the back-
propagation generally converge to any local minimum on the 
error surface [31].To overcome this issue, we tried the Radial 
Basis Function (RBF), which has not the issue of the Local 
minimum.  

C. Radial Basis Function (RBF) 
Table 5, represents the configuration for Radial basis 
functions. In this study the following abbreviations is used: 
 
GRNN = Generalized regression Neural Network only 
GRNN – WO = GRNN with removed outliers 
GRNN- FR= Effect of using the Fuzzy regression with GRNN 
GRNN-FT-WO= Effect of using the FR & data f iler on the 
GRNN 
 
GRNN  

Configuration: 
Item Value 
No. of hidden layers 2 
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Radial basis function 
type 

Generalized 
regression neural 
networks (GRNN) 

No. of data Records 640  
epochs  
 

5 

Table 5, Radial basis Configuration 
 
Applying the GRNN without removing the outliers, the 
MMRE has significantly improved to MMRE = 0.0125, 
and MMRE = 0.012 without the outliers, and MMRE = 
0.008 with fuzzy Regression Filer, and 0.003 with both 
removing the outliers and the data filter as shown in Figure 
4. 

 
Figure 4: MMRE Comparison between different estimation types   

CONCLUTION AND FUTURE WORK 
 As shown in Figure 3, the Fuzzy & linear regression 
cannot be considered alone, as good software estimation 
techniques for ISBSG data or data with complex relations, due 
to the non-linearity of the estimating variables. Removing the 
Outliers help to improve the quality of the estimation. 
Choosing the appropriate ANNs algorithm and training 
function is important and is dependent on the type of data. The 
feed-back back-propagation does not produce good results with 
noisy data, and improves when using data preparation, and 
fuzzy regression module, thus after improving the data-quality, 
but still does not give the required level of quality estimation. 
The Radial basis is the most suitable ANNs algorithm for the 
ISBSG data, and for noisy data. Also, choosing the right 
membership function, in the fuzzy regression has improved the 
data quality, and hence the quality of estimation. In our case 
the membership function used is the square root of variance 
math, which helps to filter the noisy data.  Also the combined 
proposed model, gives the highest estimation quality, but it 
filters the data from 640, to 250 records.  
As a continuation for this search, other ANNs algorithm need 
to be examined, and also comparison of between other 
estimation techniques that have been using the ISBSG data 
need to be considered. 
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Abstract

During requirement elicitation, the consistency of
UML (Unified Modeling Language) use cases against the
independently-developed class diagrams can be analyzed
by trying to develop the sequence diagrams based on those
models. But as the complexity of the system being mod-
eled increases, generating the sequence diagrams manually
becomes harder. Sequence diagram generation can be au-
tomated by treating it as a planning problem and solving
it using an automated planning technique. Using such a
technique requires expressing goals and actions with their
preconditions and postconditions, which is indeed the case
when the Design by Contract (DbC) approach is used in de-
veloping the models. Based on this similarity, we propose
using DbC and planning techniques to automate sequence
diagram generation. We illustrate the proposed technique
with an online banking system example. With the increas-
ing support for DbC in modeling tools and programming
frameworks, the technique, once realized, should help in
improving the software development process by enabling
automatic consistency analysis of use cases against class
diagrams through automatic sequence diagram generation.

1 Introduction

In UML (Unified Modeling Language), a de facto stan-

dard for object-oriented modeling, different models are de-

veloped to represent different views of the software system

being modeled. In particular, use cases model a functional
view by capturing the externally visible services of the sys-

tem, while class diagrams model a structural view by ex-

pressing its static structure. Acting as a bridge that con-

nects use cases and the class diagram, sequence diagrams

represent the dynamic interactions within the system. Of

course, this multi-view approach of UML can lead to incon-

sistencies between the different models, especially if they

are developed independently, but detecting such inconsis-

tencies is actually an objective of this approach. This can

be done by cross-referencing the different models against

each other and looking for system’s aspects that were cap-

tured in some views but not in others. More specifically,

the consistency of the use cases against the independently-

developed class diagram can be analyzed by trying to create

the sequence diagrams based on those models. But creat-

ing sequence diagrams manually is an error-prone process.

This is supported by the results of the experiments by Yue,

Briand, and Labiche [12]: trained fourth year undergraduate

students failed to create 50% of the required messages, and

out of the created messages, 25% were inconsistent with the

reference diagrams.

If the use cases and the class diagrams are developed us-

ing Design by Contract (DbC), where the relationship be-

tween a routine and its callers is semantically specified us-

ing preconditions and postconditions, a striking similarity

arises between creating a sequence diagram and solving a

planning problem. That is, when DbC is used, and de-

spite some differences in terminology, the same basic build-

ing blocks are present in both cases. This similarity looks

promising and we found it too remarkable to be ignored.

The support for DbC in Computer-Aided Software Engi-

neering (CASE) tools and programming frameworks is in-

creasing. For example, Enterprise Architect 8 allows the

user to specify preconditions and postconditions for indi-

vidual methods in a class diagram, albeit as a somewhat

simplistic supplement to the method’s description. Also,

support for code contracts is now a core feature of the .NET

Framework 4 [1]. These observations suggest that more and

more software developers and professionals are adopting

DbC as they realize its practical benefits.
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2 Related Work

It appears that none of the previous related work tackled

the problem of generating sequence diagrams automatically

as a planning one. Instead, previous approaches used case

templates, restrictions on natural language, and transforma-

tion rules to automatically translate use cases to sequence

diagrams. This section highlights some of the recent and

most relevant previous work.

The proposed technique can be viewed as being at the

intersection between software engineering and automated

planning. A related research area is knowledge engineer-

ing for planning and scheduling [8]. An example of work

in this area is that of Vaquero et al. [7], in which they re-

port their research efforts to develop itSIMPLE, an inte-

grated design environment for automated planning applica-

tions. They view the design process of a planning appli-

cation project as a series of phases, such as requirements

specification, model analysis, plan synthesis and analysis,

where each phase requires a different knowledge represen-

tation. In itSIMPLE, requirements are first modeled us-

ing UML (Unified Modeling Language). Then, these UML

models are analyzed using Petri nets. Finally, these models

are automatically translated to a Planning Domain Defini-

tion Language (PDDL) representation and are presented to

an automated planner.

Yue, Briand, and Labiche [11] present a systematic re-

view that focuses on transforming textual requirements to

analysis models in the context of model-driven develop-

ment. They review 16 approaches and evaluate their capa-

bilities, support for establishing traceability links, degree of

automation, efficiency, and completeness. To do that, they

design a conceptual framework and derive a set of evalua-

tion criteria from it. Based on the limitations of the existing

approaches, the authors suggest a pattern for future ones

that consists of using reasonable restrictions on natural lan-

guage, an automatic requirements preprocessing technique,

and one intermediate model to transform a use case model

into a UML model that compromises structural and behav-

ioral aspects.

Yue, Briand, and Labiche [12] follow their own sugges-

tion and propose a technique to automatically derive analy-

sis models, including sequence diagrams, from use cases

while maintaining traceability links. Requirements must

first be defined manually using the Restricted Use Case

Modeling (RUCM) approach, which the authors proposed

in an earlier work [10]. The result of RUCM is a textual

use case model (UCModel) that is expressed in a restricted

natural language. aToucan transforms UCModel into an

intermediate model (UCMeta), which is then transformed

into the desired analysis model. At the same time, aTou-

can establishes traceability links between UCModel and the

generated analysis model. An evaluation framework was

devised to compare the sequence diagrams generated auto-

matically by aToucan to ones generated manually by experts

and undergraduate students. The empirical study shows that

the automatically generated diagrams were very complete

and consistent with the ones generated by experts and that

they were more complete than the ones generated by stu-

dents.

Liwu Li [2] presents a parser that translates a manually

normalized use case to message records which may then

be used to construct sequence diagrams. Li provides four

guidelines for use case normalization and presents an auto-

mated teller machine use case as an example. Given a nor-

malized use case, the parser identifies syntactic structures

to deduce static information including classes, objects, at-

tributes, and operations, and dynamic information including

message sends. The user may need to manually instruct the

parser on how to translate some sentences. This, coupled

with the fact that the normalization step is manual, makes

the approach semi-automatic.

Out of the works discussed above, there are two that ap-

pear to be quite similar to the proposed one. The first is

that of Vaquero et al. [7]. Their work plays a central part in

our proposed technique, but the difference between the two

research efforts is subtle, yet crucial. Vaquero et al. are ap-

plying requirements engineering and knowledge engineer-

ing to planning, while we are applying automated planning

to requirements engineering. In other words, for Vaquero et

al., planning is the domain and the generated plans are the

ultimate output; for us, planning is the tool and the gener-

ated plans are a step towards the ultimate outputs (sequence

diagrams).

The second work that appear to be similar to the pro-

posed one is that of Yue, Briand, and Labiche [12]. On fur-

ther inspection though, one can see that in their approach,

generating a class diagram is a prerequisite for generating

the sequence diagram. This means that generating sequence

diagrams must follow a linear path that starts with use cases

and passes through class diagrams. With such a linear path,

detecting inconsistencies by cross-referencing can not be

carried out since any defect that is included in the use cases

will be carried through to the subsequently generated mod-

els. Of course, the traceability links will help in tracing and

fixing defects and inconsistencies, but they will not help in

detecting them. In contrast, the proposed technique will

generate sequence diagrams automatically from use cases

and class diagrams that were developed independently. This

will enable consistency analysis by cross-referencing the

different models.

To summarize, the main difference between the proposed

technique and the ones presented in previous related work

is that, assuming the use cases and the class diagram were

developed independently using Design by Contract (DbC),

it solves the problem of automatic sequence diagram gener-
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ation by tackling it as a planning problem.

3 Design by Contract

Bertrand Meyer [3] coined the term Design by Contract

(DbC). In DbC, routines are semantically specified using

preconditions and postconditions. Preconditions are the

conditions that must be ensured before calling the routine

if it is to function properly; postconditions specify the state

that the routine guarantees yielding assuming that it was

called with the preconditions satisfied. The preconditions

and postconditions of a routine define a contract that binds

it and its callers. In this contract, the routine is the supplier

of a service and its callers are the clients. For the supplier

and its clients, the contract defines obligations and bene-

fits: the preconditions are benefits for the routine and obli-

gations for the callers; the postconditions are obligations for

the routine and benefits for the callers.

As an example, consider a square root routine that op-

erates on and produce real numbers. This routine expects

its input to be nonnegative. Adopting the notation Meyer

uses in his book [3], in which he uses a require clause

to express preconditions and an ensure clause to express

postconditions, this constraint can be expressed as a precon-

dition of the routine as follows:

sqrt(x: REAL): REAL
require

x >= 0
do

...
end

For another example, consider the pop() routine of a

stack class that can store objects of type T and that has a

limited capacity. The class developer may specify that this

routine should not be called on an empty stack. This con-

straint constitutes the precondition of the routine. If the rou-

tine is called on a nonempty stack, it will remove the top

element. By doing so, it will decrease the number of ele-

ments by one and ensure that the stack is not full even if it

was so before the call. These guarantees constitute the post-

conditions of the routine. Adopting the notation of Meyer’s

again, these constraints and guarantees can be expressed as

preconditions and postconditions as follows:

pop(): T
require

not empty
do

...
ensure

not full
count = old count - 1

end

DbC can be applied to UML (Unified Modeling Lan-

guage) models by using the Object Constraint Language

(OCL) [9]. OCL is a specification language for UML, not

an action language. It is mainly used to write queries to ac-

cess model elements and their values and state constraints

on model elements. UML model elements are annotated

with OCL constraints to ensure their proper usage and valid-

ity of the whole model. An OCL constraint cannot change

the value of a model element and hence is considered side-

effect free. It can be used to express preconditions, post-

conditions, invariants, guard conditions and results of oper-

ations.

An OCL constraint typically consists of two parts: the

context and a set of OCL expressions. As an OCL constraint

highly depends upon which model element is constrained,

this information is specified by the first part of the OCL

constraint, that is, its context. An OCL context can either

be a class, one of its attributes, or one of its operations, and

it can be referenced in the constraint’s body by the keyword

self.

The second part of an OCL constraint consists of a set of

OCL expressions, each of which consists of a type, name

and body. The frequently used expression types include

inv, which is used when the body contains a condition that

must be met by all instances of a class; pre, which is used

when the body contains a condition that must be true be-

fore executing an operation, i.e. a precondition; and post,

which is used when the body contains a condition that states

what should be true about the state of the system and the

changes that occurred after executing an operation, i.e. a

postcondition. Since OCL is a query language, it expects a

result when querying a property or an operation of the class

in context. OCL uses the “.” operator when it expects a

single-valued result. Multiple expressions in an expression

body can be combined by using the boolean operators and,

or, xor, not and implies.

As an example, consider the pop() routine used above.

Assuming that the stack class has the two boolean routines

isEmpty() and isFull(), along with the integer at-

tribute count, the preconditions and postconditions of the

pop() routine can be expressed in OCL as follows:

context Stack::pop(): T
pre: not self.isEmpty()
post: not self.isFull() and

self.count = self.count@pre - 1

4 Sequence Diagram Generation as a Plan-
ning Problem

As Figure 1 illustrates, solving a planning problem [5]

means finding a sequence of actions that, starting from a

particular state, will achieve a certain goal. To do that, each
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S0 S1 S2
. . . Sg

a1 a2 a3 ag

Figure 1. Solving a planning problem con-
sists of finding a sequence of actions
a1, a2, a3, . . . , ag that, starting from an initial
state S0, will achieve a certain goal Sg. Each
action ai changes the state to an intermedi-
ate one Si until finally ag achieves the desired
goal Sg.

Automated Planning Design by Contract

Initial State ⇔ Use Case Preconditions

Goal ⇔ Use Case Postconditions

Actions ⇔ Methods

Action Preconditions ⇔ Method Preconditions

Action Postconditions ⇔ Method Postconditions

Table 1. Despite some differences in terminol-
ogy, automated planning and Design by Con-
tract have the same basic building blocks.
This correspondence enables us to treat se-
quence diagram generation as a planning
problem and to solve it accordingly.

action should be specified using its preconditions, which

must hold before the action can be executed, and its effects.

When Design by Contract (DbC) is used to develop the

use cases and the class diagram, generating the sequence di-

agrams based on them starts to look very similar to solving

a planning problem. In both cases, and despite some differ-

ences in terminology, the same building blocks are present.

For example, the initial state of a planning problem corre-

sponds to the preconditions of a use case. The correspon-

dence between automated planning and DbC, which Table 1

demonstrates further, opens the door to treating sequence

diagram generation as a planning problem.

The proposed technique will inherit limitations from De-

sign by Contract, formal methods, and planning techniques.

Despite its elegance and practical benefits, Design by

Contract was, arguably, not widely adopted as it should

have been. This can be attributed to two factors. The first is

the paucity of skillful software developers who were will-

ing to apply it in their own work. The second is the lim-

ited built-in support in many CASE tools and programming

frameworks, or the lack thereof, which may have reduced

the practical scalability of Design by Contract. Neverthe-

less, the support for Design by Contract in CASE tools and

programming frameworks is on the rise: Enterprise Archi-

tect 8 allows the user to specify preconditions and postcon-

ditions for individual methods in a class diagram, and the

.NET Framework 4 supports code contracts as a core fea-

ture [1].

The proposed approach requires the specifications to be

expressed formally. Formal methods and specifications help

in detecting errors and inconsistencies in informal require-

ment specifications, but they have limitations of their own.

Ian Sommerville [6, pp. 218-219] identifies a number of fac-

tors that contribute to the lack of wide adoption of formal

methods. One factor is the limited scope of formal meth-

ods: it is difficult to use them to specify user interfaces and

interactions. Another factor is their limited scalability. The

time and effort required to develop a formal specification

of a system increase significantly as the size of the system

increases. In other words, formal methods are really cost-

effective when the cost of failure is really high.

5 Illustrative Example

To demonstrate the proposed technique, we use an online

banking system as an example. To avoid overcomplicating

the presentation of the example, which serves as a proof of

concept, we will keep it simple and limit the discussion to

the most relevant details.

Suppose that we want the system to enable a bank user

to log in and out of the system, to activate or deactivate his

bank account, and to withdraw or deposit money from his

account. Suppose further that the user can withdraw a cer-

tain amount of money from his account only if he is logged-

in, the account is active, and the amount is less than or equal

to the account’s balance. If all of these conditions are met,

the given amount will be deducted from the balance.

Figure 2 shows one possible class diagram for such a

system. The class model consists of two main classes:

UserProfile, which holds information about the user

and is responsible for user authentication, and Account,

which holds information about the user’s bank account and

is responsible for account activation and financial transac-

tions.

As a sample use case of the system, suppose that the user

is initially logged-out of the system and has a deactivated

bank account with $5000 in it. Suppose further that the user

wants to withdraw $500 from the account and then log out

from the system.

We used itSIMPLE [7], which is a knowledge engineer-

ing tool for designing planning domain models, to model

the use case and the classes outlined above. We added

the necessary preconditions and postconditions as Object

Constraint Language (OCL) expressions to the methods of

UserProfile and Account. For instance, Listing 1

shows the OCL specification of the withdraw() method

of the Account class.
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Figure 2. One possible class model for the
bank example consists of two main classes:
UserProfile and Account. In itSIMPLE, we
had to add a simple wrapper class, Amount,
to be able to specify the desired use case.

context Account::withdraw(account:
Account, profile: UserProfile,
amount: Amount)

pre: profile.loggedIn = true and
account.active = true and
account.balance >= amount.value

post: account.balance =
account.balance@pre - amount.value

Listing 1. The specification of withdraw
expressed in OCL.

(:action withdraw
:parameters (?account - Account ?

profile - UserProfile ?amount -
Amount)

:precondition
(and
(loggedIn ?profile)
(active ?account)
(>= (balance ?account) (value ?

amount))
)

:effect
(decrease (balance ?account) (value

?amount))
)

Listing 2. The specification of withdraw
expressed in PDDL (as translated by
itSIMPLE).

0: (LOGIN PROFILE) [1]
1: (ACTIVATE ACCOUNT PROFILE) [1]
2: (WITHDRAW ACCOUNT PROFILE AMOUNT)

[1]
3: (LOGOUT PROFILE) [1]

Listing 3. The plan for the withdraw use case
as reported by itSIMPLE.

After modeling the use case and the classes, we used it-

SIMPLE to translate the models along with their constraints

into planning domain and problem descriptions expressed

in the Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL). List-

ing 2 shows the result of the translation that itSIMPLE per-

formed on the specification given in Listing 1.

After obtaining the planning domain and problem corre-

sponding to the modeled use case and classes, we used the

planners bundled with itSIMPLE to generate the plan that

solves the planning problem. The planners that were able

to solve the problem generated the same plan, which con-

sists of logging in, activating the account, withdrawing the

specified amount, then finally logging out. Listing 3 depicts

the plan as reported by itSIMPLE. This plan corresponds

to a sequence diagram that realizes the withdraw use case.

Figure 3 shows this sequence diagram.
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logIn()

activate()

withdraw()

logOut()

User: profile:UserProfile account:Account

Figure 3. This sequence diagram realizes
the withdraw use case. The diagram corre-
sponds to the plan that was reported by it-
SIMPLE.

6 Conclusions

With the increasing support for DbC in modeling tools

and programming frameworks, the proposed technique,

once realized, should help in improving the software devel-

opment process by enabling automatic consistency analysis

of use cases against class diagrams through automatic se-

quence diagram generation. We are currently working on

using the proposed technique to automate the consistency

analysis of use cases against class diagrams.

Our immediate next step is to validate the proposed ap-

proach. To do that, the sequence diagrams that were au-

tomatically generated must be compared to ones that were

manually generated. This requires using an evaluation

framework, which should consist of quality characteristics

that can be used to compare sequence diagrams. An ex-

ample of such an evaluation framework is the one used by

Yue, Briand, and Labiche [12]. This framework uses qual-

ity characteristics such as sequence diagram completeness,

boundary-control-entity consistency, and sequence diagram

redundancy. These characteristics are defined based on sim-

pler measures collected from the sequence diagrams, such

as the number of messages, lifelines, and interaction uses in

the given diagram.

Based on the results of the future empirical valida-

tion, we ultimately plan to implement the proposed tech-

nique as a plug-in to a Computer-Aided Software Engi-

neering (CASE) tool. To ease the integration with exist-

ing CASE tools, we plan to use the XML Metadata Inter-

change (XMI) [4], which is an international standard for

sharing metadata and models—especially UML models—

using XML (Extensible Markup Language), as the format

of the initial inputs and final outputs.
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Abstract—There are evidences that the flexibility brought by the 
agile manifesto has caused problems to the knowledge 
construction and dissemination. As the manifesto doesn't 
emphasize documentation and record of events and facts, 
knowledge storage and dissemination in general are not 
performed, making its use and recovery too hard. The use of 
processes and mechanisms of knowledge management (KM) are 
essential for an org anization that aims to meet time-to-market 
and keep itself competitive in the market. This article presents 
evidence of h ow the KM can  be used in a c ontext of ag ile 
development. 

Keywords-Knowledge Management; Scrum; Software 
Development Process; 

I.  INTRODUCTION  
Software development, although not the end area in most 

companies, is intimately intertwined with a company’s 
business activities, and generates added value to what matters 
most to organizations. It is also one of the areas that incurs the 
greatest costs in investment, which makes the area of 
information technology a very large asset and one that is 
essential for doing business. Moreover, for an organization to 
differentiate itself from its competitors, its key business rules 
need to be implemented in an agile way in its software so that 
the company establishes itself in the market ahead of others [1]. 
Control over costs and software development may well be 
achieved with the processes of Software Engineering, one of 
the objectives of which is to transform the creation of software 
systems from being done in an artistic, undisciplined and barely 
understandable way to doing so in an appropriately controlled, 
measured and predictable way by using procedures, methods 
and tools [2]. 

However, software engineering only took heed of agility 
after the agile manifesto became well known. The values and 
principles of this manifesto are focused more on individuals 
and their interactions, software that works, collaborating with 
the client and responding to changes. This does not mean that 
the manifesto did not give value to processes and tools, 
comprehensive documentation, contract negotiations and 
planning, but these are not as highly valued as the items first 
mentioned [3]. The agile manifesto came to prominence in the 
attempt to give more agility to and prioritize whatever 
generates most value when developing a piece of software. 

However, there are indications that this agility caused some 
problems with regard to constructing knowledge. Since 
documentation is not emphasized, it can hardly be said that 
everything that is generated during the development process is 
recorded and stored, thus making it dif ficult to recover and 
spread knowledge. In order to reuse historically acquired 
knowledge, great effort and a significant amount of time is 
needed which could be avoided if knowledge were stored 
somewhere. 

Therefore, to meet time-to-market and to give agility to the 
strategic development of the business rules of organizations so 
that knowledge generated is stored and later retrieved, well-
defined processes of knowledge management (KM) should be 
used, thus making the exchange and spread of knowledge, an 
item of organizational culture. 

This article has six sections. After this introduction, there is 
a review of the literature on the Management of Knowledge, 
which is f ollowed by Sections on the Agile and Scrum 
Methodologies. Thereafter, a relationship between the use of 
knowledge management and Scrum is presented and how this 
can help and improve the use of agile methodology. Finally, 
conclusions are drawn from what has been discussed and 
proposals for future studies made.  

The objective of this study is to explore the state of the art 
on the use of knowledge management (KM) in agile 
methodologies in order to solve the problems presented in this 
introduction. 

II. KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT OVERVIEW 
The most precious thing an organization can have is its 

knowledge. This asset is what projects it into a prosperous and 
long-lasting future, and into a dynamic market, in which 
technologies multiply and expand, and products become 
obsolete in the short term. Only companies that are prepared 
will become competitive and long-lasting organizations in an 
economy in which, according to Nonaka and Takeuchi [4], the 
only certainty is uncertainty. 

According to Bose [5], this can be proven with some data 
taken from surveys as shown below: 

1) A total of 80 p er cent of the 500 largest companies 
have a KM team. 
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2) Texas Instruments has saved $1 billion since it began a 
KM program in the mid-1990s. 

3) 95 per cent of CEOs interviewed at the World 
Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland, in 2001, said 
that KM was essential for organizational success. 

4) 91 per cent of the leaders of the Canadian market, 
surveyed by IpsosReid in 2001, believe that the KM 
practices have a direct impact on organizational 
effectiveness. 

The production of new knowledge within organizations 
involves a process that amplifies the knowledge created by 
individuals and crystallizes it as part of the organization’s 
knowledge network. The importance of individuals as to 
generating knowledge in the organization lies in the fact that 
only they can create knowledge. This knowledge has been 
classified by Polanyi as ta cit and explicit [6]. The latter is 
characterized by knowledge that can be recorded, documented 
and distributed, while it is difficult to formalize and distribute 
tacit knowledge. The great difficulty of organizations is to 
amplify this knowledge given that they are dependent on 
individuals and therefore cannot on their own create 
knowledge. It is important that they create favorable and 
appropriate contexts and encourage knowledge-creating 
activities [4]. It is within this perspective that the authors, in 
[7], claim that the capture, learning and knowledge transfer 
processes in project settings are heavily based on standards, 
practices and social processes. 

Due to the importance, wealth and magnitude of knowledge 
in organizations and, in  addition, due to the uncertainties, 
inconstant behavior and economic dynamism of the market, it 
is of the utmost necessity for organizations to create processes 
for managing their knowledge [4]. 

These processes need to be aligned to the organization’s 
culture, as well as to their business processes, because KM 
requires characteristics of the organizational context, such as 
processes, interpersonal connections, document repositories, as 
well as cultural and institutional norms to coordinate KM [8]. 

Organizations also need to balance what kind of knowledge 
they will be focusing on and based on this, the type can be 
categorized into one of four styles of KM defined by Choi and 
Lee [9]: 

1) Passive: Little interest in KM. Knowledge is not 
managed in a systematic way. 

2) Systems-oriented: a greater emphasis on codifying and 
reusing knowledge. This increases the ability to encode 
IT, and, th erefore, diminishes the complexity of 
accessing and using knowledge. 

3) People-oriented: emphasis is given to acquiring and 
sharing tacit knowledge, and interpersonal experiences. 
Knowledge usually originates through informal social 
networks. This means that knowledge cannot simply be 
retrieved from a database or repository. 

4) Dynamic: emphasis is given both to explicit and tacit 
knowledge and does so in a dynamic fashion, similar to 

an organization in which communication is intensive. 
However this depends on a knowledge culture. 

For Choi and Lee [9] the dynamic style shows better results 
in organizational performance. The authors state that the two 
types of knowledge should be integrated and interact with each 
other. Yet, the emphasis on each type of knowledge varies with 
the needs and culture of organizations. 

Regardless of the style of knowledge management, KM can 
be understood as a process that involves the creation, capture, 
storage, transfer and application of knowledge [10]. There are 
several definitions for each of these stages that are part of the 
KM process. In 2004, Bose introduced the stages that make up 
a cyclical process in knowledge management [5]: 

1) Creating Knowledge: knowledge comes first and 
foremost from collaborators’ experience and prior 
knowledge. Knowledge is created to the extent that 
people find new ways of doing things. Sometimes it is 
necessary to bring in a piece of external knowledge 
when this is not found in the organization. 

2) Capturing Knowledge: Knowledge created is stored in 
a database or repository. 

3) Refining Knowledge: context is added to knowledge, 
and thus can be easily reused. At this stage, tacit 
knowledge, usually from human experience, is 
captured, processed and refined along with explicit 
knowledge. 

4) Storing Knowledge: This stage includes the 
codification of tacit and explicit knowledge, after both 
forms have been refined. Thus both can be used later. 

5) Managing Knowledge: knowledge must be kept 
current, so it should be reviewed systematically to 
check if it remains valid and accurate. 

6) Disseminating Knowledge: knowledge is available, so 
everyone in the organization can easily access it 
anytime and anywhere. New technologies are normally 
used to facilitate the dissemination of knowledge. 

Some of the various benefits of using a knowledge 
management strategy are: to reduce the loss of the intellectual 
capital of collaborators who leave the organization; to reduce 
the costs of developing new products; and to increase 
productivity by making knowledge easily accessible to all 
collaborators [5]. 

III. AGILE METHODOLOGIES 
According to Fowler, agile methodologies are collections of 

software methodologies, which follow the same principle of 
development processes, in which conceptual structures are 
created to design a piece of efficient and predictable software. 
The concept of agile methods is different from that of 
traditional methodologies and differs in having shorter 
iterations, thus simplifying the process, is less focused on 
documentation and is also characterized as an antidote to 
bureaucracy [11]. 

For Fowler, agile methodologies should not be analyzed 
from the standpoint of their slenderness, but in their adaptive 
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nature and their tendency to put people first. To achieve this 
agility there must be effectiveness and efficiency, thus creating 
a balance between having no processes and having a lot of 
them, by providing just enough process to obtain a reasonable 
return [11]. 

And for Highsmith [12] the concepts and assumptions 
behind the defined and empirical processes are fundamentally 
and irredeemably different. For him, agile practices of software 
development such as short iterations, continuous tests, self-
managing teams, constant collaboration and frequent re-
planning, based on current reality, are all geared to 
understanding software development as an empirical process. 

Agile development is not defined by a small set of practices 
and techniques, but rather by the strategic ability to create and 
respond to changes, to balance flexibility and structure, to 
extract creativity and innovation from a development team, and 
by the ability to lead organizations through an uncertain and 
unstable market [12]. 

The proof that agile methodologies are not a failure is the 
fact that over half of respondents in the annual survey which is 
conducted by VersionOne, the last being in 2011, responded 
that they have been using use agile practices for two years and 
a third took agile methods with them to other companies. 
Almost two thirds of respondents said that more than half of 
the projects in their organizations use agile methods and that 
their companies have adopted agile practices and have three or 
more teams for this [13]. 

While concern about agile scalability, its regulatory 
compliance and its lack of documentation arose, there were 
fewer barriers from management, given that implementation is 
agile. Furthermore, 64% of initial agile supporters are in the 
management layer. And of the main reasons for adopting agile 
practices, the one that tops the charts with 22%, is accelerating 
the time-to-market [13]. 

Despite the small increase in management support for the 
use of agile methods, the survey results suggest that the 
greatest barrier to increasing the adoption of agile 
methodologies seems not to be lack of knowledge of the 
methodology, but the internal culture of organizations. Only 
13% of respondents in large organizations (more than 500 
collaborators), said that almost all of their projects are agile. In 
these large companies, respondents said that lack of 
management support (27%) and "general resistance to change" 
(26%) were the main barriers to adopting an agile approach. On 
the other hand, among small businesses, the vast majority 
(almost 75%) of projects use agile methods and only 10% of 
respondents cited lack of management support or "general 
resistance to change" as a problem as to adoption [14 ]. 

As to agile practices, research has shown that quick daily 
meetings (78%), iteration planning (74%) and unit testing 
(74%) are continuous practices. The most noticeable trend this 
year was the increased use of the principles of Kanban (24% 
vs. 18% in 2010). By far, Scrum/ XP Scrum continue as the 
front-runners and so are  the most widely used agile 
methodologies (76%) [13]. 

This year there was a change in the benefits achieved from 
agile methods in companies. In 2010, respondents said that 

productivity was the greatest benefit (74%), but in 2011, 
productivity improved for only 55% of the respondents. In 
2011, respondents said that the best results brought about by 
agile practices were project visibility (77%) and the ability to 
manage the client’s changing priorities (84%). Reducing costs 
and the ability to m anage distributed teams were also 
mentioned as benefits. Overall, three quarters of respondents 
said that at least half of their agile projects have been 
successful [13]. 

In 2011 research showed that there was a small increase in 
the number of companies that currently do not use agile 
methodologies, but are interested in using them in the future 
(17% this year against 13% last year). Of those who already 
use agile methods, a third will continue to use them and only 
3% said they do not plan to continue using them [13]. 

The most common types of tools being used (or which it is 
planned to use) include: Acceptance tools (20%), tools for 
managing releases (16%) and tools for continuous integration 
(16%). Interestingly, the tool that is being used least today is 
also the one that it is most desired to use in the future. This is 
the tool for managing ideas [13]. 

In terms of specific, agile software tools, most use Office 
productivity standards such as Excel, for example, followed by 
specialized tools such as VersionOne. The use of bug trackers 
has also been heavily used this year (14%) [13]. 

IV. SCRUM METHODOLOGY 
According to Schwaber [14], Scrum is a methodology for 

improving the management and maintenance of an existing 
system or a production prototype. In Scrum, each release is 
planned based on the following variables: 

1) The client’s requirements: how the current system 
needs to be improved. 

2) Time pressure: the time needed to gain a competitive 
advantage. 

3) Competition: What is the competition, and what is 
needed to be better than them. 

4) Quality: What is the required quality, given the above 
variables. 

5) Vision: what changes are needed at this stage to satisfy 
in full the vision of the system. 

6) Resources: the personnel and financial resources that 
are available. 

These variables form the original plan of a project to 
improve software. However, these variables may change during 
the project. A successful development methodology must take 
these variables and their evolutionary character into account 
[14]. 

But the success of Scrum depends not only on these 
variables, but also on how the organization adapts to  Scrum. 
Many organizations have decided to use Scrum because of the 
vast success that many companies are having or because they 
have seen a p roject succeed which has used the agile 
methodology. But, according to Cohn [15], many organizations 
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have tried to use it and have not succeeded for the following 
reasons: 

1) A successful change is not entirely top-down or bottom 
up: change within an organization needs to be done 
from the bottom up with the support of management. 
There should be a point of equilibrium at which the 
change should begin. More than wanting to use an 
agile development process, it is n ecessary to change 
the thinking of the entire organization, and this ranges 
from those in marketing and the commercial sectors to 
those working in the development area. 

2) The final state is unpredictable: To think that the use of 
a methodology such as Scrum, fits seamlessly into 
one’s organization, in the way it is laid down in 
writing, is wrong. It will always be necessary to adapt 
the methodology to one’s organization. To do so there 
is a need to make changes slowly, to test the changes 
and to identify the improvements and advances needed. 

3) Scrum casts a wide net: The changes made by Scrum 
within the organization will affect not only the 
software development department but also various 
areas of the organization, besides how contracts are 
undertaken and how commitments are m ade to the 
scope and allocation in negotiations. Therefore it is 
much easier to meet with resistance when 
implementing Scrum. 

4) Scrum is very different: another point of great concern 
in implementing Scrum is to adapt the team so they can 
use it. Like any other agile methodology, Scrum is very 
different from what members of a development team 
are accustomed to. 

5) The change is faster than ever: A lot of change in a 
short space of time makes people stressed and 
overloaded. Then there are the changes in technologies, 
tools, languages and platforms so it is not surprising if 
people get stressed and do not accept the changes 
caused by Scrum. 

6) The best practices are dangerous: Whenever the best 
and most correct way to d o something is f ound, the 
organization adopts it and it is shared by others as "best 
practice". For some types of work, collecting and 
reusing best practices helps a lot in making the effort to 
make changes. However, in the transition to Scrum, 
adopting best practices can be dangerous. This is 
because the best practices can lead us to relaxing which 
interrupts the effort to make continuous improvements 
which is essential to Scrum. 

Despite the difficulties mentioned above, the advantages 
and the results brought by Scrum are much greater and this can 
be shown in surveys already conducted and some of those cited 
earlier. Cohn [15] conducted research by making a rig orous 
comparison of 26 agile development projects and a database of 
7,500 development projects, most of which were traditional 
ones. 

In addition, Cohn [15] used several published academic 
articles, an on line survey of more than three thousand people 

and also used his extensive experience. The result of this 
research and this study was that there are six reasons that lead 
people and organizations to make the transition to Scrum: (1) 
increased productivity and lower costs, (2) staff feel greater 
engagement and job satisfaction, (3) the time-to-market is 
faster, (4) higher quality, (5) increased stakeholder satisfaction, 
and (6) what we are doing no longer works. 

In his comparison between agile projects and traditional 
projects, Mah [16] found that agile projects are 16% more 
productive, an increase he considered was statistically 
significant. The fact that a functional product is delivered faster 
to the customer makes staff feel more motivated and engages 
them even more in the project, which makes productivity even 
greater. As they receive something that works sooner, clients 
succeed in meeting their time-to-market target and positioning 
themselves more strongly in the market and thus serving their 
clients’ needs more quickly and efficiently. 

If they add to these points, those of delivering faster and 
being more productive, the team can deliver a product of higher 
quality because it can organize itself to achieve continuous 
improvement and deliver a p roduct that meets the needs of 
stakeholders. And by having their needs met more quickly, 
achieving time-to-market efficiently, clients and other 
stakeholders become more satisfied, thus further contributing to 
the projects [15]. 

Scrum has a set of management rules and practices that 
should be adopted if a project that uses the methodology is to 
be successful. For Schwaber and Beedle [17], Scrum is actually 
not a methodology but rather a framework. That is, it does not 
detail how to do something, but what to do. Its practices will be 
highlighted and how they work, in the sub-sections below. 

A. Product Backlog 
This is defined as all the tasks and activities needed to get 

the final product developed. It is the starting point for a Scrum 
project. The definition of backlog items can be made by any 
person or sector involved in the project. For any item to be  
added, the entire team should agree to it. A backlog item 
should have a description, an estimate in hours, a person-in –
charge and a priority [17]. 

B. Sprint 
This is where the items defined in the product backlog are 

performed. This should have a maximum duration of 30 days. 
To start a sprin t, it is n ecessary to choose within the items 
within the product backlog which have the highest priority 
should be chosen and those that can be developed in the time 
period during which the sprint will take place, which thus 
creates the sprint backlog. No processes are def ined within a 
sprint, but while it i s taking place, some practices must be 
used, such as dail y meetings to monitor existing activities, 
integrating software parts, development tests, and formal 
testing cycles [17]. Abrahamsson [18] suggests that there 
should be trad itional phases within a sprin t such as a nalysis, 
design, implementation, testing and delivery. 
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C. Sprint Planning Meeting 
Each sprint starts with a meeting that aims to analyze the 

product backlog items in order to pri oritize them for 
development and as t he final result of the meeting to obtain 
the sprint backlog [17]. At t his meeting the product owner 
explains each ite m prioritized for the sprint so th at the team 
may obtain a full understanding of what should be done and 
that adds most value to th is. At the end of  this meeting, the 
team can meet to discu ss what was planned and ite ms in the 
sprint backlog. 

D. Daily Scrum Meeting 
Daily, preferably at t he same time early in the day, the 

team gathers for a quick meeting where each member should 
participate basically by saying what was done the day before, 
what should be done today and if t here is any obstacle to  an 
activity being performed and the reason for this. This meeting 
should not be used for technical discussions, which should be 
held during the sprint. [19] The author also points out that this 
meeting serves to give visibility to the progress of the sprint 
and of the work which has still to come. 

E. Sprint Review 
At the end of each sprint, the team gathers and presents the 

evolution of the development to the client in an informal 
manner. In general, a demonstration is given of the new 
features and functionalities developed. Participants examine the 
outcome and decide on future activities. At this meeting, new 
items can be added to the product backlog [17]. 

Scrum also defines, according to Schwaber and Beedle 
[17], four roles with very different purposes and tasks during 
the process and its practices. These are: (1) the product owner, 
(2) the scrum master, (3) the scrum team, and (4) the client. 

V. KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT IN SCRUM 
How is th e knowledge generated during the phases and 

practices of the Scrum to be managed? In Scrum, with its 
agility, the creation, transformation and transfer of knowledge 
are dynamic which makes it difficult to store and subsequently 
disseminate this knowledge. 

The teams, which are normally smaller, need to exchange 
information constantly to generate knowledge and make it 
independent of experts. This requires leaders to encourage the 
team to learn, to design it so that it is learning-oriented and to 
provide means so that knowledge is transferred constantly [15]. 

Cohn [15] suggests that teams should use tools as a means 
to enhance and enable the exchange of knowledge, as well as 
for storing and disseminating knowledge. For companies to 
succeed, teams should have concrete ways to share what they 
have learned not only with each other but also with the rest of 
the organization. There are several ways of doing this such as 
using many Scrum forums for internal communication. The 
daily scrum meetings disseminate information among team 
members, and possibly among some additional participants. 
Usually the Sprint reviews are sent t o a wider readership, 
especially if stakeholders and members of other teams take part 
in them. 

In large companies the scrum of scrums enables teams to 
share information with representatives from all the other scrum 
teams. Tools are also used in the teams to help them spread 
knowledge. Wikis and large graphics, besides the noticeboard, 
give a good view of the current state of the sprint and the 
project among team members and to anyone that sees them 
[15].  

Besides using tools, it is natural for team members to talk 
informally and in a non-planned way with members of other 
teams in order to exchange information and experiences. Often 
large Scrum projects and departments form communities of 
practice, in which groups of like-minded people or with similar 
skills can meet regularly to discuss and share not only common 
problems, but also and above all, the solutions found. 
Communities of practice are an exce llent means of 
disseminating and sharing knowledge between the teams, and 
consequently throughout the organization [15, 8]. 

It is also necessary, according to Cohn [15], eliminate the 
waste of knowledge. This waste is char acterized by the 
dispersion that sometimes affects the team, when it is halted in 
order to pass on its status when urgent activities are being 
concluded or when some member is held up several times. The 
transfer of knowledge can also become a waste if it is not well 
structured and prepared.  

As the dynamic style shows better results in terms of 
performance and efficiency in knowledge management, 
attention must be paid to both tacit and explicit knowledge, 
without giving preference to either one [9]. The tacit 
knowledge that is generated throughout the Scrum process 
should be transformed into explicit knowledge such that it is 
stored by using the appropriate tools so that it is disseminated 
to all in the team and the organization [15]. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 The use of the agile Scrum methodology made 

development more efficient by allowing products to be 
developed in an iterative way by prioritizing what gives most 
value to the client. On receiving their product faster and with a 
better quality, clients had the possibility of meeting the time-to-
market target, thus positioning themselves in a competitive and 
long-lasting way in the market. 

The development teams underwent a process of adaptation, 
in which the culture of traditional development culture gave 
way to th e culture of agile development, thus changing their 
habits and practices. Communication between team members 
became much more intense and the production of knowledge 
stronger. 

The practices of knowledge management as w ell as the 
adoption of its practices enable organizations to position 
themselves competitively in the market by aligning the 
development of their products to their business strategies. Thus, 
it is seen that by combining the use of agile practices with KM 
practices makes the performance of the organization much 
more efficient. 

As to f uture studies, Scrum practices should be mapped 
with KM practices, thus creating a guideline so that KM might 
support the use of the Scrum agile methodology on a defined 
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and structured way, thus enabling agile teams to use Scrum to 
improve the process and make it more efficient. 
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Abstract — Virtual environments have proved to be successful for 
educational purposes in different fields. They are particularly 
useful when learner experience is necessary but impossible in a real 
context, like  learning type 1 diabetes management, for example. 
When a diagnosis is made, in fact, the young patient is asked to 
learn, in a short time, how to control blood sugar levels and adopt a 
healthy  life style. The paper desc ribes a virtual environment in 
which young users are trained to control the balance between 
energy/physical activity, one of th e main issues in diabetes care. 
Moreover, a pilot study aimed at measuring the users’ learning 
achievement reveals that the active learning approach is successful 
even if users have poor  motivation. 

Keywords: virtual game, active learning, design model 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Active learning is one of the most effective approaches to 

learning. There are num erous studies in pedagogy literature 
that provide experimental evidence of students’ deeper learning 
in active learning situations. In a report by the Association for 
the Study of Higher Education (ASHE), Bonwell and Eison [1] 
discussed different methodol ogies for promoting active 
learning. Simulation in a virtual environment and role play are 
the most widely adopted methods  used to engage students in 
active learning. The wide use of Second Life, in fact, has given  
simulation and the virtual worl d a stronger impact in the 
educational process. The use of the virtual world and  role play 
allows immersive learning wher e the learner experiences as 
closely as possible the emotions and the style of the real world. 
This kind of learning is especially successful in fields where 
the learner experience is difficu lt or dangerous (i.e. chemical 
experiments), expensive (i.e. phys ical experiments), or where 
the learner experience is necess ary but not always possible in 
the real context, in order to train the learner to become a 
surgeon, pilot, lawyer, and so forth. 

The research described in this paper aimed at designing and 
building a virtual world to train young people to manage type I 
diabetes. In medical contexts, education and training of patients 
are essential for those diseases that can be kept under control 
by adopting a healthy lifestyle, recognizing early symptoms 
and intervening promptly. In particular, those issues are 
important when patients are extremely young , as in type 1 
diabetes, also known as juvenile onset diabetes.  

In order to make learning and training process es more 
attractive, practitioners’ studies and researches are, in recent 

years, focused on how new technologies can be implemented to 
improve young patients’ self m anagement skills. The grow ing 
number of edutainment on type 1 diabetes [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9]  is  
evidence of this trend.  

The main purpose of this paper is to present a virtual 
environment in which young users are trained to control the 
balance between energy/physical  activity, one of the m ain 
issues in diabetes care. The virtual environm ent has been 
developed in collaboration with the medical team, Elda Frezza, 
Elvira Piccinno and Cataldo Torelli, of the  Department of 
Endocrinology and Diabetes in Childhood and Adolescence, at 
the “Giovanni XXIII” Hospital in Bari, Italy. 

The paper is organized as follows: section I discusses the 
domain issues that are the basis of the research w ork; section  
II discusses the technological issues faced; section III presents 
the virtual environm ent and section IV  illustrates the pilot 
study aimed at measuring users’ learning achievement. Finally 
some conclusions and future work are discussed. 

II. DOMAIN ISSUES 
When a diagnosis of type 1 diabetes  is made, the patient is 

asked to undergo periodical check-ups, in order to control the 
general health conditions, and to learn that the m ost important 
person in managing diabetes is her/himself. For this reason, the 
young patient and her/his relatives have to learn, in a short 
time, the basic steps of diabetes management: 

• how to monitor blood sugar at home; 

•  how to recognize and treat low blood sugar 
(hypoglycemia); 

• how to recognize and treat high blood sugar 
(hyperglycemia); 

• how to plan a diabetic meal; 

• how to give insulin; 

• how to check blood glucose and urine ketones; 

• how to adjust insulin and food during physical 
activities; 

• how to handle sick days; 

and so forth. 
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All this information, or at least the m ost important, has to 
be acquired during the (first) hospitalization, but it is difficult 
both for young patients and for their fa milies. In addition, their 
young age and their refusal to be seen as “children with special 
needs” make the process even more difficult. In this context, 
new technologies can help to ma ke the learning process more 
engaging. Moreover, the learning process must not end during 
hospitalization but is a continuous process throughout the 
patient’s life and daily activities. 

III. TECHNOLOGICAL ISSUES 
To apply the active learning approach, that is usually 

successful in stimulat ing interest in young users, a virtual 
environment was designed and developed.  

The design process of the virtual enviro nment was split up 
into three dimensions: the domain content, the 
space/environment, and the inter action. The lack of form al 
models to design virtual worlds  for education prompted us to 
use a hybrid approach that integr ates existing models with ad 
hoc procedures. 

As regards the domain content, since the final aim  of the 
virtual environment was very similar to an educational 
hypermedia, two existing desi gn hypermedia models were 
combined. Firstly, A lessi and Trollip’s guidelines [8] w ere 
used to define the scope of the environment and to analyze 
final users. Then the m odel of dom ain content was defined , 
according to A lessi and Trollip’s m odel and the R MM 
(Relationship Management Model) [10]. Both of them allow 
the relevant domain concepts to be individuated and structured 
using the hypermedial structure. 

For the space/environment dime nsion a model of physical 
environments and furnishings was introduced in the design 
phase. In particular, the model requires a map to be drawn for 
each environment, and for each object in the environment a 
formal description is required. The information about the 
object is related to: the dom ain notion to be represented, the 
real object, the virtual object, the arrangement in space, and the 
functionalities that the virtual object should have.  

Finally, the interactions should be described. Since in the 
environment there are different t ypes of actors, three types of 
interactions have been define d: object-object (O-O), object-
avatar (O-A) and avatar-avatar (A-A). For each of them, it is 
necessary to describe the actor s involved, the direction of 
interactions, the event that is  responsible for the start of 
interactions (i.e. user click), an d the effects of the interactions. 
The interactions are form ally defined using the sequence 
diagram, usually used in software engineering to model 
interactions among processes. 

In order to develop the designed virtual environment,  
OpenSimulator [11], an open source multi-platform  and multi-
user 3D application server, was used. 

IV. THE VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT: DIABETLAND 
The virtual world developed, called Diabetland, aims at 

training young people to manage type I diabetes. The main idea 
is to use the game approach in order to make the  learning and 

training process more attractive and intuitive for children aged 
between 9-14 years. The challenge of the game is to allow 
users to understand what physical activities they can do during 
play, accordng to their blood sugar levels and energy store.   

The user has to guide the avatar through different levels in 
the virtual world. In each level, the avatar has to face differen t 
missions, defined in order to a llow specific issues on diabetes 
to be acquired. The issues have been defined by the m edical 
team, that selected the most im portant information for the final 
users of the game. 

In particular, the levels are:  

• terminology - to present the basic 
concepts of diabetes; 

• diet - to train users to recognize healthy 
foods for the diabetic diet; 

• energy/physical activity balance - to train 
users to monitor their blood sugar level s 
during physical activities. 

A. Model of domain content  
As stated above, the virtual environment has been designed 

and developed in collaboration with the medical team of the 
Department of Endocrinology a nd Diabetes in Childhood and 
Adolescence of the “G iovanni XXIII” Hospital in B ari. The 
doctors defined all the domain c oncepts to be im plemented. 
The task analysis, proposed in [8], allow s, firstly,  definition of 
the complex concepts to be represented in the gam e and, then, 
their subdivision into the entry- level skills, which represent the 
concepts that the user has to acquire to reach the learning 
objectives of the educational game. In figure 1, the defined task 
analysis for the three levels is depicted.  

 

Figure 1.  

B. Model of physical environments and furnishings 
For the space/environment dimension, a m odel of the 

physical environments and descri ption of the furnishings in 
them are required. DiabetLand is set in a home; in each room a 
mission is presented and in order to proceed through the rooms 
the system requires the avatar to accomplish each mission.  

The steps needed to design a virtual world are the sam e 
needed for a real world. In both cases, it is necessary to define 
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how to arrange outdoor spaces us ing streets, buildings, or 
gardens and how to furnish the rooms inside a house. 

For these reasons, in DiabetLand a m ap was drawn of each 
environment and a detailed descrip tion of all the furnishings in 
it was defined. Figure 2 depict s the map of second level , the 
kitchen. 

 

Figure 2.  The kitchen map  

The map is accompanied by the list of the m ain furnishings 
in the kitchen: 

• the kitchen door; 

• the cupboards and the fridge containing 
the foods; 

• the candies (visible only if the blood 
sugar level is 60); 

• the table; 

• the knapsack; 

• the glucometer; 

• the notice board. 

For each of them, a detailed description is given to allow 
the developer to understand how each object should be 
represented in the virtual w orld, what are its functionalities (if 
any), and how it should interact with other objects or with the 
avatar. 

For example, the description of the glucometer is the 
following: 

• the domain notion: the blood sugar level 
should be controlled periodically;  

• the real object: the instrument to measure 
the blood sugar level; 

• the virtual object: the glucometer; 

• its arrangement in space: on the table 
near the knapsack; 

• the functionalities: w hen clicked they 
show a blood sugar level; 

•  feedback: random value of blood sugar 
level (the available values are: 60, 90, 
150, 220). 

C. Model of interaction 
As already stated, the model of interaction has been 

subdivided into three different  layers: object -object (O-O), 
object-avatar (O-A) and avatar-avatar (A -A). In this first 
prototype no avatar-avatar interaction has been developed. 

As regards the O -O interaction, a communication protocol 
has been designed for each object, according to which each 
object can exchange messages with another object. Usually the 
communication is based on the me ssage-passing approach of 
the object-oriented paradigm.   

In the diet level, for exam ple, the candies, initially set as 
invisible, interact with the glucometer and the knapsack. When 
the click message is received by the glucometer a blood sugar 
level is chosen among the availabl e values. If the value chosen 
is the lowest one, 60, the glucometer sends a message to the 
candies that become visible on th e table. At the same time, the 
candies send a message to the knapsack which cannot receive 
foods until the avatar has eaten the candies and so corrected the 
blood sugar level.  

D. Example of use 
When the game starts, the avatar is outside the house.  The 

first mission is proposed in the living room: learning diabetes 
terminology. The user has to di scover the stuff about diabetes 
in a sideboard; only when all the things are discovered can the 
game continue, and the avatar can go into the kitchen. 

 

Figure 3.  The kitchen. On the table are the glucometer, some candies, and 
the knapsack to be filled 

The second m ission proposed takes place in the kitchen 
(figure 3): diabetes diet. In this level the user is asked to put in 
the knapsack those foods necessary to go outdoors and do 
physical activity. But, the first action required is to check the 
blood sugar level using the glucometer. On the basis of the 
value found, the user has to make the right choice among the 
proposed foods. The level aims at allowing users to acquire the 
ability to recognize the foods that contain sim ple sugars, 
complex sugars or neither. 
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The final mission takes place outside the house: 
energy/physical activity balance (f igure 4). On the basis of the 
blood sugar level registered using the glucometer and the foods 
in the knapsack, the user has to pick the right physical activity, 
choosing among aerobic and anaerobic sports. The notice 
boards are used to give information about how much energy is 
required by the different type of activities, and about the 
actions needed to face planned physical activity and the actions 
needed for unplanned activities.   

 

Figure 4.  Level of energy/physical activity balance. The notice board on the 
right side explains the mission for the avatar, and the notice board on the left 

side gives information about different sports and if they are aerobic or 
anaerobic. 

In this level if the user has a low level of blood sugar and/or 
has put the wrong foods in the knapsack the system gives the 
avatar a negative feedback. For example, if the blood sugar 
level was 80 mg/dl (the lowest acceptable value) , in the 
knapsack the avatar has only prot ein (ham, frankfurters, and so 
on) and the avatar wants to play soccer, the system will remind 
him  “W ATCH OUT! You cannot play soccer because there 
are no sugary foods in your knapsack”.  

V. PILOT STUDY  
The pilot study was carried out for different purposes: to 

see whether the virtual envir onment could improve users’ 
knowledge about diabetes and to verify if users apprec iate the 
active learning approach. 

A. Sample 
This study involved 17 indivi duals. The users, aged 9-14 

years, were all patients at the Department of Endocrinology 
and Diabetes in Childhood and A dolescence of the “Giovanni 
XXIII” Hospital in Bari. 

B. Procedure 
First of all, the doctors and the authors illustrated the aim of 

the meeting and the virtual envi ronment, giving the users only 
the instructions necessary to start the game. Then, the users  
underwent a pre-test to asse ss their prior knowledge of 
diabetes. Using different computers, each user played the game 
several times. In this way, the user had to handle different 

situations, since different blood sugar levels are proposed for 
each interaction. Afterwards, all users were given a post-test. 

C. Results and Discussion 
Comparing pre and post-tests supplied to the sam ple, the 

pilot test results show that the users improved their knowledge 
about all three levels.  

In particular, as regards the terminology level the test asked 
them to describe the basic concep ts of diabetes: insulin, insulin 
pen, glucagon, glucometer. In this  level it is important to note 
that all the subjects gave the ri ght answers, underlining that all 
users had learned the basic information about diabetes.  

For the diet level, the test required users to discrim inate the 
difference among simple and complex sugars and to recognise 
among a set of foods those cont aining simple sugars, those 
containing complex sugars and those containing neither of 
them. In the pre-test, 9 out of 17 gave the right answers, 3 gave 
partially correct answers and 5 gave wrong answers. In the post 
test, instead, 7 gave the right answers, 7 partially correct 
answers, 2 the wrong answers and 1 no answer at all. The 
differences are minimum, but a d eeper analysis of the results 
shows that the users who gave wrong answers were the 
youngest. In one case, in fact , a child was continuously trying 
to ask his father, w ho stated that his son w as still not able to 
independently manage diabetes in general and meals in 
particular.  

The last part of the tests was designed to measure the 
ability to balance energy/physical activity. Figure 5 
summarises the results. In this case, there is an interesting 
difference between the pre-test and post-test. The learning gain 
is probably due to the active learning approach, in w hich the 
avatar has to choose the physical activity that can be done on 
the basis of her/his blood sugar level and the foods in the 
knapsack. In addition, in this le vel different notice boards have 
been placed to describe the relevant information about physical 
activities. The users w ho gave the w rong answers were the 
same as in the previous questions. 

It is important to notice that the pilot study was carried out 
with a sm all sample, composed of patients in the hospital for 
the periodic check-up. None of them had been warned about 
the learning session and some of them, particularly the older 
ones, were annoyed at first, because they considered it a waste 
of time since they felt they were  already experts.  Instead, a 
brief interview after the session showed that the less m otivated 
players were the most enthusias tic.  One of them exclaimed:  
“If only we’d had it at the beginning, the learning sessions with 
the doctors would have been more fun ”. This confirms that the 
active learning approach is successful when used with younger 
age groups, even groups with little initial motivation.   
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Figure 5.  Pre-test and Post-test results comparison 

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS 
The paper describes a virtual environment designed to  train 

young people to manage type 1 diabetes. In this kind of 
disease, learning and practicing a healthy life style is essential. 
Young patients have to learn basi c information about diabetes 
in order to prevent and treat low blood sugar (hypoglycemia) 
and high blood sugar (hyperglycemia). Since for young 
children, being individuals with special needs can make the 
learning and training process very  difficult, it is necessary to 
think up an expedient to attract their interest. New technologies 
can be helpful in this. In this  context, a game in a virtual 
environment, named DiabetLa nd, has been designed and 
developed. The main aim of the game is to support young 
patients, teaching them that it is  possible for them  to play any 
sport, even with diabetes, but it is necessary for them to control 
their blood sugar level, and have foods by them that could help 
during physical activities. To de sign the educational virtual 
environment, different ex isting models for designing 
educational hypermedia have been used and modified.  

The pilot study reveals that users improved their knowledge 
about diet and the energy/physical  activity balance, and that 
they much appreciated the environment as a learning tool. 

The next step w ill be to expand the virtual w orld, 
implementing other levels. A t the moment, the game is being 
used in the waiting room at the Hospital by those patients who 
are waiting to see the doctor. For this reason, further data w ill 

shortly be available to evaluate the levels im plemented and to 
collect ideas about the new levels to be developed. 
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Abstract - Communities of Practice (CoP) are a 
cornerstone in the design and innovation process of 
knowledge acquisition and knowledge transfer. This 
paper presents an empirical evaluation of an 
experimental Open Community of Practice (OCoP), 
designed to deliver a programming course. The 
empirical model fosters cooperation between 
communities which share similar learning objectives. 
The results show that knowledge transfer is highly 
increased when a formation paradigm is used 
together with a set of cooperation tools. A scalability 
model has been extracted from the results of this 
experimental community. The model is currently 
being used as a launching platform to start an open 
collaborative learning environment to connect two 
communities of practice, one located in Italy and the 
other in the United States. 
 

Keywords: Community of Pr actice, collaborative 
learning, distance learning. 

 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Communities of Practice (CoP) with their knowledge 
transfer are vital to boost the economy and the life of 
small and mid-range companies, especially in times 
of recession. In a similar way, communities of 
practice in academic institutions with their research 
activity are of great value to our society. 

Each Community of Practice has its own mission. It 
is identified by its knowledge, its research area, its  
achievements, and its members [11].  

When two CoPs share an i nterest in cooperating, 
there is a h igh potential of knowledge transfer, but 
this potential remains limited if the communities are 
not able to create an ef fective flow of knowledge 
between the members of the communities. While it is 
realistic to e xpect that such a flow may encounter 

initial resistance at the beginning of the cooperation, 
it should become more and more fluid with time, 
therefore producing an effective knowledge transfer 
between the two communities.  

When we look at existi ng Open Communities of 
Practices (OCoPs), we observe that the majority of 
them spontaneously cooperate by using social 
networking tools. When they cooperate in an 
effective manner, their results are of  great interest. 
For example, consider the successful results produced 
in the area of  open sou rce software by such 
communities and th e extensive production of 
software development that these communities have 
either generated or stimulated.  

In this paper we consider an academic OCoP shaped 
around a prog ramming course and we design a 
process that is able to brin g closer together 
communities with similar objectives. In this process, 
the teacher, in quality of the community moderator, 
moves from the classic role of  knowledge transfer to 
the role of “coach” who motivates, stimulates, and 
sows ideas, i n order to attract th e interest of its 
members, engage their abilities, and f acilitate the 
flow of knowledge on the net. Moreover, the teacher 
should support the natural and spontaneous attraction 
that such communities reveal while reaching 
common goals. Innovative teaching tools must be 
used to s upport such a dy namic community. The 
experimental community described in this paper is 
part of the “Enforcing Team Cooperation Project” 
(ETC project) [6] which involves seven Italian 
universities with the common goal of educating and 
training wide groups of students in the area o f 
software engineering and soft ware development [3, 
4]. The community provides a co ntextual 
collaboration, embeds collaborative systems, and 
uses the IBM Jazz collaborative application 
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development environment [1] to im plement this 
experience. The results analyzed in this pap er come 
from the experimental community built at the Faculty 
of Engineering of the University of Naples, Italy.  
The study of this co mmunity is used to iden tify a 
scalable model for the formation and growth of wider 
international academic communities that have joint 
common goals.  

In Section 2 we describe the ETC project and in  
Section 3 we introduce the experimental open 
community derived from the ETC project. In Section 
4 we discuss the technical details, the results, and the 
lessons learned from the experimental community. 
Finally, in Section 5 we draw our conclusions and 
describe our future research. 

 
2. THE ETC PROJECT 
The goal of the ETC project is to prepare a 
generation of students who are able to best compete 
in the future job market by incorporating in everyday 
life the use of modern software engineering tools, by 
enforcing student collaboration and by giving them a 
modern working experience.  

The objectives of the ETC community are: 

1. To strengthen the teaching of  the software 
engineering disciplines with industrial tools o f 
high level and high quality. 

2. To generate opportunities for the students to use 
modern technologies for the design, 
development, testing and quality control of 
software products. 

3. To integrate several o f the communication 
paradigms available on Internet (i.e. chat, 
collaboration, web 2.0, social web, mashups) in 
the academic learning environment and to u se 
them as a modern platform for the management 
of software development and knowledge 
transfer. 

4. To offer real opportunities to every student to 
play one or more than one of the multiple roles 
of the software engineer (i.e. analyst, designer, 
developer, tester, etc.) in an educational project.  

In order to achieve the above objectives, a set of tools 
that enable the students to interact with each other 
beyond the boundaries of th e single course or 

university is required. In fact, we believe t hat when 
such collaboration moves from within the course 
outside its boundaries, knowledge transfer is 
enhanced, assets are produced [8], and a collaborative 
interaction among students is encouraged. In this 
open collaboration, there is the creation of  a real 
software team, which potentially may include all the 
heterogeneous engineering roles, epitomized by the 
students of the various courses participating in the 
project. 

The ETC is an in cubator for cooperative learning 
communities and it g enerates an ecos ystem of 
innovative ideas f or teaching and lear ning in an 
academic environment. An ETC community was 
designed at th e Faculty of Engineering of the 
University of Naples and empowered the students 
with learning tools, such as the IBM Rational 
software platform. With the help of this tool of  
cooperation, students have acquired knowledge in a 
modern fashion by acting like a distribu ted team. 
They have cooperated with other students in the same 
course as well as with students in different courses 
and in different universities.  Consequently, in the 
spirit of this experience we can say that in such 
communities the participating universities and the 
students overcome traditional physical limitations, 
cooperate in a distributed fashion, share their assets 
and their experiences, greatly improve their tutoring 
skills, and foster a general mutual collaboration. 

 
3. BUILDING AN ETC ON RATIONAL 

JAZZ 
Many challenges have been encountered during the 
development of the experimental community. When 
cooperative learning is i mplemented, it is im portant 
to understand how knowledge management occurs 
[10] and which teaching resources must be used to 
guarantee the success of the community [9]. 

In this section we describe th e experimental ETC 
community built on top of Rational Jazz. The benefits 
derived from this approach are: 

1. Enrich the students’ curriculum of studies by 
working on a modern interconnected and 
instrumented platform and change the way 
students study in general computer sciences and 
software engineering courses.  
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2. Stimulate the participants and drastically 
improve their skills. 

3. Foster learning cooperation between universities. 
4. Generate better grades for students and a better  

teaching environment for instructors. 

The implementation of this community has required 
the activation and the monitoring of a set of processes 
such as: 

 Assigning work items to students 
 Controlling the progress and students’ 

improvements 
 Building and managing teams 
 Designing and assigning distributed team work 
 Stimulating and moderating collaboration 

between different courses and universities 
 Empowering the courses with industrial tools 

The experimental ETC community has been created 
at the University of Naples for two courses: Software 
Engineering and Programming II. The Open Unified 
Process, the iterative software development process, 
has been chosen for the course of Programming, 
while the SCRUM a gile process with 4 sprin ts has 
been chosen for Software Engineering. 

The solution was instrumented by allowing the 
students to interact with the knowledge of the 
academic project via smart phones (i.e. Android, 
Apple iOS, S ymbian). The ETC experimental 
community was implemented on the IBM Rational 
Jazz platform (fig. 1) in a distribu ted environment 
upon which the ETC project connects seven 
physically distributed universities in Italy. The IBM 

Rational modules chosen for the implementation of 
the experimental community include: Team Concert 
v. 2.0.0.2, R equirements Composer v. 2.0.0.4, 
Quality Manager v. 2.0.1, Asset Manager, the 
RequisitePro, and IBM DB2 UDB for Windows. An 
IBM System X 3650 powered the solution. The 
virtual environment was generated by the creation of 
a virtual software engineering laboratory that could 
be accessed in a distance learning fashion. The 
communication between teachers and st udents was 
performed within Jazz. The system supported the 
teachers with tools f or the monitoring of students’ 
workload and of students’ progress. The experimental 
application created on top of the Jazz platform was 
innovative and per mitted for the first time the 
connection of a large number of students. 

This way of working in teams and of communicating 
in a broader  environment on distributed projects is 
similar to th e experience required in a real j ob. 
Therefore, it is vital for students who are preparing 
for the job market. In ad dition, this experiment of 
learning cooperation challenges the way our 
universities provide, manage, and trans fer 
knowledge, and e ncourages them to indentify and 
introduce new ways to educate.  

From the results observed, we believe that this 
solution can easil y grow and co nnect more 
universities in different countries by reusing the 
processes created in this experimental community 
and by leveraging the lessons learned from this 
experience.

 
Figure 1 – The ETC platform on Rational Jazz
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4. LEARNING FROM THE ETC 
EXPERIENCE 

The experimental ETC community was set in place in 
2011. Since its launch, the students have produced 
interesting assets such as: 

 tutorials 
 quick start guides 
 virtual client machines to help new students 
 new Eclipse plug-ins 
 Smartphone apps for Android, Apple iOS, 

and Symbian, for the use of the Rational 
Asset Manager in mobility. 

These products are the first tangible measure that the 
platform provided an e ffective environment to 
support the users, to foster the growth of knowledge, 
the success of students and of teachers, and to bu ild 
skills that appeal to modern companies. 

The virtual software development laboratory for 
Programming II h ad 187 s tudents divided in two 
groups: one group participated in the 
experimentation, the other did not. The course was 
composed of 9 cred its of theory and 3 cred its of 
laboratory. The creation of a virtual laboratory was 
dictated by the high number of students which was 
too large to m anage in a sing le laboratory (the 
physical lab capacity was of 60 stu dents). Without 

the virtual laboratory, the course would have required 
3 repetitions of th e same laboratory, taking away 
almost 1/3 of  the hours from the theoretical part of 
the course. In the experimentation, each student had 
access to a local rep ository by using the Eclipse 
platform to connect with the Rational Team Concert 
[2, 5]. A set of 23 homework assignments, performed 
in 4 distinct iterations was created. The performance 
of the ETC students participating in the project is 
shown in figure 2 and 3.  

Fig. 2 shows the results of the data collected for the 
ETC group and the non-ETC group. The graph shows 
a visible distribution of the students’ grades on the 
high part of the interval denoting a higher success of 
the students. 

In fig. 3 t he mean value of t he ETC 2011 g rade is 
compared to the mean of the grades of the non-ETC 
2011 students and the years 2009 and 2008. We 
observe that in 2010 the course was not held so data 
are not available. Also in 2008 and 2009 a different 
paradigm of formation was applied. The graph says 
that as soon as a formation paradigm was eliminated 
(i.e. non-ETC 2011) the performance of the students 
dropped dramatically. The performance of the ETC 
students was better than the one of the students of the 
previous years and sh ows the success of this 
experiment.  

 
Figure 2 – Results of the 2011 ETC experimental lab 
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Figure 3 – Average Trend 2008-2011 

 

While the learning curve of the platform was a little  
steep at th e beginning of the experiment, it was 
overcome with the help of a mini tutorial. By the end 
of the first semester of the activation of the project, 
the percentage of students who successfully 
completed the course increased by 25% with respect 
to the same semester in the academic year 2009. The 
number of students who completed the course with a 
grade of 27 or m ore (i.e. >9 0%) increased by 20% 
with respect to the year 2009. The number of students 
who completed the course with a score of 30 (i.e. 
100%) increased by 28%, and the number of students 
who obtained the “cum laude” increased from 1 to 10 
with respect to the year 2009.  

The quality of the product produced by the students 
strongly improved. Two sophomore students who 
worked on a software development project published 
their results in an journal article presented at a  
national conference. This shows how the project 
attracts and stimulates the students and opens endless 
research projects opportunities. The cost in terms of 
time and management of th e laboratory was 
acceptable. The largest cost was spent for the 
installation of the server and the relative processes 
for the creation of the laboratory. Currently the 
platform already supports the managements of a 
number of students’ artifacts that reaches the order of 
thousands. We understand that when the number 
increases a sca lable approach is req uired. A 
scalability model has been tested by moving the ETC 
to the cloud. The ETC-HUB (the ETC in the cloud) 
via Jazz-HUB (http://jazz.net/hub) is ready  to open 

the ETC processes to a broad er set of  communities 
[11]. The use of the cloud reduces the set-up and 
maintenance costs moving the attention of the 
community to learning goals. In this scenario we are 
currently developing a n ew experimental open 
community that connects two international 
universities.  

 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper we describe th e results obtained in an 
experimental open community of practice designed to 
develop a course of Programming II at the University 
of Naples. The results obtained from this community 
have been described and they are v ery encouraging. 
Prof. Maresca, who was guiding the community, was 
awarded the IBM Faculty 2011 award for his 
experiment. 

Many lessons have been learned during the set-up, 
implementation and development of the community. 
Leveraging this experience we are curre ntly 
extending this e xperimental open co mmunity to 
connect two international universities with the 
intention of analyzing the behavior of the participants 
in an area t hat transcends cultural and linguistic 
differences. The advantages of an extended 
community is to prov ide the v irtualization of an 
environment, such as a co urse laboratory, that favors 
students’ distance learning, that provides study 
flexibility, and t hat minimizes the set-up and 
maintenance time for the instructor.  Moreover, the 
health of open lear ning communities is strong ly 
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connected with the level of cooperation that flows 
between them. However, it is h ard to m easure if 
communities are moving apart or if they are getting 
closer while operating the knowledge management 
organization [10]. We can only draw conclusions 
very late in the process b y observing their past 
activities of cooperation and th e results of such 
cooperation. This inability of measuring the degree of 
cooperation while in progress impedes the ability of 
intervening while there is still time to revi talize the 
community and therefore it is the reason for the death 
of several promising communities. In general the 
aspects of the fluid process that brings communities 
together, that pushes them apart, and that brings them 
back together again is not well understood.  W e 
believe that this is due to the dynamic complexity in 
which communities operate from  their birth to their 
death. The measure of this dy namicity requires the 
identification of a set of  objective attributes that 
involves the measurement of the activities of the 
members, their ability to be reachable, their ability to 
transfer knowledge and tutor other participants, their 
evolution in terms of skill acquisition, and their asset 
production. In future work we would like to analyze 
this problem and provide some helping measures. 
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Abstract—The paper discusses the results of our almost 15-
years’ experience in designing, developing, implementing 
and using e-Learning system (LMS), with a specific 
approach in mind. This approach is, in some sense, 
“against the current” of standardization and 
“normalization” of LMSs, in our opinion too flattened over 
these pre-defined, pre-design software platforms. This 
approach implies the creation (from scratch) of a virtual 
communities' platform definitely oriented towards the 
complete integration with (and dependence from) various 
services offered by the information institution that hosts 
educational activities. This means not necessarily a 
traditional educational institution, like schools or 
universities, but rather any organization where 
educational (and probably more important, collaboration) 
activities are supported by ICT-based platforms. The 
paper presents the main points of contact between the 
information system of the organization and the services 
provided by the virtual communities’ platform, presenting 
their characteristics and the main reasons why a virtual 
communities approach, less related to specific classroom-
based activities, is better suited for this integration. 

Keywords: information systems; e-learning; lifelong 
learning; collaboration 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This work presents our experience in e-learning settings, 
particularly related with the idea of an e-learning 
platform as a component of the Information System of 
any organization. Specifically, we present our software 
platform, developed along the years and now used by 
several organizations in our region for supporting 
collaboration and educational activities of large 
organizations. When such a platform enters into 
organizations, its effects are immediately visible: 

• needs for integration with sub-systems existing in 
the organization: just to mention the simplest 
ones, integration with the single-sign-on system 
implemented in the company; 

• overlapping of some functionalities of 
LMS/Virtual communities’ platform with pre-
existing functionalities in the information system 
of the organization. Examples: document 
repository, mailing distribution, virtual room 
management, forum, etc.; 

• Competition with possible new systems entering 
in the organization, mainly due to the web 2.0 
functionalities that nowadays most of the 

companies intend to implement, and that 
normally any (serious) LMS is able to supply: 

• partially overlapping and competition with some 
functionalities already present, somewhere in 
some software. These are the most insidious 
aspect, because none of the systems (LMS and 
other information systems) are able to satisfy the 
specific needs, but all of them are able in some 
way to supply part of the functionalities needed. 
The typical example we founded in our 
experience is the support to document sharing for 
groups of people without having to mount some 
network disk for file sharing, normally not 
appreciated by system administrators, and most 
of the time not accessible via web.  In this case, 
virtual communities are better candidates, as the 
on-the-fly creation of a virtual community with a 
set of services available for the members is a 
perfect solution for many of these situations, not 
necessarily related with educational activities. 

The last example is what mainly led us, in 1998, to 
build a new system with virtual communities as the 
center of our approach. At the time, Moodle™ or 
similar LMSs did not exist or were not accessible to 
most of the people, and other solutions were particularly 
costly, proprietary or not available. In our vision, a 
virtual community is an aggregation space for 
participants, thus supporting cooperative activities 
among users instead of just learning activities.  
As previously stated, our platform has been created to 
be adapted and connected to the information system of 
the organization. Considering e-learning and 
collaboration platforms as external bodies, relegated to 
secondary roles inside the information system, is in our 
opinion losing an excellent opportunity to improve 
collaboration and open innovation inside an 
organization. Integrating eLearning systems with 
existing information systems is not an easy task[1], 
mainly due to some resistance and ostracism against 
learning applications that are seen as not relevant for the 
organization by the ICT departments. Other difficulties 
come from the technical side, due to the diversity in 
these systems. The major difficulty we found, however, 
is the problem of considering the life-long aspects 
related to e-learning: continuous learning is a paradigm 
that just recently has become clear to organizations, 
therefore putting on the table the strict relationships 
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between the learning paths of people and their presence 
inside an organization and its information system. 
In this work we will describe the evolution of our virtual 
community platform towards being a component of any 
organization’s information system. We will show why 
didactic and cooperative activities in an educational 
environment require coherent architectural choices in 
the software platform, in order to facilitate the 
integration of the learning platform into the existent 
information system. 
The paper is organized as follows: in the next section 
we will describe the rationale behind our decision of 
developing a customized version of our “Communities 
online” platform. The third section will briefly introduce 
the platform itself, while in the fourth section we will 
discuss the dilemma between coexistence  and deep 
integration with the Information system’s services. 
 

2. VIRTUAL COMMUNITIES AND INFORMATION 

SYSTEMS: COEXISTENCE  OR DEEP INTEGRATION?  
 
“On Line Communities” is a dynamic web application 
that has been created to support blended learning 
activities by the University of Trento. Specifically, our 
activities have been oriented towards three main 
different settings: 

• students of the faculties of the University of 
Trento: at the moment, we have approximately 
16.000 users enrolled in 5.000 different virtual 
communities; 

• public employees of our provincial 
administration (Autonomous Province of Trento - 
P.A.T.- Italy). The name of the project, “L3-
lifelong learning”, is clearly identifying target 
and objectives of the initiative. In this case, we 
are talking about potentially 20.000 users. The 
system has been recently opened to all the public 
institutions of our province, so at the moment we 
have approximately 5.000 users, and this number 
will surely increase in the very near future; 

• employees of private organizations with various 
needs of collaboration services, sharing, social 
interaction, cooperation etc. All these activities 
are heavily related, but not necessarily only 
related with educational activities. 

These use-cases, and especially the last one, have 
clearly demonstrated, in our opinion, the need of a tight 
integration between our virtual communities platform 
and the information systems of the respective 
organizations. This integration is not simply an 
exchange of data between two different databases, but it 
is a more complex, personalized set of services that 
should share and keep aligned different sets of 
information. This is not a dissertation about software 
engineering tools and architectures to implement these 
quite obvious needs: SaaS, SOA, web services, SOAP 
and so on are not the discussion point here. In the “L3” 
system we realized that the simple re-design of a 
traditional e-learning system was too limited in respect 
to the needs, mainly: 

• sharing and collaboration services that do not 
imply external or complex tools: for example,  
direct access with my credential from 
everywhere in a single-sign-on perspective; 

• users' active participation in a more "social" 
sense, following not only the hype of web 
2.0, but effectively allowing the user to 
collaborate with more sofisticate tools rather 
than the usual e-mail message with 
attachments; 

• deep integration with the information systems 
of the organization, i.e., a full set of services 
that transparently allow the users to see 
educational and collaboration activities like 
any other service available on my desktop: 
for example, substituting the traditional 
corporate shared disk resources with 
repositories organization by project and 
virtual community the user is participating to. 

We would like to demonstrate that having a virtual 
communities' platform with a different approach to 
people aggregation is an advantage in respect to 
traditional LMS. Finally, having built the software 
platform from scratch is probably the most interesting 
fact in the perspective we are presenting. The 
availability of an open source software that has not been 
built from zero by the organization is not enough to be 
effective in complex and pervasive integrations with the 
information system. In contrast with other LMSs, such 
as Moodle and Blackboard, the system is not based on 
the metaphor of “course” but that of “virtual 
community”. “On Line Communities” enables to create, 
in a generalized way, different types of virtual spaces 
called Communities, to aggregate them into larger 
organizational structures and to endow them with an 
educational and collaborative environment. This 
approach is slightly different respect to the proposal of 
some other authors, such as Beamish [2], which 
considers the virtual community as a group of people 
who communicate using computer mediated 
communication tools. Participant of these communities 
are physically in different places but however they can 
exchange information on common interest in a 
communitarian way. Virtual communities are 
considered by Rheingold [3], the original creator of the 
definition of VC, as emerging social phenomena. We 
are more influenced by the ideas of Jones [4],[5] where 
the technological structure of VCs (named virtual 
settlement) is conceptually separated from the 
community itself. Our role in this case is a double role: 
designers and developers of the technological 
infrastructure, but on the other hand we are teachers and 
administrators of the platform and of several 
communities. The separation of the technological 
capabilities of the platform from how customers use it 
has been very clear in our design. 
The concept of VC is very contiguous with what is 
commonly defined Web2.0 [6] [10]. We partially 
integrated some elements coming from web 2.0 and new 
e-learning approaches, but on the other side we 
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considered and implemented inside the platform some 
new concepts to develop collaboration activities, the 
“virtual community” as a container of activities and 
collaboration, instead of the strict “classroom” concept. 
As mentioned, our best test bed has been, among others, 
the “L3-lifelong learning” project, conducted since 
2007, an interesting opportunity to understand the 
applicability of distance learning and virtual 
communities to the public sector [6], due to the number 
of subjects involved, the temporal extension of the 
project, the extension of topics faced during distance 
learning sessions and the involvement of the 
organization in all the activities of distance learning. 
Our experiments presented interesting perspectives for 
virtual community systems:  
1) organizations need virtual places with collaboration 
and web 2.0 tools available for employees and partners 
2) traditional LMS, like Moodle™, are not suitable for a 
relevant number of these needs, mainly because they are 
oriented to e-learning, and their pillars are metaphors 
like “classroom”, “class”, “course”, rather than other 
ideas more oriented to collaboration, like “community”, 
“project”, “workgroup”, “team”, “secretary”, “board”, 
“office”, “department”. A classroom is, of course, a 
community, where collaboration is oriented towards a 
specific target, i.e., training, but the opposite is not 
necessarily true. A community, instead, can be many 
other things than a classroom: a virtual collaboration 
space for a faculty council, a board of directors, a 
recreational group, a research group, a temporary 
association that needs to share some services [13].  
3) social networks, if used in learning settings, are not 
suitable for large and rigid organizations like public 
administrations, because of social networks’ business 
models, where numbers and objectives are not allowing 
small, “private” communities where collaboration can 
take place in a private, reserved, personalized space. 
The main objective is “the more we are, the more we 
will interact”: this is not exactly what a public 
institution wants in most settings. 
 

3. ONLINE COMMUNITIES: A BRIEF 

PRESENTATION 
 

Business models are typical of any product / service that 
can aspire to success, and software systems have the 
same needs like any other product. In the case of 
educational activities and Learning Management 
systems, the model below pertains to how a certain 
system hypothesizes that the teaching activities of an 
educational organization are performed. Therefore the 
use of a software platform imposes limits on how the 
task for which the LMS is designed will be conducted.  
According to our interpretation, a Virtual Community is 
not the result of a process of social networking. In fact, 
it is a virtual space shared by groups of people who 
have a common goal. A community’s virtual space can 
be simple or complex; for example it can contain further 
virtual communities, thus establishing a “father-child” 
relationship. The (virtual) community can be an open 

space accessible to anyone, but also a restricted space 
reserved only to people authorized by the community 
administrator. The users can have different roles with 
rights and duties which vary according to the virtual 
community. The system provides users of a community 
with a range of on-demand services that can be 
activated and used in accordance with the permissions 
granted and the roles assigned. 
This structure has allowed us to shape the organizational 
structure of an educational institution easily. For 
example, the communities of the teaching courses are 
components of larger communities called “Degree 
courses”, which are in turn part of the “Faculty” 
community. On the other hand the community “Faculty” 
also includes the community “Faculty council”, 
restricted to the only members of the council, as well as 
other heterogeneous communities, such as the “chess 
circle” or “first year students” community, promoted by 
the Faculty Board to help new students settle down 
rapidly. Every community exists within a scope and 
with one or more goals, and according to these goals, 
different services provided by the platform can be 
activated. On Line Communities includes many 
services: the system is able to offer services such as: 

• “traditional” asynchronous/synchronous 
services; 

• Lifelong Learning and training on the job 
services (tutorship, training on demand, 
contextual search tools,FAQ, etc.); 

• Integration with external information systems, 
such as students’ service office , register of the 
lectures; 

• offline courses, recorded, digitized and 
provided to communities of users with the 
opportunity of synchronizing the videos with 
slides, podcasts, webcasts, SCORM modules, 
etc.; 

• self-assessment tools, questionnaires, surveys, 
opinion polls;  

• statistical analysis of users’ behavior, 
collecting in a data warehouse the actions 
performed by users. 

Over the last few years the system has evolved into a 
platform for professional training orientated to lifelong 
learning outside academia. [11]. This idea originates 
from the fact that the context of use should determine 
the services and instruments which the software should 
offer, not the other way round, as often happens. 
Another reason, debated in this paper, deals with the 
relation between LMS and more general information 
systems of institutions. E-Learning platforms seem to 
act in a restricted circle made up of only teachers, tutors 
and students. This idea is actually deceptive and the 
LMS should be designed to be a wider and more 
complex module of information systems.  
The portal has the possibility of including a community 
into another, creating a tree of nested communities. It is 
also possible to aggregate the communities into a 
transversal super-community, so creating a mesh of 
connections composed by the different links among 
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communities from different branches of the tree. With 
these types of mechanisms, it could be possible to 
model many types of collaborative structures, even of a 
high complexity. For example, hierarchical structures 
like Faculties, Didactic Paths, Master Degrees, Courses, 
Work Groups related to a course, all the hierarchical 
relationships between these communities can be easily 
represented. Most of all, this hierarchical structure 
allows to map the organizational chart into a tree of 
communities able to represent each unit in the company, 
facilitating the replication of dependency relationships 
inside the organization onto a structure of virtual 
collaboration spaces. 
 
 

4. INTEGRATING VIRTUAL COMMUNITIES 

AND INFORMATION SYSTEM SERVICES 
 

While adopting the VC platform, users of  “Online 
communities” almost immediately asked for a strict 
integration with the rest of the Information system. We 
found, and are still finding, many resistances to this 
process of integration: different scenarios whose power 
position has been “attacked” by the generalization of the 
metaphor of “virtual communities” and its already-
available, ready-to-use services: 

• pre-existing applications colliding with “online 
communities” services (Document management 
systems, internal blogs, forum, time management 
tools, shared agendas…..) 

• competitors already present with their specific 
offers 

• off-the-shelf solutions already selected and 
therefore threatened by our multi-purpose, all-in-
one solution,  

• previous projects still not concluded 
More than this, it’s been quite easy to integrate our 
platform with pre-existing datasources, using web 
services created on our side, or on the provider side to 
exchange data between the different platforms. Here 
follows a simple list of some of the connections of the 
VC system with the rest of the information system. 
Some of them have already been created, some of them 
are on the way, some of them have been (not 
mysteriously) declined due to the above pressures or 
legitimate choices, others are in the future developments 
of the integration. We have classified them in several 
categories of integration services: 

• authentication and authorization services; 
• participants records alignment and exchange; 
• attendance certifications; 
• unified communication services (voip, 

videoconferencing, shared desktop, shared 
whiteboards, instant messaging) ; 

• time management(agenda, doodle, task 
management, project management) ; 

• ticketing, tutor and teacher requests; 
• questionnaires / polls /self-evaluation tools; 
• attendance records (for hr departments) ; 
• accounting and erp integration; 

• automatic membership and/or enrolment to 
specific communities/ courses; 

• payment management; 
• public tenders and concourses; 
• social media from e-learning to open 

innovation. 
Due to size limitations, in this paper we will present just 
some of these items, with the indication of issues found 
and respective solutions.  
A first element is the integration with the organization’s 
authentication and authorization system. Single-sign-on 
is an immediate need of integration between the 
educational system and the rest of the information 
system, but here we find a second problem of 
integration, i.e., the authorization schema of the 
employee. What are users’ permissions? Which courses 
can be attended? What materials can be seen by this 
person depending on her permissions? Who can 
participate to which course / community? To these and 
many other issues, any e-learning platform should 
provide it, but one thing is by far more difficult in 
traditional “classroom-based” platforms. Virtual 
communities, as said, have hierarchical relationship 
among them, while e-learning platforms don’t. It has 
been straightforward to implement a direct mapping 
between communities and the organization chart of the 
institution, thus providing a structure of communities 
that replicate the hierarchical relationships and 
permissions of the organization. This is not only related 
with permissions of communities that are part of a 
certain branch, but also (and particularly) with the 
objects inside these communities, specifically 
documents, forum posts, FAQ and wikis. Last but not 
least, a deep integration is fundamental for another 
reason, i.e., the instantaneous need of alignment 
between the original directory of the information system 
and educational system. For example, an unauthorized 
access to some material by an employee that recently 
changed workplace or department is not so relevant for 
pure educational activities, but could be very important 
when sensitive information are stored in this repository. 
When the LMS is used as a document management 
system for e-learning activities, permissions on 
documents are dependent not only on the role, but could 
also refer to the position of the person inside the 
organization. Virtual communities allow mapping the 
organization schema on the organization of 
communities, inheriting all the needed permissions for 
any organization member, and being immediately 
updated on changes in workplaces, job position and 
roles inside the company. 
Another field of integration is the communication 
services available in the system. The interaction with e-
learning platform is very often characterized by the 
presence of a tutor, a crucial person for the success of 
any e-learning initiative. How can we book a virtual 
interaction with a tutor? How can we interact with the 
institution if we have a problem? In our experiences of 
managing considerable numbers of participants like in 
our university (16.000) or in PAT (20.000), the 
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helpdesk created around and e-learning initiative is very 
important, but most of all, it is important in public 
settings. We are not necessarily dealing with high-level 
support (from the teacher, for example), but most of the 
time what is needed is a pure helpdesk-like service, that 
takes care about simple problems that prevent the user 
to use the learning resources. What we have done is 
using virtual communities created specifically for help-
desk, and developing a ticketing system where the user 
can book a slot with a “solution provider”, could this be 
a specialist for hardware problem, a process tutor or 
even the teacher herself. 
The last example regards a fundamental integration for 
institutions that manage courses for relatively high 
number of people. When an online edition of a course is 
offered to large numbers of users, together with some 
activities managed by the LMS for the educational part, 
many other tasks are needed before the beginning of the 
course delivery. These activities are very often effort-
driven activities for the administration of the institution. 
Among the others: 

• enrolling people to the course; 
• providing information about the course to 

potential subscribers; 
• providing different and specialized 

communication to the different actors (potential 
subscribers, teachers, tutors, administrative staff, 
etc.); 

• create the virtual community for the course; 
• upload documents regarding that course; 
• organize time of subscribers (meetings, 

videoconferences, appointments, shared agenda 
etc.); 

• organize a forum for discussions before the 
beginning of the course. 

The above items are just examples of needs of (deep) 
integration between different components of the 
information system and a (flexible) platform that could 
delivery educational contents (but not only). More than 
this, the integration should be transparent to the user and 
should not be limited to the pure educational aspects. 
All these features have been implemented in Online 
Communities with a very limited effort, as we took 
advantage of the approach based on a community as a 
set of services available to users with a specific role to 
play inside the community itself. 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 

The paper proposes a strong statement in favor of a 
greater attention for software developers, instructional 
designers and e-learning managers to the problem of 
integrating educational platforms with the information 
system of any institution involved in educational 
activities. In our opinion, a different metaphor is needed 
between typical LMS, bonded to the “classroom” 
metaphor, and social networks, where the main 
objectives of participants are different from learning. 
The paper describes the peculiarities of a “built-from-

scratch” virtual community system, where some 
features are specifically devoted to collaboration (thus 
overcoming main problems found in web 2.0 tools), and 
other features are totally new and only feasible thanks to 
specific characteristics of our platform, like inheritance, 
polymorphism, permissions and roles granularity.  

Our experiences in the university context and later 
(the last five years) also addressing some public 
administrations and private institutions, allow us to 
make some comments on the most useful services for 
our users. Even in the public administration there is an 
increasing need to create a personal, professional (or 
learning) space available to its employees, based on a 
deep integration with the rest of the services that 
normally employees have at their disposal, not just to 
store the teaching materials used in class, but also to 
manage their time and their activities, communicate 
with the colleagues, carrying out projects or homework. 
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Abstract—Three Business case studies in University Laboratories 
on learning and mobility allow experimenting new 
multidisciplinary expertise, multimedia data management, 
analysis, distributed collaboration. Software and Hardware 
engineering practices, cloud technology-based, benefit from 
information acquired from the Web, increasing abilities in rapid 
prototyping, in satisfying the needs of customers, validation of 
pricing policies, marketing strategies and the creation of n ew 
professional skills in line with recent trends. 
As an alternative to standard software engineering programming, 
the cloud approach allows to s pecify the projects’ concepts by 
reaching stakeholders of needed ICT components to implement a 
prototype relying on SW components available elsewhere. These 
sample cases refer to: 1) Program for Recovery Insufficient 
Grades in High-School (PRISC), focuses on the learner and on 
how proficiency assessed through the grades could be improved; 
2) Social Mobility (SM) to reduce dependence on owned cars to 
satisfy mobility needs exploiting the empty seats available in most 
cars in metropolitan cities with air pollution problems; 3) 
Innovative Technology Learning for Humanities at University 
level (I-DEAS) to create an innovative learning and teaching 
environment focused on a creative contamination among 
Humanities and Technology disciplines. 

I. INTRODUCTION: CLOUD
ENGINEERING  

Discussions about Cloud computing on sc ientific 
publications and on daily press as well, represent an 
important indicator from the standpoint of a U niversity 
environment, for the implications on business innovation 
and job opportunities for the young graduates. A win-win 
situation is established leveraging on cloud technology 
techniques to acquire on the Web what is needed for rapid 
prototyping of business model concepts, while reducing 
time-to-market to satisfy the needs of customers. 

Technical aspects are widely covered in many 
International Conferences and research works [1].
Compared to the client-server innovation in the past 
decades in computing resource allocation, the focus of 
Cloud Computing now moves to  acquiring what is needed 
over Internet and over mobile devices without any time and 
location constraints. Cloud computing encompasses any 
subscription-based or pay-per-use service that, in real time 
over the Internet, extends IT's existing capabilities. [2] 
Users and University students, the latter particularly 

interesting for our learning and teaching aims, are 
discovering new approach to Business and new emerging 
interdisciplinary skills needed for successful entry in Job 
Market, matching competencies and Job demand. 

Schematically, Cloud based services require to open a 
browser, address a provider, open an application, and start 
using it [3]. The benefit is particularly significant for 
professionals and small, medium enterprises which benefit 
of IT services never previously available, enabling them to 
compete in innovation with much bigger companies 
because of l ower budgets needed and of the possibility 
offered by the Web in taking advantage from collective 
intelligence.  

Cloud computing present a variety of services, from 
full-blown applications to storage services: SaaS, Utility 
computing, Platform as a service, Service commerce 
platforms, etc. and often it also assumed to be a form of 
green computing (in fact, there are many studies to 
substantiate the environmental effects of Cloud 
Computing). Companies are served by a variety of data 
centres whose resources are very under-used, where the 
server utilization level is less than 20% by many estimates 
[4]. 

This paper illustrates how this cloud approach has 
engineered two applications related to: 

- education where users are in one case high-school student 
with bad grades, and in the other case University students 
from non-technical University Courses needing 
technological skills to introduce innovation in traditionally 
far-from-technology study subjects. 

- mobility where users are those leaving their house with a 
car that requires fuel and parking space.  

In section II, III and IV we present respectively the 
vision, state-of-the-art, and the outcomes of projects 
PRISC, SM, and I-DEAS. In the last section we draw our 
considerations and conclusions. 

II. PROGRAM FOR RECOVERY
INSUFFICIENT GRADES IN HIGH-SCHOOL
(PRISC)   

High School Education is a major concern for 
Governments since economy globalization and 
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technological innovation in industrial processes require 
staff and managers able to anticipate unpredictable market 
changes. While lower government budgets and economy 
recession force to prototype new educational formats where 
ICT and social networking make education more effective. 

To deliver a better overall education in High-Schools 
requires a co-ordinated action on the stakeholders: teachers, 
students, textbook publishers, school administration board, 
parents, laboratories and their equipment. [5] 

TABLE I 

Service Provider project 

Cloud 
platform 

Heroku, Amazon EC2, 
IBM Cloud 

PRISC- Sustainable 
Mobility, I-DEAS 

Database Cloud Database, 
MongoHQ, Cloudant 

PRISC - Sustainable 
Mobility, I-DEAS 

Video 
encoding Panda Stream, Zencoder PRISC, I-DEAS 

CDN service Amazon AS3, Amazon 
CloudFront, IBM Cloud

PRISC, I-DEAS 

Queue system Amazon SQS, IBM queue PRISC, I-DEAS 

Push 
Notification Pusher, PubNub Sustainable Mobility, 

I-DEAS 

Payments Paypal, Google Checkout, 
Amazon Payments 

Sustainable Mobility 

Mail and SMS 
notification 

Sendgrid, Cloudmailin, 
Moonshado 

Sustainable Mobility 

Search engine Websolr, Elasticsearch Sustainable Mobility 

Social 
authentication Facebook, Twitter Sustainable Mobility, 

I-DEAS 

PRISC strategy focuses on the learner and on how 
proficiency is assessed through grades. Learners interested 
in PRISC action are both  those with bad grades and those 
with excellent grades in the last 4 years before either 
looking for a job or entering the University. The pr oblem 
addressed is how a student with bad grades in specific 
subjects succeeds in recovering them in order to proceed to 
the next higher level class. In this initial phase, PRISC 
focuses on a few subjects: Mathematics, Physics, Computer 
Science. 

At present bad grade recovery happens either with 
additional classroom-based teaching organized by the 
School free o f charge to students ( in Italy these teachers 
are paid order of 50 euro/hour) or by private action where 
parents look for teachers or University students) for private 
tutoring usually paid cash with no receipts. In Italy this 
process brings to one of the worldwide most expensive 
School systems ranking Italy as 37th Country out of the first 
40 main Industrial States in the world in performances 
proposed  by OCSE and PISA. 

The overall objectives of PRISC project, while taking care 
of the students’ recovery of bad grades when in High 
School, are reached by the following actions: 
1) enhancing topic understanding focuses on exercises 
related to text books adopted for the school year; 
2) exercises and tests are managed in an interactive WEB 
environment on screens of mobile telephones or PC; 

3) a students’ social network driven by students with 
excellent grades supports this extracurricular learning 
activity; 
4) all exercises and explanations are indexed and stored in a 
central database;  
5) assessment of better students’ study performance 
happens in the same school environment where a bad grade 
was received at the beginning; 
6) this “social learning community” is an obvious target for 
exploitation of recent digital social networks like: LinkedIn, 
Facebook, Plaxo, etc [7] established for other purposes; 
7) the same happens with telecommunication technologies, 
such as video-telephone group calls  among group of 
students and teachers.  

All the procedures are managed on the cloud by 
definition of their characteristic data (see Table 1). The 
resulting system is inherently distributed (users do not 
know where data and procedures are stored), where the 
central management interacts with a set of web-services 
provided by the cloud interface.      

III. THE SM (SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY )
The SM strategy focuses on exploiting the empty seats 

available in most cars in metropolitan areas with air 
pollution problems [8]. Its implementation assembles 
system components acquired on the Web leveraging on a 
cloud technology approach for 

· short range contacts for prompt satisfaction,  
· GPS ride surveillance.  

Universal awareness of the necessity for ITC interventions  
that combine respect for people’s mobility needs with 
protection of health and the environment -- by avoiding that 
the traffic becomes a ma jor source of pollution, energy 
consumption and everyday personal stress -- dates at least 
thirty years ago. 
Meanwhile, many ride sharing systems have been 
experienced both in Italy and abroad. An example of a 
generalist service (carpooling, carsharing, ridesharing) 
operating at na tional level, as well as internationally, is 
RoadSharing (http://www.roadsharing.com/it/). The typical 
drawback is that transactions are not real-time. On the 
contrary, the organization Jungo (http://www.jungo.it/) 
offers a hitchhiking type of extemporaneity -- thus meeting 
in view of the rider with the driver, with the  ad ditional 
benefit of security at the cost of a somewhat cumbersome 
procedure (annual subscription, membership card with 
photo, sms message at the beginning of transition, etc.) at a 
fixed rate (20 cents + 10 cents per kilometer fixed). A more 
technological and less procedurally heavy experimentation 
is underway in t he city of Seattle 
(http://go520.avego.com/st-pilot/) along the route 520 
which runs through much of the city and connects it to the 
suburbs. Transactions are done via smartphones and 
security is ensured through the phone's GPS. However, the 
rides are booked and carried out be tween fixed points of 
gathering and landing along the route, and the business 
model is based on the burden of the transition.  
It is common opinion that the ride-sharing problem has to 
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be faced within a global vision, indeed, as witnessed by the 
born of planning and coordination institutions, like the 
Ridesharing Institute 
(http://ridesharinginstitute.wikispaces.com/). However, 
studies like “Data on users of the car pooling and ride 
sharing system” 
(http://www.echoaction.net/pdf_files/Final_Report_Mobilit
y.pdf) promoted by the European community in the frame 
of Echo Action, show that we are still in the early stages. 
Moreover, a long record of dynamic time sharing systems
which have been implemented  but are not in operation may 
be found on the webpage    
http://dynamicridesharing.org/projects.php. Besides a 
valuable list of factor possibly inhibiting the success of 
these systems, the analysis quoted in 
http://dynamicridesharing.org/inhibitors.php holds: The 
feeling amongst practitioners is that schemes that are truly 
dynamic  succeed or fail on the critical mass issue. While 
other inhibitors (such as incentives and attitudes) are 
important, critical mass is just that: critical.  
The Sustainable Mobility Project aims to reduce the use of 
private cars through a community of Social Mobility which 
meets the mobility needs of its members. The system of 
Social Mobility is  implemented as a framework of 
"Internet of Things" (IoT) in wh ich the object of 
transactions are passages (rides) provided by car drivers 
(OFT) to people who request them (RDT). These players 
(ATT) are members of a social community and are terminal 
nodes of an ecosystem that provides web services for an 
optimal management of ride transactions with respect to 
different criteria: i) travel cost, ii) ride safety, iii) fast 
procedures, iv) impact on traffic congestion and pollution. 
The typical transaction between community members 
implies the following steps: 
1. a RDT member, say ID_0, who needs to go from place A 
to place B cas ts a call to the cloud through its mobile 
terminal looking for someone who wants to give him/her a 
ride (with fee or for free) within 10 minutes. 
2. OFT members ID_1, .., ID_n, who are in the 
neighborhood of ID_0 position, declare their willingness to 
cover all or part of the route. 
3. The part of the ecosystem living in the cloud proposes a 
number of ID_i (or ID_i sequences), on the base of their 
trustworthiness and on the options selected by ID_0 (with 
fee or for free, complete or stepwise, urgent or with no 
hurry, and so on). 
4. ID_0 chooses one of the proposed ID* (or a sequence of 
ID*s). 
5. The ecosystem assigns the chosen ID* to the route, it 
assists the meeting of ID_0 and ID*, follows via gps the 
development of the transaction, updates accordingly the 
credibility and credit of the involved players as well as the 
database of rides and other auxiliary data. 
On the social front, we are going to implement in daily 
practice a v irtual community designed for the transport of 
its members. It focuses on implementing a m ore efficient 
urban mobility system with decreasing costs (for those who 

leaves at h ome their vehicle) and positive environmental 
impact (for the reduction of used vehicles). The system 
being built both summarizes past experiences that have 
been tested in Italy since the mid-90s and offers different 
solutions with respect to current ride sharing systems: 
impromptu requests, immediacy of their fulfillment, 
basically for free services. 
In terms of technology, the solution we are implementing 
meets the widespread availability of geo-information 
technologies owned by a wide segment of the population 
and people’s general familiarity with social networks. With 
the spreading of low cost smartphones (about 100 €), a 
wide hybrid network has come to life. It is a network with 
wireless terminal connections, able to convey always and 
everywhere information related to the geographical position 
of the ter minals themselves, with a less than te n meters 
precision. In such networks the information is automatically 
linked to the “id” of the person who generates it, with a 
wealth of details (e.g., photos and other ancillary 
information) that s/he decides to share. Likewise, the IoT in 
which this network is immersed, is able to pr ovide an 
abundance of boundary conditions, which go from simple 
atmospheric conditions to a  whole series of data as usual 
equipment of smart cities. 
Methodologically, the project consists of a f ront-end with 
data that enables the transactions, and a b ack-end that 
handles the sociological, economic and transport related 
issues, in order to optimize the transactions. 
The main ingredients of our paradigm are: 
1. almost instantaneous connection of the user with the 

cloud to: i) place ride calls, ii) communicate his/her 
identity (in terms of ID, automatic profile, and photos) 
and GPS coordinates, iii) negotiate ride offers and 
conclude transactions. The client side of these 
functionalities will reside in a smartphone app or 
surrogates, 

2. time/space locality of the transaction. A call concerns a 
ride to start in a short time (say, 10 minutes). Only 
drivers who are close enough to the ride requester (say, 2 
kilometers away in a urban area) may offer a ride. A call 
expires in any case (satisfied or not) once the above time 
has elapsed. 

3. a sophisticated platform in the cloud with two main 
functions:  
a) suitable sorting of the ride offers on the requester 
screen. This will depend on a proper combination of 
various factors, such as driver distance, his/her credits 
within a recommendation system, cost of the ride, etc. 
b) transaction safe. Identities and photos of 
transaction actors plus tracking of the ride from 
beginning to (agreed upon) end will underpin an 
intelligent ride monitoring. 
a wise balance between individual and agglomerative 
solutions. On the basis of both ride histories collected by 
the platform database and other statistics on the field, as 
a result of deep researches on modeling and planning the 
overall urban and suburban multimodal transportation 
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plan on specific test-sites, and with the commitment to 
keep the user at the center of any decisional process, 
1. The socio-economical conditions will be identified 

that determine the choice among the different 
person transportation modalities and the economic-
systemic factors fixing the convenience  borders 
between them,  

2. Proper politics will be studied to pr omote our ride 
sharing in all modalities, to lower congestion and 
pollution charges,  

3. Technics of multimodal resource planning and 
optimization will be employed to rethink on-demand 
transportation plans in light of the real-time 
information on demand-offer and satisfaction 
feedback made available by our webservice system, 

4. A business model will be devised to render our 
innovative human-centered approach to the personal 
mobility that is feasible for the community and 
rewarding the private and public institutions 
supporting it wi thout direct charge on the single 
transactions. 

5. an equally friendly and sophisticated approach to 
the services offered by the modern Internet 
infrastructure, where the users are called to improve 
the rational aspects of their moves, getting a 
companion improvement to their style of life and 
cultural habits 

6. an involvement of user in co-designing the system 
within the open-source philosophy, so that any 
person may contribute to th e improvement of the  
functionalities of the system on the basis of his/her 
personal ICT skills. 

IV. THE I-DEAS PROJECT (ICT-
HUMANITIES CREATIVE LAB)

The PRISC and the SM ex periences on Cloud 
Computing inspired the I-DEAS project, which challenge 
was to f ill the gap between humanistic and technological 
skill in the context of the Faculty of Economics, Political 
and Sociological Studies at University of Milan, shaping 
new study course profiles, so that at the end of their 
University careers graduates may be not only literate in 
sociological, economic, business and political disciplines – 
but also in technology, creativity and innovation. The 
project argues that the considered students can develop 
creativity and innovative approaches by merging 
humanistic and technological skills. 

The project started by data and suggestions collected by 
the Stella and by the Excelsior investigations, performed 
respectively by CILEA and by UnionCamere, highlighting 
occupational data, graduates skills and Market needs. This 
information has been integrated with those obtained by a 
survey submitted to a sample of Industries and Companies, 
asked to explain current and future probable skills needed 
by our students to enter efficiently in the Job Market. All 
the collected suggestions confirmed a strong orientation 
towards the in tegration of humanistic and technological 

skills and the need to cover the current gap between 
humanistic and scientific disciplines, with particular focus 
on ICT. 

The current situation in Humanistic University courses 
shows a general difficulty in m atching technology and 
Humanities during University studies. Within the I-DEAS 
project, the attention has been focused on looking for a 
solution to involve students in practical technological 
experiences [14] that at the same time do not distract them 
from the main objectives of their studies. Our point of view 
focuses on the fact that the Humanities are traditionally 
kept away from technology studies, with the consequent 
risk to lose not only the technological skills, but also not to 
encourage an exchange and interoperability among diverse 
disciplines – an encounter that would instead create a 
wealth of new ideas, progress and innovation in all fields.   

Teaching experiences matured in previous e-learning 
projects carried at our University [15, 16], demonstrated 
that students are much more motivated if involved in 
research experiments combining practice with learning, not 
only limiting to the final thesis discussion, but contributing 
with their ideas and points of view during their entire 
university careers. This is how they can develop 
multidisciplinary skills, whose results translate into a new 
cooperative learning approach that merges the above 
mentioned issues, and that drives the students’ curiosity in 
discovering new disciplines.  

With the aim of giving a real  Job market orientation to 
the “I-DEAS” project, it has been investigated the 
possibility to i nvolve leading technological industries in 
facing the challenge to set up a creative ICT laboratory for 
our faculty students, merging different disciplines and 
innovative technologies. The term “creative” have been 
adopted to indicate a n ew different approach to ICT and 
technology, designed specifically having in mind 
humanities and their approach to disciplines. We do not 
believe in substantial differences in way-to-face disciplines 
and subjects adopted by scientific and non-scientific skilled 
people. On the contrary, we believe that, if we could reach 
the root of reasoning mechanisms, we could find a similar 
way to proceed, based on similar problem solving 
approaches but just on different expressive grammars used 
to explain the same concepts, developed as a consequence 
of different cultural references acquired in school 
experiences. On this basis they have been conducted some 
experiments in teaching different disciplines to students, 
starting by similar concepts but applying them on different 
case studies. The first steps in the described direction 
consisted in joining in the same class students from 
Political, Sociological and Economics students with 
students attending the Virtual Reality course from IT, 
Digital Communication and Music Technology courses. 
The aim was to confuse them, submitting them some 
interdisciplinary problems to solve with problem solving 
and decision making approaches applying a sort of 
“brainstorming” in which each “kind” of student could 
show to the others the own methods acquired in different 
disciplines. Surprising students (not the authors), students 
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discovered to have many common knowledge, even if 
different competencies, in methodologies field-related. 

In the so created cross-disciplinary course, open to all 
students, different techniques and methodologies to apply 
the problem solving approach have been taught. Disciplines 
goes from the representation of a p roblem in different 
fields, such as biology, economics and information 
technology, to se miotics and languages, always explained 
in a theoretical and practical approach, showing to students 
how to apply the learned lesson to their own disciplines and 
what information technology tools could be used to 
translate the theory into practice. Students are always asked 
for active participation and direct involvement during the 
lessons, sharing humanistic and scientific knowledge. The 
aims are to destroy previous preconception, to demonstrate 
them that the concept of creativity is cross-disciplinary and 
not necessarily linked to the Humanities. In this context, the 
Cloud Computing approach has been essential. The 
students soon begun to enjoy and get surprised by their 
ability and by the possibilities offered by joining forces 
among different disciplines and by the potential of the Web 
and the Cloud computing. Students passed from the initial 
“silent brainstorming” to really active and p articipative 
involvement in le ssons and lab activities. The following 
step has been, as an ticipated, to inv ite students to engage 
themselves in engineering understanding of technology. To 
this aim it has been evident the need to create a permanent 
cross-disciplinary engineering lab, based on the Cloud 
Computing approach. 

The idea has been presented as first to IBM U niversity 
Relations in the form of a Country Project, which was 
approved in September 2011, winning the competition and 
being granted the initial resources that enable start the lab’s 
activities thanks to the technological platform implemented 
by IBM cloud computing methodology and tools, 
leveraging on the complimentary IBM Academic Initiative 
(https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/university/academic
initiative/) resources.   

The primary objective of this lab is therefore that of 
spreading the knowledge of ICT and Web Science 
(http://webscience.org/home.html) among the students [17], 
thus encouraging new ideas, business research, cross-
sectional expertise, connection with the business world and 
excellence in both academic achievements and technical 
knowledge acquisition.  Also, being based on cloud 
computing, the aim is facilitating the exchange of 
knowledge, opinions, ideas and cultures throughout 
contacts with other  U niversities all over the world (i.e. 
study sessions and cooperation projects remotely 
conducted).  

The Cloud Computing platform, currently in use, will 
even more help to create a stimulating, amusing and 
enjoyable environment through which students, but also 
Researchers and Professors involved in the project, will 
exchange ideas, will start projects and will create new job 
profiles and business opportunities by involving their peers 
all around the world. A phy sical meeting room has been 
equipped, consisting of advanced hardware and software 

communication tools, providing also a virtual space 
accessible from the lab (and home). The physical space 
consists of a creative lab located in a meeting room 
equipped with VoIP, video conference tools, touch screen 
monitors, cooperative work environment and wiki. 

The following step concerns the decision to introduce all 
students to programming languages through a graphical 
user environment, LabViewTM (by National Instruments) 
suited for both programming and engineering. This choice 
has been done to invite students to mix their competencies, 
trying to create new IT or engineering solutions in their 
fields of study, using their own knowledge and creativity 
and demonstrating them that also students from Humanities 
studies could create, with the right tool, innovative 
technological solutions for purposes matching new-era 
needs in v arious disciplines. For this last reason, we also 
kept in contact with NI (National Instruments), a leading 
industry whose open graphical programming software 
(LabViewTM) and modular hardware could allow also to 
non-technicians to design and test electronic devices to 
create new solutions in communication tools, gaming 
systems or medical devices. National Instruments 
enthusiastically joined the initiative and cur rently students 
can develop ICT and engineering solution using the 
LabViewTM graphical platform. 

Figure 1 shows the logical organization of the “I-DEAS 
on the cloud” lab and the corresponding technical 
architecture. 

The so conceived lab provides the students with a solid, 
updated and versatile ICT education, which is the k ey to 
their future careers. At the same time, it o ffers the 
knowledge of the right instruments for cross-cultural 
communication, creativity and learning. Of course, in line 
with tradition, students are en couraged to gain highly-
developed skills in criticism, necessary to perform solid and 
innovative work in their studies. 

In conclusion, the “I-DEAS on the cloud” project aims at 
creating an experimental site, considering that students 
wish to create technical, and often engineering, solutions 
and to apply those solutions to social, cognitive or 
marketing studies.  Thanks to the involvement of Industries 
and both Professors and Researcher expert in marketing, 
business, cognitive science and ICT disciplines, the lab 
aims at stimulating the growth of students’ know how to  
master technologies and be carriers of change. Moreover, 
the lab will support the development of interdisciplinary 
research, basic and applied or empirical and the 
development of empirical computational thinking. 

This project represents an opportunity to foster our 
faculty and in general Academic research community 
relationships with IBM, NI (and other future Companies), 
both on a local level and internationally, increasing future 
development and granting our students the opportunity to 
also get in contact with innovator industries participating in 
the initiative. 
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Figure 1: O rganization and technical architecture of the “I-
DEAS on the cloud” lab. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
In the ICT epoch many services must be reconsidered 

and redesigned to remain at the top of quality and 
efficiency. The instances we prospect in this paper frames 
new services within meaningful advances in the culture, 
with special emphasis on: 
a) The user is asked for conceptual engagements to satisfy 

his/her needs. It is not a matter, for instance, of simply 
reaching the bus stop or his/her own car. She/he must  
pay attention to issue his/her request to the community, 
consider the offers and perform ancillary sagacity. On 
the one hand, they are tasks familiar to the user in other 
contexts, for instance booking a flight via Web. On the 
other hand, the user tends to face some additional 
complication, provided the revenue is tangible. In 
doing so, she/he enhances his/her intellectual ability. 

b) The creative capacities of more ICT-smart people are 
promoted, since they find wide room to create geo-
located applications. 

Other rooms are open in the people psychology where 
the confidence perception re the environment of services 
into which they are immersed and the reliability of their 
delivery mate with the inclination to start and maintain 
shared behaviors. 

Moreover, the new services promote  job creation, due to 
the fact that the questioned services have a server located in 
the cloud and must be adapted to the local needs. Cloud 
computing is a paradigm of transversal services that are 
delivered by platform integrating servers and apps which 
guarantee long life cycles of the solutions made available 
by the tec hnology. The so structured services constitute 
proprietary informatics ecosystems competing with one 
another, so that the user may select the most convenient 
one. This is a  source of notably job opportunities re both 
the client side, since many apps with increasing 
performance to be installed on the user terminal may appear 
on the marked, and the server side. As mentioned earlier, 
the web platform of these services is burdensome, as it 
requires tuning as a function of local condition and ride 
safety monitoring. Rather than a drawback, this constitutes 

a benefit since it requires new jobs to handle not only the 
mentioned tasks but also a wide range of spinoff services, 
such as advertising, database, etc., which makes the system 
economically feasible. In this respect, the cloud features 
allow young entrepreneurs starting their activities without a 
lot of capital. Indeed the cloud services philosophy is that 
no costly client hardware is necessary and users pay for 
what they consume. 
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Abstract— The aim of this project is to r ealize a new multimedia  
interactive web system for digital learning that, using a different and 
innovative concept, can spread and aggregate the knowledge using 
different crucial component: 1) Professional knowledge: experts 
create contents to be disseminated over communication channels  2) 
Multichannel 3) Social web. This Interactive Multimedia Web 
System for Digital Learning will be tested and evaluated  in 
permanent training course as in medicine (ECM) whit 10000 users.  
In these years, Pharmacy Profession has become the base with most 
nationwide spread for the professional updating of Italian pharmacist. 
From 2010, Medical Evidence will also offer its courses in Spain 
since the training schedule of Pharmacy Profession has been 
accredited nationwide by the Permanent Training Commission of the 
Health National System of Spain. These courses are executed 
remotely, requiring the only presence at the last lesson of the course. 
Completing the course, participants will receive credits for attending 
permanent medical training. 

Keywords: - E-learning 2.0 - Digital learning – ECM

I. INTRODUCTION AND PROJECT MOTIVATION 

Medical Evidence is the division of Marketing & 
Telematica which from 1994 elaborates high profile 
professional updating and training programs, spreading the 
scientific content of great importance aimed at the different 
public-health categories in Italy. Furthermore, Medical 
Evidence publishes from 1998 the digital magazine called 
Pharmacy Profession whose content comes from the 
monographic courses of Drug, approved by the American 
College of Pharmaceutical Education. 

The 6.500 plus pharmacists registered to the Pharmacy 
Profession Training 2009 confirm the success of this training 
program that, for 12 years from now, secures a constant 
upgrade in the area. The number of registered participants, that 
represents the 13,5% of Italian professionals, increases for 
more than 4 years and, considering the number of pre-
registrations during the last finals sessions (more than the 55% 
of the participants), is yet set to increase next year. However it 
is not about a trend limited to the pharmacists category: in 
2009, Medical Evidence has organized more than 11 FAD and 
FAD Blended courses that have involved altogether more than 
10.000 professionals.  

This trend is show n in next table, and underlines the 
increasing success of this FAD approach. 

One important assessment element is the provenance of the 
registrations, not limited to just the Region of Lombardy, but 
distributed through all the national territory. This is also due to 
the low cost of the Medical Evidence training programs (210 € 

and in only one case  250 €), that have been conceived to 
allow the dissemination of information and scientific know-
how to an increasingly large public. Even more relevant is the 
fact that the 95,4% of the registered participants has completed 
the training program obtaining the expected credits (35 or 40), 
thanks to the keen assistance of the Contact Center and the 
Organizational Administration ECM, ensuring continuous 
coaching and g iving attention and s upport to participants in 
difficult with the lessons. 

Main goal of this project is to realize a new multimedia  
interactive web system for digital learning [1] that, using a 
different and innovative concept, can spread and aggregate the 
knowledge using different crucial component: 1) Professional 
knowledge: experts create contents to be disseminated over 
communication channels  2) Multichannel: users benefit by 
access in digital form Web, ITV, smart-phone, podcast, iPad  
3) Social web: once a community is created, it is possible that 
users participate in a di scussion with the expert. This 
discussion could generate new knowledge with educational 
impact for other users . What described here above could be 
realize developing a new generation of Social Learning 
Management System ; this is  an ev olution of existing the 
Leaning Management System (LMS). The initial phase of the 
project will investigate state-of-the art on scientific literature 
and will provide a benchmark for a first prototype 
applications. This phase will establish the outcomes of the 
LMS. The second phase will produce the statements of the key 
requirement as follow: 1) Efficient contents’ management 2) 
Dissemination over communications channels 3) Support to 
users’ communities 4) Create e-learning recommender system 
[4]. The third phase will consist of the development of system 
and will include the test using a community of selected users. 
In the last phase will be done a accu rate evaluation using a 
scientific base about efficacy of prototypical and of real 
experimentation. The multimedia interactive system for 
Continuing Medical Educationit’s available at the links 
www.farmasimposio.it ; 
http://www.cardio14.it/;www.nefro14.it .

II. LEANING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

 The aim of this project is to realize a multimedia 
interactive system for Continuing Medical Education, using 
open source systems. This system allows learners to enrol in 
several courses upon payment to achieve ECM credits and a 
certificate recognized by the Ministry of Health.  
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The purpose has been achieved creating a Learning 
Management System (LMS), using web-oriented languages 
(PHP, SQL, JavaScript, HTML and CSS) and customizing the 
e-learning open source “Moodle” platform, in the future the 
system could be transferred in the cloud [2]. LMS allows 
teachers to create and manage on-line courses with huge 
possibilities of interaction with the students. Teachers and 
experts can upload training aid. This material is spread with 
several technological channel (web, mobile, smartphone, 
Iphone, tablet, Ipad…) Users can view their results, achieved 
answering to quizzes, and check their reached ECM credits to 
receive the course certificate.  

We followed the reported methodology and we divided the 
work in four stages. [5]. Several modules have been used and 
created to customize the existing platform. The most important 
are: site navigation, courses’ structuring, news, recent news, 
next events, planner, events’ reservation, certificate, quiz, 
feedback, course’s evaluation. Users’ learning is checked by 
quizzes and surveys. The student will be able to enroll to a 
“Finale session” after completing the whole training course 
and finally to download his own certificate created by the 
system after completing the session. 

III. THE FINAL SESSIONS OF THE COURSE

In 2009 all the final sessions of the course have been held 
in the months of October and November in 26 provincial 
capitals for a total of 100 sessions (about 40 sessions more 
than those of the last year) at the disposal of the participants. 

The convenience of the access to the course, the usefulness 
of the con tent of the daily clinical practice and the minimal 
request of resources for the achievement of a substantial 
number of ECM credits render this undertaking a very 
successful one, answering the need for an increasingly big 
number of pharmacists and proving this formula more 
effective than the traditional residential courses.

The plus of the pharmacy professions training program: 
1)Qualified scientific content of international relevance, 
validated by the American council of Pharmaceutical 
Education and, for Italy, by the Scientific Board of Medical 
Evidence.2)35 ECM credits with only one compulsory 
presence of 4 hours in the classroom.3)Optimization of the 
training time with online updates on the desired time and place 
4) Reduced registration fees.
Report of the final sessions of Pharmacy profession 2009  
The following table show the final report based on a sample of 
2042 participants from 25 course sessions. The questionnaires 
on the evaluation of the event filled in by the participants at 
the end of the course, confirm the success of the global effort, 
highlighting that the significant majority of the r egistered 
participants has considered the didactic model effective, 
evaluating very positively both the quality and the relevance 
as well as the excellent organization. 
 

 

Table 2: final evaluation report 
Moreover this year, the final session in the classroom has 

received the general approval of the participants that have 
welcomed the use of cartoons in the presentation of the 
didactic material rendering it not hard at all. Medical Evidence 
organizes ECM courses for diverse medical and sanitary 
specializations, such as: Oculists, Resuscitators and 
Anaesthetists, Nurses, General Medicine Doctors, 
Ophthalmologists, Veterinarians. 

IV. CONTENTS OF THE WEB PLATFORM

The Editorial Plan is made up of scientific material, 
carefully selected and drafted in the form of monographic 
lessons by the Scientific Board of Medical Evidence, that is an 
international interdisciplinary team of specialists coming from 
important Centres of Excellence or Universities for each 
discipline. A great attention is given to the quality of the 
didactic material. In fact, in many cases, the didactic material 
is selected as sources internationally authoritative and 
scientifically independent such as Drug Topics, a specialized 
magazine published in the United States by the Advanstar 
Communication Society and it is approved in its original 
version by the American Council on Pharmaceutical 
Education. 

Accessing with the personal user name (login) and 
password to the Internet platform, each pharmacist is able 
to:1)Look up or download the lessons contained on the 
updating monographs of Pharmacy Profession (PDF files) 2) 
Fill in the questionnaires related to the online lessons (multiple 
choices questions for each subject). 3) Find out the tests’ 
results, redoing each questionnaire until getting at least 80% of 
the correct answers.4) Visualize the personal record 
summarizing the obtained credits up to that moment. 5) Book 
the (compulsory) participation in the final session, choosing 
the available offices for the final session. [3] 

V. TRAINING SCHEDULE
Concerning the schedule of the Training Plan, the Provider has 
organized 10 courses of 12 (83,3%). One of the courses, 
Optician Profession, has been in any case completed although 
it has been excluded of the compulsory ECM during the 
progress of the course, with ordinance of the Department of 
Health, in other words removed from the definitive events. 
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Course Target Overall N. of 
Participants 

Participants 
who have
acquired the 
credits 

Participants 
who have not
acquired the 
credits 

Pharmacy 
Profession

5.355 5.085 269 

Oculist 
Profession

1.132 1.053 79 

Veterinarian 
Mission 

197 186 11 

ATI14 – 
Updating in 
Anaesthesia 
and Intensive 
Therapy 

587 570 16 

CARDIO14 – 
Updating in 
Cardiology 

144 134 10 

NEFRO14 – 
Updating in 
Nephrology 

41 36 5 

Management 
of partners in 
pharmacy 

797 346 451 

Everyday 
wellness

1.504 1.112 392 

Table 3: Number of participants for each event, with or without 
credits 
Gathering of statistical data for the improvement of the 
training offer: 

Pharmacy Profession: The course has been structured in 
two phases: 1) Online preparatory session with 12 lessons 2) 
Final session for the examination.  A total of 69 editions of the 
final session has been organized, in which 5.085 Pharmacists 
have participated from 5.355 professionals previously 
registered (95,0%). During the final session the Customer 
Satisfaction questionnaire has been provided, expected 
according to the normative, the questionnaire is kept at the 
Provider office. The summary of the results has delivered an 
indication equal to the 85,1% of evaluations assessed as 
“Good” or “Excellent”. The Tutors that have organized each 
final session have obtained from the participants the 91,8% of 
evaluations with the “Good” or “Excellent” indication. 

Oculist Profession: The course has been structured in two 
phases: 1) Online preparatory session with 12 lessons 2) Final 
session for the examination. A total of 12 editions of the final 
session has been organized, in which 1.053 Oculists have 
participated from 1.132 professionals previously registered 
(90,2%). The summary of the results of the Customer 
Satisfaction questionnaire has delivered an indication equal to 
the 88,4% of evaluations assessed as “Good” or “Excellent”. 
The offices for the Final Session have been connected through 
video-conference to ease the interaction between the 
participants and the Teaching Staff. The Teaching Staff that 
has organized each final session have obtained from the 
participants the 91,7% of evaluations with the “Good” or 
“Excellent” indication. 

Veterinarian Mission: The course has been structured in 
two phases: 1) Online preparatory session with 12 lessons 2) 

Final session for the examination. A total of 9 editions of the 
final session has been organized, in which 186 Veterinarians 
have participated from 197 professionals previously registered 
(89,3%). During the final session the Customer Satisfaction 
questionnaire has been provided, expected according to the 
normative, the questionnaire is kept at the Provider office. The 
summary of the results has delivered an indication equal to the 
79,6% of evaluations assessed as “Good” or “Excellent”. The 
offices for the Final Session have been connected through 
video-conference to ease the interaction between the 
participants and the Teaching Staff. The Teaching Staff that 
has organized each final session have obtained from the 
participants the 88,6% of evaluations with the “Good” or 
“Excellent” indication. 

ATI14 – Updating in Anaesthesia and Intensive 
Therapy:The course has been structured in two phases: 1) 
Online preparatory session with 14 lessons 2) Final session for 
the examination. A total of 10 editions of the final session has 
been organized, in which 570 Doctors have participated from 
587 professionals previously registered (97,1%). During the 
final session the Customer Satisfaction questionnaire has been 
provided, expected according to the normative, the 
questionnaire is kept at the Provider office. The summary of 
the results has delivered an indication equal to the 79,4% of 
evaluations assessed as “Good” or “Excellent”. The offices for 
the Final Session have been connected through video-
conference to ease the interaction between the participants and 
the Teaching Staff. The Teaching Staff that has organized each 
final session have obtained from the participants the 85,3% of 
evaluations with the “Good” or “Excellent” indication. 

CARDIO14 – Updating in Cardiology:The course has been 
structured in two phases: 1) Online preparatory session with 4 
lessons 2) Final session for examination A total of 5 editions 
of the final session have been organized, in which 134 Doctors 
have participated from 144 professionals previously registered 
(93,1%). The summary of the results of the Customer 
Satisfaction questionnaire has delivered an indication equal to 
the 89,5% of evaluations assessed as “Good” or “Excellent”. 
The offices for the Final Session have been connected through 
video-conference to ease the interaction between the 
participants and the Teaching Staff. The Teaching Staff that 
has organized each final session have obtained from the 
participants the 92,4% of evaluations with the “Good” or 
“Excellent” indication.

NEFRO14 – Updating in Nephrology:The course has been 
structured in two phases: 1) Online preparatory session with 4 
lessons 2) Final session for the examination. A total of 5 
editions of the final session has been organized, in which 36 
Doctors have participated from 41 pr ofessionals previously 
registered (87,8%). The summary of the results of the 
Customer Satisfaction questionnaire has delivered an 
indication equal to the 90,8% of evaluations assessed as 
“Good” or “Excellent”. The offices for the Final Session have 
been connected through video-conference to ease the 
interaction between the participants and the Teaching Staff. 
The Teaching Staff that has organized each final session have 
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obtained from the participants the 90,4% of evaluations with 
the “Good” or “Excellent” indication. 

Management of partners in pharmacy: The course has 
been delivered in e-learning modality, with the aid of 
multimedia lessons in self-learning and support from the 
forum for the participants. At the end of the course an 
examination questionnaire about the quality of the course has 
been provided, consisting of 17 di rect questions and 3 op en 
questions for a total of 20 questions. The adopted system of 
examination of the direct questions is a Likert scale of 4 or 5 
modalities. The answers can be put together in four groups: 
G.1 Accessibility and usability of the platform; G.2 Support 
(help desk, tutorship and level of communication); G.3 
Effectiveness of the methodology (Level of involvement of the 
course and pertinence of the subjects, level of difficulty); G.4 
Quality of the d idactics (evaluation of the content of the 
course, also related to one’s expectations). 

For all groups the percentage of positive and very positive 
answers has been over the 95% with a g lobal percentage of 
satisfaction of the 97%. It has not been proposed the question 
if the presentation of the course subjects has been balanced 
and objective, no participant has answered negatively because 
the theme of the course does not concern medical subjects but 
administrative. From the open questions it has been 
appreciated the didactic modality. According to the 
participants it resulted flexible and adaptable to their time for 
understanding and learning. Moreover, it has been appreciated 
the expositive clarity and the representation of knowledge, 
judged direct and effective. The results of the satisfaction 
questionnaire confirm that the methodology of planning, 
delivery and support are absolutely well-balanced. 

Everyday wellness: The course has been delivered in e-
learning modality, with the presentation of downloadable 
didactic material and a forum involving participants. At the 
end of the course an examination questionnaire about the 
quality of the course has been provided, consisting of 17 direct 
questions and 3 open questions for a total of 17 questions. The 
adopted system of examination of the direct questions is a 
Likert scale of 4 or 5 modalities. The answers can be put 
together in three groups: G.1 Accessibility and usability of the 
platform; G.2 Support (help desk, tutorship and level of 
communication); G.3 Quality of the didactics (evaluation of 
the content of the course, also regarding one’s expectations) 

For all groups the percentage of positive and very positive 
answers has been over the 97% with a g lobal percentage of 
satisfaction of the 98,5%. To the explicit question if the 
presentation of the course subjects has been balanced and 
objective, no participant has answered negatively. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The 6.500 plus pharmacists registered to the Pharmacy 
Profession Training 2009 confirm the success of this training 
program that, for 12 years from now, secures a constant 
upgrade in the area. The number of registered participants, that 
represents the 13,5% of Italian professionals, continues to 
grow for more than 4 years and, considering the number of 
pre-registrations during the last finals sessions (more than the 

55% of the participants), is yet set to increase next year. 
However it is not about a trend limited to the pharmacists 
category: in 2009, Medical Evidence has organized more than 
11 FAD and FAD Blended courses that have involved 
altogether more than 10.000 professionals. The registered 
results gave excellent scores both in ter ms of increasing 
number of participants and in participants’ performance 
(learning results). 

The evaluation surveys of the platform given to the testers 
show a positive response. We conducted several usability tests 
and the system appears efficient and effective. Thanks to its 
simple structure, there hasn’t been found any complication in 
the pages navigation. In fact, we improved some pages, where 
the learner could be disoriented, in order to make the system 
easy and pleasant. 

New modules have been introduced to make the system 
utilization easier, allowing the user to have all the necessary 
instruments to achieve his purposes. Furthermore, 
downloading the lessons documentation is an easy and quick 
process. Thanks to the multimedia contents (audio, video and 
synchronized slides), users live a learning experience similar 
to a videoconference lesson and users have the advantage to 
read and study a certain lesson every time he wants. Learners 
can directly ask teachers explanations using a messaging 
system as e-mail, or better, an integrated forum through which 
learners can share impressions and opinions with other users 
in the course. 

The success of the initiatives encourages new frontiers in 
investigating effective learning to improve quality and long-
lasting memory. The FAD structure and the learning sessions 
organization allow to experiment new techniques for long-
lasting learning, such as those based on p riming and new 
advanced learning methodologies [6, 7]. 
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Abstract—Visual languages are beneficial particularly for
domain-specific applications, since they support graphical
metaphors of the domain. The development of graphical edi-
tors for such languages can be simplified by using generator
frameworks. Up to now the majority of visual languages are
two-dimensional, but there are domains which are much better
described by three-dimensional language constructs. The use of
three-dimensional representations is well known in the area of
(scientific) visualizations, games, or movies. Our approach is
to use 3D graphics for visual languages that make use of 3D
relationships, and to develop a generator framework to simplify
the implementation of 3D languages. Our system DEViL3D
accomplishes this task and encapsulates special knowledge neces-
sary to implement 3D editors for such languages. The language
designer does not need to know about implementation of 3D
graphics and interaction with them, because our framework
supports this for each language implementation automatically.
This paper introduces previous approaches in the area of 3D
languages, describes the specification process to get a 3D language
implementation using our generator framework, and especially
illustrates the 3D specific features of these implementations
automatically derived without further effort.

Index Terms—automated generation, visual languages, visual
programming, three-dimensional representations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Visual languages play an important role in computer science

today and are omnipresent in tools for modeling software and

specific application domains. Examples of successful visual

languages are LabVIEW [1]—used in industrial automation

and instrument control—and the well-known UML, which

is used to model object-oriented software systems. Both

languages use two-dimensional representations, e.g., boxes

and lines between these, in order to visualize dataflow or

dependencies. But in some cases, the 2D representation of

UML diagrams is not efficient enough and can be extended

to 3D, e.g., to overcome the problem of intersecting edges in

sequence diagrams, or to use the third dimension to focus on

special classes of interest in class diagrams [2].

The first idea of three-dimensional visual languages goes

back to a publication of Glinert [3] in 1987. He reveals

that visual languages, so far, make use of at most 2.5-

dimensional representations, which means the use of multiple,

∗This work is supported by the German Research Foundation (Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft – DFG); contract no. KA 537/6-1.

interconnected planar diagrams. Glinert shows how 2.5D re-

presentations can be extended to 3D and proposes projects in

the area of visual languages that use the third dimension and

therefore differ from classical visual language approaches.
A good example for a three-dimensional visual language is

the description of molecular models. These models consist of

atoms that are visualized as balls, and bonds between them that

are represented by sticks. The arrangement of the atoms in the

3D space is the result of the electron cloud repulsion. Hence,

the molecular language can be regarded as a representative

of the class of application-specific languages that describe

inherent three-dimensional graphical models.

Fig. 1. Editor for molecular models generated with DEViL3D.

With our generator framework DEViL3D (Development

Environment for Visual 3D Languages), we have already

generated an editor for molecular models (see Fig. 1). It allows

to insert different atoms (we provide a small snippet of the

periodic table, which knows 118 elements) and connect them

by bonds. The editor offers techniques to manipulate language

constructs and navigate inside the 3D scene.
As mentioned before, many visual languages were suc-

cessfully developed for domain-specific applications. Such

languages are often specifically tailored to the graphical no-

tations of that scope. The development of a language specific

implementation is justified, only if the effort is appropriately

small. Therefore, effective generator systems are useful. We

have experience in developing the generator framework DEViL

[4] that generates structure editors for two-dimensional visual
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languages from high level specifications. The system is char-

acterized by methods, which effectively simplify the creation

of specifications. These include in particular so called visual
patterns, layout mechanisms, and an editor to specify graphical

primitives. The DEViL system has been used successfully to

create visual languages in cooperation with nameable compa-

nies like Volkswagen, Bosch [5], and SagemOrga [6].

In comparison to the development of 2D languages, new

methods and techniques are needed, to develop editors for 3D

languages. Knowledge about implementation of 3D graphics

and interaction with them is required. Hence, a well usable

generator system for 3D language implementations is needed,

which encapsulates these methods and make them available for

each generated editor, without further effort for the language

designer. Some basic methods to develop visual languages can

be inherited from the DEViL system.

Compared to editors for 2D languages, there are the follow-

ing tasks that are new for 3D language editors: The navigation

inside the 3D canvas, the insertion of new constructs into the

3D world, and the interaction with them. Furthermore, the lay-

out of three-dimensional programs needs new methods. This

paper focuses on these techniques, which are encapsulated in

DEViL3D (see Section II). The general specification process to

generate 3D language editors is described in Section III. In the

section about related work, we give background information of

some already existing three-dimensional languages and present

a classification of 3D visualizations that are also applicable to

3D languages. Since the development of DEViL3D is work in

progress, we give an outlook on future work in Section V.

II. FUNDAMENTAL TECHNIQUES FOR 3D LANGUAGES

For the acceptance of three-dimensional languages, it is

essential that there are editors that make the construction of

3D programs as easy as possible. This challenge will become

clear, if we compare editors that allow the creation of 2D and

3D representations. They can be distinguished by the degree
of freedom (DOF) that describes the possibilities of object

placement in space. The 2D space has three DOFs: translation

along the two axes and rotation around the neutral point. By

contrast, the DOFs in three-dimensional space are twice as

many: translation and rotation along all three axes. In order to

cope with this increase in complexity, we need new techniques

for navigation, interaction, and layout.

A. Navigation

Navigation is the planning and execution of travel trough

the three-dimensional space with the aim to explore a scene

without an explicit target, or to search a particular target. Each

3D canvas in editors generated by DEViL3D comprises a first-

person-view camera to support such tasks.

To enable navigation tasks (and in general, all interaction

tasks), the user needs a device to “communicate” with the

editor. Input devices are just physical tools, which are also

governed by the degree of freedom they have. The editors that

are generated by DEViL3D support both, classical 2D devices

and special 3D devices that cover all DOFs. Our aim is that

the editors are available for users that do not own special

3D devices. Hence, it is possible to navigate in the scene,

by using a classical 2D mouse and a keyboard: moving the

mouse rotates the camera and pressing special keys let move

the camera forwards, backwards, upwards, or downwards. It

is also possible to use 3D input devices. A 3D mouse, which

captures all six DOFs, can be used without any further device

to navigate inside the scene. A prototypical support for the

Microsoft Kinect motion detection device is also included.

The Kinect device recognizes the users hand gestures and the

camera moves according to this motion.

With this navigation support, the user is able to inspect

the three-dimensional program from different perspectives. If

some language objects, the user is interested in, are hidden

by others, the camera can be used to navigate to these objects

and avoid this occultation problem.

B. Interaction

One of the most important features of a structure editor is

its ability to prevent the user from constructing syntactically

incorrect programs. To do so, our editors provide special

techniques that follows the well known direct manipulation
paradigm by Shneiderman [7]. Interaction tasks can be distin-

guished into the insertion and the manipulation of objects.

The insertion of language constructs is triggered by so

called insertion contexts that highlight positions, where new

constructs can be inserted. Each 3D view provides besides the

3D canvas in the middle, buttons on the left-hand side. If the

user clicks on such a button, all appropriate three-dimensional

insertion contexts appear inside the 3D canvas. The nature

of the insertion context is determined by the way, how the

language object is organized and layouted in the scene. For

example, objects can be part of a three-dimensional set, or a

list.

Fig. 2. Three-dimensional insertion context.

Let us consider the task to insert an object into a 3D set,

e.g., to insert an atom to construct a molecule. The insertion

context appropriate for this task is shown in Fig. 2. With this,

the user is able to define a position, where the new language

construct should appear. Similar to the navigation task, we

want to make it possible for users to construct the program

with a 2D mouse. Hence, the cubic insertion context includes

a plane to ensure a three-dimensional position. This plane can
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(a) Translate (b) Scale (c) Rotate

Fig. 3. Gizmos are used to manipulate language objects.

be moved along the z-axis, while the right mouse button is

pressed. The 3D position of the object can be determined after

a mouse click on the plane. This position is comprised of the

x- and y-position, allocatable by the two-dimensional position

of the mouse cursor, and the z-position of the plane.

Fig. 4. Insertion context for list elements.

An insertion context for an object that is organized as an

element of a list (along one of the three dimensions) can be

seen in Fig. 4. The area, where the list is located, is visualized

as a cube with planes inside that indicate the insertion position

of the list. The actual selected plane is highlighted orange and

after a click the new element appears exactly on this position.

After the user inserts an object into the graphical repre-

sentation, an update (according to the model-view-controller
paradigm) of the view is triggered that recomputes the graph-

ical representation. This comprises, e.g., list elements which

have to move up after inserting a new element, or special

layout algorithms which ensure further requirements.

After the insertion of an object, the user is able to modify

the object. To do so, the editor provides widgets [8] (called

gizmos) that can be applied to objects and enable the user to

translate, scale, or rotate an object. The gizmos to translate and

scale are depicted by three cylinders and the gizmo to rotate

objects is depicted by three tori (see Fig. 3). Each dimension

can be manipulated separately by pressing the right mouse

button and will be colored yellow. While moving the mouse,

a so called ghost object will be visible. This object is used

to give the user feedback of the temporary state, while the

mouse button is still pressed. On releasing the mouse button,

the object gets the new position, size, or orientation.

C. Layout

The way, how language constructs will be layouted, can

influence the usability of the editor. For example, the question

how much effort is required to insert new objects into the scene

can be influenced by the layout. This question refers to the

dimension viscosity of Green’s and Petre’s famous cognitive
dimensions framework [9]. In our framework, the layout of the

visual representation is encapsulated through the utilization

of visual patterns. Examples for visual patterns are three-

dimensional sets, lists, line connections, or graphs. Depending

on the chosen pattern, the language constructs are layouted

differently.

For objects that are organized within a three-dimensional

set, a special algorithm ensures the mutual non-interpene-
tration of all objects (analog to non-overlapping in 2D). The

algorithm searches for the leftmost interpenetration of two

language constructs and identifies the x-, y-, or z-dimension

where the overlapping is minimal and moves the language

construct along this dimension to fix the interpenetration.

This will be done until all interpenetrations are resolved.

The concrete position for each element of a list is also

computed by a mechanism encapsulated in the list pattern.

The layout of nested representations will be computed by a

hierarchical procedure: First, the size requirements from inside

to outside are computed. In a second step, the final positions

are propagated from outside to inside.

We are working on a pattern that is used to layout three-

dimensional graphs. To do so, we are using an algorithm that

arranges the graph in an aesthetical way. Eades shows [10]

that this can be achieved with spring embedding algorithms,

which layout the graph according to two important criteria: all

the edge lengths ought to be about the same and the layout

should display as much symmetry as possible.

III. THE DEVIL3D FRAMEWORK

This section gives a brief overview on the concrete steps

necessary to generate a structure editor for a 3D language with

DEViL3D. A language specification addresses three different

aspects: the abstract structure, the visual representation, and

code generation (see Fig. 5). From these parts, DEViL3D

generates a structure editor, which includes techniques to

construct and manipulate three-dimensional programs (as de-

scribed in the previous section). This approach is inherited
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Fig. 5. Specification aspects in DEViL3D.

from the predecessor system DEViL and is provably beneficial

to develop structure editors efficiently. The concepts that are

adapted from DEViL are described only briefly here. The

reader is referred to publications on that system: [4], [11].

The abstract structure describes the language constructs and

the way how they are connected, without defining a concrete

representation. This is done with a specifically tailored textual

domain specific language, which is strongly related to object

oriented programming languages. It is based on well known

concepts like classes, inheritance, attributes, and references.

The concrete representation of the visual language will be

achieved by the specification of visual representations. To do

so, the language designer defines a set of views that are based

on a part of the abstract structure. A view consists of seve-

ral buttons for language constructs and a three-dimensional

canvas, which displays the graphical objects. To specify the

visual representation, it is mostly sufficient to select visual

patterns from a library to assign them to constructs of the

abstract structure. These visual patterns can be parameterized

in a declarative way. They automatically contribute layout and

interaction properties, as described in the previous section. For

example, all atomic constructs of the abstract structure are

associated to the visual pattern 3D set, which supports the

interpenetration-free arrangement in the 3D space.

The concrete visual appearance of a language construct is

realized by a visual pattern named VP3DForm, which refers

to a textual specification of a so called generic drawing.

Such a generic drawing basically consists of several graphical
primitives, special areas (called containers) which determine

placeholders, where sub elements can be nested, and methods

to transform the drawing, if the required size of the sub ele-

ments exceeds the size of the container. The language designer

can choose from a library of predefined primitives like spheres,

boxes, cylinders, cones or tori, which are provided by the

underlying jMonkeyEngine [12]. We use this 3D engine—

which were originally developed to program 3D games—for

all low-level drawing tasks. More complex primitives can be

designed with modeling tools like Blender [13].

Analog to the visual representation, the language designer

can define a set of code generators, which transform the 3D

program into a textual representation. To achieve this, we use

well known concepts from the area of compiler construction

that are encapsulated in the Eli system [14].

A structure editor, generated from these specifications, pro-

vides a multi-document interface, which shows, besides the

tree view of the language model, the three-dimensional views,

specified by the language designer. Another important issue is

the possibility to define a coupling between different views.

For instance, it is quite conceivable that a molecular editor

has, besides a view that shows a ball-and-stick model, a view

that shows the molecules as a space filling model (also known

as calotte model). With the aid of synchronization functions,

such coupled views can be kept consistent. As mentioned

in the previous section, the purpose of the structure editor

is to keep programs syntactically correct. In general this is

achieved by the program composition with the special tailored

insertion contexts that allow the insertion of objects only at

valid positions. But for further language dependent checks, the

language designer can implement special functions, which are

called after each modification and report potential violations

in an error view.

IV. RELATED WORK

Two-dimensional visual languages have been established

since circa three decades. Thus, the idea to automate the

implementation of such languages was very obvious. Hence,

many generator frameworks, based on different design prin-

ciples, were established. Besides the DEViL system—which
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(a) Cube: natural number generator
(from [15]).

(b) SAM: representation of an agent (from
[16]).

(c) 3D-PP: prime number
computation (from [17]).

Fig. 6. Some historical three-dimensional languages.

was recently extended by a simulation concept [18]—there are

many other generator frameworks for visual languages, e.g.,

DiaGen [19], DiaMeta [20], VLDesk [21], or MetaEdit+ [22].

But to the best of our knowledge, DEViL3D is the first

approach of a generator system for 3D languages. Hence,

this section about related work focuses on historical three-

dimensional visual languages and on a classification for such

languages.

The most prominent three-dimensional language is Cube
developed by Najork [15]. Cube is a three-dimensional, visual,

logic programming language, which is semantically similar

to Prolog and makes use of the data-flow paradigm. Each

language construct, like predicates, data types, or values is

represented by a cube, which may contain further cubes or may

be connected by a pipe with others. The interior arrangement

of a predicate definition cube consists of transparent boxes

called planes, which represent semantic information—the ver-

tical arrangement indicates disjunction, while the horizontal

arrangement indicates conjunction. This visualizes an analogy

to Prolog, since each plane corresponds to a clause of a

Prolog program. The example of a Cube program in Fig. 6(a)

shows a predicate definition cube that defines a natural number

generator, which bases on the following recursive definition:

a) 1 is a natural number, and b) if n is a natural number, then

so is n + 1. Inside the cube, there are two planes which are

stacked vertically to visualize the disjunction. The lower plane

forms the base case and the upper plane forms the recursive

case of the definition.

The SAM (Solid Agents in Motion) language [16], which

is parallel, synchronous and state-oriented bases on the well

known 2D language Pictorical Janus. A SAM program de-

scribes a set of agents that synchronously communicate by

exchanging messages. SAM programs consist of an abstract re-

presentation for specifying the agent’s behavior and a concrete

representation showing the application domain. The abstract as

well as the concrete representation is three-dimensional. 3D

objects in SAM are 3D messages, agents with ports, and rules

with a precondition and a sequence of actions (see Fig. 6(b)).

The 3D-PP language [17] bases on the concurrent logic

programming language GHC and offers the possibility to

construct three-dimensional programs—by combining pictorial

program elements—that are equivalent to GHC programs.

Program elements, e.g., atomic values, lists, or I/O data have

a three-dimensional representation. The designer of 3D-PP

developed an editor, which supports direct manipulation tech-

niques to construct and manipulate the 3D program represen-

tation. Program elements can be represented semi-transparent

to make objects visible that are nested inside another object,

or that are hidden by an object in the foreground. Elements

that are nested into each other can be seen in the example in

Fig. 6(c). This example shows a program that computes the

first 1000 prime numbers.

Stasko and Wehrli classify 3D visualizations [23] in three

categories: augmented 2D, adapted 2D, and inherent 3D
visualizations. Their categories can be applied to 3D languages

as well. Augmented 2D representations require less than three

spatial dimensions. The third dimension is added merely for

aesthetic purposes. Such representations take no advantages

from the third dimension and hence, they are less suitable.

The adapted 2D representations require at least two spatial di-

mensions; however the third dimension is used to encode extra

features. For example, Cube programs use the third dimension

to encode conjunction or disjunction through arrangement of

planes. The meaning of inherent 3D representations should

be obvious and includes representations with inherently three-

dimensional entities, such as all real-life objects. We extend

this category to include representations where the arrangement

of constructs to one another is inherently 3D. One example

for this are the molecular models, because the arrangement

of atoms—resulting from the electron cloud repulsion—is

inherently three-dimensional.

V. FUTURE WORK

Our generator DEViL3D is able to generate full usable

three-dimensional editors, e.g., for molecular models. But we

have further ideas that we would like to assemble. Our goal

is to complete the three-dimensional aspects of the generated

editors. Again, these aspects can be subdivided in techniques

to navigate and interact with language constructs, together
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with new layout mechanisms. All these techniques have to

be developed in a generic manner and have to be integrated

in DEViL3D, such that they can be used in any editor. In the

following, we report on investigations related to these aspects.
At present, the navigation inside the 3D world relies on

the unrestricted movement of the first-person camera. Another

approach is the constraint-based navigation, that is, to focus

special parts of interest automatically, or zoom in.
The layout of three-dimensional programs is mainly de-

termined by the application of visual patterns. To increase

layout alternatives, we have ideas for more visual patterns.

For example, so called cone trees [24] are an effective method

from the area of information visualization to visualize hierar-

chical information structures. Furthermore, it is conceivable

to arrange objects as part of a three-dimensional cube which

stacks several planes, which in turn are internally organized

as matrices.
Up to now, we have implemented all layout concepts by

hand. In general, we have to explore if the use of a constraint

solver is beneficial. In domains, constituted of real-world

objects, objects are constrained to move on a horizontal floor

or have to dock on other objects. For such purposes, a

constraint solver can automatically satisfy these requirements

by computing a solution for a set of equations.
Until now, the generic drawings, mentioned in Section III,

are specified textual. It would be helpful to have a three-

dimensional editor, which allows the specification of generic

drawings in a WYSIWYG-style. We plan to implement such

an editor using DEViL3D and make use of the code generation

module that have to output the specification code for visual

specified drawings.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented an approach to automatize

the implementation of structure editors for three-dimensional

languages with the DEViL3D generator framework. The focus

of this paper lies on techniques that make the visual com-

position of three-dimensional programs possible. First of all,

navigation techniques allow the inspection of the whole 3D

scene with different input devices and can avoid the occultation

of objects. To insert language constructs into the 3D world,

special insertion contexts are developed and gizmos allow their

manipulation. The layout of the three-dimensional programs

is defined by visual patterns that provide appropriate layout

strategies, e.g., the non-interpenetration of objects that are

organized in a 3D set. All these techniques are provided by the

generator system and are available in each generated editor.

Techniques that are not specific for 3D are adopted from the

DEViL system.
DEViL3D is indented to effectively support the development

of new three-dimensional visual domain specific languages,

and thus encourage the use of the third dimension in modeling

domains.
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Abstract—With the continued proliferation of digitally availa-
ble data, it is likely that in the future more programming will 
need to be done by professionals who are untrained as comput-
er scientists. To this end, domain-specific programming lan-
guages like MATLAB, Excel VBA, and LabVIEW G will con-
tinue to increase in popularity. Herein we briefly examine three 
domain-specific languages, considering positive and negative 
attributes of each. We then propose the creation of a tool that 
will facilitate semi-automated generation of new domain-
specific programming languages. To best address the needs 
and technical background of the intended user population, the 
generated language will be graphical, with a syntax and seman-
tics based on natural language. 

1.    INTRODUCTION 
With the advent of domain-specific programming lan-

guages such as M ATLAB and Ex cel VBA, engineers, ac-
countants, and other non-programmers are lear ning to con-
struct programs to solve problems specific to their fields. 
Though these languages are useful to those without degrees 
in computer science, to new users they are no easier to un-
derstand than programs written in traditional, general-
purpose programming languages like C++ or Py thon. One 
still must learn to read and write programs that are heavily 
dependent on a precise syntax, expressed using non-intuitive 
combinations of letters and symbols. Despite the concise-
ness of such a textual representation, programmers under-
stand and describe the semantics of their code by effectively 
translating it to natural language.  

Some domain-specific languages, like LabVIEW’s G lan-
guage, take a different approach to programming, one that is 
not as focused on the use of text to express the computation. 
Using a graphical interface, users can drag, drop, and co n-
nect elements to specify the actions that are to be performed. 
The use of a visual interface in languages such as G simpli-
fies the programming experience for end-users.  

This paper briefly discusses advantages and disadvantages 
of some popular domain-specific programming languages. It 
then proposes a natural language-based tool t o semi-
automate the development and implementation of new visu-
al, domain-specific programming languages. Intuitively, 

utilizing a rep resentation that a u ser already understands 
(i.e., natural language) should allow him/her to more effec-
tively develop algorithms to solve problems.  

2.    DOMAIN-SPECIFIC LANGUAGES 

2.1. Importance of Domain-Specific Languages 
Programming is a skill that can be used to efficiently 

solve many different types of problems. Computer scientists 
commonly use languages like Python and C++ because they 
are robust, augmented by an extensive set of libraries to 
accomplish any computing task. Experienced programmers 
are familiar with the imperative programming paradigm, and 
after an hour or so of reading documentation for a new lan-
guage, they likely can begin working on a program to solve 
a problem. Those who are not well versed in languages such 
as C++ or Python have a much larger hurdle to overcome: 
learning to communicate to the computer a sequence of ac-
tions that must be performed to solve a problem. 

Many programming languages are difficult or intimidating 
to learn due to their size [1]. These languages were designed 
so that they could be applied to a variety of problems in dif-
ferent domains. However, in many respects it is the flexibil-
ity of these languages that reduces their expressiveness. To 
this end, domain-specific programming languages were de-
veloped. Typically, these languages have a small set of fea-
tures (as compared to g eneral-purpose programming lan-
guages), but their syntaxes are much more expressive.  

End-user programmers easily can become frustrated if 
they must write code to manage computer resources (e.g., 
memory, threads, etc.), or to define data structures. As such, 
domain-specific languages are typically high-level pro-
gramming languages; issues like memory management, con-
currency, and data structure implementation are handled by 
the language internals, and do not require explicit specifica-
tion by the user [3]. 

2.2. Review of Existing Domain-Specific Languages 
2.2.1. MATLAB: Imperative Textual Programming 

Although domain-specific languages are n ot necessarily 
designed to be used by non-professional programmers, they 
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often are. For example, MathWorks’ MATLAB program-
ming language was designed so that users could easily solve 
problems that require matrices, vectors, and functions relat-
ed to linear algebra [4]. The semantics of MATLAB follow 
the rules of linear algebra: the dimensions of multiplied ma-
trices must agree, rows and columns are indexed by one, etc. 
[5]. Programs written in MATLAB leverage powerful linear 
algebra primitives, thereby facilitating the development of 
numerical computing applications.  

However, it easily could be argued that MATLAB’s syn-
tax is no friendlier than a general-purpose programming 
language. In MATLAB, users can assign values to variables, 
perform arithmetic operations, and call functions using an 
imperative, C-like syntax. For experienced programmers, 
the syntax is familiar and reasonably intuitive. But for oth-
ers, this syntax can be confusing.  

2.2.2. LabVIEW: Declarative Graphical Programming 
The G prog ramming language, designed by National In-

struments for LabVIEW, takes a much different approach to 
writing programs. Instead of writing text to specify the ac-
tions to be perf ormed, users construct block diagrams. This 
is done by connecting input and output blocks to fun ction 
blocks using a graphical user interface. LabVIEW then 
compiles the diagrams to machine code, and executes them 
[6]. G is often used in the development of measurement and 
control systems. Its user i nterface is friendly to those who 
are not experienced programmers; users easily can connect 
different inputs and functions together to produce output. As 
such, block diag rams provide a convenient way to write 
declarative programs [10]. However, not all prob lems can 
best be thought of in terms of the flow of data; hence such 
languages actually might be an obstacle  to articu lating a 
solution.  

2.2.3. Alice: Imperative Graphical Programming 
To help beginning programmers learn to write programs, 

researchers at Carnegie Mellon University developed Alice: 
an imperative visual programming language. Using Alice, 
users can solve computational problems by creating 3D 
scenes, and specifying various actions to manipulate the 
objects in the scenes [7]. Like M ATLAB, Alice let s users 
define the step-by-step execution of their programs, and like 
LabVIEW, it has a g raphical user interface, allowing users 
to drag-and-drop statements to create programs.  

Unlike MATLAB and LabVIEW, each statement in Alice 
is represented in pseudo-English. Consequently, reading an 
Alice program is much like reading broken English. Similar-
ly, writing Alice programs is as simple as dragging desired 
statements into the editor and filling in the blanks. As the 
user drops a statement into the editor, the editor prompts the 
user to fill in every necessary parameter. For example, in 
Figure 1 the user has dragged the “bunny turn” method into 
the editor. S/he then is prompted for a direction and amount 
for the turn before the statement is actually inserted into the 
program. While runtime errors still can occur, syntactic and 
semantic errors cannot.  

 

 
Figure 1: Alice sample code with editor parameter menu 

 

III.    MAKING PROGRAMMING MORE ACCESSIBLE 
3.1. The Approach Used to Generate a Domain-Specific, 
Natural Language-Based, Visual Programming Language 

By combining natural language and graphical program-
ming, Alice helps its users to quickly learn to read and write 
programs. To this end, we propose the creation of a tool that 
is capable of generating a visual programming language 
using a natural language description of the problem domain. 
In brief, the tool will work as follows: 

1. The language developer provides the tool with a descrip-
tion of what entities exist in the problem domain and 
what actions those entities can perform. 

2. The tool parses the statements in the description, extract-
ing information; for example: 
a. A knowledge base is searched for word association 

(e.g. "move" might imply "location"). 
b. A dialog with the user is initiated when ambiguities 

in the description need to be clarified.  
3. The tool generates a Python code framework that allows 

the language developer to write code to specify any addi-
tional details of  the implementation for the new lan-
guage. For example, if a user is designing a language to 
control a ro bot, the user will need to f ill in the code 
framework to provide the logic necessary for communi-
cating with the hardware. 

4. The tool wraps the language with a drag-and-drop inter-
face, making it visual. 

5. The language developer can integrate the new language 
into other software projects so that the end-users effec-
tively can program visually in a pseudo-natural language. 

3.2. The Use of Natural Language in Programming 
Since the mid-1960’s, programming using natural lan-

guage has been a hot topic of research. Intuitively, if users 
can articulate a solu tion using their natural language, the 
learning curve for programming should be greatly reduced, 
as there is no longer a need to learn a new language in which 
to “communicate.” However, interpreting natural language 
can be incredibly challenging [8]. Natural language can be 
ambiguous, even to native speakers. For example, the 
phrase, “capital of the country” may refer to capital city of a 
particular country or to its  wealth. At times, identifying the 
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parts of speech for a phrase can be diff icult to deter mine 
depending on the context in which it is used.  

Despite these challenges, researchers at MIT have devel-
oped a tool n amed Metafor that is capable of translating 
natural language descriptions of problem s into code [9]. 
Users provide a description of a program to Metafor written 
in English, which subsequently is parsed to create code for a 
program that will accomplish the necessary tasks. This helps 
users to qu ickly convert their ideas f rom natural language 
into code. However, Metafor does n ot generate all o f the 
logic for a program. It on ly creates the “scaffolding” for a 
program. Users must fill in the rest of  the code to h ave a 
properly functioning program. Although it does not generate 
programs in their entirety, Metafor would make an excellent 
tool for software engineering purposes.  

Extracting knowledge from natural language descriptions 
is the most challenging aspect of implementing our language 
generator tool. Metafor generates skeleton code from a natu-
ral language description, but our tool must do more. Since 
our goal is to generate a new programming language based 
on a natural language description of the objects and actions 
relevant to a particu lar problem domain, we also must gen-
erate a grammar for the new language. Because Metafor is 
designed to g enerate programs based on natural language 
stories told by users, i t is capable of interpreting these sto-
ries as program descriptions and mapping them to state-
ments in Python. As such, it is not necessary for Metafor to 
record how it mapped natural language statements to code. 
Once the scaffolding is generated, the mapping is no longer 
needed. Our tool needs to take one step beyond the accom-
plishments of Metafor, generating parser def inition files in 
addition to skeleton code. These definition files will define a 
BNF grammar for the pseudo-English language, and make 
calls to the generated skeleton code. 

The language processing techniques used by Metaphor 
could be le veraged to de velop a g rammar for a new pro-
gramming language. During the disambiguation process, 
verbs and nouns identified by Metafor are mapped to func-
tions and objects, respectively. By maintaining the user’s 
natural language description of actions and objects, a collec-
tion of pseudo-natural language commands could be deve l-
oped and formed into a formal grammar. Though this new 
language would be a usab le domain-specific language, it 
would still require that programmers have a firm under-
standing of the language’s syntax.  

3.3. Visual Programming 
As previously discussed for LabVIEW and Alice, v isual 

programming has several advantages over textual program-
ming. Foremost is the reduction of syntax and semantic er-
rors in programs. Visual languages are much more “interac-
tive” during the actual development of a prog ram than are 
compiled languages and even REPL interpreters. Instead of 
letting users make syntactic errors and then displaying error 
messages, users are preve nted from making errors in  the 
first place [1]. Alice forces the programmer to choose p a-

rameters for each state ment before inserting the statement 
into its program editor. By doing this, users cannot construct 
incomplete statements. Also as previously described, Alice 
forces users to select values of the correct type as parame-
ters to statements, thereby preventing potential type errors.  

Our tool certainly could be used to generate an Alice-like, 
stand-alone programming environment, but we envision its 
potential use to be much more extensive. Not only could 
new applications be more quickly developed, but the tool 
could be used to add visual programming features to exist-
ing products. By extending an existing command line pro-
gramming interface with a visual programming interface, 
software developers can expand their target audience to in-
clude programmers and non-programmers alike. 

IV.    APPLICATION TO PYVRCC-3D 
4.1. Objectives of the Application  
VRCC-3D+ [10] is the implementation of a mathematical 

model that supports quantitative and qualitative spatial rea-
soning in 3D. To support the use of this tool as an automated 
spatial reasoner, an end-user programming language could 
be designed that would allow an untrained programmer to 
create visual “programs” representing a collection of 3D 
objects and the (generalized) spatial relatio ns that hold be-
tween each pair of objects at different abstract time periods 
(i.e., “states”).  

Developing such a programming language could be auto-
mated by using our language generator tool. W hat follows 
are some of the steps that would be taken to create a vis ual 
language for the Python implementation of VRCC-3D+, 
which we shall call PyVRCC3D. For simplicity, this exam-
ple assumes that objects in the 3D world only can be solid 
spheres. 

A. The Domain Description  
Objects exist in a 3-D Euclidian world. They are spherical 

and solid. They can obscure other objects from view. They 
can move through the world, but not through each other. 

B. User Interaction with the Language Generation Tool 
At this stage, the tool begins a dialog with the user (lan-

guage developer) to clar ify any ambiguities in the initial 
description. This stage also allows the user to provide extra 
details to the tool, which s/he may not have considered when 
writing the initial domain description. To clarify a potential 
ambiguity in the description, the tool may ask the user, “You 
specified that ‘Objects are spherical and solid.’ Are all ob-
jects spherical and solid, or are these traits of only some 
objects?” The user would then have an opportunity to con-
firm this trait or provide more details for the tool to process.  

C. Generated Code Skeleton  
At this point, the tool would have generated a P ython 

code framework according to the discussion with the user. It 
should be n oted that the language designer would have to 
add code to  the generated functions to lev erage existing 
VRCC-3D+ code that determines obscuration. However, 
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once the tool knows that the new language is to be associat-
ed with the VRCC-3D+ API, it may suggest available 
VRCC-3D+ functions that contain keywords such as “ob-
scure” in the name. 

D. Generated Language Grammar  
The tool then generates skeleton code based on the infor-

mation gathered during its dialog with the developer. Both 
the conversation and code generation capabilities are similar 
to the functions of Metafor. However, the unique feature of 
our tool is its ability to generate a new language as well.  

Based on the interaction with the user, the tool creates a 
list of different object data types. In addition, it can reason 
when certain primitive types should be used. For example, 
floating points may be chosen to rep resent 3D coordinates. 
This could be deter mined either from user interaction or 
from data acquired from the knowledge base.  

E. Visual Interface for the Generated Language  
Using the code framework and associated domain specific 

language, an Alice-like visual interface can be g enerated. 
This generated interface allows users to write programs in 
the new language without concern for syntax. As previously 
mentioned, a visual interface guides users when writing pro-
grams, circumventing potential syntax errors. Dragging and 
dropping objects into function calls gives programmers and 
non-programmers alike a friendly interface to express algo-
rithms in the new programming language.  

IV. FUTURE WORK 
For many problem domains, users may want to add co n-

currency to their programs. PyVRCC-3D users, for example, 
may want to move a group of objects at the same time. In 
the context of PyVRCC-3D, a “simultaneously” block 
would make sense.  

Another priority for future work is providing the ability to 
create a container construct; for example, C and C++ have 
arrays, Python has lists, and MATLAB has vectors. To al-
low users to manipulate groups of objects, the language 
generation tool s hould allow designers to define abstract 
data types such as lists, and allow the programmers to apply 
actions to entire collections rather than just atomic entities.  

Certainly a high priority is to conduct user testing to eval-
uate the potential usability and usefulness of both the pro-
gramming language generator tool, as well as the generated 
languages. We intend to co nduct such studies using un-
trained programmers from several different fields, including 
biology and engineering. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
The advantages gained by integrating natural language 

statements into visual programming can be obtained in prob-
lem domains beyond 3D movie making and education. Do-
main-specific languages, by nature, have a minimal set of  
commands. Consequently, this reduces the number of corre-

sponding natural language statements, making the language 
more reasonable to i mplement graphically than a general-
purpose language.  

To aid in the creation of Alice-like languages, we have 
proposed the development of a language generation tool. 
This tool will generate a visual programming language that 
is based on a set of natural language statements provided by 
the language designer. The resulting visual programming 
language then can be used  to develop applications from 
scratch for a particu lar problem domain, or be used to add  
functionality to existing software applications. To that end, 
it will facilitate programming for both the beginner and the 
experienced programmer. 
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Abstract—Codecharts are a formal diagrammatic language
for specifying the structure of object-oriented programs, frame-
works, and design patterns. One of the principle concerns of
codecharts is effective tool support in both prescriptive (e.g.
design verification) and descriptive (e.g. design visualization)
tasks. To ensure unambiguous interpretation of the language by
both end users and machines it is essential that the syntax and
semantics are formalized. To this end, we formally define the
syntax of codecharts using the now standard approach of defining
both a concrete and abstract syntax. The concrete syntax allows
us to reason over the labelled geometric shapes in a diagram in
order to decide the validity of a codechart. The abstract syntax
allows us to reason about content without irrelevant geometric
properties, providing the foundation on which to build a semantic
account. To ensure an appropriate link between the concrete
and abstract syntax we define a structure preserving mapping
between the two syntax levels.

I. INTRODUCTION

Large software development projects are often marred by

substantial problems, a syndrome generally referred to as

the ‘software crisis’. Fitting with [3] and [6], we attribute

difficulties that software development projects face to four

inherent properties of software. Complexity: Software systems

are some of the most complex artifacts ever manufactured by

humankind; Invisibility: Software is intangible and invisible,

hence its design flaws are particularly difficult to detect and

resolve; Conformance: Designing complex programs and en-

forcing conformance to design decisions are distinctly difficult

problems where manual verification, if at all possible, demands

intensive effort and is largely impractical; and Changeability:

Software and its documentation must be continuously evolved

to meet ever changing requirements.

Approaches to software engineering address these properties

by providing a framework for reasoning about the software

system under development, for example [1], [2], [7], [8], [9].

Each of these approaches, like codecharts (LePUS3) [4], are

visual languages for specifying different aspects of software.

We believe that formal visual languages with strong attention

to reasoning stand to make the biggest impact because of their,

typically, user friendly and accessible nature.

However, most of the aforementioned notations are not

formalized or are too expressive to enable efficient (or even

decidable) reasoning to be undertaken. The notations in [1],

[8], [9] have no formal syntax and their semantics have been

presented intuitively by example, which are major limitations.

By contrast, [2] and [7] have both a formally defined syntax

and semantics, which are key to unambiguous interpretation,

understanding and tool support. However, the expressive rich-

ness of these notations means that efficient reasoning about

software models developed using them is not possible.
By contrast, codecharts have been designed to be a

lightweight (relatively inexpressive) notation for effective tool

support in both prescriptive (e.g. design verification) and

descriptive (e.g. design visualization) tasks. Due to their

relatively inexpressive nature, reasoning about the link be-

tween model and software becomes not only possible but

tractable. In particular it is, at least in principle, possible to

automatically produce a codechart from an implementation

(i.e. design visualization), verify it against that implementation

(i.e. design verification) and check that it is semantically

consistent with an existing software model. The Two-Tier

Programming Toolkit is a proof of concept that allows a user

to create, reverse engineer, edit, and verify codecharts against

Java implementations. However, in order to fully realize the

benefits of codecharts, it is necessary to formally define their

syntax and semantics. This will enable the development of an

inference system that can be used to reason about codecharts.
This paper formalizes the visual syntax of codecharts using

the approach first set out in [5] and seen in [7], in which the

concrete and abstract syntax for a diagrammatic notation are

considered as distinct concepts. In §II we introduce codecharts

through a series of examples. We formalize our understanding

of codecharts by defining a concrete (§III) and abstract (§IV)

syntax, and the formal mapping between them (§V).

II. INFORMAL OVERVIEW OF CODECHARTS

Codecharts visually specify/model the structure of object-

oriented programs, application frameworks and design pat-

terns. Its vocabulary represents common concepts in class-

based object-oriented program design as found in languages

such as Java and C#: classes, methods and method signatures.

Particular attention is given to sets of classes related by

inheritance (inheritance class hierarchies), and sets of dynam-

ically bound methods. Also represented are properties of, and

relationships between, (sets of) classes and methods.
Table I presents the visual tokens of the codechart lan-

guage1: LePUS3. These visual tokens are the building blocks

of codecharts and we must provide constraints over how they

are allowed to interact. Through this section we give examples

of diagrams that are codecharts (i.e. satisfy the constraints

that we will provide) as well as diagrams that use these

visual tokens but are not codecharts. We note that [4], where

codecharts are introduced, does not specify such constraints

but instead illustrates use of each visual token by example.

1In this paper we focus on ‘constants’, and leave ‘variables’ for future work.
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TABLE I
PRIMITIVE VISUAL TOKENS USED IN CODECHARTS

A rectangle represents a class, labelled by a
class name. An offset rectangle, such as in
Fig. 1b, represents a set of classes, labelled by
a set of class names.
An ellipse represents a method signature, la-
belled by a signature name. An offset ellipse,
such as in Fig. 2b, represents a set of method
signatures, labelled by a set of signature names.
A triangle represents an inheritance class hi-
erarchy, labelled by a class hierarchy name.
An offset triangle, which does not appear in
this paper, represents a set of inheritance class
hierarchies, labelled by a set of class name
hierarchies.

An inverted triangle represents an unary rela-
tion, labelled by a unary relation name.

A single-headed arrow represents a relationship
between the source and target, labelled by a
binary relation name.
A double-headed arrow represents a pairwise
relationship between the source and target, la-
belled by a binary relation name.

The examples in this paper are based on a simple case

study for stock management of films and music in department

stores. We demonstrate codecharts by specifying the system’s

structure and programming interface. Consider Fig. 1a, which

contains three labelled rectangles (representing classes), two

labelled single headed arrows (representing relationships) and

a labelled inverted triangle (representing a property). This

codechart states that the classes Music and Film both

Inherit2 from the Abstract class Media.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1. Three codecharts showing class inheritance

Fig. 1b introduces a labelled offset rectangle that represents

the set of classes {Music,Film}. The arrow sourced on

the offset rectangle states that all those classes Inherit from

Media, thereby representing the same information as in

Fig. 1a in a more succinct fashion.

Fig. 1c introduces a labelled triangle that represents an in-

heritance class hierarchy: a special set of classes that contains

a single root class from which all other classes within the

set Inherit. We label hierarchies using tuples that indicate

the root class, in this case Media, and the remainder of the

set, in this case {Music,Film}. This codechart succinctly

2The semantics of such relationships are outside the scope of this paper.

represents the same class structure as in Fig. 1a and 1b, but

no longer specifies that Media be Abstract. To overlap this

triangle with Abstract would inappropriately require that all

classes in the hierarchy be Abstract.

While Fig. 1 introduced classes, properties and relations,

Fig. 2 introduces methods and their signatures. Consider

Fig. 2a which contains the classes Film and Media con-

nected by Inherit, and three labelled ellipses that represent

method signatures. The combination of a method signature and

a class represents a specific method.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2. Three codecharts showing methods

Fig. 2b introduces a labelled offset ellipse that represents the

set of method signatures {getTitle,getPlot}. This offset

ellipse overlapping Film specifies a set containing the two

methods specified individually in Fig. 2a. Fig. 2b is therefore

equivalent to Fig. 2a, yet uses fewer symbols.

Finally, Fig. 2c shows a method signature overlapping a

hierarchy, which represents a set of methods which we will

call M . M contains all methods with the signature getTitle
implemented in Media, Music and Film. M must therefore

contain the appropriate method in Media and any overriding

methods in the subclasses (i.e. it may be a singleton set). This

allows the structure of software to be designed without needing

to specify implementation detail.

Our examples illustrate the syntax of codecharts with the

exception of double headed arrows. Due to their more complex

semantics, and space constraints, we do not discuss thier

meaning in this paper. Instead we refer the reader to [4] for

more details. However, we include them in our formalization

of the syntax for completeness sake; syntactically they are

subject to the same constraints as single headed arrows.

Through Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 we informally introduced syn-

tactically valid codecharts. We now turn our attention to

syntactically invalid ‘codecharts’, such as those in Fig. 3; an

ellipse must overlap a (unique) rectangle (3a), an arrow must

have a target (3b), and an inverted triangle must overlap a

unique geometric shape (3c). Fig. 3a would require the method

getStock to have a method, i.e. getPrice, as its domain

which is clearly not meaningful. Fig. 3b does not specify

from what the class Film inherits, and thus does not make

a statement. Fig. 3c is ambiguous as it is unclear whether

getPrice or Media is abstract. From the details given in

[4] concerning the syntax of codecharts, these diagrams are not

clearly prevented from being codecharts. By formally defining

the concrete syntax of codecharts we become explicit as to

what is, and is not, syntactically valid.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3. Three syntactically invalid ‘codecharts’

III. CONCRETE SYNTAX

To define our concrete syntax we observe the visual tokens

of codecharts that are summarized in Table I. A codechart

consists of a labelling function (λ) and nine finite sets, one

for each permissible geometric shape: rectangles (R), ellipses

(E), triangles (T▵), their offset counterparts (OR, OE, OT▵,

respectively), inverted triangles (T▿), and single and double

headed arrows (A▸ and A▸▸ respectively). Each geometric

shape is labelled with a name drawn from specified, pre-

defined, sets that give context to the codechart. Our approach

of having pre-defined sets of labels (not seen previously in the

existing codecharts literature) will help to define the semantics

of codecharts via the abstract syntax.

A rectangle in R is labelled by a class name in the finite set

C. An offset rectangle in OR is labelled by a set of class names

in the power set of C (PC). The labelling of ellipses and offset

ellipses mirrors this structure, where we use signature names
chosen from the finite set S . Triangles in T▵ are labelled by

class name hierarchies that are elements of the following

derived finite set:

CH = {(root, Set) ∶ root ∈ C ∧ Set ⊆ C − {root}}

Offset triangles in OT▵ are labelled by sets of class name

hierarchies in the power set of CH (PCH). Finally, inverted

triangles in T▿ are labelled by unary relation names in the

finite set UR, and arrows in A▸ ∪A▸▸ are labelled by binary
relation names in the finite set BR.

We formally associate labels with geometric shapes using

a labelling function, λ. For example, consider Fig. 1a which

contains three rectangles (r1, r2, r3) an inverted triangle (t1)

and two single headed arrows (a1, a2). The rectangle r1 is

labelled by the class name Media, written λ(r1) = Media.

Similarly r2 and r3 are labelled by the class names Music
and Film respectively. The arrow a1 that sources on r2 and

arrow a2 that sources on r3 are both labelled by the binary

relation name Inherit and both target r1. Finally, the inverted

triangle t1 overlapping r1 is labelled by the unary relation

name Abstract. We formalize the notion of ‘overlapping’

geometric shapes as when the intersection of those sets of

points constituting their interiors is not the empty set. We

denote the interior of a geometric shape g by int(g).

It is the geometric shapes and their labels that constitute

a concrete codechart, subject to certain ‘overlapping’ con-

straints. This is defined as follows where, for convenience, we

write PG (polygons) as shorthand for the set R∪T▵∪OR∪OT▵
and PGC (polygons and curves) for PG ∪E ∪OE:

Definition 1. A concrete codechart is a tuple

(R,T▵,E,OR,OT▵,OE,T▿,A▸,A▸▸, λ)

where:
1) R is a finite set of rectangles
2) T▵ is a finite set of triangles
3) E is a finite set of ellipses
4) OR is a finite set of offset rectangles
5) OT▵ is a finite set of offset triangles
6) OE is a finite set of offset ellipses
7) T▿ is a finite set of inverted triangles
8) A▸ is a finite set of single headed arrows
9) A▸▸ is a finite set of double headed arrows

10) λ is a labelling function that ensures
a) for each x ∈ R, λ(x) ∈ C
b) for each x ∈ T▵, λ(x) ∈ CH
c) for each x ∈ E, λ(x) ∈ S
d) for each x ∈ OR, λ(x) ∈ P(C)
e) for each x ∈ OT▵, λ(x) ∈ P(CH)
f) for each x ∈ OE, λ(x) ∈ P(S)
g) for each x ∈ T▿, λ(x) ∈ UR
h) for each x ∈ A▸ ∪A▸▸, λ(x) ∈ BR

such that the following constraints hold:
1) each x ∈ E overlaps a unique s ∈ PG, int(x) ∩ int(s) ≠ ∅
2) each x ∈ OE overlaps a unique s ∈ PG, int(x) ∩ int(s) ≠ ∅
3) each x ∈ T▿ overlaps a unique s ∈ PGC, int(x)∩ int(s) ≠ ∅
4) no two distinct a, b ∈ PG overlap, int(a) ∩ int(b) = ∅
5) each a ∈ A▸ ∪A▸▸ is sourced on an element of PGC, written

s(a) ∈ PGC, and targets an element in the same set, written
t(a) ∈ PGC

By this definition the following is the concrete codechart

for Fig. 1a, where all sets not mentioned are empty:

● R = {r1, r2, r3}, T▿ = {t1}, A▸ = {a1, a2}
● λ(r1) = Media, λ(r2) = Music, λ(r3) = Film,

λ(t1) = Abstract, λ(a1) = Inherit, λ(a2) = Inherit.

Having now defined the concrete syntax, we can discrim-

inate between diagrams that use the prescribed visual tokens

that are codecharts and those that are not codecharts.

IV. ABSTRACT SYNTAX

The concrete syntax affords a logical structure over which

we can reason about how a codechart is drawn, how many

rectangles it contains and where they are positioned for ex-

ample. However, in the semantics of codecharts the geometry

is unimportant (other than overlaping, or the source/target of

an arrow), whereas the topology of the diagram is important3.

To avoid reasoning about irrelevent geometric properties and

layout of codecharts we use an abstract syntax.

Our abstract syntax does not contain geometric information.

It consists of the names used to label a concrete codechart,

allowing us to reason about content without considering geo-

metric properties that may be irrelevant, e.g. for determining

the equivalence of codecharts. This approach, described in [5],

is now standard in visual language development.

For example, Fig. 1a contains three rectangles in its R,

labelled Media, Music and Film respectively. The ap-

propriate abstract codechart does not contain any notion of

3We acknowledge that layout is highly important from a usability perspec-
tive, but that is not the focus of this paper.
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rectangle, but instead collects these class names into the finite

bag (multiset) R. Similar bags exist for offset rectangles

(OR), (offset) ellipses (E , OE), (offset) triangles (T▵, OT▵)

and inverted triangles (T▿).

While the source and target of arrows are identified for

free by virtue of their geometry in the concrete syntax,

the abstract syntax must include this information explicitly.

To this end, arrows are represented in the abstract syntax

as tuples in the form (label, source, target) in appropriate

finite bags. For example, the arrow a1 is represented as

(Inherit,Music,Media) in A▸.

Now consider the three ellipses labelled getTitle and

getPlot in Fig. 2a. The respective abstract codechart con-

tains two occurances of getTitle and one occurance of

getPlot in its finite bag of signature names, E . Similar to

arrows, we explicitly identify what each ellipse (and inverted

triangle) overlaps using the function ω. To formally define this

function we need access to it under domain restrictions, and

therefore define the notation ω∣A to mean the function ω with

its domain restricted to A. Below is the formal definition for

the abstract syntax of codecharts where, for convenience, we

write PG as shorthand for the set R ∪ T▵ ∪ OR ∪ OT▵ and

PGC for PG ∪ E ∪OE :

Definition 2. An abstract codechart is a tuple:

(R,T▵,E ,OR,OT▵,OE ,T▿,A▸,A▸▸, ω)

where all bags are finite and:
1) R is a finite bag whose elements are chosen from C
2) T▵ is a finite bag whose elements are chosen from CH
3) E is a finite bag whose elements are chosen from S
4) OR is a finite bag whose elements are chosen from P(C)
5) OT▵ is a finite bag whose elements are chosen from P(CH)
6) OE is a finite bag whose elements are chosen from P(S)
7) T▿ is a finite bag whose elements are chosen from UR
8) A▸ and A▸▸ are finite bags whose elements are chosen from

{(l, s, t) ∶ l ∈ BR ∧ s, t ∈ PGC}

9) ω ∶ E ∪ OE ∪ T▿ → PGC specifies overlaps such that:
a) ω∣E has codomain PG
b) ω∣OE has codomain PG

By this definition the following is the abstract codechart for

Fig. 2a, where the missing elements are empty bags and we

view a bag as a set of pairs:

● R = {(Media,1), (Film,1)}
● E = {(getTitle,1), (getTitle,2), (getPlot,1)},
● A▸ = {((Inherit, (Film,1), (Media,1)),1)},
● ω((getTitle,1)) = (Media,1),

ω((getTitle,2)) = (Film,1),
ω((getPlot,1)) = (Film,1).

V. MAPPINGS BETWEEN THE SYNTAX LEVELS

Through §IV we indicated how concrete and abstract

codecharts are related. For example, a rectangle in R is

labelled by a class name that is a member of R. That is, R
contains as many occurrences of each class name as are used to

label rectangles in R. To formally define this we require access

to components of the concrete and abstract codecharts. Given

a concrete codechart, c, (respectively abstract codechart C) the

i-th component of c is denoted π(c, i) (π(C, i) respectively).

For example, π(c,2) = T▵ and π(C,2) = T▵. Given this, the

mapping between syntax levels is formally defined as follows:

Definition 3. Let c be a concrete codechart and let C be an abstract
codechart. We say that c is a drawing of C provided there exists a
function f ∶ PGC ∪ T▿ → PGC ∪ T▿ such that the following hold:

1) for each i where 1 ≤ i ≤ 7, f ∣π(c,i) is bijective with codomain
π(C, i) such that for each x ∈ π(c, i) and some j:
f(x) = (λ(x), j)

2) for each i where 8 ≤ i ≤ 9, f ∣π(c,i) is bijective with codomain
π(C, i) such that for each x ∈ π(c, i) and some j:
f(x) = ((λ(x), f(s(x)), f(t(x))), j)

3) for all x ∈ E, x overlaps s ∈ PG iff ω(f(x)) = f(s)
4) for all x ∈ OE, x overlaps s ∈ PG iff ω(f(x)) = f(s)
5) for all x ∈ T▿, x overlaps s ∈ PGC iff ω(f(x)) = f(s)

If c is a drawing of C then C is an abstraction of c.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we formally defined a concrete and abstract

syntax of codecharts, and provided a mapping between them.

The advantages of using both abstract and concrete syntax are

well-documented and are now standard approaches in visual

language development. Thus, our work has put codecharts

on an equal footing with other formalized visual notations.

The benefits of this approach in the case of codecharts will

become more explicit when inference rules are developed and

soundness and completeness properties are investigated.

In order to prove the soundness of inference rules it is nec-

essary that the semantics are formally defined, which our work

can be seen as a step towards. A key part in future work will

be to describe how the core syntax of programming languages

links to the names used in codecharts, such as linking abstract
in Java to Abstract and extends to Inherit. Given this we

hope to investigate the applicability of codecharts to program

metrics to ascertain an indication of program complexity or

the level of dependencies and coupling present.
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Abstract—Euler diagrams, which form the basis of numer-
ous visual languages, can be an effective representation of
information when they are both well-matched and well-formed.
However, being well-matched and well-formed alone does not
imply effectiveness. Other diagrammatical properties need to
be considered. Information visualization theorists have known
for some time that orientation has the potential to affect our
interpretation of diagrams. This paper begins by explaining why
well-matched and well-formed drawing principles are insufficient
and discusses why we should study the orientation of Euler
diagrams. To this end an empirical study is presented, designed
to observe the effect of orientation upon the comprehension of
Euler diagrams. The paper concludes that the orientation of
Euler diagrams does not significantly affect comprehension.

I. INTRODUCTION

Euler diagrams represent set theoretic relationships using in-

terconnected closed curves often drawn using circles or ovals.

Curves are labelled, so affording context to the information

or data therein. Figure 1 contains three Euler diagrams all

representing the same information and illustrates that there

are syntactic choices to be made when visualizing data. Each

diagram tells us that Course Leaders are a subset of Lecturers,

Lecturers are a subset of Academics and these staff could be

Managers. Later in this section we will discuss the syntactic

differences between the diagrams in figure 1.

Euler diagrams are regarded as a natural and effective

way to depict sets and their relationships. They form the

basis of numerous visual languages, including Swoboda and

Allwein’s Euler/Venn logic [1], Gil et al.’s spider diagrams [2],

Kent’s constraint diagrams [3], and Oliver et al.’s concept

diagrams [4]. In the latter two cases, the visual languages are

expressive enough to model complex properties of software.

In addition, Euler diagrams are applied in a wide variety of

other contexts including architecture [5], arts [6] and social

media [7]. Wilkinson [8] presents a survey of natural science

journals and online affiliated content from 2009 observing 72

Fig. 1. Visualizations of a staff hierarchy.

occurrences of Euler diagrams. All of these uses of Euler

diagrams demonstrate the importance of providing an account

of how best to draw them in terms of user comprehension.

We already have some insight into how best to draw Euler

diagrams. In particular, we focus on two categories of so-called

well-matched and well-formed drawing principles. These are

designed to yield effective diagrams, where effective means

reducing comprehension errors. Gurr, theorising well-matched

diagrams, postulates that the most effective diagram is one

with structure and property that matches, or closely matches,

that which it strives to represent [9]. Well-formedness de-

scribes relationships between curves and regions in a diagram.

There has been some work on empirically testing these well-

formedness properties, observing the extent to which they

impact comprehension [10], [11]. Gurr’s theory tells us to

select well-matched diagrams and the empirical work guides

us to select well-formed diagrams in order to maximize

effectiveness.

In figure 1, the diagram d1 is neither well-matched or well-

formed. It is not well-matched as its shaded region denotes

that there are no Course Leaders that are not Lecturers: the

set of Course Leaders is contained by the set of Lecturers but

CL is not contained by L. It is not wellformed as it has a

disconnected zone: the region inside A and L but outside CL

comprises two disconnected pieces. The diagram d2 is well-

matched but not well-formed. It is not well-formed as it has a

disconnected zone, as described earlier, and a brushing point

where CL meets L. The diagram d3 is both well-matched and

well-formed. It does not exhibit any extraneous properties and

the relationship between its curves and regions are neither

disconnected or brushing and, therefore, it is regarded the

most effective at conveying this information pertaining to staff

hierarchy. There are a number of other well-formedness con-

ditions that a diagram can exhibit. One example, concurrency,

exists when two or more curve segments follow the same path;

see [11] for a full list.

To illustrate further differences in Euler diagram layout,

the diagrams in figure 2 represent the same information as

those in figure 1. Diagrams d3 to d6 are all well-matched

and well-formed and are, by these properties, regarded as

equally effective. However, there are clear visual differences

between them. These differences can largely be attributed to

the shape of their curves. Diagram d3 uses circles, diagrams

d4 and d5 use ellipses and diagram d6 uses irregular shapes.
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Diagrams d4 and d5 are basically identical except that diagram

d4 has been rotated by 150 degrees to yield d5. Diagrams d3

to d6 visually illustrate that well-matched and well-formed

drawing principles alone are too naive in yielding effective

Euler diagrams. Given the current state of knowledge, we are

unable to determine which of these diagrams is most effective.

Thus, in addition to well-matched and well-formed, there

are other diagrammatical properties to consider when ascer-

taining the effectiveness of a visual representation. Perceptual

theorists know that we are sensitive to the diagrammatical

properties of orientation, shape and colour [12]. Aware of

this phenomena, information visualisation theorists manipulate

these properties, affecting our interpretation and, thus, compre-

hension of diagrams [13].
Conscious that other diagrammatical properties affect our

interpretation of diagrams, this research aims to ascertain

the whether orientation impacts user comprehension of Euler

diagrams. This is a key question as studies of Euler diagram

comprehension (such as [11]) have assumed that users’ un-

derstanding of a diagram is not impacted by orientation. If

this turns out to be a false assumption then such studies have

additional confounding variances, not taken into account by

the investigators. The remainder of this paper focuses on the

question of orientation and, in doing so, presents an empirical

study addressing the general question: does the orientation of

an Euler diagram affect our comprehension?

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In

section II we present the design of the experiment. Section III

describes our research vehicle and section IV presents our

experiment execution and results. Finally, section V discuses

our conclusions and future work.

II. EXPERIMENT DESIGN

We are aiming to establish whether the orientation of

an Euler diagram affects user comprehension. In order to

investigate this, we designed an empirical study which requires

participants to answer questions concerning the information

conveyed by Euler diagrams. In particular, the study uses a

parallel group design with repeated measures within each of

the two groups; we call these groups participant group A and

participant group B. We chose a set of Euler diagrams which

were displayed to the two groups of participants, with group

A being shown the diagrams with one orientation and group

B being shown the same diagrams in a different orientation.

In each case, participants were asked a question concerning

the information within the diagram.
Consistent with other researchers who have investigated user

comprehension [14], [15], [16], we recorded the time taken

Fig. 2. Further illustrations of the staff hierarchy.

Fig. 3. An Euler diagram with 6 curves.

Fig. 4. Figure 3 rotated 180 ◦.

to answer the questions as the primary dependent variable.

Moreover, we also considered error rate. The independent

variables were diagrams and rotation. If orientation impacts

on comprehension then we would expect to see, for some

diagram, a significant difference between the mean time taken

to answer the posed question by participant group A to the

mean time taken by participant group B.

In designing the study, we have considered the following

factors. First, we identified the types of information conveyed

by Euler diagrams, to enable the construction of a range

of questions for the study. Second, we carefully considered

choices in diagram layout, in order to ensure that we minimize

unwanted variation across diagrams. The subsections that now

follow expand upon the considerations just described.

A. Euler Diagram Specification

To execute the study, we had to produce a range of Euler

diagrams of which to ask questions. As in [11], we placed

data items within the curves in order to enable meaningful

questions to be asked. For instance, figure 3 tells us that the

set of students studying the module OPERATING SYSTEMS

is disjoint from the set of students studying E-COMMERCE.

Figure 5 expresses that DATA STRUCTURES is being studied

by the student Victor. Scaled versions of these diagrams were

used in the study.
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When drawing Euler diagrams, even those which are both

well-matched and well-formed, there are numerous choices to

be made, such as curve thickness or the relative positioning of

labels. In order to minimize confounding variables, we adopted

the following drawing conventions:

1) all diagrams were monochrome, drawn in an area of

765× 765 pixels,

2) the curves used all had a 2 pixel stroke width and were

circles,

3) the curve labels were written using upper case letters in

Times New Roman, 14 point size, font in bold,

4) data items were written using lowercase letters, except

that the first letter was capitalised, and with Ariel 12

point size font,

5) each curve label was positioned closest to its correspond-

ing curve, and

6) data items were evenly distributed within the regions

(called zones).

These conventions ensured that different diagrams had consis-

tent layout features. Each diagram used in the study contained

curves of three sizes, as seen in figure 5. Moreover, conforming

to previous observations concerning user comprehension, all

diagrams were well-matched and well-formed.

While striving to minimize confounding variables, it was

deemed important there was some diversity in the diagrams,

so that participants had to read and understand each diagram

before being able to answer the posed question. The diagrams

were chosen to have the following characteristics:

1) type 1: 4 curves, 9 zones and 20 data items,

2) type 2: 6 curves, 13 zones and 30 data items, and

3) type 3: 8 curves, 17 zones and 40 data items.

The premise for these choices is it allows diagrams to exhibit

the range of basic set theoretic concepts, namely set inclusion,

disjointness, and set intersection. Moreover, the diagrams

needed to exhibit a reasonable level of complexity in order

to demand cognitive effort on the part of the participant;

having only a few curves, zones, or data items was deemed

Fig. 5. An Euler diagram with 8 curves.

insufficient.

Our study used 6 diagrams for each of the three charac-

teristic types, giving 18 diagrams in total for each set of

participants. Each of the drawn diagrams was randomly rotated

by an angle between 45 ◦ and 315 ◦ in order to remove possible

bias arising from the manner in which the facilitator had

drawn the diagram. These (rotated) diagrams were allocated

to participant group A. Figures 3 and 5 are examples of two

diagrams allocated to participant group A. These diagrams

were copied and each randomly rotated a second time. These

diagrams were allocated to participant group B. Figures 4

and 6 are examples of two diagrams allocated to participant

group B which are the rotated copies of figures 3 and 5

respectively. The second random rotations were designed so

that no diagram was within ±45 ◦ of either the original

diagram or that obtained under the first rotation.

B. Data and Questions

We had to choose a context for the information displayed

in our Euler diagrams. Our aim was that participants should

be familiar with the context of the information, so that they

did not need to learn anything except for how to interpret the

Euler diagrams. Moreover, it was also considered important

that the participants did not have any pre-exposure to the actual

information represented. Since we anticipated that our partic-

ipants would be university students, we decided to visualize

information about fictional university modules and the students

studying those modules. The module names were based on

those commonly found in British undergraduate computing

courses. Student names were taken to be first names only, a

mixture of both male and female names, and reflected a variety

of ethnicities.

Three styles of question were specified: ‘Which’, ‘Who’ and

‘How’. Example questions are:

1) Which module is being taken by 5 students?

2) Who is taking INTERACTION DESIGN, HCI and

OBJECT-ORIENTED DESIGN but not UML?

Fig. 6. Figure 5 rotated 148 ◦.
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Fig. 7. Research Vehicle

3) How many students are taking both MOBILE COMPUT-

ING and FORMAL METHODS but not ARTIFICIAL

INTELLIGENCE?

Here, the first question was that asked of the diagram in

figure 3 and of the rotation of it in figure 4. The second

question was that asked of the diagram in figure 5 and of

the rotation of it in figure 6.

There were 18 different questions in total, one for each of

the 18 diagrams used in the study. The six diagrams of each

characteristic type were allocated, between them, two of each

style of question. All questions were multiple choice and had

either 4 or 5 choices of answers; the correct answer was always

unique.

III. RESEARCH VEHICLE

To collect data during the study, we used a software tool

(which we call the research vehicle) to present the questions to

participants, gather the answers given to the questions and the

time taken to reach each answer. Each time the participant

answered a question, the research vehicle would ask the

participant to indicate when they were ready to proceed to the

next question, thus allowing them to pause between questions.

Further, there was a maximum time limit of two minutes for

each question. This was to ensure that each experiment did

not continue indefinitely. Figure 7 is a screen shot of the

research vehicle. It presents the third style of question, ‘How’,

as specificed in section II-B. The research vehicle was used

for two phases of the experiment, a training phase and a data
collection phase.

The training phase was designed to give participants the

opportunity to practise interpreting Euler diagrams and using

the software, to avoid any learning effect during the actual

data collection stage. In the training phase, each participant

was presented with 6 Euler diagrams and their questions, one

after the other, in a fixed order; these 6 diagrams were distinct

from those used in the actual study. They were exposed to two

examples of each question type and examples of 4, 6 and 8

curve diagrams.

The data collection phase presented the 18 chosen diagrams

to each participant in a random order. The randomizing of the

order of questions was an attempt to negate potential learning

effects had the diagrams been presented in the same order

throughout the study. It is the data from this phase that we

analyze in order to test our hypothesis.

IV. EXPERIMENT EXECUTION AND RESULTS

We are aiming to establish whether the orientation of Euler

diagrams affects user comprehension. Specifically we want

to test the null hypothesis that there does not exist an Euler

diagram where the mean time taken to interpret the diagram

is different when the diagram is oriented differently versus

the alternative hypothesis that there exists at least one Euler

diagram where the mean time taken to interpret the diagram

is different when the diagram is oriented differently.

Our study recruited 32 participants, including six during a

pilot phase. The participants were randomly allocated to either

group A or group B; these groups were equal sizes. They were

all undergraduate students from the University of Brighton’s

School of Computing, Engineering and Mathematics and they

spanned all undergraduate years. The participants performed

the experiment on campus within a usability laboratory which

affords a quiet environment free from noise and interruption.

Each participant was alone during the experiment, in order

to avoid distractions, with the exception of an experimental

facilitator who was present throughout. The same computer

and monitor was used by each participant. The experiment

took approximately 1 hour and participants were paid £6 to

take part.

There were three phases to the experiment. Before par-

ticipants entered the aforementioned training phase (which

introduces the participants to the research vehicle), participants

were introduced to the notion of Euler diagrams and the types

of questions to be asked. This was achieved using hard copy

printouts of three diagrams, with four, six and eight curves

respectively, and with one question of each style. Participants

were given a few minutes to study the diagrams and questions

after which the experimental facilitator explained how to

answer the questions. When the facilitator was happy that the

participant clearly understood how each answer was derived,

the participant was asked whether they were happy to proceed

with the experiment.

The participants then entered the training phase, where they

had the opportunity to use the research vehicle to answer ques-

tions. When all six questions were answered participants were

shown data indicating questions answered correctly and how

long each question took to answer. If a question was answered

incorrectly the facilitator went through the question with the

participant. The participants then entered the data collection

phase of the study, where we collected the quantitative data.

Initially, a pilot study was undertaken involving six partici-

pants. The experimental design, method and research vehicle

proved robust, with no changes required. Subsequently, the
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main study was instigated involving a further 26 participants.

All questions were attempted and completed comfortably

within the two minutes allowed. There were no differences

between the execution of the pilot study and the main study

so their data sets were combined, consistent with [17]. Con-

sequently, the following results are based on 32 participants

and 18× 32 = 576 observations.

A. Results and Analysis

In order to explore whether orientation impacts user com-

prehension, it is insightful to examine the box and whisker

plot in figure 8. This illustrates that, for each diagram, the

times taken to answer the question by participants in group A

are very similar to the times taken to answer the question by

participants in group B. Considering diagram 1, for example,

we see that the interquartile ranges are almost identical across

participant groups. In fact, the interquartile ranges for each

diagram, by participant group, overlap substantially except

perhaps for diagram 16. Despite these substantial overlaps, we

can see that there is variation between the different diagrams,

indicating that the study design is robust and fit-for-purpose.

In summary, this plot indicates that orientation is unlikely to

impact comprehension.

Source DF SS MS F P
group 1 1.1012 1.1012 0.83 0.369

diagram 17 65.4768 3.8516 46.36 0.000
group*diagram 17 1.4599 0.0859 1.03 0.419

subj(group) 30 39.7617 1.3254 15.95 0.000
Error 510 42.3739 0.0831
Total 575 150.1735

TABLE I
ANOVA FOR LOG TIME.

To verify this insight, we conducted an analysis of variance

(ANOVA) test, taking into account the diagram and participant

group. In order to conduct this test, we require the data to be

normal. However, a normal probability plot (not included here)

revealed that the data are not normally distributed, but applying

a transformation (in this case taking the log of the time taken)

resulted in a normal data set. Using this transformed data set,

the statistical calculations are included in table I.

First, we consider the row for group, which concerns differ-

ence in time taken between the two groups. Here, a p-value of

0.369 indicates that there was no significant difference in the

mean time taken to answer the questions by the participants

group A with the mean time taken by participants in group

B. By contrast, there were significant differences between the

mean times taken to answer questions about each diagram

(ignoring the breakdown by participant group), with a p-value

of 0.000 seen in the row for diagram. This indicates that

there was a significant amount of diversity in our selected

diagrams. Thus, these two p-values mean that we can safely

and rigorously use the data to compare the affect of orientation.

The pertinent row, with regard to our hypothesis, is that

for the interaction of group and diagram there is a differential

effect of rotation among diagrams. A p-value of 0.419 means

that there is insufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis

and we conclude that orientation does not affect user compre-

hension.

B. Error Results

Of the 576 observations there were a total of 19 errors

giving an error rate of 0.03 or 3%. Table II lists each diagram

which incurred errors. For each diagram, errors are distributed

between participant groups.

Group A Group B Total Errors
diagram 2 1 2 3
diagram 4 1 0 1
diagram 6 2 2 4
diagram 8 2 1 3
diagram 12 1 0 1
diagram 13 2 1 3
diagram 14 2 2 4

11 8 19

TABLE II
ERRORS FOR EACH DIAGRAM BY PARTICIPANT GROUP

As can be seen from table II, the maximum error for a

diagram under a participant group is 2. Therefore, there is

little useful information that can be derived from this error

data regarding orientation of Euler diagrams affecting user

comprehension. It was observed in the introduction of this

paper that well-matched [9] and well-formed [11] drawing

principles are designed to reduce comprehension errors of

Euler diagrams. The very low error rate found here reinforces

the premise of these principles.

With the exception of diagram 13, the remaining 6 diagrams

listed in table II conveyed information about a subset relation-

ship which accounted for 16 of the 19 total errors. Of these 16

errors, 12 errors were for questions that referenced a curve that

was completely contained by another curve, thus conveying a

subset relationship. These 12 errors occurred from 4 questions

phrased either:

1) ‘Who is taking module A and module B but not module

C?’ or,

2) ‘How many students are taking module A and module

B but not module C?’

Of these 16 errors 4 other errors occurred from diagrams ex-

hibiting subsets about which their questions did not reference.

These questions required participants to count the number of

students in a module and were phrased ‘Which module is being

taken by n students?’ By contrast, of the 11 diagrams with no

errors only three exhibited set inclusion. While well-matched

and well-formed drawing principles appear to contribute to a

very low error rate there is a notable bias in the nature of

errors that do occur, specifically with diagrams exhibiting set

inclusion.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

In this paper we set out to establish whether the orientation

of Euler diagrams affects user comprehension. To establish this

we designed a parallel group study with repeated measures.
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Fig. 8. Times taken (log scale) broken down by diagram and participant group.

We paid particular attention to the layout of the diagrams used

within the study as well as their complexity. To ensure a degree

of difficulty to the questions in our study the diagrams had up

to 8 curves present, 17 zones and 40 data items. To ensure the

participants, who were undergraduate students, were familiar

with the question domain the diagrams visualised information

about modules and students enrolled for them. This was to

avoid any bias in the data due to learning a new context;

their learning was limited to the diagrams. Our analysis of

the collected data demonstrated that orientation does not affect

user comprehension. The next phase of this research will be

to explore the effect of curve shape and colour upon the

comprehension of users.

Our result has implications for Euler diagram layout as

well as future usability studies. In particular, people who

draw Euler diagrams need not worry about the orientation

from an effectiveness perspective and can now focus on other

properties. In addition, our work supports current techniques

for automated Euler diagram layout methods, such as [8], [18],

[19], [20], [21], which do not pay any regard to orientation.

In terms of usability studies, our work underpins that in [11],

which assumed that Euler diagram orientation does not impact

user comprehension. Furthermore, this gives flexibility to the

design of future studies, whereby empiricists no longer need

to concern themselves with this aspect of diagram layout.
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Abstract

KeyScretch is a text entry method for mobile devices
equipped with touch-screens, based on a menu-augmented
soft keyboard. It improves the previously studied menu-
based methods by enabling the interpretation of compound
strokes, corresponding to the input of particularly frequent
character sequences. Although good performances can be
reached in reasonably short times (2-3 hours of practice),
the method does have a learning curve and the initial low
performance could discourage the users. In this paper we
present a video game to learn KeyScretch. The game helps
the users to learn the method while having fun, letting them
practice on the most frequent gestures associated to text and
reach an acceptable expertise level.

1 Introduction

Text entry is one of the main tasks for mobile device
users. Mostly, text is entered to compose SMSs, even
though the growing computing capacity of the devices sug-
gests that they will be increasingly used for richer text-
based applications. Nevertheless, text entry on mobile de-
vices is inefficient mainly due to their small size.

KeyScretch is a text entry method for mobile devices
equipped with touch-screens, based on a menu-augmented
soft keyboard. A menu-augmented soft keyboard is a key-
board whose keys have a radial menu surrounding them.
Each menu item contains a (particularly frequent) character.
The menu is shown as soon as the key is pressed and the se-
lection of a menu item through a radial swipe is a shortcut
to enter the character associated to it. KeyScretch improves
the previously studied menu-based methods by enabling the
interpretation of compound strokes, corresponding to the in-
put of particularly frequent character sequences.

The KeyScretch text entry method has been presented
in a previous paper [1]. The results of an analysis of
the method’s performance showed that KeyScretch signifi-
cantly outperforms the baseline tapping-based method, with
a crossover occurring after about two hours and a half. Al-
though good performances can be reached in such reason-

ably short times, the method does have a learning curve and
the initial low performance may discourage the users. Fur-
thermore, the text chunks entered with the method have a
variable length and the users may initially have some diffi-
culties in correctly segmenting the text.

For the above reasons, we designed a playful solution
that allows the user to have fun while learning the method
correctly and quickly. Ideas of this sort are not new in liter-
ature: many typing tutors have been developed for physical
keyboards; in fact typing-games are useful to improve typ-
ing speed [5]. One of the most famous is Typing of the Dead
of Sega Entertainment (based on FPS The House of the
Dead) in which a player must write a sentence that appears
next to a zombie in order to kill him; the player loses a life
if s/he fails to write the sentence before being reached by
the zombie. A variant of this game was proposed for learn-
ing how to write Japanese characters [7]. Two other very
popular games, focusing on proper typing the words on the
keyboard and reserved for children of primary school, are
Tux Type [8] and GCompris [3]. They both are distributed
with an Open Source license. Furthermore, although using
different skins, the two games share the same goal: typing
letters on the keyboard before, falling from the top of the
screen, they would disintegrate on the ground.

In the context of touch keyboards, a game [4] was pro-
posed to facilitate the learning of the Shape Writer [6] text
entry method. In this game the player must explode dis-
played balloons by typing (with Shape Writer) the words
contained inside the balloons; the balloon is lost (and it be-
comes impossible to explode it) if it reaches the top of the
screen before the user has typed the word.

Our typing-game is called TypeJump and is custom de-
signed for KeyScretch. The player must type a presented
word (or a short phrase) before the expiring of a timer. This
objective is embedded in a game skin, where a stick man has
to reach a destination before the timer expires. The game
tells the user how to correctly segment the text, thus help-
ing the user in one of the most difficult tasks occurring at
the beginning of method’s learning.

This research is a work in progress. In the present paper
we introduce the game and the ideas behind it. Only pre-
liminary tests with pilot users have been carried out so far.
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Figure 1: The QWERTY keyboard layout augmented with
a menu.

Figure 2: The 4 strokes needed to enter the text ‘ciao gente’.

Deeper studies are left for future work.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the next

section briefly describes the KeyScretch method; Section 3
presents the design of the TypeJump video game; finally,
Section 4 offers our conclusions and outlines the future
work.

2 The KeyScretch Text Entry Method

The KeyScretch method has been recently introduced by
Costagliola et al [2, 1]. This section is a summary of the
description of the method and its performances, partially
presented in the above cited papers and partially still un-
published. The method allows the user to enter text on a soft
keyboard through both taps and more articulated strokes. In
this method each soft key is augmented with a menu con-
taining frequent letters which appears whenever the key is
pressed. Each gesture is initiated on a key and is driven by
the key surrounding menu. A space character is inserted by
ending the gesture inside the character key area or through
a direct use of the space bar.

KeyScretch can be instantiated differently for different
languages. In particular, the number of menu items, the
characters to associate to the menu items and their arrange-
ment must be chosen. In a recently tested instance, op-
timized for the Italian language, the vowels ‘a’, ‘e’, ‘i’
and ‘o’ are associated to each of the sides of the charac-
ter keys, as shown in Figure 1. With this menu layout, the
interaction sequence necessary to enter the Italian text ciao
gente (hello folks, in English) is shown in Figure 2. The
string is ten characters long but it can be entered with a se-
quence of four strokes (taps or gestures). The strokes corre-
spond to the input of the following sequence of text chunks
{ciao }{ge}{n}{te}. Three text chunks out of four are en-
tered through a stroke and only one through a tap. The first
stroke allows us to enter up to five characters.

In general, an instance of KeyScretch induces a segmen-
tation of the text into a sequence of text chunks, each pro-
duced through a stroke. The way an instance segments the
text can be expressed through a rule put in the form of a

regular expression. In KeyScretch, using a menu contain-
ing n characters x1, . . . , xn a stroke produces a text chunk
described by the following regular expression:

.[x1x2 . . . xn] + [ ]? (1)

The above pattern matches a text chunk starting with any
character (specified in (1) by the starting ‘.’) chained to a se-
quence of one or more characters from the {x1, x2, . . . , xn}
set, (specified by [x1x2 . . . xn]+) possibly ending with a
space character, ([ ]?).

The KeyScretch method has been extensively evaluated.
In particular, the performance of the above introduced Ital-
ian instance has been assessed in a study with eight users;
the user satisfaction has been evaluated through question-
naires; the expert performances of instances optimized for
different Western languages have been estimated through a
predictive model. The results of the evaluation can be sum-
marized as follows:
• In the user study, performed by typing on a soft key-

board with a Qwerty layout, KeyScretch significantly
outperformed the traditional method based on tapping
on a soft keyboard. In particular, a speed crossover (the
point where the performance with KeyScretch exceeds
that obtained with the traditional method) was obtained
after about two hours and a half of practice. At the
end of the study (after about six hours of practice),
the users reached a typing speed close to 40 WPM
with KeyScretch, outperforming the traditional method
of 17%. Furthermore, the users expressed a positive
judgement on the method, appreciating its speed and
comfort above all.

• The capacity of the users of correctly segmenting the
text was evaluated by comparing the written text to the
original text segmented through a text scanner. As ex-
pected, we observed that the users improved their ca-
pacity over the experiment, with the largest improve-
ment obtained in the first 15 minutes. In the remaining
time, their way of segmenting the text did not differ
much from the ideal segmentation.

• The estimation of the expert performance revealed
that specific instances of the method enable improve-
ments within the range of 30%-49% against the tra-
ditional method on the Qwerty layout, according to
the language used. The method always outperforms
the simple menu-based method and improvements are
also obtained against Shape Writer [6] with most lan-
guage/layout configurations.

3 The TypeJump Video Game

The objective of the video game is to allow the user to
quickly learn KeyScretch. In particular, the user can:
• Learn the correct way to segment the text. This is

critical in the earliest learning phases: although the
experiments have shown that a reasonably short time
(about a quarter of hour) is necessary to learn an ac-
ceptable way to perform segmentation, if the user does
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Figure 3: The TypeJump interface.

not understand one of the most important concepts un-
derlying the method, s/he may abandon the use of that
method, without investing additional time in learning.
Learning by example can accelerate this process and
prevents users from disaffecting to the method before
fully understanding its functioning.

• Acquire an adequate writing speed. The experiments
presented in the previous section show that more than
two hours are necessary to obtain a writing speed equal
to that of the traditional method. The fact that these
hours are spent playing, makes the learning time en-
joyable and prevents users suffering from the frustra-
tion of having to type slowly in other text-based appli-
cations.

3.1 The Interface

A screenshot of the video game interface is shown in fig-
ure 3. The game stage is entirely contained in the screen
area. The game requires the user to personify a character,
which has the appearance of the Android robot. The robot
is initially located on the mainland at the left of the screen
and his objective is to reach the mainland on the right of the
game stage. In order to do this, the character has to jump
through a sequence of rocks, located between the two main-
lands.

The game is controlled through the KeyScretch soft key-
board. In order to reach the target mainland, the user has
to enter a short text sentence. Each rock and the target
mainland contain a text chunk of the sentence. A stroke (a
simple tap or a gesture) must be performed to let the robot
jump to the next rock. The whole text contained in the next
rock must be entered through a single stroke, otherwise the
android performs an ineffective jump (not long enough to
reach the rock) and falls down into the sea. An ineffective
jump means the loss of a life. The game is timed, in fact

(a) The initial
screen

(b) The final screen
when the game has
been won

(c) The game over
screen

Figure 4: Screenshots of the TypeJump game interface.

Chunks Level Sentence Typing

2 1-5 rea-to

3 1-5 a-rio-sa

4 3-5 s-pie-ta-ta

5 3-5
mo-toa-lia-
n-te

Table 1: Sentence examples.

the sea level rises as time elapses. As soon as the sea level
reaches the surface of the rocks, the android falls down into
the sea all the same.

The game ends when:
• all lives are terminated and the game is over (see the

screenshot in Figure 4c);
• the user has been able to write the sentences loosing

at most two lives. In this case, the user wins the game
(see the screenshot in Figure 4b).

The game is divided into different levels. The difficulty
increases from level to level: at the earliest levels, the sen-
tences to enter are shorter and the sea level rises slowly,
while at the most advanced levels, sentences of increas-
ing complexity must be entered and the sea level quickly
reaches the rocks.

3.2 The Sentences

The sentences are picked at random from a repository.
Each sentence is divided in text chunks respecting the cor-
rect KeyScretch segmentation. In the easiest 2 levels, only
the sentences whose number of segments is smaller than 3
are selected. In subsequent levels, also sentences with 4
or 5 chunks can be presented. Sentences with more than
5 chunks have been avoided since the inclusion of a high
number of rocks in the game stage has an unpleasant visual
effect.

The sentence repository contains a balanced number of
the most frequent gestures. Sample sentences from the
repository, composed of a different number of text chunks,
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are shown in Table 1. The last column of the table reports
the sequence of strokes needed to enter the sentence.

3.3 Implementation

Both the game and the KeyScretch method have been de-
veloped for the Android system. While the game has been
implemented as an application, the keyboard has been im-
plemented as an Android service. The difference is that a
service can also be used with other applications, such as
text editing applications and so on. A picture of a smart-
phone showing both the video game and the keyboard is in
figure 5.

The application implementing the game is composed of
a single Android Activity, which is instantiated for every
single sentence. The application is designed to receive in-
put from the KeyScretch keyboard. A TextWatcher module
checks the changes in the input text and performs the ani-
mation associated to a jump upon the reception of the text.

The keyboard prototype was implemented as a cus-
tomization of the Android SoftKeyboard sample project.
The original view was slightly modified to enable the visu-
alization of the menu around the peripheral keys: the width
of the keys of the upper and central key lines have been
narrowed to leave enough space on the sides, while the ver-
tical size of the view has been enlarged to leave a space in
the upper part of the keyboard. Although the keys have a
rectangular shape, the menu is squared. The proportion be-
tween width and height is different between keys placed in
different key lines, but is constant between keys in the same
line. As a form of feedback, after a gesture has been per-
formed by the user, the recognized template is printed in
superposition to the stroke for a fraction of a second.

4 Conclusions and Future Research

In this paper we have presented TypeJump, a video game
to learn the KeyScretch text entry method. The game helps
the users to learn the method while having fun, letting them
practice on the most frequent gestures associated to text and
teaching them the text segmentation induced by the method.
This way, the effort required to reach an acceptable exper-
tise level is alleviated by the pleasure of playing and a lower
disaffection to the method is expected.

At present, only an initial test with a few pilot users has
been carried out. Users have expressed their appreciation
for the game, which was considered enjoyable and excit-
ing. Furthermore, they responded affirmatively when asked
whether the game encouraged them in keeping using the
KeyScretch method.

Future studies will be aimed at completing the experi-
ments. In particular, we would like to gather experimen-
tal results on the learning of the method through the video
game. In the presence of a positive satisfaction level with
the game, just matching the learning curve already obtained
in previous experiments would be considered a good result,
since the same time is spent in a pleasant activity.

Figure 5: The interface showing both the TypeJump appli-
cation and the KeyScretch service.
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Abstract—Software developers are interested in requirement tracea-
bility to e.g., verify if all requirements are covered by a system design 
specification. Based on th e assumption that related artifacts contain 
related terms, researchers have developed, used, and extend ed algo-
rithms that identify related terms and subsequently infer which arti-
facts are related (i.e., there is a tr aceability link between them). 
Source code is not as  verbose as a natural language description, 
which reduces the applicability of algorithms that precisely rely on 
such a commonality. This paper extends the Vector Space Mo del 
using tf*idf term weights to improve the identification of traceability 
links between source code and requirements. To this extent, we modi-
fy the way how requirements are identified and to include user feed-
back. We show that the inclusion of user feedback significantly im-
proved the number of correctly identified requirements and present an 
application as an Eclipse1 plugin.

Keywords-requirement traceability; information-retrieval; 
recommender systems 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Algorithms that identify traceability links between natural 

language artifacts are less accurate when applied between for-
mal language (like source code) and natural language artifacts 
[1][2]. This is mainly because source code is not as verbose as 
a natural language description. For example, redundancies are 
avoided to improve maintainability, while in natural language 
redundancy can be used to ensure that something is understood 
correctly. Similarly, ambiguities in natural language is a form 
to communicate e.g., irony. Formal or controlled natural lan-
guages have explicit constraints on grammar, lexicon, and style 
to reduce ambiguity and c omplexity [3]. These differences 
reduce the a pplicability of algorithms that precisely rely on 
such a commonality [1].  

This paper proposes to extend an IR algorithm to retrieve 
requirements based on source code and to include user feed-
back to improve the identification of traceability links between 
source code and requirements. The modifications are inspired 
from recommender systems in which similarity is used to i m-
prove recommendations and user feedback is used to personal-
ize the recommendation [4]. 

II. APPROACH 
The tool consists in an Eclipse view that displays the pre-

dicted requirement for the currently modified / observed source 

                                                           
1 http://www.eclipse.org 

code. This code is extracted by the tool from the user’s cursor 
position in the editor. Furthermore, the user can give feedback 
by proposing the right requirement for the current prediction. In 
this way, the tool adapts and changes its decisions for future 
predictions.  

We divided the task of combining an IR algorithm with us-
er feedback to improve the identification of traceability links 
between source code and requirements in four steps: 1) identify 
the most suited IR alg orithm that identifies traceability links 
between source code and requirements in our context, 2) im-
plement a basic version of the identified algorithm, 3) extend 
the algorithm to improve the precision for source code similari-
ty, and 4) consider user feedback. 

A. Selection of the IR algorithm  
We performed a literature review from which we found out 

that the VSM in combination with TF*IDF or LSI is the most 
popular algorithm (e.g. [1][5][6][7][8][9]). In a first experi-
ment, we determined which of the two term weighting methods 
are more suitable for us to identify requirement to source code 
traceability links.  

We used 20 source code fragments, to evaluate if the aver-
age number of correctly recognized requirements differ be-
tween VSM/TF*IDF and VSM/LSI. We performed a one-tailed 
Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon signed-rank test [10] with H0: 
VSM/TF*IDF and VSM/LSI identify the cor rect requirement 
equally well and H1: VSM/TF*IDF identifies more identify 
traceability links than LSI. With a p-value of 0.03764 and Wil-
coxon's test statistic W = 62 we rejected H0 and confirmed that 
– in our context – VSM/TF*IDF performs significantly better 
(i.e., identifies more requirements correctly) than VSM/LSI. 

B. Basic implementation of VSM/TF*IDF  
We implemented the VSM/TF*IDF algorithm within an 

Eclipse plugin. The plugin downloads the requirements from an 
issue management system and the source code from a configu-
ration management system. Terms are obtained tokenizing the 
text representing the req uirements and the source cod e after 
removing stop-words, boundaries, abbreviations, and phr ases 
[11] and after reducing words to their stem form. 

The plugin populates the RTM on startup, marking which 
requirement document r and  which source code document d 
contains a specific term t. When the p rogrammer modifies 
source code, the terms contained in the method surrounding the 
current cursor position are extracted and become the query 
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vector used to identify similar requirements. 

As said in the introduction, source code is not as verbose as 
a natural language description. Consequently, methods – that 
are usually short units of source code – contain only few terms 
that can be used to search for related requirements, which ren-
ders this approach unfeasible in practice.  

C. Extending the query vector to consider related source code 
for the similarity calculation 
To reduce the problem of having too few terms to identify 

the related requirements, we extend the query vector to include 
more terms than only those of the modified method. This  al-
lows to predict requirements not only by their key identifying 
terms in the current modified method, but also by using those 
terms to identify similar requirements linked to methods having 
similar content. 

Assuming that the modified source code fragment f is part 
of a document dm and contains the terms tq, for every term t in 
the RTM that is not yet part of tq,, we verify if f has a similarity 
of sim(dx, f) to another source code document dx, x m, higher 
than a defined threshold simmin

2. If this is the case, we add t he 
missing term t to f with a term weight of sim(dx, f)×tf*idf(t, dx) 
if and only i f t is part of  a require ment. sim(dx, f) is the 
VSM/TF*IDF similarity between dx and f, tf*idf(t, dx) is t he 
tf*idf weight of the term t in the document dx. 

This approach adds terms to the query vector that are con-
tained in s imilar source code  artifacts but with a weigh t that 
models also the similarity of the source code fragment f to dx. 

D. Adding user feedback 
We use user feedback to improve the similarity calculation 

between source code and the requirements. The user can use 
the Eclipse plugin to a) see the predicted requirement and b) to 
change it.  

When the user chooses a requi rement r for source code 
fragment f, the plugin adds the terms contained in f to the terms 
contained in requirement r. When the similarity between the 
source code fragment and requirement r is calculated now, it is 
higher, since more similar words exist in both texts. 

III. EVALUATION  
We tested our prototype with five different sets o f source 

code and requirements. The first set (20 methods and 13 re-
quirements) is from an Android3 application developed during 
a bachelor thesis, the second set (30 methods and 18 require-
ments) is from a Java project developed during a research pro-
ject, the third set (30 methods and 13 requirements) is from 
Freemind4, the fourth set (30 methods and 12 requirements) is 
from JGraphT5, and the fifth set (30 methods and 13 r equire-
ments) is from JavaNCSS6. The last three projects are all Open 
Source Java software. 

We were interested to understand how the inclusion of 
similar source code documents to modify the search query and 
                                                           
2 We chose a threshold of 0.30 in our experiments. The optimal value of this threshold   
has to be evaluated in future investigations. 
3 http://www.android.com 
4 http://freemind.sourceforge.net 
5 http://www.jgrapht.org 
6 http://www.kclee.de/clemens/java/javancss 

correct user f eedback influences the tracing of source code 
artifacts back to their originating requirement. We formulated 
the null and alternative hypotheses as follows: 

H0,1: The adaptation of the similarity calculation does not influence 
automated traceability of requirements in source code artifacts. 
H0,2: The use of user feedback does not influence automated tracea-
bility of requirements in source code artifacts. 
Ha,1: The adaptation of the similarity calculation influences automat-
ed traceability of requirements in source code artifacts. 
Ha,2: The use of user feedback influences automated traceability of 
requirements in source code artifacts. 

The evaluation consisted in the co mparison of results 
achieved using a) th e use of pure VSM/TF*IDF and b) the 
modified VSM/TF*IDF including the correct user feedback for 
each artifact. The null hypothesis has been tested using a 
paired, nonparametric test, the Mann– Whitney–Wilcoxon 
paired test [10]. With a significance level of 95%, the null 
Hypothesis H0,1 was accepted, the null Hypothesis H0,2 reject-
ed. H0,2 was rejected in the first project with a Wi lcoxon’s test 
statistic of W = 42, in the second project with W=63,5, in the 
third with W=76, in the forth with W=34 and in the fifth with 
W=62.5. The results gathered for both projects show that user 
feedback has a significantly higher average correct prediction. 

IV. DISCUSSION 
The experiment described in this paper showed that in our 

two projects the adapted algorithm could not significantly im-
prove the identification of traceability links. The consideration 
of user feedback on the other hand significantly increased the 
correctly identified the trace to the requirements. 
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Abstract—There are many concepts in physics, chemistry,
biology and earth science that involve complicated molecular
dynamics in the K-12 curriculum. It is hard for teachers to
instill the minds of young children with the knowledge using
traditional instructional materials since the process is invisible
and hard to explain. Research shows that multimedia interactive
computer simulations can offer a highly attractive inquiry-
based learning environment and provide active problem solving
experience to students. In addition, such simulation-based virtual
lab provides an alternative to real lab practices, which might be
expensive, impossible or too long or dangerous to conduct. Con-
sequently, computation simulation and visualization techniques
are becoming indispensable components in many E-learning
systems to promote comprehensive and thorough understanding
of science and math concepts. Currently, there are many existing
and ongoing federal and state funded projects dedicated to
developing open-sources or non-open source simulation and ani-
mation software packages for K-12 students. Several such systems
include Molecular Workbench (http://workbench.concord.org),
PhET (http://phet.colorado.edu), Chemistry Experiment Simu-
lations (http://cse.edc.org/products/simulations/) and NanoHUB
(http://nanoHUB.org]. However, these systems are not widely
used as many teachers are either not aware of their existence
or cannot f nd the lesson and assessment questions to their
particular interests.

In order to address these above-mentioned issues, we design
and develop a cloud computing driven E-learning and assessment
system, which integrates popular free open-source simulations
developed for K-12 education with assessment capacity. Users
can search and download simulations at this one-stop warehouse
without visiting different web sites. Graphical user interface en-
ables a user-friendly environment for teachers to create courses,
accept or reject enrollment request, link simulation, create and
post assignments, and grade assignment. Many question types
such as multiple choices, true or false, word bank, match question
and free answer questions are supported to meet various teaching
needs. Some statistic analysis functions are included to help
teacher evaluate the performance of the students.

This cloud computing driven E-learning system exploits
many advanced computer technologies including object-oriented
databases, PHP, Javascript and Ajax. In order to avoid the IT
maintenance cost, we choose Google App Engine (GAE) to build
and deploy our system at remote Google site. GAE allows fast
development and deployment with simple system administration.
We do not need to maintain any hardware, power facility or make

backups and the system availability is high. More importantly,
the cloud system can automatically scale up with more hardware
and network resources to meet the increasing user demands in
an effortless manner.

In comparison with the commercial blackboard system, our
system conveys the learning and assessment processes through
rich-content multimedia with strict user management and access
control to protect sensitive materials in addition to grading
and communication functionalities. On the other hand, the on-
demand resource allocation strategy at the remote Google sites
can dynamically schedule resources to meet the current system
needs which is very cost effective.
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